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Now Quadram Makes Communications
as easy as 1, 2, 3.
When it comes to enhancement products
for IBM® PC's and other personal computers.
no one can beat Quadram. In fact. if you use
spreadsheets or large databases. you're
probably using a Quadram product already
Now Quadram applies their expertise to
communication devices. Notjust modems.
but a full range of other products. too. So
that you can do anything from networking
many PC's together to giving your PC full

3278 terminal emulation in an IBM
mainframe environment.

Only Quadram gives you such a selection—

complete with options and upgrade capability.
So now it's easier for you to design the

perfect system for your needs. All you need

to do is remember one name—Quadram.

1. Quadmodem?”

system at the other end of the phone line.
And both have call progress monitoring to
automatically determine and compensate

for different types of phone systems and
transmission status (human voice. busy

Quadmodem is a complete intelligent
modem package. including an integral or
standalone modem with supporting
documentation. Each modem comes with
QuadTalk—a powerful communications
software package plus an introductory

offer from The Source?M
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,
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inter-link a group of computers together so

they can share information and pen'pherals
with each other.

signal. data or dial tones). Of course. both

plug directly from your computer into your
phbne jack.
Get the modems with the name for quality.

QuadmodemTM Fully compatible with Bell
103/212A dial-up modems and the most:
popular modem brands.

2. Quad3278TM

Let an IBM PC communicate
with an IBM
mainframe.

And now with Quadnet. you don't have to

compromise your system to ﬁt our system.

Instead. you can easily link as few as two. or
as many as 255 IBM PC's together in a hard—

wired network. And you can conﬁgure
them almost any way you want. They can
work independently of each other or share
resources and peripherals.

From your home or office,
reach out and touch
something.
Just because your computer is all alone.
that doesn't mean it has to be lonely. Not
when you've got Quadmodem.

down the pike. Basically. it allows you to
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The possibilities are endless. But the
important thing to remember is that
Quadnet gives you a choice with four
different Network Systems. Choose the one

.-

To integrate your PC into a mainframe
environment. look to Quadram ﬁrst.

that meets your price and performance

Because now you can have all the features
of the IBM PC (mass storage and peripherals)

needs.

plus the incredible power of a mainframe

Quadnet grows as you grow. Yet the user
commands stay the same. thanks to the
upward compatibility of the Quadnet
operating software.

To make your IBM PC emulate the 3278

Whichever version you hook on to. you get
a complete package (hardware. software.
and documentation). And most importantly.
you get Quadram's reputation for quality.

right at your desk. All it takes is Quadram‘s
3278 emulation package which includes
hardware. software. even cabling.

Display Work Station, get the Quad3278.TM

Once you're on—line the IBM mainframe

sees you asjust another 3278 terminal.

Twila

Just pick the model that's right for you and
your computer.

The Integral Unit drops into an IBM PC. XT.

Pe or Apple lie.
The Stand Alone is an intelligent modem
that connects to your system through an
RS-232 port.

Both have enhanced diagnostic capability to
troubleshoot not only your system. but the

Little does it know that you're actually a
high—performance. intelligent work station.
with all the functions of the Personal
Computer. With mainframe support you
can download data. process it on your PC.
even store it on your own disk for later
reference.
-

QUADRAM QUALITY

Make the connection from micro to main—
frame. And back it up with Quadram quality.
It's the logical step for the future.
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3. Quadnet?“

At Quadram. we don ‘t

._ \"Inake personal computers.
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a We just: make them

better. So insist on the

Quadram name. It's your

\ .4 by assurance that you're

”Rims your IBM PC’s into
a Local Area Network.

Local Area Networking (LAN) is one of the
most interesting and useful ideas to come

I
I: a
,.
buying from one of
[WM W! the most established
and involved
companies in the microcomputer ﬁeld. Ask
your dealer about us.
CIRCLE NO. 191 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TM

IBM5 PC. XT. PC]|’. are registered trademarks
of International Business Machines Corporation.
‘Tne Source is a registered trademark of
Source Telecomputing Corporation.
APPLE He1 is a registered trademark
of Apple Computers. Inc.
©Copyright 1984 Quadram Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Has Your IBM PC .
‘ been suffering from lack
of commutation?
:3
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The First Information Management
System That Takes Your P.C.
Seriously.

Combines, in a single integrated
system, all of the historically separate
functions of database manager, report
generator, query language, forms

fact,databasedefuﬁﬁon,data

The first commercially available
Information Management System
which uses the Entity Relationship
Model of Data. It captures not only
data, but also the way in which it is
structured. Generates information
applications as mUCh as 20 times
faster than conventional methods.

dictionary, and programmin 9
language.
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FOR USE ON IBM PC1381 XT‘E‘,

HYPERION‘jU COLUMBIA‘E

1785 Woodward Drive

Ottawa, Ontario K2C 0R1
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In today's hard disk jungle, Tallgrass clears
, a path by offering high performance, integrated
mass storage solutions for the IBM® PC / XT, the
T. 1. Professional "and related computers.

TALLGRASS INNOVATIVE FEATURES
MASS STORAGE SYSTEMS with formatted
l-lardFileTM capacities of 6, 12, 20, 35 and 70 Mb,
all with built-in tape backup.
.

CONVENIENT INTEGRAL TAPE BACKUP
SYSTEM allows rapid tape “image" streaming,

or incremental file-by-file backup and restore on
ANSI standard inexpensive data cartridges,
instead of the usual floppies, video cassettes, or
low-capacity removable Winchester devices.

NETWORK READY and fully compatible with
networks such as l’Cnet® and EtherShareTM
HIGH RELIABILITY with dual directory and
read-after—write verify options. A dedicated

landing zone, where the read/ write heads reside
when the disk is idle, provides data protection
during powerdowns and transportation.
IBM" 15 a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

Follow the Tallgrass path to your local computer

dealer and watch your personal computer transform
into a powerful data processing system.
Available from COMPUTERLAND,® Entré®
Computer Centers, MicroAge® Computer Stores
and other participating computer dealers.

New!
IBM-XT Cartridge
Tape Backup
World Headquarters: Tallgrass Technologies Corp. HIIOO W. 82nd St.
Overland Park, KS 66214/913/492—6002,’Telex: 215406 TBYT UR

Canadian Headquarters: Tallgrass Technologies (Canada), 1775 Mcyerside Drive

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4V 1H2/416/673—3244

European Distributor: CPS Computer Group, LTD

Birmingham, England BZ76l3H/ (021) 7073866

Australian Headquarters: Tallgrass Technolgies (Australia)/ Five Dock Plaza,

Suite 12,/’50 Great North Road / Five Dock / Sydney, N.S.W. 2046/(02) 712-2010
CIRCLE No.1“ ON READER SERVICE CARD
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1 CHAIRMAN
OF THE BOARDS

Introducing data acquisition and
process control for your IBM PC
Be the computer automation hero
in your organization. Vtﬁth TAURUS
BOARD — the newest of the single
board plug-in systems for factory
and laboratory automation.
This input/ output performer
can easily harness the power of
your IBM PC or XT into affordable
data acquisition and sophis—
ticated process control. Sensing
and controlling voltages, currents and temperatures to improve

productivity and efficiency.

TAURUS BOARD can handle
16 analog inputs and 2 analog
outputs with a 12-bit resolution
plus 16 digital I/O signals and 4
event counters. What’s more,
it’s as easy to program as it is to
install. Our T-SOFI' software
package provides complete sup—
port for BASIC programmers
including engineering unit conversion and thermocouple linear—
ization.

TAURUS
COMPUTER
INC.

TAURUS BOARD comes complete
with a signal termination panel,
interconnecting ribbon cables and
installation, technical and pro—
gramming information. And Taurus
backs all this up with a compre—
hensive customer support and
warranty program.

Get the technical details, configuration options and competitive
prices on TAURUS BOARD and
the rest of our fine team of indus—
trial process control and laboratory research products for IBM
and other personal computers.
Give us a call today and let’s
discuss your specific applications. Automation and control
were never this easy, this affordable.
TAURUS BOARD and T-SOl-‘l' are trademarks of
Taurus Computer Products Inc.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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WILL FASTIE

Help!

The rush to on-line help sometimes loses users in the dust

One facet of desktop computer soft-

ware that has improved dramatical—
ly over the past two years is on-line

help. Even so, help facilities themselves are still in need of help.
On-line help is the assistance
provided by an application program
to help users understand its operation or use. For example, WordStar
provides menus that describe most

of the keystrokes available at the
moment, these menus change as
the general context changes, usual-

u'
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ly as the result of a keystroke call-

ing for a special subset of features.
The original version of VisiCalc
had terse menus that changed at
every keystroke and provided a continuing roadmap of the features and
options available at every point.

These two programs are singled out
because they are examples of two
different kinds of on-line help, and
because they were the ﬁrst widely
circulated programs for desktop
computers that had such support.
Those early techniques, seem—
ingly mandated by limited hard-

ware resources, were soon eclipsed

by the help facility of a new
spreadsheet product: SuperCalc.

What Sorcim did had been done before on minis and mainframes. But
SuperCalc was the ﬁrst commercial

HAPPY BIRTHDAY To Us

We have been most gratiﬁed by your response to our ﬁrst year, our warmest
thanks go out to the ever-increasing numbers of readers and the continued strong

support of advertisers. A resounding Thank
You! is due our many friends and associates

within Ziff—Davis without whose creative
magic this magazine would never appear.

In my ﬁrst editorial, I asked whether
the world needed another magazine about

and to reduce dependency on the
instruction manuals. Most of the

program for micros that offered
context-sensitive help, a compelling
feature in those days.
Since then, context-sensitive
help has been the preferred style of

contemporary spreadsheets have
such facilities, and other major applications have similar features.

ly so. Assistance in the context of
the immediate problem is the ideal
way to keep novice users on track

or another. This is where the prob—

on-line support for users, and right-
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But what has also happened is
that just about every program
claims to have help to one degree

lem begins to emerge: some of that

help is just not what it’s cracked up

the IBM personal computer, and then bold-

ly answered, yes, it did. But clearly the
key to PC Tech lournal’s success is that it

is not just another magazine in the IBM
ﬁeld, it is the single source for detailed, exacting information about the complex technical issues that surround the PC. The best
part is that the more we understand, the

more we need to know. We’re having the
time of our lives ﬁguring all this out.
Stay tuned.

———WF

to be. So here follows a quick guide,

for developers and users alike, to
the types of help systems that are

most common, as well as some advice on what is practical for various

types of programs,

NO HELP AT ALL

In some applications—programming

languages and other programming
tools, for example—an interactive

DIRECTIONS
help facility is not practical. Most
of us would agree that a C or Pascal
compiler is not obliged to provide
users with detailed assistance. It is
reasonable for UNIX to have a util—
ity program state its proper usage if
a command line is incorrect, but

that’s about it. A programming language is an expert’s tool and as such
should have no excess baggage.
At the same time, a number of

utility programs, such as debuggers,

should provide, at the very least, an

on-line reference card. Although

users can be expected to become ex-

perts in the use of such a tool, they
can easily forget the spelling or precise syntax of an infrequently-used
command. Reference cards usually
contain no more than one or two

screenfuls of information and thus

do not waste memory. PC/Forth is a
good example. The Forth language
itself has no on-line help, but 3 reference card is available from within
the editor. It’s a good balance.
The notion that even experts
might need a nudge every once in a
while is important. It implies that
every interactive system should
have some help, even if it is limited. It also implies that the tool
need not teach and that users have
some prior knowledge.
MENUS

The menu type of human interface
is attractive because it is simple to
comprehend and use and equally

simple for program designers to in-

clude. Menus carry a considerable

amount of helpful information.

They are, in effect, a help system

built into the human interface and
thus carry the advantage of being
always present. What gives menu

systems a bad name is that once

users understand the program,

they see the helpful information as

just so much excess baggage.

THE EXPERT INTERFACE

VisiCalc was an important prototype for the expert user. The idea

was that some prompting would oc-

6

cur to remind the user of the next
steps, but no deeper information
would be provided. There is a valuable concept here: the user is
helped by being told what the op—

remember whether it counts the total number of cells in the range or
only the non—blank ones. So I’m in
the middle of a formula, having

understand, in advance, What each
option is. In other words, the user
must become adept at using the system before the system can give as—

ask for help. SuperCalc gives me a
list of all the functions. Good,
there's COUNT, but how does it
work? Wouldn’t it be nice to trip

tions are at every step, but he must

sistance on its use and operation.

Well, that’s okay. Such a pro-

gram, however, cannot be removed
from the box and used by the novice. Because most users of a new
package are novices, extensive documentation and tutorials are essen-

tial, the user must commit time

and energy that may or may not

represent productive work. Expert
interfaces of this kind are satisfacto—
ry only when the user is learning
the new version of a program with
which he or she is already familiar.
THE HUMANE INTERFACE

The regular user of an application
program, such as a spreadsheet, is

certain to become an expert sooner

or later. At ﬁrst a lot of handhelding will be necessary but later the
user will appreciate a human inter—
face that is quick and responsive.
That means help cannot be omnipresent, as in the menu system, but

just typed a slash for division (to
get an average, for example), and I

the cursor down to COUNT and

hit the HELP key again? I don’t

need long explanations, I just need

that little nudge.
MultiPlan is similar to what I
have described here. It is basically a
menu system without the typical

bulk of menus and therefore without visible, helpful information.
The user moves a cursor to one of

the options and selects it; options
can also be selected just by striking
the ﬁrst letter of its name. For help,

however, the user moves the cursor

to the item in question and hits the
HELP key, whereupon the program

displays speciﬁc information about

the option. It’s quite a combination.

So WHAT’S WRONG?

Users want help, so the manufac-

turers give it to them in one form
or another and include it in their
sales pitches. But this does not
mean they are delivering a help

nevertheless must be simply and
quickly accessible.

system that is matched to their type
of program and to the requirements
of the users. Users should be aware

SuperComp, from Access Technology. SuperComp, a spreadsheet that
is now available on micros, was ﬁrst
introduced on minis. Its interface

ity by an expert can be just as mis-

The first program I have seen
that really satisﬁes these criteria is

was expert, resembling VisiCalc’s,

and its help system was context-sen—
sitive to an even higher degree than
SuperCalc’s. More importantly, the
help system provided references to
related topics and a direct link to a
help screen on those topics.
This facility would help in
many situations. For example, it
would solve a problem I often have:
I know that SuperCalc includes a

COUNT function, but I can never

that a demonstration of a help facil-

leading as a demonstration of the
rest of the program by the expert.
Knowing what to buy here is extremely important.

By the same token, developers
(of both commercial and in«house
products) should include a help facility- from the outset of a program

design. Attempting to add it later is
almost a guarantee of failure.
As difﬁcult as it is, the humane

interface is almost always the most
desired and most appreciated by the
ultimate authority, the end-user.
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FOR THE IBM PC*, COMPAQ*, ETC.

,

breakthrough in hard disk
he IBM Pcijaynd many compatibles.
ers. You’re assured of complete

compatibility with all future XT re-

leases, and network systems such

:als-PC Net,” Etherseries" and

'Omninet.“
Installation in less than 20
minutes.

Megaflight 100 includes everything

you'll need for internal installation in

the PC, Compaq, and others. This
‘ cludes cables, easy installation
structions and a comprehensive

, nual. installation typically takes
, less than 20 minutes and requires
no special technical knowledge.

One year warranty.
Megaﬂight 100 is covered by a one

year warranty on parts and labor.

_ To order, send check or money order
for $895 (includes shipping and
handling) to the address listed below. Or use Visa or MasterCard and
call our toll free number to order
today (add 3% service charge for
Visa and MasterCard).

To order Call 800-522-2237.
In Oregon, Alaska and Hawaii _
call 503-626-6877.
Dealer, OEM inquiries invited.
For more information call
503—626-6877.
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7787 SW. Cirrus Dr., Bldg. 26, Beaverton, OR 97005
Phone 503-626-6877

What do you get when you cross
1200 baud, free on-Iine time,
and extra features at a price Hayes

*can’t match?
_

Shopping for a modem
doesn't have to be a riddle. A
tedious sifting through claims
and counterclaims. A quest
for the best that raises more
questions than it answers.

The new MultiModem,
from Multi-Tech Systems,
gives you the right answers
from the start. The answers to
all your questions about what
a first-rate intelligent modem
should do for you.

MultiModem.

Data Transmission
Speed?

The MultiModem gives
you a choice—either 1200 or
300 bits per second. 1200 for

fast, efficient communications

and lower long-distance
charges. Like when you’re
downloading data from the
corporate computer, or swap—
ping files with a friend across
the country. 300 bps for your
less demanding applications,
like checking out bulletin
boards, playing games, or
having on-Iine keyboard
conversations.

Free On-Line Time?
With the MultiModem you
get CompuServe‘s DemoPak
—a free two-hour demonstra-

tion of their service, and up to

seven more free hours of online time if ou subscribe. You

also get a 50 usage credit

from NewsNet, a service

which lets you tap into 150
different specialized business
newsletters.

Intelligence? Extra
Features?

Hayes-compatibility?

Yes, the MultiModem is

Hayes-compatible. (Most software requires modems that
are.) That means the MultiModem will run with popular

communications programs

like Crosstalk XVl, Data

Capture, PC-Talk lll, our own
MultiCom PC, and dozens of
others.

What About Price?

At $549, the MultiModem
retails for $150 less than the

Smartmodem”. You get
Hayes-compatibility and so

much more—for so much
less.

What do you get when
you cross all these things?

The MultiModem. From Multi-

Of course, the MultiModem automatically dials,

Tech Systems—a company
that’s been making top-quality

But it does a few extra things
too, things the Hayes Smartmodem 1200”“ doesn't. Like
recognize dial tones and busy
signals, so the MultiModem

isn't this the answer
you’ve been looking for?

answers, and disconnects.

modems for over thirteen
years.

will automatically redial, or

CIRCLE NO. 204 ON READER SERVICE CARD

phone numbers too, up to six

local distributor, write to

automatically try a different
number. And it remembers

of them, in its battery-backed
memory.
TrademlIkS—MulliModem, MultiCom Pc: Mulll- Tech

Systems. Inc—CompuServe CompuServe lnlo/malion

Sen/ices, an H & R Block cowany—NewsNet' NewsNet,

Inc. —Sn1arlmodem: Hayes

icrocompuier Products.

lnc.~Crosslalk‘ Microstuf. Inc —Dala Capture Southeastern Saare—PC-Talk III Freeware/The Headlands Press

For the name of your

Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.

82 Second Avenue SE.

New Brighton, Minnesota 55112.
Or call us at (612) 631-3550.

MultiTech
Systems

The right answer every time.

Mr. Chips Plays Your PC

Like a One Man Band
Mr. Chips, the new multi-function
card from Orange Micro, adds a full

ensemble of features to your lBM®
PC. Memory, printer ports, and a
clock are standard, and you’d

expect them on a top quality board.

But computing is changing.

Soon computers will take care of

everyday things; like watering the
lawn, or turning on your lights when

it gets dark. And only Mr. Chips can
do this now. These capabilities are

standard, so your growing needs
won’t require additional equipment.
There’s also a dual game port, so

you can duel to the end, by yourself
or with a friend.
Every Mr. Chips comes with ChipdiskTM software, for RAM disk and
print spooling. With RAM disk you

set up your PC’s memory to act like
a disk drive. This means much

faster execution and searching of

programs. Print spooling sets your

PC’s RAM to serve as a printer
buffer, so you can compute even

while your printer is printing.
You can orchestrate

all this power

for a
remarkably low price.
Visit your dealer and see for your-

self: Mr. Chips is the multi-function

card for today. . . and tomorrow.

The First Multi-function Card with 9 Standard Features
- Parallel Port": Great for getting fast printouts on

efficient dot matrix printers.
0 Serial Port: The most popular way to access high
grade letter quality printers or phone modem

communications.
0 64K-256K RAM: Upgrade your PC’s memory to
handle powerful integrated software and other larger
programs.
0 Clock/Calendar: Accurately keep track of time and
date, even when your computer is turned off.
- Dual Game Port‘: Accommodate two complete joysticks at once, so you can play alone or duel with a

friend. Also for use with CAD/CAM software.

- Real World Interface: This innovative port can monitor and control equipment like thermostats, moisture
detectors, photocells and other independent devices.
I BSR is a registered trademark of the SSH Corporation
I lBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

- BSR'"AC Line Controller‘: Control your lights, appliances, security systems, or anything that plugs into
an AC wall socket.
0 Chipdisk RAM Disk: Set your PC memory to act like
a disk drive. Your programs will run much faster than
with conventional disk drives.
0 Chipdisk Print Spooler: Your PC memory will serve
as a printer buffer, so you won’t have to wait for your
printer anymore.

*Cables available separately

@Oronge mic]?
W

O

1400 N. LAKEVIEW AVE., ANAHEIM, CA 92807 USA
(714) 779-2772 TELEX: 183511CSMA

© Orange Micro, lnc., 1984
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IRM has worked

her/way to the top.
She’s Director of Decision Support, the

leader in IBM 3270 mainframe/PC networks.

IRMA is taking charge! Her performance

in over 25,000 IBM 3270 mainframe/PC

installations has made her the industry’s
leading Decision Support Interface?“ Why?
Because IRMA works. Easily and economi—
cally, IRMA’s on the job giving PC users
mainframe data access, selection, storage

and communication back to the mainframe.

She’s more capable than ever.
IRMA is a

printed circuit
board that slips
into any available . ’

IBM PC/PC XT

slot and attaches
'
via coaxial cable to a 3270 controller. She’s
as easy to work with as the PC itself and
provides standard text file transfer software

IBM PC and IBM PC XT are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Apple Lisa is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
DEC Rainbow is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

for VM/CMS and MVS/TSO mainframe

environments, in addition to optional APL
Terminal Emulation.

She’s got more to offer.

Other IRMA products give you more
ways to build cost-effective IBM 3270 and

IBM PC—based decision support networks.

IRMALINE” is the first coaxial link
between 3270 networks and remote personal
computers, including the IBM PC/PC XT,

the Apple Lisa, the DEC Rainbow and others.

IRMALETTE,” the Asynchronous Interface,

lets you run the same IRMA software in
your remote personal computer that you run
in the office.
So connect with success. With IRMA
products from DCA. Call 1—800-241-IRMA.

Connect with success.

dad
Digital Communications Assomates. Inc
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IRMA, IRMALINE, IRMALETTE and Decision Support Interface are trademarks of Digital Communications Associates, Inc
@1984 Digital Communications Associates, Inc., 50 Technology Park, Norcross, GA 3 092. (404) 448‘1400,TLX 261375 DCAATLI

Unloell the Power of uour
.

IBM no with

Call 800-323-3629 today.

Please send me the following:

I] Set(s) of documentation, including

MDBS III manual and Data Base Primer

and Guide for $90.00 each plus $10.00

shipping and handling per set.‘ (Regular

price is $100.00)

El Set(s) of “How to Evaluate and Select

a DBMS“ for $5.00 plus $1.00 shipping
and handling!“

El Professional Training Course Information.
El Please have a MDBS/ Application
Development Products Account

Bela

'

MDBS III

Cl MDBS 111 information.
*Prices subject to change without notice.
Illinois residents please add 6% sales tax.
Name

Company

Expiration Date
Bank No. if MC

Signature

SFBT7XX

_

Micro Data Base Systems, Inc.
Application Development
Products

Address

City
State
Phone (

Card No.

Zip
)

We accept VISA, MASTERCARD and
A
'can Expre
CIRCLE NO. 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD

(312) 981—9200
85 W. Algonquin Road-Suite 400
Arlington Heights, IL 60005

MDBS Ill. Knowled eMIn nnd SCREEN MASTER Ire trademarks
of Micro Data Base ystems. lncr: PCDOS. Ind PC/ XT are
tndemuks of IBM.: MSDOS is I trademark of MICROSOFT.:
CP/M-86 and MP/ M436 are trudemuks of Digital Resumh.

AT LAST! TEN IBM PCIXT
FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE
THRU ONE SLOT!

autumn"
manual!

I
W. . . .xuu.ns__.“ ﬁery;
-n—-'lIll:-~
“nun-1.1:"

MAGNUM HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FEATURES:
1. SuperSmart MODEM — 212A type (300— 1200)

such popular terminals as DEC VT-100 (ANSI

SGPDNFDS’IPWN

intelligent modern with Auto Answer/ Auto Dial
(touchtone/ pulse). Mounts inside PC/ XT where it

standard), Data General 605x series, ACT-5A
and ADM-5A. Supports all standard baud rates to

belongs. 52 number Auto-Dialer optional.
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
SERIAL PRINTER/ COMM. PORT.
GAME/ MOUSE PORT '
QUARTZ CLOCK/ CALENDAR
MEMORY - 64K to 512K bytes
TurboRAM - Extra RAM used as hard disk.
TurboSpool - Print job buffer/spooler.
TurboComm - SuperSmaIt MODEM control

19,200. Single keystroke connection to host.
Screen transmission status reporting. Full printer
and disc drive controls. Full buffering and interrupt
driven I/O). Error detection and logging. Capabil—
ity to interactively download and upload disk files.
10. TurboFile - TurboComm’s file transfer utility
featuring: Automatic unattended file transfer
initiated any time, day or night. Transfers any file
supported by PC/ DOS. Automatic error

program includes: Single key, built—in emulation of

detection and recovery. Password computer
access protection.

CHECK OUR STANDARD FEATURES

MAGNUM MODEM

V

V

*

*

V

V

V

MAGNUM MEMORY

*

*

V

V

MINI-MAGNUM

V

V

V

V

V

*

*

V

V

*

*

MAGNUM 10

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

* OPTIONS
_
Order now! Check, M.O. Visa and Mastercard accepted . Satisfaction guaranteed. 2vyears Warranty

MULTl-FUNCTION AT IT’S BEST FROM
. AMERICAN HIGH-TECH INDUSTRIES, Inc.
‘
~ ,
ELEVEN-ONE-ELEVEN WILCREST GREEN DRIVE AMERICAN

SUITE 201, HOUSTON, TEXAS
(713) 952-7332
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A HEX 0N GEMINI

”Mixing Systems Components” (Morton
Goldberg, PC Tech Iournal, April 1984,

page 106) was a good article for all
Gemini printer users. However, hexadecimal and decimal representations got

Furthermore, the Ianuary 1984 re-

lease of mbp COBOL includes several

extensions noted as pluses for other sys-

tems. Your readers speciﬁcally might
want to know about our new SORT capability, CHAIN extension to Inter-pro-

MICRO FOCUS LEVEL II
COBOL v2.1
Micro Focus, Inc.

2465 East Bay Shore Road

Suite 400

mixed up in the DEBUG E(nter) com-

gram Communication, and extensions

E CS: 0169 10
E CS: 0250 18

show more than ANS COBOL-74 com-

Palo Alto, CA 94303
415-856—4161
Level II (High Performance).- $1,595
Level II (Compact): $795
Animator.- half price of compiler
Forms II.- $195

Perhaps a quick explanation of the ver-

ever, to learn that such reference re-

mbp COBOL V6.12

that mbp COBOL offers more than most
at as little as 25 percent of the cost of
some (as reviewed, that is).
Thank you again for the review.
We look forward to other COBOL»

7700 Edgewater Drive
Suite 360

mands that were given in the article.
The correct values should be

tical spacing will help. The Epson vertically spaces in increments of n/216
inch. So for the spacing of eight points

(72 points per inch), we use
24/216 = 8/72 (the hex value of
24 = 18H).

For a spacing of 12 points we use

36/216 = 12/72 (the hex value of

36 = 24H).

The Gemini printer vertically
spaces in increments of n/ 144 inch. So
for a spacing of eight points we use
16/144 = 8/72 (the hex value of

16 = 10H).
For a spacing of 12 points we use

24/144 = 12/72 (the hex value of

24 = 18H).

A. Heimlich
Santa Clara, CA

to ACCEPT and DISPLAY verbs.
As a reference report the article

was very rigid in its attempt not to

parisons. We were very surprised, how—

ports do not include prices. A simple
cost comparison would quickly show

oriented articles in PC Tech lournal.
Gerald E. Weltner, Ir.

Vice—president

mbp Software and Systems

Oakland, CA

We regret our omission of features sup-

ported by mbp COBOL version 6.12.

Also, because of our editorial deadline,

we were not able to report on the ex—

Software & Systems

Technology, Inc.

Oakland, CA 94621
415-632-1555

v7.04; (with SORT and CHAIN)
$750

—]A

Thank you for publishing Casey Pontius's excellent research report on ANS
COBOL and four compilers’ compliance
to it. I spent much of 1983 testing the
four compilers listed in the article.
Unfortunately, for anyone looking

COBOL COMMENTS
Thank you for your comparison of

IBM PC. Pricing information on these
four compilers is listed below.

four COBOL compilers available for the

for guidance about which product to
purchase, the article was not very en—
lightening. Compatibility to ANS CO-

Twelve Functional Modules of ANS

RM/COBOL v1.5

many variables in determining which
product best meets an individual’s
needs. Of course, when lack of compati-

COBOL systems for the IBM PC (”The

tended features of version 7.04, but we

plan an in-depth review of each of the

COBOL: How Four Compilers Comply,"
Casey Pontius, April 1984, page 76). I
Would like to point out some minor cor—

Ryan-McFarland Corporation
609 Deep Valley Drive
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274

cluded about mbp COBOL.
Contrary to the article, mbp

$950

ganization,- it is, in fact, the default.

Microsoft Corporation
10700 Northrup Way

rections in the information that was in-

COBOL does support Line Sequential or-

The article also noted another COBOL

as allowing external ﬁle-name literals to

be present in the COPY statement; mbp

COBOL supports the same function.

14

BOL standards should be only one of

bility reaches the extent of the Microsoft compiler, it does become enough
reason to ﬂush the product, which is

213-541-4828

precisely what I did with it.

IBM COBOL v1.0

spective buyer should consider are:
0 Is the product a true compiler, or

Bellevue, WA 98004
206-828-8088
$700

Some of the variables that a pro-

is it a gloriﬁed interpreter requiring numerous “calls” to a run-time library ﬁle
at execution?

0 Is the product complete? Does it
include all the programming tools nec-

PC TECH JOURNAL

Now,

X—shellTM brings
UniXTM capability to your PC
for an amazingly low

$225

Computers. You know at least two
things about them: One, they should
be a tool for solving your problems.
Not creating them. Two, you want

to spend as little time as possible

on one.

X-shell
Software Tools Package
That’s why Standard DataCom, Inc.
developed X—shell, a command
interpreter software tools package for

IBM PCs and MS—DOS/PC—DOS

operating systems.
X—shell helps your computer solve
your problems faster. Makes the
time you spend on the computer
more efﬁcient. Squeezes more out of
your computer investment.
Proven
Unix Feamles
X—shell gives you Unix capability by
providing these proven Unix features:

1. Support for pipelines and
ﬁlters

2. Input & output redirection

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Variable substitutions
Command substitutions
Filename expansion
Nested command ﬁles
Structured ﬂow oontrol:
if/then/else, while/do/done,
until/do/done, case/esac,
for/do/done

Unix is a trade mark ofBell Laboratories
X-shell is a trademark ofStandard DaraCom. Inc.

Hardware Requirements
(where you can save hard Gish)
IBM PC or XT (or compatible)

256K bytes of RAM
2 Disk Drives—Hard or Floppy
Since X—shell (an be run using ﬂoppy

disk drives, you can save a bundle of
money on your hardware. Hard disks
are expensive. Floppies aren’t. It’s
that simple.

Software Requirements
PC—DOS version 1.1 or 2.0
Software Disk Emulator
Since X—shell runs on PC—DOS, it
supports existing PC-DOS software.
Over 40
Commands
X—shell’s commands

include:

hasename -slrip extension lrom
lile name
—concaterrale liles
—change directory
—clear monitor screen
~compare liles
—output lines common
tn two tiles
up
{spy liles
win
—li|e backup/archival
dale
~get or set date and lime
echo
—echo arguments to stddut
expand
—expand tabs into spaces
expr
—string and arithmetic
evaluation
lalse
—do nothing.
cal
cd
clear
cmp
comm

unsuccesslully

num
pl
prlhl
pwd
rm
sh

lime

—numher lines
—lorrnat liles lor printing
—pr directed to printer
—print working directory
—remove liles (delete)
—shell (command
interpreter)
—size at object code
—sort numerically or
alphabetically
-checksurn lile
Aoutput last lines at tile
«pipe lining
—tesl ﬁles or slring‘s
characteristics
—delermine time to execute

—trans|ate or delete

size
sort

sum
tall
tee
test

that

—produce list ol selected

tr

grep

‘search liles lor specilied
pattern
-trextile damper
—output 151 lines ol tile
—sorted directory list
—copy ﬁles to display
—move liles [rename]

true

hd
head
ls
more
mv

tiles

a command

characters

—do nothing,
successfully
unexpand —rep|ace spaces with tabs
uniq
—remove duplicate lines
we
—count chars. words
and lines
words
—oolput lrle 1 word per line

Dealer Inquiries Invited
CIRCLE NO. 299 ON READER SERVICE CARD

What You Get For $225
1. Complete Documentation,
including: Installation, Tutorial and
Reference Manuals.
2. Complete X-shell Software Tools

Package on two diskettes.
3. A more eﬁicient use ofyour

computer time.
4. More elfective use of your PC.
How To Order X-shell

Get the software package that gives

you Unix capability for an amazingly

low $225.

Call Standard DataCom, Inc.
415—775-8882 with your Visa or
MasterCard order, or for more
information.

Or mail in the coupon

below.
Or ask your dealer.

Standard DataCom, Inc.
Ask us about X.25
—

—

—

_

I Enclosed is my check or money order
for $225.00“. Please send me X-shell'” ,
the Software Tools Package that helps
my PC solve my problems.
Send to:
Name

Title

Company
Address

Phone

City
State

Zip

PC brand, amount of memory
'Cnlifomia residents add sales tax

Mail check or money order to:
Standard DamCom, Inc.,
1550 California Street #6195,

IE" Francisco, CA 94109

J

NOWVVE’VE ADDED EVERYTHING TO TURBO PASCAL
(EVERYTHING EXCEPT A HIGH PRICE)
0 WINDOWING!
..This is a real shocker. On the IBM PC or PC jr. you’ll now have a procedure to program windows. . . . Any part of the
screen can be selected as a window and all output will automatically go to this part of the screen only. As many
windows as you please can be used from the same program.

0 AUTOMATIC OVERLAYS!
. No addresses or memory space to calculate, you simply specify OVERLAY and TURBO PASCAL will do the
rest.

0 GRAPHICS, SOUND AND COLOR SUPPORT FOR YOUR IBM PC OR JR!

0 FULL HEAP MANAGEMENT!
. . via dispose procedure.

0 OPTIONAL 8087 SUPPORT!
. . Available for an additional charge
if your have a 16 bit computer with the 8087 math chip—your number crunching programs will execute up to 10X
faster!

EXTENDED PASCAL FOR YOUR IBM PC, PC in,
APPLE CP/M, MSDOS, CP/M 86, CCP/M, OR CP/M 80
Full screen interactive editor providing a complete
menu driven program development environment.
11 significant digits in floating point arithmetic.

Built—in transcendental functions.
. Random access data files.

0 Program chaining with common variables.
. Dynamic strings with full set of string handling
features.

0 Full support of operating system facilities.
. And much more.

. Now~ WITH WINDOWING

HERE’S WHAT THE REVIEWERS HAVE SAID ABOUT TURBO PASCAL.
“What I think the computer industry is headed for: well documented, standard, plenty ofgood features, and a reasonable price."
Jerry Pournelle, Byte, February 1984

”Finally, somebody has done it right. A powerful Pascal Z 80 or 8086/88 single pass native code compiler together with a full
screen editor and error checking to make a super programming development package."
David Carroll, Microsystems, February 1984

”The Perfect Pascal"
Alan R. Miller, Interface Age, January 1984

LEARN TO mE
A SPREADSHEET

“It is. simply put, the best software deal to come along in a long time.”

Our offer includes MICROCALC, a spreadsheet written
in Turbo Pascal. It will be
on your disk, and ready to
run. And we‘ve included the
source code to show you
exactly how a spreadsheet
is written!

Bruce Webster, Softa/k IBM, March 1984

If you already own Turbo Pascal
version 1.0, you can upgrade to 2.0
for $29.95. Just send in your old master
With your check. (Manual update Included
oI course).

ORDER YOUR COPY OF TURBO PASCAL VERSION 2.0 TODAY
1-800-227-2400 x968
For VISA and MasterCard orders call toll free:
1-800-772-2666 x968
In CA:
(lines open 24 hrs, 7 days a week)
Dealer & Distributor Inquiries welcome
408-438-8400

CHOOSE ONE (please add $5.00 for
shipping and handling for US. orders)

Turbo Pascal 2.0 $49.95

__Turbo Pascal with 8087 support

$89.95
_.Update (1.0 to 2.0) Must be
accompanied by the original
master $29.95
___Update (1.0 to 8087) Must be
accompanied by the original
master $69.95

Check
VI A

S

Money Order

— MasterCard

Card #:

Exp date;

Shipped UPS

-)) BORLRnD

.)) INTERNATIONAL

Borland International
4113 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotts Valley, CaIiIornia 95066
TELEX: 172373

16 bit
My system is: 8 bit
Operating System: CP/M 30 —

CP/M 86—MS DOS—PC DOS—

Computer: _

Disk Format:

Please be sure model number & format are correct.

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY/STATEIZIP: —_~
TELEPHONE:
California reSIdents add 6% sales tax Outsnde U S A add 515 00 (It

outsmﬁe oI U S A payment must be by bank draft payable In the U S
and In U S dollars] Sorry, no C O D or Purchase Orders

Treasure Chest‘bf Software

jrCaptairi" and 1 stMATE“

IECMAR—
i

the power behind the P; '1"

with Tecmar’s Captain“ ,
multifunction boards
Your PC can finally do all those wonderful things you’ve
dreamed about — with the Treasure Chest of Software.
Eliminate the need for many desk top accessories when you
discover Tecmar’s new easy to use software technology.
With the press of a key you access many Treasure Chest
programs without having to exit from a program you are
now using. This Treasure Chest of Software gives your PC
more power for:
Information Management
OCalculator
OSorting Program
GElectronlc Rolodex"
0Mailing List
0Electronlc Notepad
-Forms Generator - create
letters, labels 8 reports

Hardware Diagnostics
OMemory Diagnostics
0 Printer Diagnostics
-Clock-Calendar Diagnostics

Time Management

Olnventory Management
0 Banner Generator - prints

0 Appointment Alert
OCalendar Generator
OAutomatic Time and Date

System Improvements
OBackground Printing - frees
PC for other work
~Disk Simulator in RAM

Information Security
0Confidential File Coding

(Ise at Home
OCheckbook Balancer

letters 4.5 inches tall
-Tic-Tac-Toe
Oand more i

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
‘Rolodex is a trademark of The Rolodex Corp.

You’ll never want to turn your computer off once you experience the ease of use, efficiency and enjoyment of the
Treasure Chest of Software.

For the [EM PC: Captain 8 1stMATE
L"

- 0 to 384 KBytes of Memory on
the Captain Board
- 0 to 256 KBytes of Memory on
the lstMATE Board

0
0
0

Clock-Calendar with battery
Serial Communications Port
Parallel Printer Port
Treasure Chest of Software

for the Pe' thejrCaptain

- 0 to 128 KBytes of Memory
' Upgrade to 512 KBytes with
addition ofjrCadet Board

0 Clock-Calendar with battery
0 Parallel Printer Port
- Treasure Chest of Software

Tecmar, inc. 6225 Cochran Road Solon (Cleveland), Ohio 44139-3377
Phone:(216)349-0600 Telex:466692
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0|0ub|e sided.

double demsﬁv.

cxkciéNoj. 229 ON READER SERVICE CARﬁ

2201 Lively Blvd. . Elk Grove vmog'e, IL 00007 AMEK
(312)364-1180 TLX: 25-4780 "

REGIONAL OFFICES: Southern Calif. (714) 062-3949 - Texas (817) 498—2334
Northern Calif. (408) 370—9370 . Denver (303) 794—1497

LETTERS
essary, or will it have to be supplemented by other products— i.e., screen

generator, interactive debug module,

various listing options, etc..z
0 How compatible is it to main-

frame code? Does it require imbedding
PC speciﬁc code (for example, screen

handling, ﬁle assignments) in programs,
or does it maintain the integrity of the
mainframe code?
0 What is the quality of the ven-

dor’s technical support?

0 Is the product well designed, programmer friendly?
0 And, of course, price.

F

KEYSWAP... =PROKEY*
+10 NEW FUNCTIONS

\

KEYSWAP is the most advanced Macro Processor

page 75; and ”Digital-to-Analog, Analog-

available for the IBM PC* " - including ALL of
PROKEY’s* functions and many more!
KEYSWAP creates yet another dimension in
USER FRIENDLINESS.
In addition to the standard
macro features, the user can:
Create custom Help Menus that can
be recalled from within any program.
Create “lessons" that can be played back at
variable speed for tutorial or demo purposes

been very useful.

Create AND MODIFY macros at ANY time without

I certainly could have used this article a year ago; it would have provided

a good starting point for my study of

COBOL compilers for the PC.
Mark Sundermann
Sr. programmer-analyst
Connecticut Mutual Life
Hartford, CT

MIND EXPANDING
The articles by Peter Aitken about the
PC and Tecmar Lab Master Board

(”Passing the Lab Test,” January 1984,

to-Digital,” March 1984, page 104) have

I enjoy reading and studying PC
Tech Iournal, and I especially appreciate

articles explaining the use of expansion
boards, particularly if assembly routines
are shown.
Casey L. Haake
Minneapolis, MN

TERRIFIC TOOL TROIKA
Good tools are hard to ﬁnd, so I was
glad to see Blaise Computing’s Pascal
Tools ﬁnally get some press in PC Tech
lournal (”Pascal Tools Review,” Arthur
Gleckler, February 1984, page 161).
However, the editor’s note that Pascal

affecting the applications program
Create a single macro definition as large as 64K
Redefine ANY keys (i.e. shift) or define ANY macro

character

IMAGINE: automatic time and date display; fixed

and variable definition fields; audible feedback on

toggle keys; alternate cursor control selection; and
many more features!
KEYSWAP - State of the Art keyboard utility software.
PRICE
$119.00 (Money back guarantee)
MA res add 5% sls tx

Tools 2 had recently been introduced

but was not available for review struck
me as odd. My copy of Tools 2 dates
back to July 1983. Does it really take

FOR ORDERS OR INFO CALL OR WRITE
(Call for special introductory offer)

seven months to write a software re-

RICKERDATA

view? View Manager, an extremely important tool from Blaise, was not men-

tioned at all. We have found this triad
of tools far and away the most power-

ful, best supported, and accurately doc—
umented of any now available.
Anyone who is working in Microsoft Pascal under DOS 2.0 without

k

PO BOX 998 MELROSE, MA 02176 (617) 662-0856

MC & VISA ACCEPTED

'Registered Trademark RoseSoft ' 'Registered Trademark IBMJ
CIRCLE NO. 150 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Tools 2 is reinventing the wheel. Blaise
Computing’s Tools 2 package gives the
application developer access to the full

power of input/output redirection, program chaining, memory management,
and directory maintenance from within

the program.
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Async Port #2

4 RIO PL

Game Port

What you get out
of your IBM PC/XT
depends on what
you put into it.

————n

Piggyback Expansion Port
64K—512K additional memory
(768K maximum)

The versatile multi-function
boards from STB offer more

Memory

64K-256K

functions and more memory.
f your personal computing applications have outgrown
your personal computer’s hardware, there’s a smart way
of expanding your system while still leaving plenty of
room to grow.

Memory

64K—384K

The secret is the line of multi—ftmction boards
from STB.
Our SUPER RIOTM combines two asynchronous
RS—232-C serial communication ports for interfacing
modems, serial printers, plotters, mice, and an almost
limitless list of other peripherals, a parallel I/O port for
interfacing printers and hard disk controllers, a battery
operated clock/calendar that remembers the date and
time even when your system is turned off, a game paddle
port that can uses either APPLETM or IBMTM compatible
joysticks, and up to 256K of additional memory.
The STB PiggybackTM board adds up to 512K more
memory onto the SUPER RIO for a total of 768K. And
the pair uses only one expansion slot.
Included free with the SUPER RIO board is the PC
Accelerator‘”, which combines printer buffering and high
speed disk emulation into one easy to use program.
Our RIO PLUSTM board includes all of the I/O functions of the SUPER RIO (less one serial port) with on
board memory expansion capability of up to 384K. When
used with a 256K computer, this board gives your system a full 640K of memory. Of course, PC Accelerator is

also included with every RIO PLUS.

If you already have enough memory, the STB

Async Port
Serial printer.’modem

l

Parallel Port
Printer SASI

SUPER I/OTM board adds a parallel I/O port, serial port,
game port, clock/calendar and PC Accelerator to your
system. And, its small enough to ﬁt in a short slot on
the XT.
As new functions and applications arise, you can
count on STB Systems to provide convenient, affordable
ways to adapt these innovations to your system.
Compare our quality products at your local dealer,
or for more information please write or call us.

Expanding Microcomputing

Clock/Calendar

STB Systems, Incorporated
601 North Glenuille, Suite 125, Richardson, Texas 75081/(214) 234—8750
All STB multi-Iunction boards include a serial and parallel cable plus an external mounting bracket.
Applets a registered trademark at Apple Corn uters. Inc.
IBM is a registered trademark or International usiness Machines Corporation.
PC Accelerator is a registered trademark ol ResiCorp
© 1983 STB Systems. Inc.
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The third member of the troika is

equally as important. How many times
have you dreamed about a fast screen

printer that could read in data and do
user-input error checking? What about

help screens that ﬂash up in one sec-

ond? View Manager has this and much
more, including a fully enabled screen
data—base manager, editor, and docu-

and the quality of the media. In answer

to your third question, ROM capacity is

not so different in the PC and XT. PC

ROM space is 5 ROMs by 8K, or 40 KB.
One 8KB ROM socket is empty. The XT
has 2 ROMs by 32K, or 64 KB of ROM

space with no empty sockets.

—WF

mentation generator.

We have saved thousands of dollars
using the Blaise Pascal Tools and I can
happily recommend them.
P. Adrian Z. Calta
Washington Programing Team
Washington, DC.

class of user. I especially enjoyed ”Up-

grading a PC to an ’XTRA T’ " (Susan
Glinert—Cole, February 1984, p. 75).
I originally owned 280 SlOO-type
hardware. I have now disposed of this
equipment and am considering the pur-

chase of a PC or XT. My personal computing and hobby activities don’t re-

quire eight card slots or a hard disk.
However, I would like to have a greater
transfer rate and capacity than the stan-

dard PC disk drives provide.

Therefore, I am considering purchasing a PC with only one drive, then
placing two half-height drives in the remaining drive location. The half-height
drives would be the type that can be
formatted to hold 2.5 megabytes using
the IFORMAT program. I would add a
multifunction board with additional

memory used as a solid state drive to

provide the higher transfer rate I want
when processing.
My concerns for this approach are:
(1) Will the PC power supply support
two such half-height drives without
overloading it? (2) Are the half—height
drives reliable when formatted to contain this much data? (3) I understand
that the PC motherboard has 64K less
ROM space than the XT. Is there a difference in system capability because of
the smaller ROM capacity—or is it just
less space available for user ROM?

Robert W. Watts
Salem, OR

The PC power supply should support

your half-height drives without overloading it, although it depends on the

speciﬁc unit. Whether or not the drives
would be reliable when formatted to
contain 2.5 megabytes is uncertain. It

depends on the quality of the drives
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has been available for just over a year.
On the other hand, muLISP has been

out for a number of years. If signiﬁcant
enhancements have been made to mu-

LISP, they should be presented; please
do not discount the other two imple-

mentations because Integral Quality and

The LISP Company delivered up-todate

versions of their software.
—William G. Wong

7km «mum: mama
to uwun xhr It: to

l“, 'I'LI.~ LIIP. and mulJlF

Speaks

PC PACKRA'IS

.E US

UPGRADE CONCERNS

As a subscriber to your magazine since
the ﬁrst issue, I commend you on providing good technical information that
is valuable to the personal and hobby

stage of growth. The 16-bit version of
the TLC-LISP is very new, and IQ LISP

I read your editorial (“Database Programs are Complex," February 1984,

page 11) in the hope and expectation

that you would describe the problem

that drives the packrat in me up the
wall: what do I do with my hundreds
of "information-containing objects”

m

LATE WITH LISP
I have just read the review of three
LISPs in your April 1984 issue (”The

PC Speaks LISP," William G. Wong,
page 112). The reviewer seemed to

know his stuff.

It is inexcusable, though, that

muLISP-82, an out-of—date version of
muLISP, was used. muLISP-83 has been
available since the summer of 1983.

The reviewer evidently was in touch

with The LISP Company in order to obtain its LISP when it was not generally
available in the marketplace. It would
have been a simple matter to call The
Soft Warehouse, and, if not, to call Integral Quality to ascertain that all was

cool. Your credibility is nil.
Gary M. Rader

Boulder, CO

All three LISP implementations were obtained from the respective distributors
just before the review was written. Microsoft was the distributor from which

muLISP was obtained. All parties were

informed that the software was being
reviewed for a magazine article and I
would assume that they would want

their latest and greatest software pre-

sented for the review.
I was in direct contact with Microsoft, Integral Quality, and The LISP

Company While the article was written
and received updates from Integral
Quality and The LISP Company during
this time, at their expense. If a new ver-

sion of muLISP was available, it was not
forthcoming from Microsoft at that
time. I would expect to receive the
same package from any of these sources

had I placed an order with them.

All software reviewed is available,

although each product is in a different

(ICOs)— books, journals, articles from
journals, correspondence, photographs,
etc—and their thousands of pieces of
information so that I can ﬁnd what I
am looking for, quickly and easily,
every time I want it.

The things I collect aren’t a list, I

don’t want to produce columnar reports,

with or without arithmetic capability.
Neither do I want to write programs,

not in high-level languages, not in so-

called machine language. I just want to

keep track of all that information, the

ideas—my ideas— that are made explicit

in my use of the information and that
are, therefore, an evolving, substantially

unstructured, slippery mass, only a

minuscule fraction of which will ever
exist in machine-readable form in any

computer, let alone mine.

I am a ”knowledge worker,” to
borrow Peter Drucker’s term. There are
millions like me, packrats to the tips of

our toes, waiting to be helped to manage the information in which we are
interested. We are all information managers, all our lives—lost without more
information, overwhelmed with it.

As an ”information junkie," I hope

I’ve pressed your “help" key.
Robert M. Gordon
Beverly Hills, CA

DOUBLING RESOLUTION

Here is a feature of the IBM PC display
that, although not particularly useful, is
interesting. I don’t remember seeing it

mentioned in your magazine.
Try this BASIC program.

10 INPUT X
20 OUT &H3B4,8 (These addresses
are for the monochrome display.)

30 OUT &H3B5,X

PC TECH IOURNAI.

What aperformance! Seven
new data acquisltlon and control
boards for your IBM PC?”

Encore! Encore!
Data Translation has done it again. Our
ﬁrst two analog and digital I/O boards for IBM
personal computers received rave reviews.
80 we extended our product line to seven
...starting at $295 for quantity purchasers.
While most of the personal computer world
focused on home and ofﬁce applications, we lifted
the curtain on two other key areas. Laboratory data
acquisition and industrial control.

Now, no matter what you need for your IBM PC,

we have it. Each board is a complete data acquisition
and control system. With A/D, D/A, digital I/O, and a
programmable clock. You simply choose the board offering the speed and resolution you need most. Just plug it
into your PC’s backplane and it’s showtime.
With on-board intelligence, all seven are software

compatible and supported by Data Translation’s PCLAB
software package.
M]
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5733;

‘e’c;

295 (DEM) Low Cost

495

1195

1345
21111
1295

2270
1895

GeneralPurpose

HighSpeed
HighResolution
LowLevel

DT2808

1

DT2801

12

168E
or

13.112

16

32' 27.5
imam-A
mam/5115 15
12 i 13.7
1112305
DT2805/5715 16

33

27.5

33

Low Level,
High Resolution
SimultaneousS/H DT2818

12

4
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NOTES ].PCLA8 soitware supports allmudels. 2.?rugrammablegalnis standard lorallDTZSOland DT2805 models.
3. Screw termmal and Slgnal conditiomng panels available 101 connection 01 all I/O Slgnals.

Data Translation is playing the leading role in personal
computer data acquisition and control. Find out how we

can help your performance today.
VISA and MasterCard accepted.

Call (617) 481-3700
See our new

192 pg. product
supplement in

Gold Book
1984, Vol. III,

and our 336 pg.

catalog/handbook

_

.

in Gold Book 1983. ‘

World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc, 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752 (617) 4813700 Tlx 951646.
European Headquarters: Data Translation. Ltd. 430 Bath Rd, Slough, Berkshire SH 688 England (06286) 3412 Tlx 849 862.
IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM.
In Canada: (416) 62571907.
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When you run this, you can input one
of three numbers. If you enter a 0,
things work normally, and this can be
used to reset the effects of the other

values. If you enter a 1, you get interlace sync mode, in which the dark hori-

zontal lines in the characters are ﬁlled
in by ”vibrating" the characters up and
down slightly on consecutive screen refreshes. (This is most evident on in-

verse-video characters, but the resolution of the monochrome display is such
that it’s not very visible here.) If you
enter a 3, you get something fairly interesting called interlace sync and Video
mode. This mode is used to produce 50
lines on the display instead of 25, but

because the monochrome display does
not have enough memory on board, the
bottom 25 lines are a copy of the top 25

lines where the addresses wrap around.
This latter mode is accomplished
in much the same way I generate these
high-resolution characters on a C. Itoh

Prowriter: it takes two separate sweeps
of the raster to generate the display,- on
one sweep, only the odd lines are dis-

played, and on the next sweep, only the
even lines are displayed, but shifted
down by one-half of the normal distance between scan lines. The result is
that you can double the effective vertical resolution of the monitor, although
some ﬂicker is evident in the display.
What is interesting about this is
that the color graphics board has
enough memory so that no wraparound

will occur (assuming the high-order address lines from the CRT controller are
connected in the text mode. You

should, of course, use extreme caution

when testing this since incorrect programming of the CRT controller can
cause display failures). However, I don’t
know if that will work, since I have a
monochrome. If it works, it would not
seem at all difﬁcult to get 50 distinct

the article says. For pennies a copy, millions of diskettes per month have been

protected by using Formaster equipment

and protection technology including

diskettes produced by the top ten soft-

ware publishers.

We are concerned that your article

arrives at some misleading conclusions
as a result of the cost error. Formaster’s
CopyLock and Vault’s Prolok (which

can be produced on Formaster’s Series

One Duplicator) are both solid, but different, piracy protection technologies.
Each offers a price/performance alternative to the user. Both allow production

of a back—up or archive copy of the dis-

of piracy protection technology. Copy-

Lock not only is the most effective system created so far, but it also is remarkably cheaper than anything else on the
market. The cost of CopyLock is only 7
to 15 cents per diskette—not $7.50 as
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lem of user frustration.
An individual who purchases a
computer from his local dealer sometimes gets sold a "bill of goods.” Even if

his dealer has been completely honest

table Mt. Everest of manuals and other
documents in an attempt to put his
new purchase to work for him. A great
percentage of such persons experience
teeth-grating frustration.
What to do? I am attempting to or—
ganize a movement called the Society

from pirates. Formaster’s CopyLock uses

uses a physical mark on the diskette.
Although the magnetic signature may
be inadvertently erased, the physical
mark cannot, a factor that may balance
the higher cost of Vault’s protection.

Formaster and Vault work very closely

together in piracy protection, and we
are sure that both of these companies
will want your readers to be given an
accurate picture.

Bill Senske
Vice-president
Formaster Corporation
San lose, CA

The author accepts full responsibility

for the inadvertent error that was made
in the cost of CopyLock. Apologies are
due Formaster.
—Werner Frank
UP, DOWN, RIGHT, LEFT,
CHECK, AND RECHECK

A rule of long standing for me has been
not to touch a typeset program listing
with a ten-foot pole because the probability of there being errors is very close
to 100 percent. However, I slipped up

Michael Abrash (”Up, Down, Right,
Left, and Check,” January 1984, page 46

ticle references our product, CopyLock,
and gives information on price and
technology that is signiﬁcantly in error.
Formaster is the leading producer

of computer users. I speak of the prob-

a magnetic protection signature,- Vault

COSTLY MISTAKE

for Fighting Software Piracy" (Werner
Frank, February 1984, page 71). The ar—

FRUSTRATION PREVENTION

A problem of great dimension has sur—
faced in the computer industry—one
that is a cause of concern for thousands

and aboveboard, the average user faces

on your Ianuary and February issues

We read with interest, and with some
disappointed surprise, ”New Weapons

Gothic wheel and checked by editorial
staff for reproduction errors. To assure
accuracy, we will settle for nothing 1ess.
—WF

kette while still providing protection

lines of output on a color display.
1. Eric Roskos

Nashville, TN

printed on a Diablo 630 with a 15—pitch

and failed to use a reading glass to look
for the dot matrix in the otherwise ex-

cellent series by Dan Illowsky and

the problem of wading through a veri-

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Prospective Computer Purchasers

(SPC—rPCP). The purpose of the society

would be to to link people with prob-

lems to people with solutions.
I have found through 20 years of
experience in the computer industry
that technical people are friendly, on
the whole, and willing to help others. I
am trying to ﬁnd a large number of
such technical people who would be
happy to share their expertise with neophytes. Once I have accumulated such

a list of experienced helpers, I shall advertise in computer magazines that

such a list exists, and for a small fee (to

cover the cost of the ads), anyone may

send for a list of members in his area.
The response I have been getting is
overwhelmingly enthusiastic. The technical community is more than willing

to support such an endeavor. In the pro-

cess, of course, they may make relation-

ships with some very important contacts. Everyone beneﬁts.

Burton Bhavisyat

Moundsville, WV

and February 1984, page 93). The green
bar background led me to believe that

it was a photocopy of an actual listing.
I suspect at least one error, and

possibly more, and would appreciate
your comments on both the BASIC and

the assembly language listings.

S.S. Starr
Rose Valley, PA

We won't say there aren’t errors, but all

PC Tech Iournal listings are, indeed,

copies of printer output. Listings are
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COHERENT“ IS SUPERIOR TO UNDC
AND IT’S AVAILABLE TODAY
ON THE IBM PC.
Mark Williams Company hasn’t just taken a mini-computer
operating system, like UNIX, and ported it to the PC. We
wrote COHERENT ourselves. We were able to bring UNIX
capability to the PC with the PC in mind, making it the most
efficient personal computer work station available at an
unbelievable price.
For the first time you get a multi-user, multitasking operating
system on your IBM PC. Because COHERENT is UNIX-

compatible, UNIX software will run on the PC under

COHERENT.

The software system includes a C-compiler and over 100 utili—
ties, all for $500. Similar environments cost thousands more.

COHERENT on the IBM PC requires a hard disk and 256K

memory. It’s available on the IBM XT, and Tecmar, Davong

and Corvus hard disks.

Available now. For additional information, call or write,

Mark Williams Company

1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago, Illinois 60614

312/472-6659
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Mark
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Company

COHERENT is a trademark of Mark Williams Company.
*UNIX is as trademark of Bell Laboratories.

Sol Libes

The latest report is that

Microsoft does not expect
to begin shipping its Win-

dows extension for MS-DOS
until late August, at the ear»
liest. Microsoft originally
promised to release the product in April. The company
also promised that it would
begin shipping its Window
Toolkit to software developers in late May so that they
could begin developing software that utilized the Win
dows extension. Hewlett
Packard has reportedly
shown prototypes of a new 9pound portable system that
has Lotus 1-2-3 and word

processing in ROM. The
unit will have a ﬂat-screen
display of 16 lines by 80
characters, 256K of RAM,

this fall‘ Tandon Corporation is rumored getting
set to release a new 5V4-inch
ﬂoppy disk drive that could
store 6 Mbytes and be expandable to 12 Mbytes. IBM

market its own PC clone. It

pect the units to go on sale

is said to be working with
Matsushita of Japan on the
development of a notebook—
size computer using a CMOS

version of the 8088 and a
three-inch disk drive. IBM
also is rumored to be doing
product evaluation testing of
a laser-disk drive of less than
8 inches. The read-only
drive should be able to store
between .5 and 1 gigabyte.
3M is supposed to be the me-

dia supplier. SCI Systems

Inc. of Huntsville, Alaba-

ion, and other clones, is reportedly getting ready to

is expected to use an 80188
processor, be multi-user, and

use the UNIX operating sys-

tem from Interactive Systems

of Santa Monica, California
(supplier of IBM’s PC/IX
operating systems). Word is

that deliveries of IBM XT/

370, originally expected in
the early spring, have been

pushed back to late summer

because of delivery problems
with the custom 68000 mi-

croprocessor and 8087 coprocessor chips used in the ma-

chine. Commodore is expected shortly to introduce

an IBM PC-compatible based
on the Hyperion transpor-

table machine.

IBM Making
8088 Chips

IBM is now manufacturing

its own 8088 chips for its
line of personal computers.
The company signed a 1icensing agreement with Intel
that will allow it also to
make the 80186 and 80286,

upgraded versions of the

8086/8088. Presently, IBM is

making only the 8088 and

Intel 64K RAM chips (under
a previous agreement).

Intel has been having
problems meeting the huge
demand for the 8088. Its
entire production for the remainder of this year is com-

mitted, and the company is

already taking orders for

1985. To help ﬁll these or-

ders Intel has also licensed
Sanyo and Commodore to
make the 8088. Advanced
Micro Devices is also making
the 80186, and Intel is nego»
tiating similar agreements
with Harris, Matra-I-Iarris,
Siemens, Philips, Signetics,
Intersil, NBC, and Fujitsu.

PCir Sales Prove
Disappointing

IBM reported that by the
end of February, only about
a month after starting to ship
customer units to dealers,
the company had already
caught up with demand for
the IBM PCir. Meanwhile,

the demand for the PC and
XT is still so strong that IBM

cannot ship enough units
and does not expect to catch
up this year.
Many dealers are reporting that they have plenty of

its in stock, and in some
areas—particularly in New
York City and southern Cali-

fornia—some dealers are of-
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ma, which has been making
the mother boards for the
IBM PC/XT, Corona, Hyper—
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Random Rumors

and a price of $4,000. Similar
units are also being offered
by Hitachi and Mitsui, of Iapan, as OEM products. Ex~
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NEWSLINE
News, Views, and gossip on the IBM
and IBM-like marketplace
promote a single personal

computer. There are also ru-

mors that later this year IBM

will introduce a better keyboard and will reduce the
price for the it.
However, even though

PCir’s sales have not skyrock-

eted in the manner of the
PC and KT, IBM is selling a
respectable number of units.
Estimates are that between
40,000 and 50,000 units a

month are being shipped.
However, there were predictions that IBM would pro—
duce more than 1 million
units this year.
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shipped to OEMs
fering substantial discounts
on the ir. These discounts
are ranging from $200 to
$275 off the price of the en
hanced version of the ir.
American Business Products

of Englewood, New Jersey,
advertised recently that it

would even throw in an enhanced it with the purchase
of an IBM PC or XT.
The resistance to the it
is based on several things.

First, the machine is not
very compatible with the
PC/XT. Many PC/XT pro»
grams will not run on the ir,

and few software suppliers
have as yet brought out it
versions of software pack-

Second, the keyboard is

very different from that on
the PC/XT and does not

(OEMs) in early April. There
are also rumors that Microsoft is working on versions 3
and 4 of the operating sys-

computer compared to ma—
chines such as Apple IIc (the
new low-cost, portable ver.

expected to be referred to as
version 3 when it is released
by OEMs, is believed to sup-

Commodore 64, Radio Shack,

networking, plus some other
new features. It is expected
that version 4 will be highly
compatible with the Microsoft XENIX multi-user oper-

pansion capability. Finally,
PCir is an expensive home

sion of the popular Apple II)

and Atari systems.
Most dealers expect that
as software becomes available
and IBM and others intro-

duce networking interfaces,
the it will be bought as a
system that will enable

people to take their work
home from the ofﬁce. Another factor expected to boost
sales of the ir is IBM’s prom-

and 128K of RAM.

lion in saturation advertising
for the machine. No other
company can spend anywhere near that much to
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lend itself to uses such as
word processing. Third, the
machine has a limited ex-

ages. Further, many businessoriented PC software packages will not run at all or
will not run effectively in a
machine with only one drive

Microsoft reportedly began
shipping copies of version 2.5
of MS-DOS to Original

ised expenditure of $40 mil-

tem. Version 2.5, which is

port multi-tasking and some

ating system. Version 4 is

not expected to be released
for sale until next year.

Microsoft is also known

to be working on MS—Net, a

networking extension of MS—
DOS. This product is also
not expected to be released

New PC Disk
Drive?

There are increasing rumors
that IBM will soon introduce

a new 51/4-inch ﬂoppy disk
drive option for the PC and
KT, as well as for Display-

writer and Datamaster systems. The new drive will be
able to store up to 1.6

Mbytes and is expected to
become a standard for 51/4inch ﬂoppy disks, since more

than a half—dozen drive man—
ufacturers are known to be

planning to introduce halfheight versions of these units
shortly. An XT currently
requires 28 ﬂoppy disks
to back up the hard disk
drive; the new drive will
reduce that number to 6.
These units are expected to utilize dual speed

motors and to read diskettes

of either 48 or 96 tracks per

inch. The drive motors can
run at either 300 or 360
rpm. At the higher rate the
drives would be compatible
with 8-inch drive controllers

that use the IBM disk format

as a standard. (Currently
there is no standard format

for 5V4-inch drives.) These

new drives could thus serve
as easy replacements or addons for the 8-inch drives

used in the Displaywriter

and Datamaster. This would

greatly enhance the portability of disk ﬁles between

different IBM systems,
which now is a problem.
Teac and Mitsubishi

Electric already have these
units in production, Shugart,

until next year.
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There are new four
plants committed to produc-

ing PC, XT, and Portable PC

systems. The main plant in
Boca Raton, Florida, is now

producing one PC every 16
seconds and is operating
three shifts a day. According

Turbo Computers

Are Coming

Eagle Computer Inc. intro-

Qume, Matsushita, Tandon,

YE Data, and Epson have
also announced production
plans for such drives. Pricing
is already under $200 in
quantities of 500 or more.

cific articles, but generally

of Big Blue.” Considering

which uses a plug-in 68000

$34 billion annually and
IBM grosses about $32 bil—
lion, I think Yates’ last pre-

speaking, the Sritek/Xenix,
coprocessor board, was the

fastest, and Microsoft/Xenix
(which still has not been ofﬁcially released for the XT)

that AT&T grosses about

diction is unlikely.

was the slowest. PC/IX is a

Newsletter

Yates Ventures of Los Altos,
California, a UNIX market

research ﬁrm, publishes an
excellent (but expensive—
$450 per year) monthly
newsletter for UNIX users titled ”The Yates Perspective."

The March issue carried two

excellent articles on the IBM
PC/IX UNIX implementa-

tion for the IBM XT. The
authors conducted benchmarks on ﬁve different im—
plementations of UNIX on

the IBM XT (IBM’s PC/IX,

Venix, Microsoft/Xenix,

a, and Sritek/Xenix). I
refer the reader to the spe‘
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all the rest are multi-user.
Not surprisingly, the IBM
implementation is the most
expensive of the ﬁve.

Yates also predicts that
IBM will add the Berkeley
enhancements to PC/IX, and

if UNIX Version V becomes
popular, IBM will bring out
a V Version for the XT.

Yates further predicts that
IBM will use Xenix as the

operating system for its new

80286-based multi-user sys—
tem and that ”UNIX will

emerge as the only operating
system offered by IBM as a
prelude to an AT&T buy-out

car). The 8086-based ma-

chine has 3 "Turbo” button
on the front panel. Press it
and the machine switches

from the PC/XT compatible

clock speed of 4.77 Mhz to 8
Mhz. High-speed RAM chips

single—user system, whereas

PC/XT UNIX

duced an upgrade to the
Eagle PC to be called the
”Eagle PC Turbo GT" (at
first I thought it was a sports

IBM Expanding
PC Production

Don Estridge, president of

the IBM Entry Systems divi-

sion, which is responsible for
the PC, has stated that IBM

are used with no wait states,

so that the machine runs at
full speed with performance
claimed to be two to three
times faster than the standard IBM PC/XT.

does not expect to catch up
on the demand for the PC,

XT, and Portable PC this
year. The division expects to
ship three times as many of

these systems this year as it
did last year, which means
that more than 2 million of
these systems should be
shipped this year. A new
IBM manufacturing plant in

IBM Expanding
Retail Marketing
for the PC
This year IBM is expected

signiﬁcantly to increase the

number of dealers selling its

personal computer systems.

Wangaratta, Australia is also

expected to start shipping

products this summer.
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ducing a machine every 7
seconds. He also reported
that IBM will spend half a
billion dollars this year on
developing new personal
computer products. That
amount is more than
all of IBM’s leading
competitors combined
will gross this year.

WASSON

to Estridge, by the end of the
year the plant will be pro-
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NEWSLINE

The company is also ex-

pected to add 15 more IBM

Product Centers, bringing
the total to 75, with more
promised by year’s end.
IBM is also in the pro

cess of increas-

ing the num-

PC—compatible kneetop por-

ber of retail outlets and Value Added Resellers (VARs.)

There are about 1,400

retail outlets that carry the
PC in the US. and another
800 internationally. In addi-

tion, there are about 300

VARs, which use IBM PC

components in specialized

custom systems. (For exam-

ple, Nestar Systems of Palo
Alto, California, is a VAR
that uses PCs in a local area
networking system.)
By the end of the
year IBM should have

about 3,000 outlets for
its personal computer

IBM Seeks Customs Protection

Following in the footsteps of
Apple Computer, IBM has

requested the US. Customs
Service to check for imported
counterfeit copies of more
than 70 of its products. The
products include primarily

software packages and
printed materials that violate
IBM copyrights.
It is expected that IBM
will also seek protection
against the importing of PC

ber of outlets for com-

and XT copies that violate
copyrights of code contained
in their system ROMS.

and Tandy. Commo-

inhibit the importation of

products. This is far

greater than the num-

petitors such as Apple
dore, which currently sells al-

most exclusively
to the home mar-

Apple has previously tried to

most of these are
discount outlets.

Random
News Bits
Ten more Sears Roebuck
computer centers will open
this year, raising the company’s total to 60. Bill
Gates, president of Microsoft, developer of PC/MSDOS, stated that by the end

of 1983 Microsoft’s operating
system was running on more
than one million personal
computer systems. Visi-

Corp revealed that in 1983
it sold more than 230,000

Apple II copies, with only
moderate success.

copies of the VisiCalc spreadsheet program. The IBM

COMPAQ Realigns
Organization

sion, Bethesda, Maryland,
has announced the development of a microcomputer
chip, using NMOS technology, that can perform 100
million instructions per second (MIPS). By comparison,
the 8088, used in the PC and

ket, reportedly

has about 10,000
outlets for its C64
and VIC systems,-

table in the near future. The
unit is expected to be im—
ported from the Far East.

Compaq Computer Corpo-

ration has announced that it
is reorganizing into three
separate divisions and a separate subsidiary. The new
divisions will be: a portable
computer division that will
market the existing products;
an office computer division
that will market high-end
products, the ﬁrst of which
should be a desktop unit

Federal Systems Divi-

XT, is rated at 0.5 MIPS.
IBM has again increased its

investment in Intel, from 18
percent to 20 percent. Under
its agreement with Intel, it
can purchase up to 30 per-

cent of Intel’s stock. Only 10
percent to go!

based on the Intel 80186 or

80188, and an advanced com-

ILLUSTRATION - DAVID POVILAITIS

puter division that will explore new display and storage technologies.

A separate Compaq
Telecommunications Corporation has also been established; among its functions

will be to explore integrated
voice/data peripherals.
Compaq is also known

to be planning to release a

Quotation

of the Month

In response to a question

about a new version of the
PC based on the 80286 microprocessor, Don Estridge,

president of IBM Entry Sys-

tems Division, said, ”It does
not make sense to build a

new product on parts you
can’t get . . .and I’m not trying to be ﬂippant.”
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Disarmin DOS

FORMA

A patch that keeps the hard disk from
being accidentally erased
IAMES A. FOLTS
If you have a hard disk, keeping a

copy of the DOS FORMAT utility
accessible is like keeping a loaded
gun on your coffee table.

Accidentally typing FORMAT

instead of FORMAT A. when the
default drive is C will erase the
hard disk. The utility doesn’t even

ask if the user is sure; it immedi-

ately clobbers everything. The fol-

lowing patch traps calls to format

the ﬁxed drive, displaying an error
message, "Invalid drive parameter.”
HOW THE TRAP WORKS
Where the intercept call originates

in the program (location 188), the
AL register contains a number cor—
responding to the drive to be for-

matted. The trap checks to see if it
is the ﬁxed disk that is to be for-

matted. If not, it executes an instruction that has been overwritten
at location 188, then resumes at lo—
cation 18B. If AL does correspond to

the ﬁxed disk, the trap sets the DX
register to point at an error message, then jumps to an error exit
routine at location 53E.

MAKING THE PATCH

Begin by copying FORMATCOM

and DEBUGCOM onto a spare
diskette to avoid damaging the DOS
disk. Put the copy in drive A. Type

DEBUG (enter). Now specify the
ﬁle and instruct DEBUG to load it:

-N FORMAT.COM
-L

To make certain you have the version of the FORMAT utility for
which this patch was designed, use
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the unassemble command to check
the code at location 188 (hex). The

screen should display this:
-U 188

xxxx:0188 BA3A09 MOVDX,093A
xxxx:018B B425

MOV AH,25

xxxx:018DB023

MOVAL,23

xxxx:018F CD21

INT 21

The offset address (188, 18B, etc.)
and the instruction codes after the
addresses (BA3A09, B425, etc.) must

be identical for the patch to work.
If the numbers match, set an

intercept at 188 to transfer to the
end of the FORMAT program code.
Then type E 188 (enter) and
DEBUG will display the contents of
location 188: BA. Type in E8 and

press the space bar. Location 188
now contains E8, and DEBUG displays the contents of location 189:

3A. Type D5 and the space bar,- DEBUG displays 09. Finally, type 16,

then press enter. Unassembling
from location 188 again should

show a call to location 1860:

-E 188
xxxx:0188 BA:E8

-U 188

3A:D5 09:16

xxxx:0188 E8D516 CALL 1860
xxxx:018B B425

MOV AH,25

xxxx:018D B023

MOV AL,23

xxxx:018F CD21

INT

21

If there is no clear row of zeros on
the 1860 line, quit by typing Q,

then enter. If it is as shown, use
the assemble feature of the DOS 2.0
debugger to insert the trap. Type A

1860, then enter. Type the six assembler lines below. End the assemble mode with a control-break. In

the line at 1860, if the ﬁxed disk is
drive C, type 2 as shown, if it is A,
type 0, if B, type 1. The screen

should show:
-A 1860

xxxx: 1860 CMP AL, 2; if ﬁxed
disk is drive C

: 1862 12 1868
: 1864 MOV DX, 93A

: 1867 BET
: 1868 MOV DX, CED
: 186A IMP 53E
: 186E AC

Unassembling from 1860 or dumping from 1860 again should show
-D 1860
xxxx: 1860 3C 02 74 04 BA 3A 09
C3-BA ED 0C E9 D0 EC 00 00 .........
xxxx: 1870 00 00 00 00 0 0 00 00
00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ........

If it does, Type W (enter) to write
the patched version of the utility
back to the disk. DEBUG should re-

port that it wrote 1780 bytes, the

length of the original ﬁle.
Keep the patched FORMAT

Now durnp from location 1860.
Type D followed by 1860, then en-

utility available for normal use. Use

-D 1860

really needs to be formatted.

ter. The screen should display

the original only if the hard disk

xxx: 1860 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 .............................
lames Folts is currently working on a book
xxx: 1870 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00
about the IBM PC and Pe, which will be
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ............................. published by Datamost.
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world and national records, both past
and present, can be quickly recalled
and compared with the help of the
IBM PC.
Last but not least, adminis—

tration. Spreadsheet programs, such as
IBM’s Multiplan'”, were used on the PC
for planning and forecasting by nearly
every administrative department,
from Construction to Ticketing. The
same departments speed up some of
their day-to-dayaccounting tasks with
the help ofthe PC and IBM accounting
packages.

Computer Products—information

about a speciﬁc software package or
hardware conﬁguration and answers
to technical questions.
The key to entering this new information path is the IBM Customer
Support System (CSS) at your authorized IBM Personal Computer retail
dealer or IBM Product Center. Dealers
in over 500 cities throughout all 50
states use the Customer Support SysCUSTOMER SUPPORT SYSTEM NETWORK

Departments with speciﬁc

UP AND RUNNING
And Swimming, Building, and
Baking. Building and baking? They
don’t produce gold medal winners,
but they do ﬁgure in staging the Olympic games. 80 do 200 IBM Personal

Computers (including software) that
are part of IBM’s sponsorship of the
1984 Olympics in Los Angeles. In fact,
IBM PCs are hard at work in both
sports and administration.

PCs are involved in a wide range
of planning and analytical activities,
though they don’t provide ofﬁcial results of the various athletic events.

software needs developed special
packages with the assistance of a
programmer whose services are part
of IBM’s Olympic sponsorship. Specially designed programs include database management ap/
plications to help handle transpor-

tation requirements and inventory

control programs to keep track of sports
equipment and personnel records.

In short, there’s hardly an area of

planning and staging the 1984 Summer Olympics that the IBM Personal
Computer doesn’t play a part in.
Maybe there should be medals for administration.

Multiplan is a US. trademark of Microsoft
Corporation.

Some events, for example, use the IBM

PC to determine how competitors are
seeded——who competes against
whom. In other events, such as archery, the PC simpliﬁes the complex task
ofrecording scores and compiling statistics for each athlete as the compe-
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ON THE STOREFRONT

tition progresses.
In events like gymnastics that

A Shorter Distance between PC

statistics can be kept on the PCs to
analyze scoring consistency Also, a

maze of new computer products. IBM
has opened a path through that maze,

depend on points awarded by judges.

Points. We’re all familiar with the
feeling of being lost in the growing

whole range of information about individual athletes, past Olympics, and

swers you need about IBM Personal

straight to the information and an-

\m?

nun
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tem, which includes a nationwide
communications network, to help

give you instantaneous computer-age
service support that‘s unmatched by
any other computer manufacturer.
Colorful Stops along the Way. More
than 1,700 authorized IBM dealers

have access to a permanent and continually updated directory ofIBM Per—
sonal Computer product information

in IBM ‘s Customer Support System. For

a sharp color display of the type and
level of information you want, visit
your dealer or IBM Product Center and
choose from lists ofoptions displ; yed
on an IBM PC color monitor. There are
choices that guide you quickly and
easily from product directories to indepth product demonstrations and

conﬁguration information.
Since knowing how to take the
ﬁrst step is often a problem, CSS gives

you a variety of possible starting
points. By selecting the appropriate
category—such as printers or business
software—you can move to a list of
speciﬁc products and then to the

port System to the IBM Information
Network. This nationwide communications capability helps your dealer

give you fast, efﬁcient service. Warranty claims, for instance, can be han-

dled through CSS with a minimum of
paperwork and delay. Dealers also use
the network to communicate with
other dealers and with IBM to keep
abreast of the latest product and ser-

vice information

In addition. the CSS network is
your gateway to technical information
about the IBM Personal Computer
family of products. IBM maintains a
database on a 5055 mainframe in

characters per second can help save

time. So can programmable automatic

control of print requirements such as
print mode, line spacing, and margin
and tab setting. These programmable
features act as an extension of many
software products—word processing
programs, for instance—and can be
initiated with just a few keystrokes.
A ﬁnal feature for those who like
a personal touch. You can use the

Color Printer to personalize your doc—

uments by varying the printing
modes, character spacing, and bold-

ness. This allows you to differentiate

Tampa, Florida, that your dealer can
use to answer—within minutes—a

wide range of questions. If the solu-

tion isn’t on hand in the database. your

question can be submitted through
CSS to a technical support staffin Boca
Raton. There, it will be analyzed and

an answer returned through CSS to

your dealer.
The information used to answer
your inquiry is added to the CSS data-

base, where it will be immediately

[lg/orman'o;Iﬁ'om C55 zw’r/Jsimp/e
one-leey commands
———
product demonstration you want. If

you know a product name to begin
with—Word Proof. for example—C38
will make an alphabetic search for it.
To keep you up-to-date, there’s also a
special listing for new product announcements.
You can browse through the CSS
displays at your own pace. pausing at a
given spot or moving quickly backward or forward by using simple onekey commands that are always displayed at the bottom of the screen.
One 0fthese commands enables you to
make print-outs of any information
you wish to save for future reference.
ThelBM PCfamily’scolorgraphics capabilities make the CSS software
demonstrations especially impressive.The Multiplan demonstration,for
example, consists of several con—
secutive screens ofinformation. Each
screen is split vertically, with representative sections of the actual pro—

gram on the left and explanatory text
on the right. By the time you‘ve seen
the entire demonstration, you’ll have
a good idea of both what the program

can do for you and how it does it.

Answers at the End of the Line.
Over 1,000 authorized IBM retail dealers and IBM Product Centers are
linked through their Customer Sup-

available for anyone else with a similar
question. Your technical inquiries
therefore contribute to the growth of
the Customer Support System. Its online product information, color graphics displays, and advanced communications all have a single purpose—to
help you get the most out of your in-

vestment in IBM Personal Computer

hardware and software products.
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among headlines, subheads. and quo—

tations and even to print math and sci—
ence equations.

The Big Crunch. Not long ago, computing and number crunching were
nearly synonymous. Personal computers and software for everything from
ofﬁce management to agriculture
changed that, but the need for heavy
number crunching has hardly disappeared. If it’s still a part of your computer workload, the IBM Personal

Color. There’s color news for the IBM
PC, IBM PC XT, and IBM Portable PC in
the form of the IBM Personal Computer Color Printer. It’s a high-performance, dot matrix printer that can
print charts, graphics, artwork, and
text in up to eight colors. The Color
Printer produces color graphics that
can enhance the appearance of your
reports and presentations and make

Computer 8087 Math Co-processor
can help speed up your calculations.
The 8087 is a ﬂoating point coprocessor that multiplies, divides,
adds, subtracts, exponentiates. and
performs trigonometric and logarithmic functions. It works together
with the PC’s 8088 processor to improve the execution speed of ﬂoating
point operations by as much as 10:1.

The Math Co-processor increases calculation speeds so greatly because it
makes ﬂoating point operations a

hardware rather than a software func-

tion.

In addition to increasing the

speed—and often the level of pre-

the information they contain even
easierto understand.Itcanalsotype directlyonto overhead transparencies.
The IBM PC Color Printer’s

math packages, the Math Co—processor can improve the display speed of

especially well suited for heavy—use/
high-productivity applications. A near
letter quality printing mode is standard. Printing speeds of up to 200

to work with the APL Interpreter and
the version 2.0 Pascal and FORTRAN

range ofperformance features make it

cision—of statistical and analytical

graphics and Video games. It also

significantly improves high—level lan-

guage execution time, and is designed

Compilers discussed next in this issue.

WHAT
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THE PROGRAM

We Speak Your Language. IBM Per—
sonal Computers are shameless polyglots. They can handle most of the
popular programming languages you
want to work with. Much of the credit
for their versatility goes to the IBM
Disk Operating System (DOS) 2.10.

This updated version of DOS 2.00 was
developed to provide support for the
IBM Pe as well as for the IBM PC, PC
XT, and IBM Portable PC. So all members of the IBM Personal Computer
family are united by a single master
program that provides the required

support between their hardware and a
wide range of application programs.

More to our present linguistic
point, the DOS 2.10 diskette contains

two programs, Disk BASIC and Ad—
vanced BASIC, to help you write your

own programs on an IBM PC. (IBM

Pe BASIC—a separate, optional cartridge—provides this support for the

Pe.) Disk BASIC adds DOS ﬁle support, date, time of day, and commu-

nications capabilities to the BASIC
language that comes with every personal computer from IBM. Advanced
BASIC adds advanced key trapping and
advanced graphics—including view—
ports, windows, and paint tiling—plus
music and other capabilities.
DOS has other features that help
simplify advanced program development and design, including a line
editor, a linker, background printing,
and chaining of commands. For help
with writing and editing particularly
sophisticated BASIC programs, there’s

Pascal Compilers, are available in recently updated versions. IBM PC Pascal 2.0 is based on the ISO standard,
and IBM PC FORTRAN 2.0 conforms to
the ANSI-77 standard subset level.
Both new versions feature improved
arithmetic capabilities, and both sup—
port the IBM 8087 Math Co-processor
for greatly increased speed in processing ﬂoating point calculations.
(For more about the Math Co-pro-

cessor, see “Hardware News” in this

issue of Read Only.)
In addition, versions 2.0 of the
FORTRAN and Pascal Compilers feature a Library Manager for creating
user—deﬁned libraries and provide
easy access to all ﬁles in any subdirectory through DOS path support.
FORTRAN 2.0 supports linking of
object modules with subroutines
written in Pascal 2.0 and vice versa.
Both new versions support linking of
object modules with subroutines
written in IBM PC Macro Assembler.
There‘s a bargain in store for
those who already own the 1.0 versions of these compilers: you have the
option of buying an upgrade to the 2.0
version at a substantial savings from
the full 2.0 price.
To ensure that your programming reach doesn’t exceed your

or ﬁles, merge multiple input ﬁles, se—
lectively include or exclude records,

and create an output ﬁle containing
the records, pointers, or keys from the
input ﬁles. There are no arbitrary limits in IBM PC Sort for ﬁle size, record
length, number of keys, or number of
input ﬁles.

'BASIC Compiler and Macro Assembler will
run on the IBM Pe. APL Interpreterwill not.
Although the IBM Pe does not support
FORTRAN. COBOL, and Pascal Compilers,
most of their output will run on the Pe if
there is sufficient storage.

Now Get Organized. The IBM PC’s
ability to run a wide variety of commercially available programs and to
help you develop your own applications may result in a good news/bad
news situation. The good news is that
you’ll be able to satisfy your applica—
tion requirements. The bad news is
that you’ll probably be the one responsible for keeping track of your
growing library of programs. If, as

we‘ve often found, enthusiasm out—

strips organization, you may ﬁnd
yourself falling behind—especially if
you’re working in an area, such as

grasp, the IBM PC APL Interpreter en-

ables you to write and edit your own
programs in APL. It can also be used to
exchange data ﬁles and workspace
between your IBM PC and many main—

frame computers.‘
Finally, if you’re inclined to
make serious use of the IBM PC’s array
of programming aids, we suggest that
you also take a look at the recently
announced IBM PC Sort program. It
provides support for data types and
ﬁle organizations used by the IBM

DOS-supported languages mentioned

Animation Creation softwarefrom IBM
small business ﬁnance or education,

System, a software package that consists of two programs and four utilities. The ﬁrst program includes a Text
File Editor and a Structured BASIC

where programs multiply rapidly.
Fortunately, help is in sight, in
the form of Fixed Disk Organizer, an
IBM software package that does just
what its name suggests.
Fixed Disk Organizer has a master menu that lets you sort out your

a BASIC Formatter and a BASIC Cross—
Reference.
Native Translators Available. The

gory—word processing, spreadsheet,
communications, and so on. You can
tailor the menu to your speciﬁc appli-

the BASIC Programming Development

various application programs by cate-

Pre-processor; the second includes

IBM BASIC Compiler compiles or
translates the BASIC programs you’ve
written, down to native object code so

they’ll run on your IBM PC. And BASIC
is just the beginning. DOS also provides the support you need to develop

App/[cation ClL’l’G/OPHIC’HI toolsfrom IBM

sonal Computer Macro Assembler or

above and can signiﬁcantly speed and
streamline your programming efforts.
IBM PC Sort can be used as a
stand-alone utility, integrated into a

Compilers?
Two ofthese, the FORTRAN and

from a COBOL program Via the Sort
verb. It can sort records from a data ﬁle

and run programs using the IBM Per-

the FORTRAN, COBOL, and Pascal

batch job stream, or invoked directly

cation needs by adding new menu categories, revising or deleting existing

categories, or changing titles. The

master menu allows you to review all

the programs stored on your ﬁxed disk
at a glance and to call them up quickly
with just a couple of keystrokes.
Fixed Disk Organizer also helps
protect sensitive data by allowing you
to create passwords and restrict ac-

cess. It also enables you to write a

string of complex DOS commands into
a batch ﬁle and execute them whenever you want simply by selecting that
ﬁle from the menu. And in case part of
your organizational problems stem
from not always remembering just
how things are organized, you can use
Fixed Disk Organizer to establish Help
ﬁles as a reminder.
So we’re all in trouble—no more
excuses for not being organized.
Moving Pictures and Mathematical Castles. Let’s not forget that
there’s more to life than programming,
compiling, and getting organized.
There’s also software from IBM for
pure enjoyment and for enjoyable education. Two such packages are Animation Creation and Adventures in Math.

The Guide, published
twice a year, is a catalog that

contains clear, concise descriptions ofIBM PC, IBM PC

XT, IBM Pe, and IBM Portable
PC systems. It also reviews
printers, Video displays, expansion units, and all other

IBM PC hardware products. A
separate section of Tbe Guide
contains articles on IBM PC
software packages.
Both hardware and software articles are illustrated

with.

Using Animation Creation, you

or your children can draw your own
pictures and watch them come to life.
To draw pictures, you select from 254
computer characters and position
them on your screen. Add color by
choosing any of 16 foreground and 8
background colors. Then, by slightly
repositioning the images on succes—
sive screens, you can create animation.

Next stop, Hollywood.

with annotated color photographs—of key screens for the
software packages—and start
with charts that provide quick
product overviews. Other
noteworthy features include
sample conﬁguration tables for
all three systems and a closing
section on Sales and Service
Support.
The Library updated

quarterly, presents an overview in booklet form of the

entire IBM PC software prod—

uct line. It presents the software by category, with sec -

Business, Education, and

Entertainment. Program

descriptions are brief

and to the point. Each inv

line information about IBM Personal
Computer products. Much of that in-

formation is also available in two pub-

lications: The Guide, a directory of

manuals‘—now available in newly updated versions—are the detailed maps
of downtown. It’s not a trip everyone
wants to take, but if you do, these are
the right directions.
There’s a three—volume Technical Reference set for the PC and an-

preventive maintenance, and instructions for identifying the failure
ofa replacement unit.

ductivity, Communications,

You Can’t Enjoy the Game without

Hardware Maintenance and Service

personal computer from IBM. It in—
.cludes a parts catalog, a section on

and Languages, Personal Pro-

a Program. Earlier in this issue (see
“On the Storefront”), we discussed
the Customer Support System for on-

the general road maps to IBM PC products, the Technical Reference and

many aspects of troubleshooting a

tions on Operating Systems

HARDCOPY

ual. If The Guide and The Library are

tenance and Service manual details

'

graphics of a castle and its
passageways and treasures.
To ﬁnd the way out—and to uncover as many treasures as pos—
sible along the way—children
(or particularly skillful adults) have to
solve basic math problems. The program’s difﬁculty level increases as you
solve the problems you‘re confronted

Or the Hardware without a Man-

other for the PC XT and Portable PC.
These manuals include the functional
speciﬁcations for the system units and
for the options and adaptors in the IBM
PC product line. The Hardware Main-

Adventures in Math incorporates math drills into an adven-

ture game with vivid color

the end of the booklet that shows at a
glance which programs are compatible with the IBM Pe.

eludes a short overview,

program highlights, and
system requirements.

There’s also a chart at

'These manuals are intended
for use by technically
qualiﬁed service
personnel.

TIPS AND TECHNIQUES
If you use Personal Editor—
IBM’s full-screen editor for writing
programs and brief documents—but
ﬁnd yourself displaying the Help ﬁle
whenever you forget a function key
assignment, here’s a little help from
the fellow forgetful.
Function key assignments can

easily be displayed on the command
line of your Personal Editor screen by
assigning Fl to display the unmodiﬁed
keys and alt+Fl to display the alt+Fx
keys. You can then assign the Help
function to alt+H, although you probably won‘t need it nearly as often
as before.
The macro for the F1 assignment
can be written as follows: def fl =
[cursor command] [begin line] ‘F:
2=Save 5=File 4=Quit S=Erase
6=EraseEOL 7=Print 8=Switch
9=InsL 10=Ins&Indt’ [cursor data].

Personal Computer offerings from

For more information about IBM
Personal Computer products. see

IBM Personal Computer software
offerings. Ifyou want to enjoy the personal computer game, these are the

Computer dealer or IBM Product
Center. To learn where, call
800-447-4700. In Alaska and
Hawaii. 800-447—0890.

IBM. and The Library: a directory of

“programs" you need to do it.

your authorized IBM Personal
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Can Your Word Processor

Keep Up With Your 100
WPM TYPiSt? I
It can if you have

WordPerfect!

Try this test. While using

your favorite word

processor, put the cursor; '

I"

3*

in the middle of a

paragraph, turn
insert on,
and type.
Surprisingly,
_.

‘

very few of the W - ’ '”

leading word

processors can keep

"

up with 70, 60, or even 50

Delays are very frustrating, and

keeps up easily at speeds well
above 100*.

quality of your writing.

words per minute. WordPerfect

frustration can easily lower the

Try WordPerfect.

Now, maybe this doesn’t matter
to you, because you don’t type
100 or even 50 WPM. But you
still don’twant to wait forever to

go to the beginning Of your
document, go‘to page 5, save

You’ll love it—

not only for, the , .

your document, or add a
paragraph

{Stags f3: ‘51:)t

At 881 anything less than fast is
unacceptable. And not just

out.

because wasting time is fOOllSh.

*Based on tests performed on an IBM PC.

delays we left

because time is money, or

CIRCLE NO. 236 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SATELLITE SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL

288 WEST CENTER STREET, OREM, UTAH 84057

(801) 224—4000 TELEX 820-618

, t ,
Finally,
.lcro—to-emainframe connection
one person in the company who
, really needs it.
micr’ to mainframe solutions seem

,

t
reek

, cro‘oye the mainframe.

' * [7
he'prOblem from your side.
*fore we openedour doors, we

Nationa AdVanced‘ Systems,
> Fairchild and other

Facility software lets you quickly transfer

ﬁles to and from the host. So you can take
full advantage of the PC’s processing

capabilities. While keeping connect time
to a minimum. ’
To reduce your applications backlog, we
offer m3278/SPF” software with our

PCOX interface. It works just like the host’s
SPF. Only at the PC level. So your program;mers can work off—line. And free up the
mainframe for other users.

Finally, there’s CONNEWS.” Our unique

' 3 host system software program that presents

, IBM host applications in an easy-to—under—

rstandmenuWhichmeansnowyou can spend ,

333‘ timeexplaininghow to use your network" 3
And mor’etime improvingit.
We off I a80~

TUTSIM
The user can tune the model by
changing internal and external
parameters and then “run” the
model again. Models can take the
form of electromechanical systems,
ﬂuid dynamics, static and dynamic
mechanical problems, continuous
batch chemical processes, geophysical modeling, econometrics, thermo-

dynamics processes, physiological

and biological models, and electronic devices and circuits. The
complexity of the model is left to
the imagination of the user as long
as it can be created with the ”building blocks" shown in table 1.
TUTSIM allows models to be
entered through the keyboard or retrieved from a diskette ﬁle. Entering
a new model involves four main
steps: entering the model structure,

entering the model parameters, en-

tering the output blocks and ranges

for analysis, and entering the timing

data for graphical display. In order
to illustrate the use of TUTSIM,
I will enter a hypothetical model

and analyze the results.

A BLOCK DIAGRAM MODEL
Most people have had to replace
shock absorbers on a car at least
once. The process involves deciding
what type of replacement shock
should be used—would regular,
heavy duty, or extra heavy duty re—
placements be best?

Because a suspension system for

a car can be described as a vibrating
spring with damper, a second-order
differential equation can be written
to describe its operation. This
equation will form the basis of my
TUTSIM model. A standard shock
absorber uses a 1-inch piston and

ﬂuid, much as the closer on a

screen door does (although some
door closers work with air). Heavy
duty shock absorbers often change

the piston diameter to 13’16 inches to
increase damping, and it is even possible to purchase extra heavy duty

shocks with 1.3’3-inch pistons. One
manufacturer claims that its heavy

duty shocks provide a 40-percent
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better ride, while their best shocks
provide 90 percent more control
than standard shocks. A dynamic
model can be used to investigate
these claims.

The ﬁrst job is to write the second-order differential equation for a
vibrating spring with damper. Fortunately, this equation can be found

in most calculus-oriented freshman

physics books:

M d’X/dt‘ + R dx/dt +
(I/C) x = F

where M equals the mass attached
to the spring (wheel assembly),

quentially. The model can then be
entered into the TUTSIM program.
Entering Model Structure.
Once TUTSIM is booted, the user

nce the block diagram has been
completed on
scratch paper, each block
should be numbered sequentially. The model can

then be entered into the

R equals the resistance to Vibration

TUTSIM program.

model. Figure 1 shows an appro-

will be given the options of performing keyboard input (K), performing model ﬁle input (F), or continuing with the present model (N).
For this example, I selected the key-

(shock absorber effect), C equals the
spring constant, and F equals the
force required to depress the spring.
The next job is to produce a
block diagram of the mathematical
priate block diagram with the TUTSIM symbols entered in each block.
I would strongly recommend that
the user construct models on scratch
paper before attempting to enter the
data on the keyboard.
Each block performs a function
as described in table 1. For this particular model, the PLS (pulse) block

represents the depression force for
the assembly. This could be a stone
in the road or a curb that the driver
happens to drive over. The SUM
block is needed because the equation has been rearranged to ﬁt a
”control model” form that provides
feedback from both integrators. Actually, the form for the model can
be represented by this equation:
F — R dx/dt — (1/C)x = M—
d‘x/dt’

The attenuator block for M and C

and the gain block for R are means
for entering these constants into the
model. Because gain is treated as the
reciprocal of attenuation, either
form can be chosen as long as the
parameters are entered correctly.

Once the block diagram has
been completed on scratch paper,

each block should be numbered se-

board option (K). Note that all
TUTSIM responses must be in up-

per—case, an indication that this program was adapted from an earlier
Apple version.
Once (K) is typed, TUTSIM re-

sponds with the prompt:

MODEL STRUCTURES
FORMAT: BLOKNBR,
TYPE, INPUTl,
INPUT2 . . .

The user then responds:
1, PLS
2, SUM, l,—6,-7
3, ATT, 2
4, INT, 3
5, INT, 4
6, GAI, 4
7, ATT, 5

Note that each entry starts with the

block number, followed by a TUTSIM description of that block’s func-

tion and a list of any blocks that
form inputs to the block being described. When the model is completely entered, press return.

Entering Model Parameters. TUTSIM will automatically

prompt for the model's parameters
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Introducin
the III and o
It’s fast.
It’s easy.
It’s the most powerful data—
base management system for your
16-bit PC.
And it can do more things with
more records in less time.

You’ve never seen
anything like it.

dBASE IIITM can
handle over a billion

records per file, limited

only by your computer
system. You can have up to ten files open, for
sophisticated applications programs.
When you have two related files,informa—

tion in one can be accessed based upon data in

the other.
dBASE III now handles procedures, parameter passing and automatic variables. You can
include up to 32 procedures in a single file.
With lightning speed. Because once a file is
opened, it stays open. And procedures are
accessed directly.
Easier than ever.
dBASE III uses powerful yet simple commands that are the next best thing to speaking
English.
If you’re unsure of a command, HELP will
tell you what to ask for.
If you don’t know what command comes

.

And to make matters easier,

you get full screen report setup for simple information

access.

Faster than
no time at all.

dBASE III isn’t just fast.
It’s ultra-fast. Operating.
And sorting. Even faster,
is no sorting. Because dBASE III
keeps your records in order so you really don’t
have to sort anything. Unless you want to.
Then watch out!

What about dBASE II®?

It’s still the world’s best database management system for 8-bit computers. And it’s
still the industry standard for accounting,

educational, scientific, financial, business and

personal applications.

Let us do a number on you.

For the name of your nearest authorized

dBASE III dealer, contact Ashton—Tate, 10150
West Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City, CA

90230. (800) 437—4329, ext. 333. In Colorado,
(303) 799—4900.

ASHTON TEACIE IT”

next, a command assistant does. All you have

to know is what you want it to do.
Our new tutorial/manual will have you
entering and viewing data in minutes rather
than reading for hours.

CIRCLE NO. 220 ON READER SERVICE CARD

©Ashton—Tate 1984. All rights reserved.
dBASE III is a trademark and dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate.

ABS FIX AND ORR ADL CON COS SIN DEL EXP LOG FNC FND GAI ATT INT EUL LMI -

absolute value of an algebraic sum
integer value of an algebraic sum

returns a one if the inputs are all true

returns a one if any of the inputs are true

output is delayed one deﬁned time step
permits a constant to be entered

cosine of angle in radians
sine of angle in radians
a delay given in units of simulation time
e raised to a power
base e log
function generator
function duplicator

gain block (multiplier)
attenuation block (divider)
|

{ Integrator blocks

LME LIM - limit function (max and min)
MAX - maximum value
MIN - minimum value
MUL - arithmetic multiplication
DIV - arithmetic division
SUM - arithmetic summation
NOI - pseudorandom noise generator
FIO - solution to a single pole complex system element
PID - time solution to the transfer function
PLS - pulse function block
PWR - raise inputs to a power
SRT - square root of inputs
REL - relay function block
RSQ - square of resistance inputs
GSQ - square root of conductance inputs
SPL - sample and hold function
TIM - access to present simulation time
.. w

Change the structure of the model
Change the parameters of the model
Change the plotblocks and ranges

Change the timing parameters

Start simulation, results to display

HC
DF

Print a hard copy of the graphical screen
Save a model ﬁle on disk

LP

List the model ﬁle
List the model ﬁle on the printer

Start simulation with numerical results
Start simulation with numerical results to printer
Start simulation with print—plot output

Display in graphic mode
Type timing data

Start simulation with print-plot to printer

Proceed
Proceed
Proceed
Proceed
Proceed

with
with
with
with
with

HP

Verify last calculated value on printer
GD
CL

Draw a grid
Clear the graphical screen

when the user exits the model

structure phase:

MODEL PARAMETERS
FORMAT:
BLOCKNBR,PARAMETER1,
PARAMETERZ, . . .

Respond by describing the physical
attributes that should be afﬁxed to
the model:
1, 10, 20, 1
3, 62.5
6, 3
7, 1
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Print timing data
Type output blocks and ranges
Print output blocks and ranges
Type a structure line
Print a structure line

results to display
numerical outputs
numerical output to'printer
print-plot output
print~plot output to printer

Verify last calculated value

r

I

Abort the TUTSIM program (Back to IBM system)

Help on the available commands

Replace initial conditions by outputs

A
Restart the TUTSIM program
(space
bar) Interrupt model simulation

Again, a carriage return will

exit the user from the parameter—

entry phase of TUTSIM. In this
model, only blocks 1, 3, 6, and 7

allow for external parameters. By

using the reference portion of the
manual, the user can determine
how blocks are to be speciﬁed.
Block 1 is a PLS block representing
the depression of the spring. In the
parameter list the block number appears ﬁrst, followed by two times
(the start of the pulse and the end
of the pulse). The time units are

relative to the analysis time. Finally,
the pulse height is speciﬁed in relative units. For this example, a unit
pulse height was chosen.

Block 3 allows the mass of the
system to be entered. In this case,

the mass is determined by dividing
the weight by the acceleration due
to gravity. The damper coefﬁcient
for Block 6 was selected to be 3.0
and the spring constant for Block 7
was selected to be 1.0. Every num-

ber chosen for this model was se-

lected in harmony with the others
PC TECH JOURNAL

Potent Pascal.
Microsoft® Pascal may be the

most powerful software develop'
ment environment available for
the MSM DOS system. It com—
bines the programming advanv
tages of a structured high—level

language with the fast execution
speed of native code compilation.
And it exceeds the proposed

ISO and ANSI standards with
logical extensions that make the
language more powerful and ver—

satile. For example, programming
capabilities even allow you to
manipulate data at the system and
machine level.
It gives you single and double
precision lEEE
.535;

MLigChPei-fﬁggﬁfvl; ﬂoating point

arithmetic. Numeric operations
take advantage of the 8087. Or

provided if the coprocessor is not
installed.

Support for long heap alloca—

tion and separate module compi'
lation gives you the ﬂexibility

to create large programs up to
one megabyte.
And the standard linking inter—
face makes it easy to combine

Microsoft FORTRAN or assemv

bly language subroutines.

Call 800-426—9400 to order
the potent Pascal. $300?

In Washington State, call 206—

8288088. Ask for operator C5,

who will rush you your order,

send you more information, or

give you the name of your nearest
dealer to see Microsoft Pascal in
action.

automatic software emulation is

*l’tice exclusive of handling and Washington State sales tax.
Microsoft is a registered trademark and MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

TUTSiM
simulation. The following commands were all that were necessary
to obtain photo 1, the plot of a standard shock absorber:

M
V
2
SUM

3

TT

dzx
_
dt2

4

‘:

dx
__

5

dt‘:

X

2m4zu

A summary of commands can
be obtained from the user’s manual

or by typing (H), for help. Table 2
is a listing of these commands.

G

ATT

:GD

:SD

Changing Parameters in
Model No. 1. The parameters for
a particular model can be changed

\mo

PLS

l——§lvv

Figure 1: A Block Diagram Model of a Shock Absorber System
Ready for Entry in TUTSIM Program.

V

by typing

:CP

in order to produce the desired

graphical results. When a graphical
analysis is performed for each of the
“shock absorbers” under test, it will

be Block 6’s parameter that will be
changed. (Note: the current value
for a standard duty shock was chosen to be 3. A heavy duty shock

should be 40 percent greater, or 4.2,
and an extra heavy duty shock
should be 90 percent greater, or 5.7.)

Entering Plotblocks and
Ranges. TUTSIM will now
prompt with
PLOTBLOCKS AND RANGES
FORMAT: BLOCKNBR,
PLOT-MINIMUM,
PLOT-MAXIMUM

Respond with
X1:0, 0, 200
Y1:1,—l, 9
Y2:5,—1, 1

Block 0 in the speciﬁcation

(X1:0,0,200) is used to specify the
X-axis. Thesecond 0 indicates the
starting time for the analysis, and

the 200 indicates the ending time.
Again, the times are relative to the
other speciﬁed parameters. The Y1
speciﬁcation indicates that the out-

put will be viewed from Block 1
(the pulse block), plotted vertically

using a scale of —1 to 9 units. Y2
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will be the plot from Block 5 (the
dynamic displacement of the wheel

assembly), plotted vertically using a
scale of —l to l. A carriage return
after the last speciﬁcation exits the
user from the plotblock phase.

Entering Timing Information. TUTSIM requests timing
information for the simulation with
the following prompt:
TIMING DATA
FORMAT: DELTA, FINAL TIME
For this model, enter these values.
:0.1, 200

Delta speciﬁes the step-size.
The smaller the value of Delta, the
more calculations are made per unit
of time. Final time refers to the
length of time the simulation
should last. The user’s manual suggests a ratio between these two val-

ues of about 1.100. Actually, the
ratio is not critical, and a poor selection will do nothing more than

slow down the graphical output.

After these values are entered,

TUTSIM will return the user to the
command mode. The TUTSIM
model is ready for analysis.

Model No. 1 (Simulation). In
order to view the model graphically,
I chose to draw a grid and then start

For the heavy duty shock absorber
I would type
6, 4.2

This would indicate to TUTSIM

that Block 6 has a new value of 4.2.
For the extra heavy duty shock,
6,5.7 would be entered. Photo 2
shows the graphical representation
for the heavy duty shock,- photo 3
illustrates the extra heavy duty
shock. Do you see a signiﬁcant dif—
ference between the two shocks?
Table 3 gives commands that

will permit changes in the model,
model simulation, interrupts in
model simulation, etc. It is from
this "Command Level" that models
can be saved and displayed. Outputs
can be speciﬁed for display on the
screen, or data can be typed on the
printer. Table 3 shows a portion of a
printer output for the standard
shock absorber system.

A BONDGRAPH MODEL
TUTSIM offers the additional feature of allowing models to be entered with bondgraphs. The bondgraph technique is deﬁned by the
TUTSIM program as ”inspection of
components rather than production
of equations.” Anyone who thinks
this is going to be an easy route
around those differential equations

should forget it; it is sometimes

hard to work with bondgraphs.
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Raging C.
Concise structure and fast exe—

cution make C the ideal language
for applications and system—level
programming.

And compared with other MS11w

DOS C compilers, Microsoft® C
consistently produces the fastest

executable code.
It supports the full C language
and includes an extensive library

of subroutines that implement
most UNDCMcompatible functions.
Small, medium, compact, and

large memory models give you

ﬂexibility in selecting the address—

ing requirements of your software.

Programs can be designed to make
MICREESOF'I; effective use of
The High Perfaance Software the available

memory of your computer, up to

.
one megabyte.
Microsoft C Compiler provides
you with a complete development
system including the compiler,
run time library, linker and library
manager, and full support of

MS—DOS 2.0 directory structure
(pathnames) and 1/0 redirection.

How do programmers feel
about Microsoft C?
“In the top category for its quick
compile and execution time, small
incremental code, best documen’

tation, and consistent reliability?”""‘
— Ralph Phraner, BYTE Magazine

“Best for software development?
—Bill Hunt, PC Tech Journal

“Produces good, tight—running
programs?
—Peter Norton, Soﬁalk

Call 800—426-9400 to order

the raging C. $500?

In Washington State, call 206—

828—8088. Ask for operator C5,

who will rush you your order,
send you more information, or
give you the name of your nearest

dealer to see Microsoft C in action.

*Price exclusive of handling and Washington State sales tax.
Microsoft is a registered trademark and MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.

*‘L'Reprinted with permission. BYTE Magazine, August ‘83.

BELLESOFI' HAS CHANGED THE
WAY PROGRAMMERS WORK:

PASCAL
COMPUTER AIDED PROGRAMMING
The Bellesoft Entry System for Programs (ES/P) has changed
the way programmers will work in the future by putting computer
aided programming (CAP) at their fingertips.
What word~processing programs did for writing text, Bellesoft

has now done for generating programs; putting the computer to

work to create a whole new way of wr1ting software.
Bellesoft’s ES/P speeds up software development by up to
50%, produces better programs and reduces debugging time. ES/P
improves programming in five significant ways:
1 .

On-Line Syntax Checking. ES/P is more than a very smart editor:
it automatically checks your program for correct syntax as you enter
or change it.

2.

On-Line Formatting. ES/P automatically provides a correct and
consistent format, critical for program maintainability.
Context-Sensitive Abbreviations. ES/P builds program structures

3.
4.

or skeletons with a single keystroke, provides correct keywords and

punctuation, and saves up to half your typing time.
Program Editing. ES/P manipulates program structures correctly
with a single keystroke, allows you to delete or move statements
easily.
On-Line Programming Help. ES/P provides menus of correct
program components and correct syntax as an aid to faster
programming.
ES/P is now becoming available to computer manufacturers for

inclusion in their software packages; to distributors and dealers for
resale; to universities and schools as an aid to teaching programming; and to programmers who want to cut their work in half
while writing better programs.
ES/P is now available with orientation for C and Pascal.

To order, contact:

CIRCLE NO. H4 0N READER SERVICE CARD

Lifeboat Associates
1651 Third Avenue New York, NY 10028
(800) 847-7078

IELLES©FT

THE FIRST NAME IN PROGRAMMING PRODUCTIVITY
(206) 828-7282

Photo 1:
A TUTSIM plot of a second-

order diﬂ‘erential equation.
This model simulates a standard shock absorber system.

To exemplify the use of bondgraphs, another second-order differ-

ential equation can be used to de-

ﬁne an R-L-C electrical circuit and

then to analyze how that circuit re-

sponds to a pulse response.
The ﬁrst step is to draw the circuit. Figure 2 shows the placement

of a capacitor, resistor, inductor, and

pulse generator. The components

are numbered sequentially, a cur-

rent direction is chosen, and the
correct voltage drop polarities are
speciﬁed across the passive components. The bondgraph information
can now be entered.

0 illustrate the ability
to change bondgraph
models, I have chosen
three cases to observe with
an R-L-C model.- overdamp-

ing, underdamping, and
critical damping

Entering Model Structure.
The bondgraph model is speciﬁed in
much the same way as the block
model is. In response to the prompt
MODEL STRUCTURE
FORMAT: BLOCKNBR,
TYPE, INPUTl, INPUTZ, . . . .

the following information should be

entered:

IULY 1984

Photo 2:
A TUTSIMpIot ofa heavy duty
shock absorber-spring system
that gives a 40-percent increase
in damping over a standardsh ock absorber.

LC, 2
2, L, 4,—1,—3
3, R, 2
4, PLS

Initially, it looks exactly like
the block diagram model. In the
bondgraph model, the ﬁrst number
stands for the component number,
the letter or letters are the appropriate bondgraph symbols from the
bondgraph table at the end of the
user’s manual, and the remaining

numbers refer to components that
connect to or affect that particular
component. Because the model being created is that of a series R-L-C
circuit, the Kirchhoff loop equations
are in terms of a current driver.
Thus, for the resistor and capacitor
these equations are true:

1' = v/R

1' =C*dv/dt

The inductor’s i, however, is
speciﬁed in terms of an integral.
Rather than use this speciﬁcation, I
chose to specify the i in terms of its
voltage parameter:
v =1: *di/dt

Thus, when Block 2 is speciﬁed, the “4” represents the voltage
source that will drive the component. This example may seem difﬁcult to understand, but compared to
some of the examples in the TUTSIM manual, it is quite clear.

Photo 3:

A

TUTSIM plot of an extra

heavy duty shock absorber sys-

tem, which gives a 90-percent
increase in damping over a
standard shock absorber.

Remaining Bondgraph Parameters. The rest of the model
is speciﬁed just as a block structure
model is. To illustrate changing
bondgraph models, I have chosen
three cases to observe with an R-L-C
model: overdamping, underdamping, and critical damping. These
cases refer to how quickly the oscillating system will damp out (dissipate its energy, as heat, through the
resistor). Photo 4 illustrates the

overdamped case with a capacitor
value of 1.25 farads.
Photo 5 shows the critically damped
case with a capacitor value of .25 farads and photo 6 shows the underdamped case with a capacitor value

of .01 farads. Parameters for the

overdamped case are then entered:

MODEL PARAMETERS
FORMAT: BLOCKNBR,
PARAMETERI,
PARAMETERZ, . . .

The parameters that I entered were
1, 1.25
2, 1
3, 4
4, 1, 10, 1

These parameters mean that the
capacitor (component 1) has a value
of 1.25 farads, the inductor (component 2) has a value of l henry, the
resistor (component 3) has a value
of 4 ohms, and the pulse generator
(component 4) produces a pulse 1
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The right prices,
SOFTWARE
ApTec (for color Prism Printers)
Rainbow Writer Color Text Formatter . . $119.
Rainbow Writer Screen Grabber ....... 69.
Ashton Tate
dBase II ........................... 375,

Friday! ............................ 169.

Best Programs
PC/Personal Finance Program .........
PC/Professional Finance Program || . . .
PC/Fixed Asset System ..............
PC/Tax Cut .........................
Bible Research

THE WORD (KJV Bible - 7 disks) .....

65.
169.
297.
175.

Individual Software
The Instructor .......................
Professor DOS .......................
Tutorial Set (both items above) ........
Professor Pixel .......................
Typing Instructor .....................
Lightning Software
Master Type .........................
Orion
Hello Charlie ........................

PC Connection
Software Special

through June 30, 1984
WARNER SOFTWARE
The Desk Organizer
- Able to run in background with most
popular programs
- Create electronic Rolodex systems
- Automatic phone dialer (modem
needed)

- Schedule appointments
- Contains calculator. clock. calendar,
notepad. and more ........... $179.

145.

Bruce & James
WordVision .......................... 43.
Continental
Home Accountant Plus ............... 89.
FCM (was First Class Mail) ............ 79.
UltraFiIe (tile/reportlgraph) ........... 1 19.
Digital Research
CP/M-86 ............................ 39.
Dr.LOGO (requires 192k 3 RGB monitor) 69.
Financier
Financier II (was Personal Series) ..... 117,
Financier Tax Series .................. 97.
Funk Software
Sideways ........................... 45.
IUS
EasyWriter | System
EasyWriter /, EasySpe/ler /, EasyMailer/ 159.

Inventory ........................... 299.

Microstuf
Crosstalk XVI ....................... $105.
Transporter (includes Crosstalk) ...... 169.
PCsoftware
PCrayon (create in full color ) ......... 34.
Executive Picture Show .............. 139.
CREATABASE ....................... 59.
Peachtree
PeachPak Series 4(G/L, A/R, A/P)
new version, IBM size manuals ........ 195.
PeachText 5000 (now with AT/ Training) 195.
Peter Norton
Norton Utilities ....................... 55.
Satellite Software
WordPerfect ......................... call
Software Arts
TKISolver (price increase by Software Arts)
.................................. 269.
Financial Management Pack .......... 85.
Mechanical Engineering Pack ......... 85.
Software Products
Open Access ....................... 389.
Software Publishing
PFS/File ............................. 89.
PFS/Graph .......................... 89.

Payroll ............................. 359.

PFS/Report .......................... 79.
Softword Systems

EasyWriter II System
EasyWriter ll, EasySpel/er ll, EasyMailer ll 195.

EasySpeIIer II for EasyWriter ll ......... 59.
EasyMailer II for EasyWriter ll ......... 59.

Accounts Receivable ................ 299.
Accounts Payable ................... 299.
General Ledger ..................... 299.
Order Entw ......................... 299.
Package Price for any three above . . . 859.

Lifetree
Volkswriter ......................... 1 15.
Volkswriter International .............. 135.
Volkswriter Deluxe (with Text/Vlerge), , . 175.
Lotus Development

1—2—3 (version 1A) ................... call
Micropro
WordStar & Propak come with quick lesson
CAI training disk (Sr tutorial disk

WordStar 3.3 ....................... 235.
ProPak(WordStar/Mai/Mergel
CorrectStar/Star/ndex) ............... 379.
Microrim
R:base 4000 (fully relational database) 319,
Clout ..............................

129.

Multiplan (new ver. 1.2) ..............

139.

Microsoft

Multi-Tool Financial (for Multiplan) ...... 69.
Multi—Tool Budget (for Multiplan) ....... 99.

Microsoft Word (new ver. 1.1) ........ 239.
Microsoft Word with mouse (new ver. 1.1) 289.

PFS/Write ...........................

89.

MultiMate (ver. 3.20 w/spe/l checker). . . call

Sorcim
Supercalc III ........................ 209.
Virtual Combinatics
Micro Cookbook .....................

Warner Software
The Desk Organizer w/1 yr. free updates

29.

............................. see special

TRAINING
ATI

How to use Lotus 1—2—3 ...............

55.

How to use dBase || (vol 1 & 2) .......

55.

How to use Your IBM-PC .............
How to use Multimate ................
How to use Microsoft Word ...........

55.
55.
55.

How to use TKISolver ................

55.

How to use Wordstar (vol 1 & 2) ....... 55.

How to use EasyWriter II .............. 55.
How to use Multiplan ................. 55.

How to use PC DOS ................. 55.

$35.
47,
75.
47.
39.

35.
75.

EDUCATIONAL
Davidson
Speed Reader [I (high school & college) 49.
Math Blaster (grades 1—6) ............. 35.
Word Attack (grades 4—12) ............ 35.
FriendlySoft

FriendIyWare/PC Introductory Set ...... 35,

Knoware
Knoware (requires graphics board) . . . .
Stone (requires graphics board)
My Letters. Numbers. & Words (ages 1—5)
Kids Stuff (ages 3-8) ..................
Across the USA. (ages 5 and up) . . . .

67.

29.
29.
22.

GAMES
Atarisoft
Centipede ...........................
Pac Man ............................
Dig Dug ............................
Defender ............................
Donkey Kong ........................
FriendlySoft
FriendIyWare/PC Arcade ..............
Funtastic
Snack Attack II (a favorite) ............
Cosmic Crusader (as good as above). .
Big Top (climb to new levels) .........
Master Miner (1 or 2 players) ..........
Hayden Software
Sargon III ...........................
Microsoft
Flight Simulator (B 8. W on RGB monitors)
Orion

J-Bird (you’ll never sleep) .............

PC-MAN ............................
Paratrooper .........................
Pits & Stones ........................
Sierra/On-Line
Frogger .............................
Crossfire (keyboard or joystick) ........
Ulysses and the Golden Fleece .......
Sir-Tech
Wizardry ............................
Sublogic
Night Mission Pinball .................

29.
29.
29.
29.
29,

35.

27.
27.
29.
29.

35.
35.
29.

27.
25.
29.

27.
23.
27.
42.
29.

HARDWARE
AST Research (For IBM-PC or XT)

All AST Boards come with SuperDrive,

SuperSpool, and one year warranty.

* DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE REPLACED IMMEDIATELY. DEFECTIVE HARDWARE REPLACED OR REPAIRED AT OUR DISCRETION SOME ITEMS HAVE WARRANTIES UP TO FIVE YEARS.
‘9 COPYRIGHT MICRO CONNECTION. INC 1984. ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. IBM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF IBM
CORP.
MICRO CONNECTION IS A TRADEMARK OF MICRO CONNECTION, INC, PC CONNECTION IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK,

the right answers.
SixPakPlus 64k upgradeable to 384k.
with clock calendar, serial and parallel

ports (game port optional) .......... $269.

MegaPlus II 64k upgradeable to 256k

(or more with MegaPak) wrth clock calendar
and serial port (parallel, game, or second

serial port optional) ................. 269.
I/O Plus II with clock calendar and serial
port (parallel, game, or second
serial port optional) .................. 129.
Parallel, Game, or second Serial Port
for any AST board (specify board), . , 39.
Connectall connector bracket (PC only) 19,
Amdek
Video 300G Monitor (green) .......... 149.
Video 300A Monitor (amber) ttttttttt 159.
MAI Board (color & monochrome) . . . . 399.
CompuCable
Plastic Keyboard & Drive Covers (set). . 17.
IBM Mono Screen Enhancement ....... 17.
Printer to IBM Cable (specify printer). . . 32.
Smartmodem to IBM Cable ........... 25.
Curtis
Low Profile Tilt & Swivel Pedestal
(for any monitor) ...................... 44,

PC Pedestal (for IBM Mono or Color). . . 55.
PGS or Quadchrome display adapter . , . . 9.
System Stand (holds PC vertically) ..... 21.
Extension Cables for IBM Mono Display 40.
Keyboard Extension Cable (3 to 9 feet) 32.
AC Plug Adapter (any monitor to your PC) 8.
Electronic Protection Devices
All are rated at 1875 watts, 15 AMP.
The Lemon .......................... 39.
The Lime ............................ 59.
The Peach .......................... 64.
The Orange ......................... 94.
Epson

RX—80 with GRAFTRAX—Plus ...........
RX—8O F/T with GRAFTRAX-Plus .......
FX-80 with GRAFTRAX—Plus ...........
FX-tOO with GRAFTRAX—Plus ..........
Printer to IBM Cable (specify printer). . .
Hayes
Smartmodem 300 ...................
Smartmodem 1200 ..................
Smartmodem 12008 ................
Smartcom II .........................
Smartmodem—to—IBM Cab/e ...........
Hercules Computer

call
call
call
call
32.

209.
499.
419.
99.
25,

Hercules Graphics Card (parallel port)

349.

Prism 80 Printer (with all four options)

1397.

IDS

Prism 132 Printer (with all four options) 1597.
Prism to IBM Parallel Cable ........... 32.
Koala
Koala Touch Tablet with software

(connects to game port) ............... 89.

Kraft

Joystick .............................
Game Paddles (pair) .................

Mouse Systems
PC Mouse (3 button optical mouse comes

PC Connection

39.
29.

Maynard Electronics
Floppy Drive Controller ............. 165.
Internal Hard Disk (10 Meg), WS—1 Controller
& ROM for PC mother board ....... 995.

Hardware Special

through June 30, 1984
MOUSE SYSTEMS
PC Mouse
Comes with:
- Designer Pop—Up@ menu software
- Menu compiler to create your own menu
- Microsoft mouse driver emulator to use
with Microsoft Word
- 3 button optical mouse/no moving
parts, desk pad & software to allow use
with Lotus 1—2-3, Visicalc, Multiplan.
Wordstar, Volkswriter, Supercalc lII,
PPS/Write, & MultiMate
Connects to serial port (RS-232).. $179.

LIFE IN THE PC FAST LANE
Our goal is to have what you want when you
want it. On those rare occasions when we tell
you we‘re out of stock, it means one of several
things. The manufacturer is out of stock, A
new, favorable review has created heavy de—
mand. An announced product is still unavailable. Or, an updated version of the product is
on the way, and we have no intention of selling
an about-to-be-obsolete product (even if it
means losing a sale). Whatever the reason,
rest assured we'll give as firm an availability
date as possible.

OUR POLICY

- We accept VISA and MASTERCARD.
- No surcharge added for charge cards
OYour card is not charged until we ship.
- No sales tax.
~AII shipments insured; no additional charge.
-Allow1 wk. for personal & co. checks to clear.
0 COD max. $500. Cash or certified check.
- 120 day guarantee on all products.*
-To order, call us anytime Monday thru Friday
9:00 to 9:00, or Saturday 9:00 to 5:30,

SHIPPING
Continental US: For monitors, printers, and
drives, add 2% to all orders. For all other items,
add $2 perorder for UPS surface. $3 perorder
for UPS 2nd—Day-Air. We particularly
recommend 2nd-Day-Air if you live west of the
Mississippi or south of Virginia. In most cases it
will only add $1 to your cost and will save you
up to four days on delivery time, UPS Next Day
Air also available. Outside Continental US:
We add freight charges to credit card purchases. For prepayment. call 603/446-3383
for information.

1-800/243-808
PC Connection

6 Mill St, Marlow, NH 03456

265T

603/446-3383

For the IBM—PC Exclusive/y.
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with power supply, desk pad, andsoftware

— connects to serial port) ....... see special
NEC
Spinwriter 3550 (lBM-PC compatible) $1679.
Spinwriter 2050 (3550's little brother). , 919.
Paradise Systems
MultiDispIay Card (co/or & mono) ..... 379.
Plantronics/Frederick
COLORPLUS (now w/Co/or Magic) . . . . call
Princeton Graphics
HX-12 RGB monitor (690 x 240)) ...... call
MAX-12 Amber monochrome monitor . . call
Quadram
We are a full line Quadram Dealer
New Expanded Quadboard 64k expandable
to 384k, with clock calendar, para/lei, serial &
game port, //0 bracket, and
Ouadmaster software ................ 269.
Microfazer Printer Buffer (parallel) w/copy
MP 64 (64k) upgradeable to 512k ...... 197.
Quadcolor I ........................ 197.
Quadchrome RGB Monitor .......... 497.
Quadlink (allows you to run most App/e ll
programs directly on your
IBM-PC or X T) ....................... 459.
Silver Reed (letter quality, 132 column)
Silver Reed EXP 550 Printer(16 CPS). . 589.
TG
Joystick ............................. 45.
USl(monitors for graphics board)
Pi-2 Monitor (12" green, with cable). . , 119.
Pi-3 Monitor (12“amber, with cable) . , . 129.

DRIVES
A/l drives are completely pre—tested. Specify

Drive A or Drive B for your PC. Comes with

complete step by step installation instructions.
Drives are 320K/36OK.
Tandon
TM 100-2(5 W) full—height drive (DSDD) 229.
TEAC
FD-55B(5 1/4“) half-height drive (DSDD)
Free 'y' cab/e & bracket with each pair 189.

MEMORY
64k Memory Upgrade Set for IBM—PC or
XT system board .....................

59.

64k Memory Upgrade Set for any memory
board specify make of board ...... 59,
Install memory upgrades & run diagnostics
at time of board purchase only ...... 10.

DISKS
Verbatim (with 5 year guarantee)

Datalife Disks SS/DD plastic box of 10 . . 26.
Datalife Disks DS/DD plastic box of 10 . . 36.
Disk Drive Analyzer ..................

27,

Flip Sort (holds 75 disks) ............. 19.
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PLOTBLOCKS AND RANGES
FORMAT: BLOCKNBR,PLOT-MINIMUM,PLOT-MAXIMUM
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time unit after the start of the plot.
The pulse has an amplitude of 1
unit and lasts for 10 time units.
After the message
PLOTBLOCKS AND RANGES
FORMAT: BLOCKNBR,
PLOT-MINIMUM,
PLOT-MAXIMUM
I entered
X1: 0, 0, 10
Y1: 3,—2, 2
Y2: 4,—1, 5

54

Block 0 indicates that the X-axis
will plot time from 0 to 10 time
units. Block 3 will be a plot of the
voltage developed across the resistor.
Block 4 plots the PLS generator.
Finally, to the message
TIMING DATA
FORMAT:DELTA, FINAL TIME
I responded
0.1, 10

This sets increment size to .l and
simulation time to 10 units.

OPINIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS
This product does some pretty fancy
things. With a small number of
commands, the user can enter very
complex mathematical models and
simulate them dynamically, something I dreamed of doing when I
took my ﬁrst physics course. Models can be created and ”ﬁne-tuned,”
as the shock absorber example was,

to ﬁt the designer’s needs. TUTSIM
should therefore be a popular program in R 8t D development work.
TUTSIM is not for beginners.

First, the program works with fairly
high-level mathematics. Even
people comfortable with ﬁrst- and
second-order differential equations
will be challenged by bondgraphs.

The bondgraph and block diagram

models contained in this review are

simple examples designed to illustrate the various features of TUT—
SIM. The complexity of the whole
process of model creation increases
rapidly. To help understand this
product, users would be wise to consider taking a course or reading a
book on modern control systems. I

would recommend Modern Control
Systems by Richard C. Dorf, pub—
lished in 1974 by Addison-Wesley.
I was disappointed with the
documentation and software in a
number of ways. For $525, I would
have expected a more polished prod—
uct. The manual is a short collec—
tion of mimeographed pages placed

in a nondivided three-ring binder. It
abounds with spelling and typographical errors. The holes in the
pages were punched too far from
the edge, so that it is somewhat difﬁcult to turn the pages.
It is obvious that the manual

and the software are quickly reworked Apple products: one quote

that escaped the proofreader was

”back to Apple basic.” 1 don't like
being forced to enter commands
with capital letters and I don’t like
expensive software that doesn’t take
advantage of the special function
keys that my system provides.

PC TECH JOURNAL

TUTSIM

Photo 5:
Photo 4’s R-L-C circuit with the
value of C altered to give critical damping.

Photo 4:

A TUTSIM model of a secondorder diﬂ‘eren tial equation for
a R-L-C circuit. The capacitor
value is selected for an underdamped case.

Notice that the word TUTSIM
appears in the upper right corner of
every plot. It’s there to stay, because
only the executable code is provided
with the disk. TUTSIM is the only
label the user can have on a graph.
No provision was made for axis

numbers or labels, which seems
ridiculous for a product that costs as
much as TUTSIM does. My ﬁnal

gripe about the graphs is that they
can’t be saved on diskette. Users
who do not have an IBM printer
that takes advantage of the CtrlPrtSc to dump graphics will not be
able to obtain a plot of the graphics.
Overall, TUTSIM is a good
product. It would be a great one if it
had a better manual, improved
graphics, and a lower price.

NOW YOU CAN WORK
IN C WITH ONlY
BASIC KNOWLEDGE

Photo 6:
Photo 4’s R-L-C circuit with the

value of C altered to give underdamped results.

TUTSIM

Applied i

200 California Avenue
Suite 205

Palo Alto, CA 94306
415-325-4800
$525
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Until now, IBM BASIC and C were about as far apart as apples
and oranges — and if you wanted to move from BASIC to C, you
had to go back to square one. Not anymore!
There's no denying that BASIC is a ﬁne language: it has
probably helped you learn a lot about programming computers.
But now that you know how to program, isn’t it time to take the
next step — to a language that was designed to help you quickly
develop software that is fast, compact, and portable?
BASIC_C can help you make the transition smoothly: it's a
library of C functions providing BASIC’s high level capabilities
you’ve come to know so well. Functions for string handling,
sequential and random i/o, graphics, and many more — all
designed to look and work like BASIC.
You get the source code to BASIC_C: extensively documented,
it provides many examples to help you learn how to write C
functions, and if a function doesn’t happen to suit your speciﬁc
needs . . . change it!
C Source provides a complete development package: the
BASIC_C Library, a full screen editor, and a choice of three C

Enjoy the Best of Both Worlds
with BASIC_C“!
Write or Call Collect

OURCE

C Source
12801 Frost Rd.
Kansas City, MO 64138

816-353-8808

compilers. Buy it all, or just the pieces you need.

BASIC_C Library - source code ......................... $175

............................. $ 85
EC - full screen editor
BASIC_C & EC ........... ............................. $225

BASIC_C & DeSmet C Compiler ........................ $275
BASIC_C & Computer Innovations C compiler ........... $475
BASIC_C & Lattice C compiler .......................... $550
BASIC_C, DeSmet C Compiler, & EC .................... $325

BASIC_C, Computer Innovations C compiler, & EC ...... $525
BASIC_C, Lattice C compiler, & EC ..................... $600
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PC BRAND”HAS UNBEAMBLE
has rapidly become the language of
choice for serious software devel—
opers. The language of maximum
portability across the spectrum of
today's personal computers. The
language which will most rapidly adapt
to tomorrow’s machines. The companion
language to UnixTM, the operating
system destined for predominance.
Major companies such as Microsoft and
Micropro know this. They have switched
to C for their applications development.
How ready are you for the future?
PC Brand has the complete line of
today’s finest professional C tools. Not
just the finest compiler. but libraries for
graphics and screen design, overlay
linkers, and program editors acclaimed
as the best of their kind. It is a complete
workshop of craftsman’s tools which will
turn you into a C professional in a hurry;
capital equipment which will pay back

your investment many times over.

Take the time to read this advertisement. You are sure to see the competitive edge these products will deliver.

LATTICE C

The Preeminent 16-bit C Compiler

on can find a more economic way to
learn C, but if your interest is .
program development, Lattice CTM is the

unparalleled choice. Byte said “the

Lattice C compiler produces remark—
able code . . .outstanding in terms of
both execution speed and code compactness”. After reviewing nine

compilers for the PC, the PC Tech journal

unequivocally declared Lattice C "best
for software development. . .it compiles
fast and produces fast programs".
Lattice C is a full implementation of
Kernighan and Ritchie, not a subset, and
even offers extra features such as nested
comments, 39-character variable names
and extra compile time checks for some
of C‘s subtler errors. The compiler
comes with a full library of 1/0 routines
which implement under MSW—DOS most
of the Unix-compatible standards
described by Kernighan and Ritchie.

HALO

Lattice C runs on virtually any computer using an 8086 or 8088 microprocessor, and we carry two versions for either
PC-DOSTM or CP/M—86TM. Create your
source files with any word processor or
text editor like Edlin or our PmateTM and
Lattice C will compile them into Intel
8086 object module format ready for
linking with other modules by linkers
such as DOS’ Link or our Plink86”.

Lattice C offers a choice of four mem—

ory models which allow the program
designer to choose the right combination
of efficiency and size for an application:
a range between 64K and a full mega—
byte for program and data area size.

The documentation, which Byte says

“sets such a high standard of excellence
that others don't even come close”,
features sample source programs and
covers the interface to assembly
language and machine dependencies.
C’s structured approach encourages
development of tight, fail—safe functions

which can be counted on to return

A Spectacular Graphics Extension to Lattice C

PMATE

aloTM will astound you. It provides a

reliable results every time. Local
variables unknown outside of functions
to safeguard against collision. Extremely
powerful nested expressions which
produce elegant, concise code.
Requires 128K RAM.
For PC—DOS: Product Code: 80100

complete library of graphic functions which can be linked with your LatThe Programmer’s
tice programs to create full-color charts, For CP/M—86: Product Code: 80120 Our Price:
graphs, simulations, even animation.
Suggested Price: $500.00
3 295 .00
Word Processor
Over 100 commandsare at your
P mate was designed for program—
disposal, including plot, line, arc, box,
—
mers. We’ll wager that you cannot
circle, plus single commands to produce
find a programmer who has discovered
bar graphs and pie charts. Pattern-fill
Pmate and moved on to something else.
and dithering commands give your
Pmate is a full screen editor with ten
Overlay Linkage to Expand
graphics impressive texture and color
auxiliary buffers for squirreling away
mixes, rubber-banding draws shapes for
s
oftware is becoming ever more
pieces of text until needed. It uses single
interactive users, area moves produce
sophisticated, which means more
key commands to move the cursor, or
animation, fill and ﬂood commands paint
complex programs requiring large
text, or insert or delete, or rescue sevareas. The newest version allows you to
chunks of memory. But if you use extra
eral thousand characters of deleted text.
define your own world coordinate
memory, if you count on users to have
It has a format mode for tab setting or
scheme, divide the screen into
expanded RAM, you will forego sales to
wraparound and shaping when it‘s time
“viewports” (windows), and scale
those who do not.
to write documentation. Pmate lets you
graphic figures automatically.
Plink86 is the answer. It takes on the
assign chains of commands or strings of
It's a long list of capabilities which
job of shoe-horning large programs into
text to single keys: one keystroke could set make for an extraordinarily powerful
small memory. First, Plink86 acts as an
up the entire shell of a new C function,
product. In fact, Halo is so good that
alternative to DOS‘ Link. For a language
for example.
manufacturers of graphics boards and
like C which encourages design of sepPmate has variables, if—then statesystems are adopting it as a standard
arately compiled object modules in the
ments, loops. It calculates. and converts
graphics language. So it can bridge your
Microsoft relocatable format, Plink86
decimal to hex to binary and back. You
application to other systems. CAD-CAM
pulls modules together into single comcan write compact programs (called
developers, especially, have embraced
piled programs. But Plink86‘s overlay
”macros") to delete comments, for exam—
its device-independent approach for
power is what has gained it a reputation
ple, or check syntax, or process long
maximal portability.
as a miracle worker. It binds into the
sequences of commands. Macros can al—
Halo is a dazzling demonstration of
compiled program its overlay manager
phabetize lists, do row and column math,
why C has become the language of
which knows how to swap modules of
perform a series of operations on multichoice among programming profesyour large linked program between disk
ple files, even summon other macros.
sionals: its function library architecture
and memory, so that each can temporar—
Put another way, Pmate is a text editor
means you can tremendously enhance
ily occupy the same memory space.
with its own built—in interpretive lan—
your firepower by acquiring libraries of
Unlike other linkers, the overlay
guage. A language you can use to comsoftware like Halo with dramatic
manager acts on its own, needing no
pletely customize this text editor to your
economy of time and money.
calls from the source program. Instead,
fancy. Possibly the most artful, ingenious
Requires IBM monochrome or color
Plink86's straightforward overlay
program you have ever seen.
graphics card or equivalents.
description language allows you to
Product Code: 80600
Our Price:
Product Code: 80300
Our Price:
describe your overlay structure in one
Suggested Retail: $225.00
Suggested Price: $200.00
S 125 .00
place in your program — a structure

PLINK86

‘175.00

VALUES FOR ’C’ PROFESSIONALS
Equip Your Workbench with Our
Precision Qualify Craftsman" Tools

All products operate on the IBM PC or

C-FOOD SMORGASBORD

PC/XT under PC—DOS and require no
more than 64K of RAM unless indicated.

A Menu ofDitﬁc-ult to Prepare C Motions
is a language of function libraries:
sturdy routines which your
application can effortlessly reference to
get the job done. But someone has to

write them. It would take months to

concoct and perfect the complex and
useful servings which have been
prepared for you and thoroughly tested
in C Food Smorgasbordm.
Decimal Arithmetic: Functions to
perform operations on binary-coded
decimal (BOD) numbers of up to sixteen
significant digits. Includes trigonometric
and logarithmic functions, powers,
conversions to strings, and much more.

Level 0 I/O Functions: Enable you to
perform direct I/O operations for

screen, keyboard, printer, and
asynchronous port with no dependence
on higher I/O functions to minimize
memory usage and maximize speed.
IBMTM PC BIOS Interface Access:
Allows you to get at the basic 1/O

services in the ROM BIOS not available
through the normal operating system to
get and set the video mode, cursor
position, color and screen attributes,

Prices, terms and specifications
subiect to change without notice.

keyboard shift, scrolling, printer channel
and port status.
TIP, the terminal independence
package: Lets you easily move programs
to computers with different types of
terminals.
There is a basket of delicacies beyond
this brief list; a cornucopia to sample,
any one of which will save valuable time
and pay back far more than C—Food
Smorgasbord‘s overall price.
Our Price:
Product Code: 80200
Suggested Price: $150.00

s1.15.00

You may freely use these products to
create software applications for resale
without additional licenses or royalty pay—
ments, provided your applications are not
wholly or substantially replications of the
products themselves.
Unix: TM Bell Laboratories / Lattice C and C—Food
Smorgasbord: TM Lattice Inc. / MS: TM Microsoft Inc.
/ Halo: TM Media Cybernetics / IBM: TM
International Business Machines / F’loat87: TM
Microiloat / Panel: TM Roundhill Computer Systems
Ltd. / PlinkBS and Pmate: TM Phoenix Software /
CP/M-86: TM Digital Research

PANEL

Are You Still Coding Hand-Made Data Entry Screens?
esigning custom screens is intricate,
time-consuming, and costly. It can
make you the loser in competitive
bidding. It can add weeks, even months
to bringing your product to market.
But not when you use Panel”. Put

Panel to work and you hire a superpro-

grammer for the minimum wage. Telling
Panel your screen design is like using a
word processor. You can add, move,
copy, delete. and reshape fields with
single key commands. The result?
Finished C program code with field
YourArt ofthe Possible
descriptors, color and highlighting, input
permitting up to 4,095 overlays stacked
editing by type of field, help keys, and
32 deep. And you don’t have to rewarning messages.
compile to rearrange the structure.
Panel can also create a terminal
Plink86 is a two pass linkage editor. On selection program customized for your
the first reading it determines all mod—
application, and gives you a utility to
ules which need loading, to insure
quickly test your finished screens. It
greater flexibility in assigning memory
even includes a multi—key data file
segment addresses before the disk file
maintenance program which interacts
is created on the second pass. It can
with the screen you design. All the tools
even sub—divide its linked output into
you need to generate code for the
multiple files for programs which must
trickier aspects of your application, or
span more than one disk.
even to create stand alone data entry
But most of all it sets you free to write
and retrieval products without any
the comprehensive code today‘s users
programming.
have come to expect without sacrifices to
Panel routines are powerful. Unlike so
memory constraints.
many programs which make error
Our Price:
correction difficult once a field is
Product Code: 80500
departed, Panel gives the user full fieldSuggested Price: $395.00

s315.00

CIRCLE NO. 170 ON READER SERVICE CARD

You won’t find an offer like this
elsewhere: Exceptional prices
and software fully supported by a
knowledgeable staff specializing
in ‘C' and companion tools.
© 1984 PC Brand

Prices do not include shipping and

handling.

PC Brand and Craftsman
are trademarks of PC Brand.

to—field movement for editing, and
overtype or insert/delete within fields.
A truly superior productivity tool
every developer should have.
Product Code: 80400

Suggested Price: $295.00

Our Price:

5235.00

FLOAT-87

Software Support for
the 8087Math Chip
loat-87m is a library of floating—point

math routines which are merged into
a Lattice C interface library. The rou—
tines handle all arithmetic functions and
the most frequently used transcendental
or trigonometric functions, and pass all
numbers to the 8087 to take advantage of
its 80-bit data format.
Putting Float—87 to work with an 8087
can increase the speed of floating—point
calculations by 40 times or more — and
with greatly expanded accuracy. If you
or your customers have an Intel 8087
math processor chip on board, this
software will switch on its afterburners.
Product Code: 80700

Suggested Retail: $125.00

Our Price:

$100 .00

1-800-PC BRAND
That’s l-(800) 722-7263. In NY State call (212) 410-4001.
Charge your purchase to MasterCard or Visa.
Or mail your order and check to
PC Brand, PO. Box 474, New York, NY. 10028

The major Pascal

Pascal T'

compilers on the
market today—MS
Pascal, Pascal MT+ 86,
SBB Pascal, and Turbo
Pascal—are put
through their paces
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JEFF DUNTEMANN AND
MICHAEL BENTLEY
I {P ascal? Gimme a break!”

sighed the young UNIX
hack. ”Pascal’s just a kiddie lan-

guage, with both hands tied behind
its back and one leg cut off. Now C I
there’s a language that a person
can really get some work done
with . . . ”

This is heard regularly from

young UNIX hacks. It comes from

reading too many books about Pas—
cal and never actually using it.

THE STANDARD THAT SANK
A LANGUAGE

All those books describe ISO Standard Pascal, the only Pascal standard
currently in print. And ISO Standard Pascal is indeed a kiddie lanPC TECH JOURNAL

and nonportable language that can
do anything C can do.
Only four Pascal compilers of

creator intended the language to be

both standardized and useful.
While the mainframe world

PC DOS right now: IBM/Microsoft
Pascal, Digital Research’s Pascal/
MT+86, Software Building Blocks’

gritty necessities required to get
work done in the real world. Its

that way. Swiss computer scientist

Niklaus Wirth invented Pascal to
wean computer students away from
virulent diseases like FORTRAN
and COBOL and teach them how to

write readable code. Pascal was
IULY 1984

of Modula Z, a language that will be

held to the ”ISO Standard for Quad-

riplegic Pascal,” microcomputer
manufacturers gave Pascal back its
limbs by extending the ISO Stan—

dard. The result is a nonstandard

any consequence are available for

[eff Duntemann is a programmer for Xerox

Corporation in Rochester, NY. Michael

Bentley is a software engineer for a small

computer company located in Rochester.
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TIM

meant to teach—and nothing more.
It served as a ﬁnger in the dike
while Wirth completed the design

ILLUSTRATIONS -

guage. It has no reasonable I/O, no
low—level system hooks, none of the

CURRY

mes Four

PASCAL.
SBB Pascal, and Borland Inter-

national’s Turbo Pascal. All four are
usable; none is perfect, and some
certainly cost more than others,
sometimes by a factor of ten. See table 1 for a summary of the features
each compiler offers.

previous versions), but is now a pro-

prietary linker provided with the
package. A symbolic debugger, as—

sembler, librarian, and screen editor

source that produced it), and numerous example programs. An 8087

reals library is included.

are included. Microsoft’s MACRO86 is a good assembler to use in conjunction with MS Pascal.

SBB PASCAL
SBB Pascal, written by Ieff Moskow,
IBM/MICROSOFT PASCAL

IBM PC Pascal was available soon

after the IBM PC itself was announced in late 1981. It is actually

an early version of Microsoft Pascal.
As far as we know, the version of

MS Pascal sold under the IBM label
has never been updated and is still
in release 1.0. Microsoft sells the
product independently of IBM as
MS Pascal, which is now in release
3.2. This is the compiler we tested,

not the IBM-packaged version.
MS Pascal is a considerable improvement over IBM Pascal, which
was (and apparently still is) substantially incomplete. We do not recommend buying MS Pascal under the
IBM label.
MS Pascal does not seem to
have any migration paths to other
CPUs or operating systems. It will,

however, operate on virtually all
MS DOS capable machines, including those that are light years from
IBM PC compatibility, such as the
Victor 9000 and the Zenith 2100.
MS Pascal lists for $350 and is

packaged in one of Microsoft’s transparent plastic ﬂip-top boxes. The
box literally broke in our hands
while we were trying to remove the

two very large, very fat user guides.
The software package includes
the compiler and linkable libraries,

PASCAL/MT+86

Although a newcomer to PC DOS,
Pascal/MT+ has been on sale for
CP/M environments for almost ﬁve
years, and thus ranks as one of the
oldest Pascals in this very young
ﬁeld. Michael Lehman created it as
a substitute for assembly-language
programming, which he considered
too difﬁcult to fuss with. So MT+
has always been a heavily extended
Pascal, with a rich set of low-level
hooks for getting down and wallowing in the bits and bytes.
Lehman’s company was purchased by Digital Research (the
CP/M people) some years back.
MT+ is now available for

CP/M-80, CP/M-86, PC/MS DOS,

and CP/M-68K. We should mention

that we have used this compiler for

several years (on CP/M-80) and

have more experience on it than on
the borrowed compilers, which we
had for ﬁve or six weeks at most.
Pascal/MT+86 lists for $400
and comes in a grey-brown slipcase
binder matching the rest of the Digital Research product line. The release we tested is V3.2. The package

includes the compiler, a proprietary
linker (Microsoft’s LINK will not

link MT+86’s output code), an
8086 assembler, a librarian for knit-

including support for the 8087. The

ting routines together into libraries,
a symbolic debugger, a Pascal disas-

standard MS DOS LINKEXE (as in

assembler source with the Pascal

required linker is no longer the
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sembler (which associates generated

is actually the 16-bit successor to
Ithaca Intersystems’ Pascal/Z, a ven—

erable 8-bit Pascal that goes back al-

most as far as Pascal/MT+86. SBB
Pascal’s lineage is important largely

because of an extremely active user

group supporting Pascal/Z. This

user group has made available a
large number of public-domain
disks containing Pascal/Z programs,

routines, and technical hints. A cur—

sory look suggests that much of this

material will compile under SBB

Pascal without any tinkering.
SBB Pascal also is available for

the Ithaca Intersystems’ proprietary

28000 operating system. It is the
only Z8000lPascal of which we are
aware at this time.

0 when Bor-

land introduced Turbo
Pascal late last year

for $49.95, we were

rather skeptical.
How good can a Pascal be for 50 bucks.2
Like Pascal/MT+ 86, SBB Pascal

comes in a large slipcase binder.

The suggested list price is $350. We
tested release 2.0, which includes in

PC TECH JOURNAL

its package the compiler, linkable libraries including 8087 support, a
symbolic debugger, and a simple
screen editor. An assembler is not

included, and the compiler’s output
code is linkable by Microsoft’s
LINK.EXE. However, much of the

source code (two single-sided disks

worth) for the run—time support is
included at no extra cost.

as to what the problem is. The most
amazing (and puzzling) feature of
this editor is not what it does, but
where it’s hiding: the combined editor/compiler code ﬁle is only 33K
long. Sure, all of that must be compiler . . . but no, that’s just Turbo—tiny, and as we shall see, faster

than greased lightning.
Turbo has no linkable libraries,
because it does not support modular
compilation as do the other three
compilers. The only remaining ﬁles
on the Turbo disk are a couple of
example programs, including a

simple spreadsheet program given in

full source form.

may or may not recall IRT Pascal, a

EVALUATION CRITERIA
What makes a good Pascal compiler?
We decided upon ten criteria by
which to judge the four compilers.
In no particular order, these are:

took the CP/M-80 world by storm a
couple of years ago by appearing for

where user meets compiler, and
ﬁrst impressions can be impor-

TURBO PASCAL
People in the IBM PC community

peculiar P-code implementation that

$29.95 complete. It wasn’t an espe—
cially good compiler, and the company has since gone bankrupt. So
when Borland introduced Turbo
Pascal late last year for $49.95, we
were rather skeptical. How good can
a Pascal be for 50 bucks? After re-

1) Documentation. This is

tant. How complete is the manu-

is attacking the piracy problem in

exactly the right way.

This compiler includes a screen

editor program that emulates the
simpler commands from WordStar.
If the compiler ﬁnds an error, you

hit the Escape key and, bang, you’re

in the editor, with the cursor sitting
square on the compiler's best guess
IULY 1984

standard format for real numbers
followed? Is there 8087 support?
How fast are operations that use

real numbers?
10) Low-level machine
hooks. Are facilities available to
do system-level work? Can machine memory be accessed? How

about machine I/O ports? Is there
data-type conversion? Interrupt

procedures? ROM call support?
DOS call support?

A FEW NOTES ON
tempt to say, ”All other things being equal, this compiler performs
this well doing [task].” The problem
is, all other things are not equal and
never can be, using different compilers. To keep your impressions of
the benchmarks in perspective, you

How well organized? Can you

down and compile a program?

cracking the binding, especially

cision is available? Is the IEEE

ﬁnd anything in a hurry? Is it
written for the Compleat Idiot or
the Black-belt Hacker? Are there

diskette in an unprinted cardboard

since the manual is 250 pages long.
At $50, Turbo Pascal is deﬁnitely
too much bother to steal— Borland

9) Real number handling.
How are reals handled? What pre-

BENCHMARKS

viewing it, however, we have to admit: we are very impressed.

box. The manual is a bound paperback book, not loose-leaf, and is
completely typeset. Whether or not
it was intentional, it is hard to
photocopy the manual without

What about error detection?

al? Is it correct? Is it indexed?

examples? Are they worthwhile?
2) Ease of use. How much en—
ergy, concentration, and elbow

Turbo Pascal comes on a single

down into smaller units? Modules? Chaining? Overlays? How
much trouble is it? How much
does fragmentation affect the efﬁciency of the program?
8) File I/0. Is ﬁle I/O at least up
to the ISO Standard? Is there random ﬁle support? Untyped ﬁle
support? How fast is the ﬁle 1/0?

grease is required actually to get

How much disk swapping? Can it
work with a hard disk? A RAM
disk? Are the messages useful?

3) Compilation speed. How

quickly does it turn a source ﬁle

into an object ﬁle?
4) Output code speed. How
fast do the output code ﬁles run?

5) Output code efﬁciency.
How large are the output ﬁles?
6) Extensions to the ISO

A compiler benchmark is an at-

should be aware of our methods and

some worrisome details.

Only MT+86 and MS Pascal

have a TIME verb that returns a
time value from the PC’s internal

clock. Thus, the PC’s clock could
not be used to time the code speed
of the benchmarks. Instead, an ordi—

nary hand-operated stopwatch was
used. The calculation portion of
each benchmark (except for the
10 x 10 matrix multiply) was run

Standard. What extensions are
present? What is missing? Are the

through at least ten times during
each timing, so that the inevitable

ally and designed for usefulness?

by a factor of ten. For benchmarks
that perform a single iteration in

extensions implemented ration-

7) Program fragmen-

tation. Does each compiler allow a large program to be broken

human reaction time was reduced

less than ten seconds, 100 iterations
were actually timed.
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But since the code speed of all

«w

compilers was timed identically, the

relative performance of each com—
piler to the others is unaffected by
the timing method. We turned off
all debugger and run-time rangechecking options of which we were
aware. The problem is that some of

the documentation is so bad that we
might have missed some options. If
you duplicate our benchmarks and
ﬁnd that they will run faster by
tweaking compile/link options, not
code, we would like to know.
Timing compilation was a little
more precise. We set up batch ﬁles

for each compile that included a
call to PC DOS’s TIME command

before and after the compile and
link operations. A typical batch ﬁle
looked like this:
TIME 0:0:0
MT86 Bz'I‘RIGTEST SRBTB
LINKMT B:TRIGMT=B:
TRIGTEST, TRANCEND/S,

FPREALS/S, PASLIB/S

TIME

The ﬁrst TIME command zeroes

the PC’s real-time clock, so that the

'

w»

M, e‘

o
Comparison
, ,_ p
. e1a Features
,
.

Table

COMPILER:
COSTS:
VERSI01V:

MS
5350
3.2

MT+86
$400
3.2

SBB
$350
2.0

TURBO
549.95
1.0

8087 support
Absolute variables
Chaining
Conformant arrays
CP/M-86 version
Debugger
DOS 2.0 ﬁle support
DOS call support
Dynamic strings
Function/procedure parms
GET/PUT
INLINE

Yes

Yes
No
No‘
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Faulty
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes
No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Length of FF reals (bytes)
Long integers

4/8
Yes

Interrupt Procs

Mark/Release

Modules
New/Dispose
Overlays
Port 1/0
Random ﬁles
Recursion

ROM call support
Screen Editor
TIME/DATE verb
Untyped ﬁles

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

8

8

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No2
No
Yes
No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
N0

+ $2.00
Yes
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No
Yes
No

6

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No

Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No

No

Yes
No
Yes

NOTES:
lMS Pascal has a "super type" feature that allows variable array bounds. It is not compatible
with true
conformant arrays.
1MS Pascal evidently has undocumented and unsupported ROM call routines in its library.

second TIME command returns a

fairly good ﬁgure for the time the

whole batch ﬁle took to execute.
The exception was Turbo Pas-

cal, which requires that the source
ﬁle be resident in memory before it
can be compiled. Turbo compiles so
differently (it is a one—pass compiler
that goes directly to a .COM ﬁle

and does not produce a linkable, re-

locatable ﬁle) that its compile times
can’t be compared to the other three

compilers. We could not use batch

ﬁles to compile with Turbo, so we
reverted to the stopwatch. Yes, Turbo is fast, but it takes shortcuts.
The speed of any benchmark

that includes disk 1/0 is to some ex-

tent dependent on room tempera-

ture. A cold disk drive turns just a
little bit more slowly—and with
many disk accesses, this adds up.
To provide some general means
of comparison between our ﬁeld of

Pascal compilers and the ﬁeld of C
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compilers previously reviewed in
PC Tech Journal, we translated to
Pascal the “Pentathlon” benchmark

(listing 1) used in ”C and the PC:
Part 1,” (November/December
1983, page 110). In order to test

some real number and transcenden—

tal math, we added a simple trigon—
ometry benchmark (listing 2) that
calculates 100 tangents, and a matrix multiplication benchmark (list-

ing 3) that inverts a 10 x 10 matrix.
To round out the set We included
Eratosthenes’ Sieve (listing 4). See table 2 for benchmark results.
In the matrix multiplication
program, reprinted in listing 3 from
Pascal Programs for Scientists and
Engineers (Alan R. Miller, Sybex,
1981), we modiﬁed constants
RMAX and CMAX so that each was
equal to 10. We timed only the pro-

cedure that actually performs the
matrix multiplication, and not the

procedure that ﬁlls the matrix or
the procedure that prints the results
to the screen.

Although we felt the need for a
good ﬁle I/O benchmark, we could
not come up with reasonable code
that would compile identically on

any three of the compilers, much

less all four. File 1/0 is one area

where the four compiler writers
really went their own separate
ways. Comparing the speeds of four

different custom-written programs,

each purporting to do the same job,
could be misleading. We’ll give you
a general idea of relative speeds, but
in fairness we cannot offer hard

numbers to back up our ﬁndings.

DOCUMENTATION
Why is language-compiler docu-

mentation so uniformly awful? We
consider it a scandal: of the four
user guides we reviewed, only one
PC TECH IOURNAL

y,

Table 2:, Compiler Benchmark Results _
. Wﬁtﬁsﬁ’wff

MT + 86
$400
3.2

COMPILER:
COSTS:
VERSION':
BENCHMARK:
TRIGTEST
Compile/link time
w/o 8087:
with 8087:
Code size (bytes)
W/O 8087:

with 8087:
Code speed per iteration
w/o 8087:
with 8087:
10 x 10 MA TRIX
MULTIPLY
Compile/link time
w/o 8087:
with 8087:
Code size (bytes)
w/o 8087:
with 8087:
Code speed per iteration
W/O 8087:

with 8087:
ERA TOSTHENES
SIEVE
Compile/link time

TURBO
$49.95
1.0

2:30
2:11

1:52
1:47

1:11
1:09

32568
23564

15872
12288

9728
8064

0:07.40:00.190

0:428
0:00.155

failed

3:09
2:55

2:03
1:59

1 :34

37288
29954

1 8432
1 6384

l 2032
1 0368

10317
n/a

0:01 .54
0:00.41

0:09.91
0:01.10

failed

0:02]
n/a

1:53
19960
Code speed per iteration 0:01.11
PENTA THLON
Compile/link time
2:59
W/O 8087:
2:42
with 8087:
Code size
29400
w/o 8087:
22700
with 8087:
Code speed
1. Floating point test
0:01.93
W/o 8087:
0:00.217
with 8087:
0:01.25
11. Function calls
0:00.331
111. String copy
0:02.28
IV. Character count
V. GET/PUT ﬁle

833
$350
2.0

0:423

1 139

failed

0:064
n/a

9074

n/a

0:089
n/a

0:09
n/a

1:49
11776
0:01.95

1:20
9344
0:01.54

0:043
9149
0:01.55

2:08
2:04

1:33
1:31

0:10]

to become ”one” with his compiler

after living with it for a few

months— and MS Pascal is no excep-

15872
14336

10368
8704

0: l 5. 12
failed
0:01.71
0:00.436
0:05.14

0:02.92
failed
0:02.01
0:00.421
failed

0:621

0:383

1:48.3

n/a

10317

n/a

0:03.51

n/a

0:02.56
0:00.426
0:05.36
n/a

583 gives a run~time bounds error for CHR(X) where X>127.

Turbo does not have GET/PUT.

is even mediocre— the others range
from moderately poor to abysmal.
Only the SBB Pascal manual
makes any attempt to teach a new

user the Pascal language. This is unfortunate, because much of Pascal’s

power lies in its compiler-speciﬁc

extensions—and only the compiler

manufacturer can teach the beginner about the compiler itself. The

manufacturers should have an obli-

though the manuals are typeset, and
production quality is good, the MS
Pascal user guides may be the most

frightening documents this side of
The Land of Mainframes.
The manuals offer a few examples— but only a fraction of what
is needed. Every keyword, built-in
procedure or function, compiler
toggle, and linker toggle should
have an example— most especially
compiler-speciﬁc features that are
not covered in Pascal textbooks.

Each of the two manuals has a
good index—fortunately. Without
them the text would be impene—

trable. Printer support is not mentioned in either index.
The writing is as dry as the
Gobi desert, and it doesn't have to

be that way. The SBB manual has a

NOTES:
All Turbo code ﬁles are .COM ﬁles; all others are .EXE ﬁles.
SBB compiled and ran the matrix multiply but ﬁlled the matrix with garbage.

lULY 1984

is provided, in no rational order, and
ﬁnding the detail you want is close.
to impossible. A canny hacker tends

tion—but what of the beginner? Al-

Code size (bytes)

copy on 30K ﬁle

smfwae:

gation to provide a large (200+
page) tutorial on the Pascal language
as implemented in their compilers.
MS Pascal’s two manuals are

the worst. They are big— the biggest

of the bunch—and chaotic. These
words all seem to be in Brownian
motion. MS Pascal is a compiler of
awesome power— if you can ﬁnd

and decipher the magic words to
make it go. A huge amount of detail

deﬁnite human touch that is completely lacking here. Our suggestion
to Microsoft would be to write one
more manual of about 180 pages,
taking a computer literate (but non-

expert) person through the language
one feature at a time, with abundant examples, a few diagrams, and
maybe a little humor to take some
of the weight off.
We recommend Personal Pascal

by David E. Cortesi and George W.
Cherry (Reston, 1984) as a good
companion to MS Pascal. With

more detail on compiler speciﬁcs,
that book could ﬁll in the gaps in
the factory documentation.

Next to worst by a nose is the
documentation for Pascal/MT+ 86.

It takes an opposite tack: it is skele-

tal to the point of being incomplete.
Like Microsoft’s manual, MT+86’s
documentation is in two parts: a Pas-

cal/MT-l- Reference Manual that
describes the syntax common to all
versions of the compiler, and a Programmer’s Guide that is speciﬁc to
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a particular implementation, in this

case for 8086/PC DOS.
All told, about 250 physical
pages are provided, but there are
only about 120 full pages worth of
information. Most of the Reference
Manual consists of descriptions of

language features, one per page, often with as little as 30 words and a
one-line example.
This is not enough. Oddly, Digtal Research dropped Pascal’s BNF
(Backus-Naur Form) deﬁnition dia-

grams when it made up its most recent, slipcase-bound manuals. BNF
diagrams are not easy to read, but
they are the only way available to
describe the syntax of a language
compiler unambiguously. They are
not used often— but when they are
it is because they are needed.
Both manuals are typewritten,

print to be readable without molesting the eyeballs. On the other hand,
it cannot be made to lie ﬂat on a
desk and it will not stay open to a
particular page unless held open.
The binding is very tight and cracks
if opened very far. Binding the man—
ual as a paperback book helped keep
the price down, and for a $49.95
compiler it is an acceptable tradeoff.
But the user will probably spend a
lot of time with one hand holding
the manual open and the other

picking away at the keyboard. The
best option would be to ﬁnd some—
body with a bandsaw and literally
cut the spine off, free up the pages,
punch them, and drop them into a
three-ring binder.
The quality of the writing in
Turbo Pascal is better than either

with occasional typeset headers. Pro-

duction quality is not high. Some of

the memory map diagrams have no
captions at all, so the reader is never

sure to which one the text is referring. The index is only fair: ”enu-

merated type” is not present. We

looked high and low for ”printer

support” or "printer device” or
”printing text.” Nothing. Finally we

found it mentioned under ”device
names.” A person unfamiliar with
operating system jargon could grow
old and die trying to ﬁgure out how

to send text to the printer from
within an MT+86 program.

The README ﬁle for release
3.2 contains many corrections for
the manual. These errors should
have been caught by simple proofing of the galleys long ago. With all
the corrections penciled in, it looks
like the ﬁrst draft.

The only redeemable feature
that makes MT+86’s manuals
usable is that their sparseness and
reasonably large print allow successful skimming. If they were as ver-

bose as MS Pascal’s manuals, they
probably would be unreadable.

TurboPascal’s manual is a little

better. First of all, it is typeset from
start to ﬁnish, which allows smaller
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entries are cheap— there is no rea-

son not to have triple or quadruple
redundancy if it helps to ﬁnd an explanation in the manual quickly.
The Turbo manual includes
BNF diagrams and good explanations of compile and run-time error
messages. It also had a number of
errors and some truly peculiar explanations here and there, but these
usually can be ﬁgured out with a
little experimentation.
With some attention, this could
become a ﬁrst-class manual. Considering the $50 price tag of the compiler, the Turbo manual is not bad.
The SBB Pascal user guide is the
best of the bunch, which isn’t to
say it’s terriﬁc. It is friendly and
demonstrates that a great deal of
thought went into the construction

he SBB Pascal user guide is the best

of the bunch, which isn't to say it’s
terriﬁc. It is friendly and demonstrates that a great deal of thought went
into the construction of the compiler it describes.

MS Pascal’s or MT86’s, it is more

of the compiler it describes.

Someone who knows Pascal should

loose-leaf manual in a slipcase binder. The production quality is not
high, but the type is large and the
margins wide, making for a great
many pages that can be easily
skimmed. Another welcome touch
(especially with SOD-plus pages) are

grammatical and less technical.

have no trouble curling up with the
manual and reading it from cover to
cover in a couple of hours. It is reasonably well organized and seems
fairly complete. A beginner, however, should prepare to do a lot of digging and ﬂipping and skimming—

and head scratching.
The index suffers from a failure
common to the other three compilers’ user guides: key words that a

beginner would look for are not al-

ways there. Once again, ”printing”
and ”printer support” are not in the

index. To ﬁnd out how to access a
printer fom Turbo the user must

look under ”device names." Index

It is a typewritten, SID-page,

the index tabs calling out important
sections such as ”Compiler Operation,” Debugger,” and ”Index.” Our
copy was a V1 manual with a V2
addendum tacked onto the front.

This made organization and detail-

location suffer, but once V2 infor-

mation is melted into the main text,

that problem will go away.

The index is 50-30. Once again,
”printer” is not listed, nor is ”dePC TECH IOURNAL

vice,” nor any hint about where one
might ﬁnd out how to send text to

Pascal and MT+86 Pascal simply
abort if all required parameters are

Overall, MS Pascal is the most
difﬁcult to use, followed by 8138,

else we looked for was present.
SBB’s manual is the only one
that mentions the how and why of
code Optimization. It was instructive
to weigh that information against
the compiler’s tight, fast code.
A beginner will ﬁnd thismanual the most approachable of the
four compiler user guides.

And then there is Turbo Pascal.
Turbo is set up rather like the
UCSD p-System (though the p-Systern certainly is not as fast). When
Turbo comes up, it presents a menu

Pascal is so far ahead of all three of
them that fair comparison is impossible. Turbo is just an entirely different way of writing programs.

the LST: device. Most everything

EASE OF USE

No one likes swapping disks

around. A compiler that ﬁts on a

single disk is good; one that leaves

not present in the command line.

of tasks, which are chosen by letter.

The command letter is highlighted
for mnemonic purposes within the
command itself so there never is
any doubt as to what to type. This
menu will come up anytime a ”2” is
typed. Turbo has its own editor al—
ways in memory, right along with

the compiler. To compile, touch C,

room for all the libraries is great,one that can also hold the linker is
terriﬁc, and one that, on top of
everything, leaves room on disk for
a text editor is nirvana. Of the four

and, whoosh, it compiles. To edit

but SBB comes close. If you don’t
need the 8087 library, you can ﬁt
all of SBB on a double-sided DOS 2.0
disk, including its screen editor.

and Turbo’s cursor comes to rest

compilers, only Turbo is nirvana,

None of the compilers is hard-

code tied to drive A: a la WordStar,
thank goodness. All may be run
from a RAM disk, though for the
benchmark timings we stayed with
physical diskettes. Running from a
RAM disk saves a good deal of time,
especially with an overlaid compiler
like Pascal/MT+86.
If documentation considerations

are excluded fom the ease-of—use

question, MS, MT+86, and SEE are
about neck and neck. Each requires

a separate step for compiling and for
linking. None leaves room on a
single disk for any substantial text
editor. MS and SEE have two separate passes that must be invoked
separately, while MT+ 86 runs the
entire compile to relocatable object

ﬁle from one compiler invocation.
If the user does not enter all the
required parameters from the command line, MS Pascal will prompt
for them. That’s a nice touch while
the user is still trying to remember

what the parameters are and in
what order they must be typed. SBB
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the source code, touch E, and,
Wham, it’s in the text editor. If the

compiler discovers an error of some

kind (either compile time or run
time), zip, it returns to the editor,

where the compiler thinks the error
is. Now that is ease of use.
Turbo falls down a little when
it is asked to compile a program too
large to be entirely resident in

memory. A method for daisy-chaining source ﬁles through RAM is not
immediately obvious, but it can be
ﬁgured out. Some people detest
WordStar (Turbo’s text editor uses a
subset of WordStar’s commands)
and hate its command structure.

Turbo lets those people redeﬁne the
control key presses that activate its
commands. This redeﬁnition

doesn’t always seem to work. The
conﬁguration code appears to have a
couple of bugs in it. For those users
who intend to redeﬁne Turbo’s editor commands, beware. Funny
things may happen.
Pascal/MT+86 has an enhancement package called SPP
(Speed Programming Package) to do

for MT+86 what Turbo’s editor/er—

ror-ﬁnder does. It costs an extra
$200, however, so we do not consider it part of the compiler and will
not review it here. It does work
well, and if you use MT+86 a lot
SPP is worth the extra money.

followed by MT+86. But Turbo

COMPILATION SPEED
Refer to table 2 for the numbers on
compilation speed. They speak for
themselves. All these timings (except Turbo’s) can be much reduced

by compiling from a RAM disk.
Turbo Pascal, once again, works
differently from its brothers, which
must be understood to evaluate the
benchmarks fairly. MS, MT+86,
and SEE compile from disk to disk,
Turbo compiles either from RAM
to RAM or from RAM to disk. The

benchmark compile timings for

Turbo were all done from RAM to

disk, Turbo’s worst case.
Because Turbo doesn’t have to
wait for a slow physical disk to ﬁnd
its source and intermediate ﬁles (it

does not in fact generate any intermediate ﬁles) one might think it
only seems faster. But when SBB
was run from RAM disk to RAM
disk, Turbo still outran its ﬁrst cornpile pass by a factor of four. Turbo

does not allow linking of library
ﬁles with its object ﬁles, giving it
another built-in speed advantage.
Lack of modular compilation is, perhaps, a high price to pay for speed.
That particular decision we will
leave to the user. For us, at least,
Turbo takes the cake and candles
for small (fewer than 600 lines) programs. SBB is runner-up. MS Pascal
is quite slow in compiling, but the
tradeoﬁ is a tremendous amount of

compiler power and very fast code.
One odd note on Turbo: Turbo

code ﬁles always perform one PC
ROM call before executing (to clear
the screen) and, therefore, programs

compiled with Turbo will crash
many PC “compatibles.” We found
no way to turn this “feature” off. A
generic MS DOS version that does

not do this is available, but we have
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not seen or tested it. PC Turbo itself

der to support IEEE-format real

will not run on any but truly ROM-

numbers, the software must either
ﬁnd and use an 8087 chip in the
hardware or emulate one in soft-

Victor 9000, and Sanyo MPC.

adds signiﬁcantly to the code bulk.
For small programs this might mean
that code size would be reduced by
20 to 25 percent with an 8087.
Certainly the best balance of

compatible machines, such as the
Compaq and Columbia. We have
watched it crash the Zenith 2100,

OUTPUT CODE SPEED

MS Pascal is the clear winner in the
code speed arena, as shown in table
2. Its real number support is blind-

ware—and the emulation overhead

ingly fast. MS Pascal only falls be-

hind in the area of ﬁle I/O. Pentathlon #5 is representative of ﬁle
1/0 in general for MS, MT+86,
and SBB. What took SBB a half-minute and MT+86 a whole minute
took MS a minute and a half.
GET and PUT are worst cases.

Almost any other kind of ﬁle 1/0 is

faster. In particular, random ﬁle I/O

using some SEEK verb is fast com-

pared to sequential GET and PUT.

The slowpoke award goes to

Pascal/MT+86, especially in the

area of non-8087 real numbers.

Most of MT+86’s problems are the

result of its run-time support being
written in Pascal rather than pure

machine code; and that, in turn, is a
result of its translation from the

8080/280 world.

OUTPUT CODE EFFICIENCY
How big are the code ﬁles needed to
do a particular job? Table 2 tells
nearly the whole story. Be aware

that Turbo Pascal (again, the odd

man out) creates only .COM ﬁles,

which are inherently smaller than
the .EXE ﬁles that are produced by
the other three compilers.
MS Pascal produces inexpli-

cably massive code ﬁles. The MS
code optimizer seems to bend all its
efforts toward speed and lets the

code ﬁles grow as large as they must
to produce the fastest code. All MS

Pascal code was compiled with the

/Q ﬂag asserted, which is supposed
to turn off code generation of runtime error and debug support.
Code compiled to take advan-

tage of the 8087 always makes for

somewhat smaller code ﬁles. In or-
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the idea of conformant arrays— that

is, arrays not explicitly bounded at

compile time— but it is badly documented and hard to understand.

Since MS strings are super arrays,

they fall into the same undocu-

mented mud. SBB strings are easier

to understand, but their string func—

tions are not as well implemented as

MT+86’s and Turbo’s.
‘ vW/ﬂ

he slowpoke award goes to Pascal/

MT-l- 86, especially in the area of

non-8087 real numbers. Most of
MT + 86’s problems are the result of its
run-time support being written in Pascal
rather than pure machine code.
code speed and code size is seen in

SBB Pascal, which is faster than all

but MS Pascal and produces code

ﬁles smaller than all but Turbo.

EXTENSIONS TO THE ISO

STANDARD

Pascal is close to worthless without

a whole suite of extensions. The

number of extensions a compiler

has and how well they are implemented can make or break it.

Perhaps the most important
extensions to the ISO Standard are

strings and string functions. All
four compilers support variablelength strings. MT+86 and Turbo
handle strings almost identically,

including string functions, and both

mimic the UCSD p-System way of
handling strings. Turbo also has

BASIC’s STR and VAL functions, a

necessary and nice touch.
SBB and MS Pascal each have a
proprietary method of declaring
string variables and a proprietary

collection of string functions. MS
Pascal strings fall under the truly
peculiar “supertype” concept, and
they are hard to deal with. A super
array is how MS Pascal implements

The next important extension

to the ISO Standard is modular com—

pilation. Only Turbo lacks this extension, which is really a function
of not producing linkable object
modules. None of the compilers or

linkers does ”interface” checking
across module boundaries. If the invocation of a procedure does not
match the procedure’s declaration
in its module, the linkers simply

butt the two together and hope for

the best, what happens in the event
of a mismatch is usually a crash.
MS Pascal’s scheme of modular

compilation is excellent and reminiscent of Modula 2, in that a module has a declaration part (containing the function/procedure decla-

rations) and an implementation part

(containing the procedure code it-

self). It is, however, hard to grasp

from the ultra-dense documentation
exactly how to use this feature.

All four compilers implement
ELSE or OTHERWISE statements in
a CASE statement.

They all allow free union vari-

ant records, but the user guides do
not explain what they are. Free
union variants are a ”back-door”
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way of allowing a single variable to

exist as two diﬂ‘erent types, to form
a ”bridge” between the two types.

MS Pascal warns the user if he declares such a variant, but it will not
forbid using them. MS Pascal also
has a RETYPE function to accom-

plish a similar philosophy of defeat—

ing strong typing without deﬁning
an entirely new record type.
MT+86 and MS Pascal have
long integer types that occupy four
bytes instead of two. MT+86‘s
LONGINT type cannot index an
array and is limited in other ways.
But it can hold a big integer.
Turbo Pascal includes a set of
text CRT control functions that allow XY cursor positioning, screen

and line clear, cursor movement,
and so on. It is infuriating that the
other compilers cannot provide a library of these functions. MT+86
doesn’t even provide a means of

calling the video routines in ROM.
Score one big one for Turbo.
PROGRAM FRAGMENTATION

Writing large programs with highlevel language compilers is easy.
Once the program no longer ﬁts in

available memory, you break it ei—

ther into chunks that chain from
one to another or into overlays that
share the same region of memory.
MS Pascal lacks chaining com-

overlay system is excellent. The
user can change an overlay and relink only the overlay, without hav-

ing to relink the entire program.
With a program that has 70 overlays and 200K of code, this is impor-

tant. MT+ overlays can call routines in other overlays. It is a com-

ﬁle 1/0 is almost always faster (and

sometimes by the whole nine yards)

than actual sequential ﬁle I/O. SBB
ﬁle I/O is probably the fastest of
the bunch, though the spread is no—

where near as wide as it is for real
number performance. MS Pascal is
unaccountably the slowest of the

plicated system that involves man—

four in terms of ﬁle I/O.

user must tell the linker where all
code and data segments begin and
how large they are) but it allows 16

"block” ﬁle I/O features that allow

ual allocation of code and data (the

overlay areas and 255 overlays.

SBB also has both chaining and

overlays. Its overlay system is much
like that of MT+86, except that

MT+86 and Turbo both have

high-speed access to any ﬁle, regard-

less of the ﬁle’s type. BLOCKREAD
and BLOCKWRITE deal in raw disk
sectors and pay no attention to rec-

ord ﬁeld boundaries or variables.

provide chaining.

The user can load a buffer with
them and interpret the buffer in his
own fashion. This feature is very
fast but of limited usefulness.
Overall, MT+86’s ﬁle 1/0 is

FILE I/O

SBB’s seems a good deal faster. Tur-

overlay routines cannot call routines
in other overlay ﬁles.
Turbo lacks overlays but does

Comparing ﬁle I/O performance
among the four compilers was hair—
tearingly difﬁcult. Each compiler
has its own quirky way of handling
ﬁles, and in the end we dropped all
of our experimental benchmarks on
the grounds that it isn’t fair to comI
pare performance of code “tweaked’
to ﬁt an individual compiler.
All that remains is Pentathlon
#5, which is essentially a GET/
PUT copy of one ﬁle to another,

the most standard and versatile, but

bo’s is nonstandard and needs work.

MS Pascal’s is just plain slow.

REAL NUMBER SUPPORT

Real numbers are a real pain from a
computational standpoint. Transcen-

dental numbers and repeating decimal fractions are hard to represent
in a binary world. All the complicated gyrations a computer must do
to approximate real numbers take a
great deal of time, and every machine cycle counts.

pletely. It compensates somewhat

character by character. Turbo lacks
GET and PUT, and its ﬁle system

larger than 64K. Linking a program
as large as 300K is possible, according to the manual. The latest release of MS Pascal (3.2) has a simple

seemed to ”sleep” for a second or
two between disk accesses.

byte reals are inherently faster than
on 8-byte reals, but a penalty is paid

by being the only compiler of the
four that supports code segments

overlay scheme to allow a single
overlay area. Its advantage is that it

is very easy to use—the linker takes

care of all code and data allocation.

The user must relink the entire program any time he changes either

the root or any of the overlays, and
a routine in one overlay may not
call a routine in another overlay.
MT+86 is limited to a single

64K code segment, but it allows
both chaining and overlays, and its
lULY 1984

has numerous other peccadilloes.
We tried to replace GET and PUT
with READ and WRITE and found
it ran Pentathlon in 253 seconds—it

Complicating matters is the fact
that MS, MT+ 86, and SBB store
real numbers as 8 bytes (in an IEEE
standard format), while Turbo stores
its reals as 6 bytes. Operations on 6-

All four compilers support random ﬁle I/O. MS and Turbo use a
SEEK verb to position the head to an

in range and precision.
On the other hand, the user
whose calculations never quite

individual record, whereupon a sep—
arate GET or PUT must be executed. MT+86 combines SEEK and

READ/WRITE into one pair of verbs,
SEEKREAD and SEEKWRITE.
SBB uses a special form of READ

and WRITE for random 1/O.

As in Microsoft BASIC, emulat-

ing sequential ﬁle 1/0 with random

reach as high as 10 to the 307th
power might take the speed of a 6byte real and be glad for it.

SBB turned in a peculiar and
troubling performance on the

10 x 10 matrix multiplication. All
four compilers compiled identical
source on this benchmark, but al—

though MS, MT+86, and Turbo
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ran the program correctly, SBB ﬁlled
the matrix with garbage. We have

not yet determined why, but it points
to a serious bug somewhere in the
SBB code generator. Along with the
SBB package we received an update
on its ﬂoating—point linkable library
and used it, evidently even the update didn’t catch all the gremlins in
the ﬂoating point support.

TRIGTEST ran 282 times faster

under MT+ 86 using the 8087 than
it did without the 8087. Now that’s
accelerated math.

Note that code ﬁles incorporat-

ing 8087 math are smaller and com-

pile and link more quickly than
programs without 8087 support. Not
having an 8087 forces the run-time

secrets. Rumor has it that MS Pascal

has a VIDEO call routine, but it was
found only by probing the run-time
library with DEBUG.
No routine is provided to call
ROM from MT+86. Because this is

the only way to control the CRT
under PC DOS, the lack of such a
routine is unfortunate.

code to emulate an 8087, which
means more code and slower code.

Turbo solves the need for direct
memory PEEK and POKE elegantly:
it treats all of RAM as one long ar-

reals and wonder what this confu-

11 four compilers allow
DOS calls, although none documents them very
well.

MEM as its name. To peek at an ad-

nitely the Achilles’ heel in SBB’s
otherwise excellent compiler.

LOW-LEVEL MACHINE HOOKS

What is much worse is that the
8087 support for SBB Pascal did not

work at all. With SBB we were unable to create an 8087-capable code
ﬁle that did not immediately dis—
play an error message upon the ﬁrst

call to the 8087 hardware.

SBB’s user guide states at one
point that its reals are stored as 8

bytes, but at another point it says

reals are stored as 4 bytes. We are
fairly sure they are in fact 8-byte

sion means. Real numbers are deﬁ-

MT+86 real-number support is

slow. According to a reliable source,
all MT+86 real~number support is

itself written in Pascal rather than
machine code, and this would cer-

tainly make a difference. Perhaps
the worst part of MT+86 real sup-

port is screen display of real num—
bers, the ponderous slowness of the

process must be seen to be believed.
MS Pascal’s real-number support is magniﬁcently fast— faster
than Turbo, which uses a smaller

real-number format. Using MS Pas—
cal without an 8087 is almost as fast

as using MT+86 with an 8087.

Turbo’s 6-byte reals are almost

faster than two fewer bytes would

seem to allow. Unless the user’s
needs for range or precision exceed
those of 6-byte reals (and until recently most real numbers were done
in 4 bytes) Turbo is the best number cruncher for the money.
All compilers except Turbo
have 8087 support libraries. The difference in execution time, especi-

ally for transcendental functions, is
nothing short of phenomenal:
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Perhaps the most important lowlevel compiler features are operations on the bit and byte level: set—
ting, clearing, shifting and rotating
bytes, and bitwise logical operators.
All four compilers are fairly complete in this regard. SBB has the best

support by a nose. It is the only one
of the four compilers that can rotate

a byte in addition to shifting it. MS
Pascal also includes 16— and 32-bit
modulo arithmetic as a collection of

functions that return carry rather

than ﬂag an overﬂow error.
Operating system access is also
important. All four compilers allow
DOS calls, though none documents
them especially well. Turbo and
SBB include a means of calling
ROM routines like VIDEO— but
both take an inordinate amount of

time to ﬁgure out. SBB’s otherwise

good manual simply says; ”The ﬁle
CALL.ASM also includes a BIOS call
routine.” By reverse engineering a

sharp hacker might be able to ﬁgure

out how the routine works. The rest

of us will have to wonder why

these functions are such well-kept

ray with the predeﬁned identiﬁer

dress, simply write:

CONTENTS: = MEM[SEG:OFF];

which is pretty slick. Turbo, MS,
and MT+86 also allow ”absolute”
variables that are ordinary variables

given a speciﬁc address in memory,

which may or may not be related to
the location of the program itself.
This is useful for setting up screen
buffers as arrays and accessing stan-

dard reserved memory locations.

Turbo includes a complete library of CRT control routines.
GOTOXY, CLREOL, CLREOS, and

others are there and ready to use.

Nobody today will use a program
that does everything ”scrolled from

the bottom” as in the bad old days.

Certainly the IBM PC standard for

ROM calls would warrant a library

to do the job. Turbo gets a big gold
star for this indispensable feature.
MT+86 and Turbo have an
INLINE verb that allows creation of

short, hand-assembled machine code

routines or fast, compile—time tables.
It’s a shame hand-assembling 8086
code is such a delight, or this feature would be more useful.

Both MS Pascal and MT+86 allow the writing of interrupt procedures. Neither documents this fea-

ture well and only MT+86 at»

tempts to provide an example of its

use. We have never been able to

make an MT+86 interrupt routine

do more than bring the system
down in ﬂames. Whether it’s bugs
or misunderstanding is unclear.
MS Pascal has routines that supPC TECH JOURNAL

port multitask or multiuser access of
ﬁles—awaiting the day when
PC/MS DOS supports multitasking.
MS Pascal's library is full of in-

triguing functions for low-level ma-

chine access~ too many to list here.
OVERALL EVALUATIONS

Getting to know a Pascal compiler
takes a good long time, longer than
any pair of hackers with a deadline
has to play with. So we feel uneasy

making blanket statements about
compilers we have worked with for

only a few weeks. Nonetheless, here

are our evaluations on the four com—

pilers under discussion here:

MS Pascal: This is a big,
powerful, complicated compiler. Its
complexity was overwhelming at
times, made worse by our fast-approaching deadline and its nearly

unreadable documentation. It is easily the most powerful compiler of

the lot, especially now that the new

release 3.2 has the germ of a good
overlay facility.
It does just about everything,

and does it fairly well. Furthermore,
the compiler has a lot of third-party
support in the form of utility libraries for graphics, KSAM, screen
forms, and other necessary applications bootstraps. Interface to the
excellent Microsoft Mouse is easy,
whereas we have not yet doped it
out for the other compilers. Unlike
Pascal/MT+86, it can interface to

good assemblers like Microsoft’s

Macro-86, and again, unlike
MT+86, it uses a standard, widely

supported relocatable object format.
And for those who are into
windows, guess which Pascal compiler is going to be the ﬁrst to support Microsoft Windows?

disk directories.
MS Pascal is disk-space hungry,

awkward to use, and hard to learn.

But if the user has time to live with

it for awhile and dope out its
quirks, it can do an awesome job.
Pascal/MT+86: Digital Re»

search’s compiler suffers somewhat
from having grown into PC DOS
from other pastures: it uses a
unique, relocatable object format,
which means that you cannot link

its code with code produced by any

other assembler or compiler. It includes an assembler, which is essentially undocumented, so moving
from MT+86 to assembler is frustrating. Its run-time support is writ-

ten in Pascal for portability, and,

thus, is rather slow.

These limitations are going

away, according to DRI. The com-

pany is rewriting the compiler from
the ground up, to remove any lingering mementos of its 8—bit
heritage. The new MT+86 will
support the advanced features of the
iAPX286—which makes it well
worth watching for.

Without an 8087, MT+86 realnumber support is painfully slow.

The strengths of MT+86 lie in

its extensions. Its overlay system is

unexcelled: You can change and relink an overlay without relinking
the entire program. This is impor—
tant in an application with 50 overlays containing ZOOK of code. Its
low—level system hooks are quite
complete and easy to use. It has a

good symbolic debugger and a
choice of real-number formats.
For doing really big work, there
is simply nothing else.
SBB Pascal is, on balance,

one pretty ﬁne compiler. It has a su-

With the notable exception of
ﬁle I/O, it produces code ﬁles that,
while obese, are blindingly fast. Its
support for modular compilation is
the best of the four, and its lowlevel hooks are many and only
(mysteriously) lacking in port I/O.

perior user guide, a complete set of

four that supports DOS 2.0 nested

agree with itself on how large they

It is also the only compiler of the
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extensions, and includes a screen

editor and ASCII source for most
run-time routines.

Its overlay support, while not as

versatile as MT+86’s, is reasonably

good. SBB has serious problems with
real numbers— the manual does not

are, and the matrix multiplication
benchmark simply doesn’t work. It
ﬁlled the matrix wih trash when
the identical source compiled and

ran correctly with the other three

compilers. Worse, its 8087 support
does not work at all.

Software Building Blocks is
aware of the problems that we discovered in version 2.0 of the com-

piler. The company has assured us
these problems will be corrected in

version 3.0, which should be avail-

able by the time you read this.

Certainly, SBB has been sup-

porting this package— it came to us

with a host of updates and bug
patches—and time should polish it

further. Its code ﬁles are already
very small and extremely fast, and

it compiles more quickly than any

other compiler save Turbo (which
cheats, remember).

SBB Pascal has the look and feel
of a product that just hasn’t quite
jelled yet. As soon as the real num-

bers work correctly, this compiler

can be recommended as useful and

efficient. But reals are important in
Pascal, so we say be cautious—and

perhaps wait for the next release.
Turbo Pascal: How did Borland pull this one off: a complete,
competent, (almost) bug-free native

code compiler with its own screen
editor and a horde of juicy extensions that ﬁts in 33K and still
costs only $49.95?
But it’s real. And it’s real fast,

relatively simple-too simple to
cripple with clunky documentation.

Pascal was meant to be simple so

students could approach it. In this
sense, Turbo is truer to Pascal’s ori-

ginal purpose than any other compiler. It is the compiler for students

and newcomers to Pascal.
Titanic programs are beyond its

capabilities, it doesn’t know what
modules or overlays are. But with
its built-in ROM call routine and

CRT controls Turbo is a natural for
small-to-middling applications. It

has no 8087 support, but its real

number operations are fast. And
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Turbo has many low-level system

hooks, including INLINE for bargain basement assembler interface,
and shift functions, absolute variables, free union variant records,
and more. Its user interface leaves

the others in its dust.
But best of all, this is a ”VolksPascal”-it costs $50 and comes in a

cardboard box. No glitzy binders, no
plastic museum cases that break.
Turbo is a winner. Haul out the

big guns for the big game—and use

for C and FORTRAN, Pascal presents an amazingly good ﬁeld from
which to choose.
Choose carefully.
But choose Pascal.

tion about Borland's 2.0 release of

Turbo Pascal. We did obtain a production copy of the product, however, and have seen the new features.
Because of the intense interest in the
product, and a few of the comments
in this review, we feel compelled to

MS Pascal
Microsoft

10700 Northup Road

mention the features Borland has added to the product. The price of the

Bellevue, WA 98004
800-426-9400
$300.00

Turbo when you need to work

small, fast,‘and smart.
Every one of these four compilers has it strengths. Each has one
or more nasty ﬂaws: MS Pascal has
severely limited program fragmentation and documentation as dense as

granite,- MT+86’s real numbers are

slowwwwwww; SBB’s real numbers
don’t always work; and Turbo takes
some unnecessary liberties with the
ISO Pascal Standard.

What all have in common is a
sense of being works in progress.
New releases of MS Pascal, SBB, and
MT+86 have occurred recently.
DRI has admitted that it is rewrit-

ing MT+86 from the ground up to
make efﬁcient use of the iAPX86
family architecture, and a reliable
rumor has it that Turbo Pascal

(which is selling at the rate of 300
copies per day) is being reworked
into something truly awesome—and
still costing only $50. Considering

Update: Turbo Pascal

Due to deadline pressures, we were
unable to include veriﬁed informa-

standard version remains $49.95.
0 Overlay support has been added. In true Turbo style, the support
is simple and to the point.
0 Heap management has been
improved by adding standard Pascal‘s
DISPOSE procedure, the FREEMEM
procedure, and the MAXAVAJL
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Pascal/MT+86
Digital Research
PO. Box 579

Paciﬁc Grove, CA 93950

function.

408—649-5500
$600.00

0 IBM PC Turbo now supports
graphics, colors, and sound. Reserved
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words have been added for the dis-

play modes and the 16 standard
colors.
0 A windowing feature that
uses the scrolling routines present in
the PC's BIOS is new. It is not a full
window manager, however.
0 8087 support has been added,
but it is an extra cost option. $89.95

SBB Pascal
Software Building Blocks
PO. Box 119

Ithaca, NY 14851
607-272-2807
$350.00
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buys a disk with both the 8087 ver-

sion and the standard version.

Turbo Pascal
Borland International
4807 Scotts Valley Drive
408-438-8400
$49.95

0 Two new functions, WHEREX

and WHEREY, return the coordinates
of the screen cursor and round out
the built-1'11 screen management functions.

0 New navigational commands
have been added to the editor; but as
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mentioned in the article, it is still
awkward to conﬁgure.
-WF

some of the screwball compilers
that have come across the transom

Listing 1 PENTATH.PAS

var

i.j: integer;

x,y: arrayf 0..99 ] of real;

I

1:

real;

The Pentathalon Program
Translated from the C version of these routines

begin

for i := 0 to 99 do begin
XEiJ :: i + 1;
yI‘l] := 3 +1;

by Michael Brian Bentley
Originally written by Bill Hunt
For PC-TECH Journal readers everywhere

end;

I

z:=O-,

for j := 0 to 9 do
for1:= 0 to 99 do

program pentatnalon;

type longchar I array [ 0..500] of char;

2 := z + x[ i 1 ' y[ 1 l:

end;

procedure benchZ;

var

i, niter:

integer;

ibench:

integer;

procedure benchl;
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I floating point arithmetic benchmark 1

var i:

[ function calling benchmark I

integer;

procedure dumnyi 1: integer I;
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begin

writeln( ' Cannot open a file.’ );
lend

1 := i + 1;
end;

else begin
n := 0;

while ( not( eof( infile ) ) ) do begin
n := n + 1;
outfile‘ ;. infile‘;
put( outfile );
get( infile );
end

begin

for i :- 0 to 19999 do
dummy(il;
( EH? 3
end;

procedure bench3;

( string copy benchmark }
end;

writeln; writeln( ' ', n, ' characters' );
close( infileI retval );

integer;

i:

var

_s.sZ:

longchar;

procedure scopy(var target:

longchar; origin: longchar);

begin
target :- origin;

{ oh hum }

end;
begin

end;

procedure makefile;

var

for i := 0 to 499 do
5[ i ] := 'a‘;

close( outfile, retval ):

( create a test file )

victim:
n:

file of char;
integer;

retval:

integer;

begin { makefile 1
assign( victim, 'test.in' );
rewrite( victim );
if ioresult 8 255 then begin
writeln(' Cannot open test file. ');

s[ 500 J :8 chr( O );
for i := 0 to 99 do
scopyl 52, s );

end

end;

else begin

procedure benchd;

n :s 0;

i pretty wierd, Bill 1

for n :- o to 29999 do begin

{ character count benchmark }

victim“

type shortchar = array [ 0..127 1 of integer;

:3 'a‘;

put( victim )
end;

var

i:

integer;

s:

longchar;

close( victim. retval )
end

cnt: shortchar;

end;

procedure count chars(var strng:longchar;var counts:shortchar);

begin ( main program }

writeln; write( ' Benchmarkz‘ );
readln( ibench );

writeln; write( ' no. iterations:‘ );
readln( niter );

begin I count_chars }
i

' 0;

for i

c := strngE i 1;
while ( strng[ 1 3 <> chr( 0 ) ) do begin
if ord( c ) > 127 then
idx :I ord( c ) - 128

:= 1 to niter do begin

case ( ibench ) of
I: benchl;

else

idx := ordi c );
countsE idx ] := counts[ idx ] + l;
1 :I i + l;

);

Listing 2 TRIGTEST.PAS
PROGRAM TRIETEST;
VAR TANGENTS : ARRAY[1..100] OF REAL;

:= 0 to 99 do

count_chars( 5. cnt )
end;

( file copy with getc/putc }

infile,

outfile:

file'of char;

c:
n:

integer;

ch

' thru.‘

end.

s[ 500 ] := chr( 0 );

retval:

: makefile;

writeln; writeln(

begin ( bench4 )
for i := 0 to 499 do
s[ i ] := succi chri i ) i;

var

: bench4;
: bench5;

end;

end

end; ( count_chars }

procedure benchS;

: benchz;
2 bench3;

end;

c := strngE i ]

for i

N

char;

idx: integer;

m

c:

b

integer;

w

i:

a

var

R.T

: INTEGER;

CH

: CHAR;

RUNS

:

INTEGER;

BEGIN

HRITE('>>Enter l of runs to execute: ');
READLN(RUNS);

'NRITE(’>>Press (CR) to begin calculations: ’);

integer;

READLN(CH);

integer;

WRITE(‘>>Beginning tangent calculations...');

: char;

FOR T:=1 T0 RUNS DU FOR R:=1 T0 100 00 TANGENTSER]:=SIN(R)/CUS(R)i
HRITELN(‘...a11 donel');

begin
assign( infile. ‘test,in'

);

END.

assign( outfile.‘test.out' );
reset( infile );
rewrite( outfile );

if ( ioresult = 255 ) then begin
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Listing 3 MATRIX.PAS

BEGIN

(' SQUARE *)

FDR Kz=l TD NCDL DD
BEGIN

PROGRAM MATRIX;

FDR L:=I TD K D0
BEGIN

(' By Alan R. Miller ’)

AIK,L]:=0;

I' from: PASCAL PROGRAMS FDR SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS ‘)

(' (c) 1981 by Sybex, Inc. *)

FOR [:‘1 TD NRDN DD
BEGIN
A[K,L]:=A[K,L]+X[I,L]*X[I,K];

CDNST
RNAX = 20;
CMAX = 20;
TYPE
ARV
ARYS
ARVZ
ARYZS

IF K<>L THEN AEL,K]:=A[K,L]
END

END;
GEK]:=0£

FDR I:=I T0 NRO" D0

<

ARRAYII..RNAXJ or REAL;

ARRAYEI..CMAX] or REAL;
ARRAYEI..RMAX, 1..ax] or REAL;
ARRAYEI..RMAX, 1..CMAX] OF REAL;

END;

ARV;

BEGIN

E

: ARYS;

X

: ARVZ;

GEK]:=G[K]*Y[I]’X[I.K]

END

(' K loop ')

(* SQUARE ')

(‘ MAIN “I

cET_pATA(x.v,NRou.NcoLI;

HRITEI">Press (CR) to begin calculations: ');

READLN(CH);

A
: ARVZS;
NRDH.NCOL
: INTEGER;
CH

(' L loop *)

WRITE('>>Starting matrix inversion..');

SQUARE(X.V,A,G,NRDH,NCOL);
uRITELN('..a11 donei');

: CHAR;

PROCEDURE GET_DATA(VAR X :/ARVZ;

HRITE_DATR

VAR Y : ARY;

END.

VAR NROH,NCOL : INTEGER);
(‘r Get values for NRDH. NCOL, and arrays X, Y *)

Reproduced with permission from Pascal Proglrams for Scientists and Engineers, by Alan Ft

lller. © 1981, SYBEX. Inc.

VAR I,J : INTEGER;

'eEGIN

NR0N:=1o;
NCDL:=IO;
FOR I:=1 T0 NRDH no
BEGIN

Listing 4 TESTSIEVE.PAS
program testsieve;

I

X[I,1]:=I;

FOR a:=z T0 NCUL no

(

Mike Bentley

3/10/84

Prime Number Sieve Program I

I

'

const

X[1.J]:=I‘X[I,J-1];

size = 8190;

vii]:=z*x
END
END;
(' GET_oATA ')

var
J, niter, ncount:

integer;

ch: char;
PROCEDURE HRITE_DATA;

function sieve: integer;
var

(‘ Print out the answers ‘)
VAR I.J :

i, prime. k, count:

flags:

INTEGER;

begin

BEGIN

count := 0;

HRITELN;

HRITELN('
x
FOR x:=1 TD NRow no
BEGIN

for i := 0 to size do
flags[ 1 ] := true;

v');

for i := 0 to size do begin

if ( flagsE i ] ) then begin

FOR J:=1 TD NCOL DO

prime := i + i + 3;

HRITE(X[I,J]:9:1,‘ ');

HRITELN(':‘,V[I]:9:1)

END;

HRITELN;
HRITELN('

k := i + prime;

whiie ( k <= size I do begin
flagsE k ] := false;
k :e k + prime;

'

A

3-);

end;

FOR I:=l T0 NCOL D0

count := count + 1

BEGIN

end

FDR J:-I T0 NCOL DO

end;
sieve := count
end; { sieve )

HRITE(A[I,J]:10:1.' ');

NR1TELN(':',G[I]:10:I)
END
END;

(' HRITE_DATA *)

PROCEDURE SQUARE(X

begin

Hriteln; write(' Number of Iterationsz');
read1n(niterl;

: ARVZ;

Y

: ARY;

VAR A

: ARVZS;

VAR G

: ARVS;

uritein; write(' Press (CR) to start:‘);
readln(cn);

NROH,NCOL : INTEGER);

(’ Matrix multiplication routine ')
(‘ A = transpose X times X
*I
(' G = Y times X
')

VAR I.K.L : INTEGER;
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integer;

array E 0 .. size I of boolean;

for j := l to niter do
ncount := sieve;

writeln(’ Dunel‘I
end.
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In an excerpt from his

forthcoming book,
the author uncovers
the mysteries
of modems

0 most PC users a modem is
T simply a small magical device
that enables a computer in one part

all but a small percentage of computer operators. But, obviously, that

part of the world. Some users may

computer to another regardless of

of the world to carry on a telephone
conversation with one in another

understand that the modern serves
as an intermediary, translating digital data into sounds that the telephone system can carry. Beyond
this, however, the concept of how a
modem works remains a mystery to
IULY 1984

little box conceals a complex process
through which information is trans—
lated, sent, and received from one

autovanswer. This article discusses

only full duplex modems (unless

otherwise noted) because most PC
communication programming is
done for either full duplex communication sessions or for half duplex

geographic limitations.

Modems can be divided into a
variety of categories: half duplex or
full duplex, acoustic coupled or di—
rect connect, originate and answer
modes, and manual or auto-dial/

David Schwaderer is a communications
specialist working for the Department of
Experimental Ofﬁce Systems at IBM’s
Research Center in San lose. CA. He is the
author of four communications packages that
are sold internationally.
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MODEMS
software enforced on a full duplex

session unless prior arrangements

via a special line called the modem
cable. The cable has multiple wires
and is the vehicle by which the

Acoustic coupled modems are

should assume the answer mode.

digital signals to/from the DCE or

communication sessions that are

connection. In both instances, a full
duplex modem is used.

mode during the communication

have been made. Likewise, the party
or system that answers the phone

type of modern generates/receives

Thus, there are two modem
operating modes— answer and originate. Some modems can operate in
both modes, although in only one at
a time. However, some modems can
operate in one mode but never in
the other. If the latter is the case,

(sounds) for/from an ordinary tele-

dem must adapt to the design of its

used by placing a telephone handset

into a set of rubber cups (or grom-

mets) on the modem after the call

has been manually dialed. The data
tones pass right through the telephone just as a voice would. This
actual physical acoustic waves

phone (not the telephone line, but

an actual telephone). Therefore, it is
sensitive to extraneous noise and vibrations around the PC. Because of

this sensitivity and the increasing
number of telephone handsets that

do not ﬁt the grommets, these mo—
dems are rapidly becoming out—
dated. In its day, however, the
acoustic modem was a blessing. It

was the only way to get around Bell
Telephone’s monopoly and was instrumental in ending the monopoly.
Some modems provide/receive

data tones directly to/from the telephone line jack and completely bypass the telephone handset. These

direct-connect modems do not re-

quire a set of rubber cups. (This
type of modem is to be distinguished from an old-fashioned type
called a data access arrangement
(DAA) modem that required protective— and expensive— Bell Telephone devices between it and the

telephone line.) With a direct-connect modem a telephone may still
be used to dial the remote system,
but, once the connection has been
made, operators manually ﬂip a

switch, push a button, or pull a
knob causing the telephone to step

aside as the data ﬂow directly to/
from the modem from/to the line.

In general, a direct-connect modem
is superior to an acoustic modem.
When a PC user calls a remote
system for a data communication

session, he is the originator of the

telephone call. Therefore, the mo-

dern should assume the originate
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then the other communication mo—

partner (that is, it must operate in

the second mode) or no transmission
of data can occur. In general, modems that have both originate and
answer capability should be used.
Some modems require users to
answer/dial the remote system

manually and either ﬂip switches,
pull knobs, or push buttons to establish the connection. That’s fun for

the ﬁrst 100 or so times. Later on

and in the wee hours of the morn—

ing it is a nuisance. Therefore, nu-

merous modems have the capability
of automatically dialing and/or an—
swering the telephone. The modem
signals the PC that it has already
contacted the remote system, and

the telephone number is sent by the

PC for transmission on the nonexis-

tent telephone line. The modem
traps the data, dials the number,
and gets out of the way of the PC’s

transmission data when the connection is made.
In communication program-

ming, a PC usually will act like a
terminal, though with a little effort
it can also look like a remote system
to another PC. Since the PC acts like

a terminal, it is referred to as the
data terminal equipment (DTE).

Actually, both the PC and the re-

DTE (here, the PC) sends/receives

data set (modem).

THE RECOMMENDED

STANDARD
One popular way to use this cable is
known as the RS-ZBZ—C (for Recom-

mended Standard 232 Version C).
The real name of this standard is

"Interface Between Data Terminal
Equipment and Data Communica~
tion Equipment Employing Serial

Binary Data Exchange.” It was
adopted by the Electronic Industries
Association (EIA) in August 1969,
and it speciﬁes how to get data from

the PC communications adapter to
the modern, and vice versa, in a

standard way. The standard allows a
PC to be connected to many differ~
ent manufacturers’ modems and
speciﬁcally indicates that the cable

connection may use as many as 25
wires, with each wire present per-

forming a speciﬁc function in a speciﬁc way. Note that the standard
does not specify which wires have
to be present. It simply states that
if, for example, wire two is present,
then it must be used to carry the
data bit stream from the DTE (PC)
to the DCE (modem). The wire can—
not be used in any other way.
There the problems begin.

Many modems use some wires, but
not others. Moreover, the PC re-

quires its own speciﬁc set of wires
and modem signals to operate without sleight of hand. A modern may
adhere to the RS-232-C standard but

not work with the PC. Simply
stated, like the PC, a modem is said

mote system are always referred to
as the DTE even though the remote

to adhere to the standard if it does
not violate that standard. Partial implementation of the standard by a

frame computer. The modem is re-

violation,- different partial imple-

system may be a large central main—

ferred to as the data communication
equipment (DCE) or data set, terms
that can be used interchangeably.

The DTE is connected to the DCE

given modem is not considered a

mentations, however, cause differ—
ent modems to require different ca-

bles to operate correctly. The trick
is to know which wires are required
PC TECH JOURNAL

a valid answer modem carrier. This
modem-to-PC signal is referred to as
data carrier detect (DCD), carrier de-

Figure 1: Modem Signal State Diagrams

5

‘

P

tect (CD or CXR), or received line

:,

U "REMOTE ‘ I
,_MOD_EM ,

by the PC and a given modern. Unfortunately, even that isn't always
good enough, despite the good intentions of some manufacturers.

Note that the speciﬁcation does

not state how the 25 wires are con-

nected to the DTE and the DCE.

Various connectors are available,

but the most commonly used type is

known as a Subminiature Type D
connector (DB-25). In short, one pin

in one connector is normally con-

nected to one pin in the other con~

nector. In addition, note that the
PC requires a female connector

(DB—ZS-S), and most modems require
a male connector (DB—ZS-P). It is a

good idea to buy the communi—

cations adapter and modem before

buying the modem cable.
The EIA RS-232-C standard speciﬁes the voltage levels allowed on
the wires and the meaning and di-

rection of the signal. For example, a
voltage level of +5 to +15 volts on
pin 2 indicates that the DTE is
transmitting a binary 0 to the DCE,

while a voltage level of — 15 to —5
volts on pin 2 indicates that the
DTE is transmitting a binary 1 to

the DCE. A voltage level of —5

volts to +5 volts on pin 2 has no
meaning and is said to be in the
transition zone.
Before any data are transmitted
to the remote system, a few very
important signals must be passed

back and forth between the PC and

the modem. First, the PC, or DTE,

signals the modem on pin 20 that it
lULY 1984

is ready. This signal is called data
terminal ready or DTR. Similarly,

when the modem is ready, it signals
the PC on pin 6 that the data set is

ready. This signal is called data set
ready, or DSR. Strictly speaking,
these signals should occur in the
above sequence, although they often
do not for a variety of reasons. If
they have not occurred by this
point, then the prescribed receiver
of a missing signal should be conﬁgured so that it does not require the
signal. See ﬁgure 1.
Next, the PC signals on pin 4
that it wants to send data. This signal is referred to as request to send
(RTS). However, because communi-

cations have not yet begun, the
modem does not acknowledge the
request. Hence, it is by default denied, unless the modem knows it

should obtain a telephone number
from the PC for remote system dialing. When contact is made, the
remote system's modem sends out a

short tone blast of approximately
2,000 Hz to disable the echo sup-

pressors on the telephone line and

signal detector (RLSD). After each
modem is satisﬁed that the other
modem is ready to receive, the modems signal their respective DTEs
that the path is clear to send data.
This signal occurs on pin 5 and

is called clear to send (CTS). In half

duplex communication, the CTS
signal is the acknowledgment to a
PCS outstanding RTS and allows
the PC to begin transmitting data.
In full duplex communication, the

signal normally remains present af-

ter this point, and the signal is no
longer required.
When the PC wants to send
data, the communications adapter

presents the data to the modem one
bit at a time on pin 2. When the PC

receives data, the communications
adapter receives it one bit at a time
on pin 3. The PC communications
adapter groups the individual data
bits into characters for the PC and

delivers them to BASIC.
The RS-23Z-C standard is summarized in ﬁgure 2. The important
modem signals for the PC are on
pins 1 through 8 and pin 20.
On the front panels of many
modems there are indicator lights
that reﬂect speciﬁc signal states.
These lights are essential in problem determination efforts and are
useful to watch as the data roll in
and out of the PC. A modem that
does not have such indicator lights
may use a device called a break-out
box, which is connected between a
PC and a modem and provides the

then emits a recognizable tone
called an answer modem carrier.
This allows the modem to recognize

equivalent of a modern from panel.

modem (as opposed to an originate

as an auto-answer modern, then the

it has reached an acceptable answer

or otherwise unacceptable modem).

At this point, the sending modem signals the remote modem that
it is a valid originate modem via an

originate modem carrier and tells
the PC on pin 8 that it has detected

Break-out boxes, however, often
have prices in excess of $100.

If a modem is going to be used

PC may need to know when someone is calling its telephone number.
Thus, a telephone ring indicator
(RI) signal is provided to the PC by

the modem on pin 22. An auto-

answer modem will answer a call
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E‘s/looms
immediately after a ring is com-

plete, but only if the PC is indicating that it is ready to receive the

call via the DTR signal on pin 20.
MISSING MODEM SIGNALS

Many popular modems do not nor-

Figure 2: RS-232-C Summary

, Transmitted signal,_voltage levels:
Binary 0: +5 volts to +315 volts I ,
' Binary 1g -5 volts to «15 volts ‘

Received signal voltage levels:

mally provide the full complement

~‘Bina‘ry50: +39vo-lts to +315 volts

approaches to ﬁxing this problem.
The ﬁrst is simply to ignore the
missing signals in the programming
and/or program execution and just
press on. This can be disadvantageous for a number of reasons: the
modem might be broken, not connected to the PC, or, perhaps, not
even plugged into a telephone or
electrical outlet. This approach also
may fail because the user is not able

The TransitionkUndeﬁned) Zoneis from 43 volts to +3: volts.
Thisvallows alf—volt’ signal variation between sender and receiver. ,

A fourth and very common approach is to jump (short-circuit,
strap, or cross—wire) various con—
nector pins with pins that already

I
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modem being used without having
to change any PC programs. Assuming only full duplex modems are being used, clear to send (CTS), data
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2001 Eye Street NW. , '
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H, éPositive DC test voltage

have the correct values. This ap—
proach has the advantage of making

the PC relatively independent of the

N/A

nec‘eivedline signal detect [CF]

1—:
G

tised in popular computer journals.
Because these cables have only recently become available, not much
can be said about them except that
they exist. The reviews are promising, although the suggested price is
approximately $90 per cable.
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The third solution to the prob-

lem of missing signals is to purchase
a ”smart cable” that detects when a
signal is missing and automatically

H
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the absence of required signals from
the PC, these options make such
modems ”forgiving” and ﬂexible.

NM
HO

ferred to as strapping options, assume a variety of forms (switches,
buttons, etc.). Since many modems
can use strapping options to ignore
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the modern, forcing it to provide the
required signals. These settings, re—

_
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to modify the PC program.
A second approach is to adjust
the option settings that may be on

Binary 1: —3 volts to +15 volts
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set ready (DSR), request to send

(RTS), carrier detect (CD), and data
terminal ready (DTR) should nor-

Figure 3: Cheater Cable

'jts‘aatcmé‘cnaum

~ “,mrttistr.+sta=

mally be present unless the session
is experiencing errors or is starting

or ending. Thus, if these signals are
missing and/or are not available to

RECEIVEDATA

H

either the modem or PC, a ”cheater

cable,” shown in ﬁgure 3, can be
fabricated that will make the missing signals appear.
If DTR is signaled, or asserted,
by the PC, and if DSR is not pro~
vided by the modem, a wire from
the PC’s DSR pin can be soldered to
the DTR pin, and the problem is
solved. (All soldering is done on the
cable, not the PC.) Then, when
DTR is asserted by the PC, DSR is

instantly received by the PC. Similarly, a wire can be run from the
RTS pin to the CTS and/or CXR
pin so that CTS and/or CXR appear
to the PC as soon as RTS is asserted

by the PC. Finally, if DTR and RTS
are not provided to the modem by

the PC, a wire from the DSR pin
can be soldered to the DTR and
from the CTS pin to the RTS pin of
the modem cable. After this is done,
DTR appears to the modem as soon
as the DSR signal is asserted by the
modem, as does the RTS signal
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soldering and making the PC rela—
tively independent of any modem
connection, this approach may re-

quire a second modem cable.
One last suggestion while the
soldering iron still is hot: a null

important point to remember is that

9,600 BPS with no problem.
Two modems signal their pres—
ence to each other via carrier tones.

RS-Z32-C standard states that any

wires two and three should be reversed on one side of the cable. This
is required because each PC would

may never occur in any form unless
the user resorts to these methods.
Additionally, one provision of the

wire can be safely shorted with any
other wire and no electrical damage
should occur anywhere. The solder—
ing solution is an unpleasant ap-

proach that may be necessary to get
some modems to work with the PC.

Soldering should be performed only
by an experienced individual.

The ﬁfth and ﬁnal approach to
the missing signal problem is to use
a patch box. This device solves the
jumpering problem without soldering pin jumper wires. Although it

has the advantage of avoiding any
IULY 1934

cable determines the maximum
speed of data transfer on it. The

RS-ZSZ-C standard speciﬁes that a

sense incorrect and/or misleading
signals, in some cases these signals

Although the PC may at times

apter for use by the COPY com—
mand). The length of the cable is
important because electrical engineering theory states the length of a

modem or modern eliminator cable,

which allows two PCs to be directly
connected together without modems, can be made using approach
three or four discussed above. One

when CTS is asserted.

:(PCE)_..:» - ,. _

otherwise try to transmit on pin 2

and listen on pin 3 for incoming
data. Reversing these wires on one
side of the cable causes the data to
arrive correctly at each end.

50—foot RS-232~C cable should handle up to a 19,200-BPS transfer rate.
Since most cables are less than 10
feet long, they can transfer data at

One must be an answer modem carrier that is presented by a modem in
answer mode. The other must be an
originate modern carrier presented

by a modem in originate mode. The
carriers are different, and each mod-

Using such a cable allows two
PCs to transfer disk ﬁles using the

em looks for a carrier that is different than the one it is presenting on
the telephone line.

the maximum speed that can be
speciﬁed by the PC DOS MODE
command (used to initialize the
asynchronous communications ad-

The carrier tones have speciﬁed fre-

PC DOS COPY command. If the ca—
ble were short enough, the transfer
could be performed at 9,600 BPS,

TYPES OF MODEMS

quencies that depend on the type of
modem being used. Three modem

types are prevalent. Other modems
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MODEMS
are similar, but different enough
that they will not work with the
three prevalent types.
The AT&T Bell 103 modem is
used for speeds of zero to 300 BPS. It
uses a simple transmission technique known as frequency shift
keying (FSK). In this scheme the originate modern transmits a 1,270-Hz
tone for a binary 1 (MARK) bit and

a 1,070-Hz tone for a binary 0
(SPACE) bit. Similarly, the answer
modem transmits a 2,225-Hz tone
for a binary 1 (MARK) bit and a
2,025-Hz tone for a binary 0

(SPACE) bit. Since each modem has

its own set of transmit frequencies,

both modems can transmit and re-

ceive simultaneously. The trans-

mitted tones are the modems' car-

rier signals. They are said to be
modulated by the transmitter and

demodulated (converted back to bi-

nary data) by the receiver.
Understanding the AT&T Bell
103 frequency shift keying (FSK)

technique is easy; however, using

the technique to send/receive at

faster rates leads to problems. Trans-

How about 1,200 BPS? Using

FSK to transmit at 1,200 BPS in a

full duplex mode will require the
ability to handle 2,400 BPS (1,200
BPS each way). This requires 3,600
Hz worth of bandwidth signals that
do not ﬁt within the available
3,000-Hz bandwidth. Since only
3,000 Hz are available, FSK can actually handle only 2,000 BPS total
(3,000 divided by 1.5). This gives
rise to a variety of methods for
using the available transmission
capability of a telephone line.
Some modems divide the trans-

mission power unevenly. For ex-

ample, the AT&T Bell 202 modem
provides 1,200 BPS in one direction
and an optional 5 BPS in the backward, or reverse, channel. The highspeed direction is referred to as the
primary channel. This reverse channel approach allows high—speed

transmission in one direction using
inexpensive FSK circuitry (a 1,200-

Hz tone signals a binary l and a
2,200-Hz tone signals a binary 0)
and is used when a disproportionate
amount of information needs to be
shipped in one direction.
The reverse channel can be
used to acknowledge successful receipt of large data blocks arriving on
the primary high-speed channel
without the penalty of a line turnaround. (Half duplex sessions conducted without such a reverse chan—
nel are sometimes referred to as
”send and pray” sessions.) It is implemented by transmitting a tone of
387 Hz to signal a binary 1 and removing the tone to signal a binary
0. This type of signaling is called
on-off keying (OOK) because the
signal is either present or absent.

mission theory textbooks state that
FSK needs a signal of about 1.5 Hz
to send one bit per second in a given
direction over a telephone line. The
AT&T Bell 103 sends 300 BPS one
way and 300 BPS the other way.
That’s a total ﬂow of 600 BPS, and
since 1.5 X 600 equals 900, the
AT&T Bell 103 modern requires a
900-Hz capability.
The usual telephone circuit can
transmit tones between 300 and
3,300 Hz,- 3,300 minus 300 leaves a
total of 3,000 Hz (called 3,000 Hz
bandwidth) that is available for
transmission. (Actually, some frequencies located in the range of
On-off keying is useful only in slow
2,450 Hz to 2,750 Hz, called tandem communication speeds (less than 5
tones, are reserved by the telephone BPS) and is an extreme version of a
company. It is not advisable to promore general form of modulation
gram a PC to emit tones within the
that is known as amplitude modulareserved frequency range on a PC
tion (AM). In amplitude modulaspeaker near a telephone.) Since
tion, the tone has one amplitude
900 Hz is less than 3,000 Hz, the
(volume or strength) when transmitAT&T Bell 103 modern works
ting a binary 1 bit and another
just ﬁne on a telephone line.
when transmitting a binary 0 bit.
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Since the reverse channel on a
Bell 202 modern can transmit at
only 5 BPS, what happens if both
communicating machines have a lot
of data to transmit? Is one forced
forever to transmit at l/240th the
speed of the other? Not really,- the
AT&T Bell 202, operating on a twowire connection, also is a half duplex modern in its own right, and

the communicating systems can reverse the line (both the primary and
reverse channel are able to change

directions) to share the bandwidth.

Thus, another way to solve the
problem of FSK high-speed transmission is simply to use FSK on half duplex modems. This allows each side
to own a maximum 2,000-BPS path
from time to time at the expense of

line turnarounds. Note that the PC
communications adapter cannot

handle reverse channel. Once again,
try to avoid half duplex modems.
FSK really cannot get the job
done for 1,200-BPS full duplex communication, but there is a way to
bypass the transmission limits of
FSK modems. The problem was

solved in December 1972 when
Racal-Vadic (then known as Vadic)
introduced the ﬁrst 1,200—BPS full
duplex modem capable of operating
on dial-up lines. Designed by John
Bingham, the VA3400 was essentially a direct-connect modem (actually a DAA modern). With this

product, Racal-Vadic beat AT&T

Bell Telephone to the market. Perhaps AT&T Bell was preoccupied
with trying to defeat the spread of
non-AT&T Bell modems rather
than working on a 1,200-BPS, full
duplex modern of its own. If so, his-

tory and court records show that its
efforts were in vain.

Racal-Vadic’s modem used a
technique called quadrature ampli-

tude modulation (QAM), instead of

FSK techniques. To understand how
QAM works, consider the following

analogy. Suppose you visit a quiet,

tropical island where the major ex-

citement is watching an ocean buoy

as you lazily rock for hours in a
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MODEMS

hammock rocks. The buoy is always

in the exact trough (bottom) of an
arriving wave. Suddenly, you look
as always, and the buoy is now (and

Figute 4: Wave Buoy/RacaI-Vadic QAM Positions
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subsequently) positioned at the top
of an oncoming wave.

coming waves and interprets the po-

the position of the buoy with re—
spect to the oncoming waves, and
the buoy is always in one of four
positions. It is in the trough, half—
way up the face of a wave, at the

passed to the PC. The buoy could be
in four possible positions.
As shown in figure 4, the data
that are sent to the PC by the QAM
modem are the binary values of the

Over time, you keep records of

top of a wave, or halfway down the

back of a wave. Curiously, but con-

sistently, each position marks either

Mt, 2/4, 3’4, or 4/4 (I) of the cycle of a
wave. After careful checking you

determine that neither the buoy nor
the speed of your rocking changes.
In addition, the waves are not any

higher or lower; neither are they
traveling faster or slower. The
waves themselves seem constant.

Clearly what is changing is the

arrival pattern of the waves. For

whatever reason, the sets of waves
seem to jump suddenly forward or
backward a bit, perhaps due to the

force of some distant storm. Technically, their phase is changing, causing them to appear ahead or behind
the position in which you next ex—
pect them to be.
The VA3400 modem’s QAM

applies a similar notion to achieve
data transmission. As before, one

modern on the line is in answer

mode, and the other modem is in

originate mode. The modern in orig-

inate mode transmits a constant sig~
nal of 2,250 Hz. The modem in answer mode transmits a constant signal of 1,150 Hz. (Contrast this to

the FSK technique in which each

modern uses two frequencies.) Each

modem ”ﬂoats an electronic buoy”

on the incoming sound waves transmitted by the other modern. Periodically, each modem checks where
its buoy is in relation to the on-
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DEGREE ”
L CYCLE
PHASE
“COMPLE- Assam

POSITION POSITIOﬁ? BINARY ”WAVE“

oNWAv-p NUMBER; VALUE
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shaded hammock. Each time you tip
toward the blue sea, the buoy can
be seen riding the distant choppy
waves. The waves are arriving, say,
exactly four times faster than your

sition as data that are immediately

position numbers. The column enti-

tled Wave Cycle Completion indicates how much of the wave has

passed underneath the buoy when it

is in its indicated position. (In trigonometry, the sine function is also
called a sine wave when graphed be—
cause it has the shape of a wave.)
The last column reﬂects the angular

difference between the buoy’s position as indicated in the ﬁrst column
and its expected position. In short,

these phase shift values are relative
to the last buoy observation and
change as the buoy makes different
appearances on the waves.
Note that each positioning of
the buoy corresponds to two transmitted bits. Two such paired bits

are called a dibit. Thus, if a PC is

transmitting at 1,200 BPS, the re-

mote systern’s modem will receive

600 dibits per second with each di—
bit containing two bits. Hence,
QAM is correctly described as being
a dibit encoded phase shift keying

form of modulation. QAM is some-

times mistakenly referred to as dibit
phase shift keying or, worse, differential phase shift keying.
A ﬂeeting four years after the
introduction of the VA3400, AT&T

responded to the exploding market
for 1,200-BPS, full duplex, switched
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modulation, called four phase differential phase shift keying (or four

level differential phase shift keying),

that was totally incompatible with
the VA3400’s QAM.
The incompatibility arises from
a number of 212A design points.
First, Bell 212A changed the phase
shifts for some of the dibit pairs.
More importantly, Bell altered the
carrier frequencies that the VA3400
used for the originate and answer
modes. The Bell 212A modem operating in originate mode transmits a

phase-shifted signal of 1,200 Hz,
and it transmits a phase-shifted sig-

nal of 2,400 Hz in answer mode.
Notice that the originate frequency is exactly twice the answer

frequency. This selection of frequencies aggravates a problem at the
originate end known as second har-

monic interference, which is caused
by the carbon microphone in a tele—

phone’s handset. The effect is an
echoing of transmitted signals that
can make arriving data tones indis-

tinguishable from the echoes.
In addition, selection of these
frequencies is apparently causing

other problems now. Recent evi—
dence indicates that the Bell 212A
may have unpredictable problems

on General Telephone and Electric’s
Sprint long-distance system. This is

because the tandem tone of 2,000
Hz mentioned earlier is unpredic-

tably stripped from telephone trafﬁc

on the Sprint system. In doing this,

Sprint also removes some of the signal strength in surrounding fre-

modems with a full duplex 1,200-

quencies, namely the 2,400-Hz Bell
212A answer mode frequency.

also used a variation of phase shift

212A modem signal receivers were

BPS, direct-connect modern of its
own, the Bell 212A. This modern

It would be helpful if the Bell
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MODEMS
the best possible. But apparently

even today, this modem has a re—

ceiver that is less sensitive than that
of the 10-year-old Racal—Vadic 3400,
which enables the 3400 to function
better on the poor quality phone

lines in many areas of the world.
Compounding the problem, the
212A uses a scrambler in its receive
and transmit circuitry that has the

potential to cause arriving characterreceive errors to propagate as errors
in characters arriving later.
A variety of non-Bell modems

now available are Bell 212A compat-

ible and provide many new functions in addition to standard 212A

Figure 5: Modem Theory Summary
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the predominant standard in 1,200BPS personal computer modems,
and this modem has eclipsed competitive modems that had superior
features. Figure 5 summarizes the
features of Bell 103, 202, 212A, and
Racal-Vadic 3400 modems.
We have seen that modems

modulate their carrier signals in
three ways: amplitude modulation
(AM), which includes on-off keying
(OOK), frequency shift keying
(FSK),- and phase shift keying (PSK).
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(See ﬁgure 6, AM/FSK/PSK.) We

also have seen that the Bell 202

modem uses both FSK and (on the
optional reverse channel) a form of
AM called OOK. Some half duplex

modems go a step further and mix
AM with PSK to achieve 9,600 BPS
on a leased line. Phase amplitude
moduIation (PAM) is such a mix.

1

Modula

_,

Frequent-,3:

= ,2 5

'

shifts and employs ”bigger waves”
on four of the phase shifts to identify 16 unique signal states. Thus,
each signal communicates four bits.
The modem circuitry to do this is
complex. In addition, there is a ﬁnite limit to the number of unique
phase shifts that can be used in a

modulation scheme because the

84
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One PAM scheme uses 12 phase

telephone system has noise (chop on
waves) that makes increasingly sub~

tle phase shifts indistinguishable
from line noise.

In addition to the RS-232-C interface
previously discussed, there is a cur-

rent loop interface for the PC's communications adapter. This interface
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file by date of creation, sub—directory,
filename, or any combination. Put
'3

several backups on one tape.

ﬁll,» Or use more than one tape to
backup a larger hard disk.
FileSafe sets the standard
for reliability. Industry—standard
W’ cartridges carry a full 27 or
60 megabytes.

DOUBLE-UP.
You can also get

combined performance

with Mountain's new combo
units that let you mix and
match hard disk and tape

capacities in one low-cost,
high—performance package.
Every Mountain high—performance pack is designed

for reliable, dependable operation and is backed with a

-\,

performance

six month “Ready Replacement” warranty. Nation—
wide service is available through Sorbus.
The next time you need reliable storage products
.. _ "I
for your IBM PC or XT, reach for a Mountain high—

pack at Computerland and other leading computer stores.

For more information about Mountain hard disk systems, tape backup, our

new combo unit, and the name of your nearest dealer, write: Mountain, Inc, 300 El

Pueblo Road, Scotts Valley, California 95066.

Or call (408) 438—6650.

Mountain.

THE PEAK OF PERFORMANCE
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1-800-458-0300, (In California, 1—800—821—6066)

MODEMS
has two variations: the 20-mi11iam-

pere and the 60-milliampere current

Figure 6: AM/FSK/PSK
D’

loop interfaces. The PC supports
only the 20-mi11iampere version.
This connection method is used by
the popular model 33 Teletype that
was introduced in the early 1960s

0.0

and still is popular in numerous

computing facilities. It can be very
inexpensive to use and allows devices to be located up to 30 times
farther (1,500 feet) away from the
PC than the RS-232—C interface allows (50 feet). However, this type of
connection is prone to noise and
does not have a standard that com-

pares to the EIA RS—232—C standard.
Two points must be remembered about the current loop type of

rate of 1,200 BPS using four phase
differential phase shift keying.

connection. First, it exists. Second,

BUYING A MODEM

nous communications adapter must

modem features to review before
making the decision to buy a particular type of modem.
1. FCC Approved— allows
legal direct connection of a modem to a telephone jack and
avoids the use of an intermediate
device called a data access ar-

in order to use it, the PC’s asynchro—

be removed from the system unit
and a jumper block must be re-

versed on the communications ad—
apter card. For further details see
the section in the PC Technical Reference manual entitled ”Asynchronous Communications Adapter” and

review especially the material under

the topic entitled ”Interface Description.” Warning: Be sure to review and understand this material

fully before attempting to use the

current loop interface. Otherwise,
some of the computer’s circuits
could be burned out.

Besides bits per second, transmission speed can be measured in
baud. This is the rate at which the
communicating modems individually signal one another. If the modems are using the frequency shift
keyed technique, as does the Bell

103 modern, then transmission BPS
rate will be the same as the m0-

dems’ baud rate. However, if four
phase differential phase keying is
being used, the BPS rate will be

Below is a summary of important

rangement, or DAA. A user is re-

quired by law to notify the tele-

phone company that he plans to

connect a modem to a phone line.
The telephone company may
then surcharge a customer $50

per month for a ”data grade” line.
This is curious because. (1) The
customer still will be using the
original “voice grade" telephone
line,- (2) He will have never requested a ”data grade” telephone

line; and (3) Modems are designed

to work on ”voice grade” telephone lines.
2. Full duplex
3. Direct connect
4. Originate/answer

modes
5. 0 to 300 BPS mode—

double the baud rate. In general, the
baud rate and BPS are not identical
and, therefore, should not be inter-

AT&T Bell 103 Compatible
6. 1,200 BPS mode—AT&T
Bell 212A Compatible (Avoid

baud rate of a BELL 212A modem is
600 baud, which transfers data at a

The 202 is a 1,200-BPS modem

changed freely. Speciﬁcally, the

‘88

AT&T Bell 202 type modems.

only. It is less expensive but
much less useful than a 212A.)
7. External vs. integrated (on a PC adapter card)

8. Front panel signal indicators (if external)
9. Intelligent (but easy)
10. Audo-dial with
rotary and Touch Tone
dialing
11. Auto-answer

12. Auto-speed Select (dynamically senses correct BPS rate)
13. Call-in-progress

capability (dial tone detect,

number busy, voice vs. modem
answer, etc.)

14. Error diagnostic

capability
15. Strapping options

Many of these features can be
found in a modem costing approximately $200. The higher-speed
1,200-BPS capability can be included
for a total price of less than $500.
Call-in-progress features cost more.
Three modems that have many
of the above features are Racal-

Vadic’s VA212PA, Hayes Microcomputer Products’ Smartmodem
1200, and Novation’s 103/212

Smart-Cat. The names of the speciﬁc modems are trademarks of
their respective manufacturers.

Reprinted by permission from Digital Communications Pro
gramming on the IBM PC, by David Schwaderer. Copyright
0 1984 by Iohn Wiley ‘51 Sons, Inc. £17.95. Please send inquiries to Kent Livingston at the Wiley Press. 605 Third Avenue,
New York, NY 10158.

that operates in half duplex mode
PC TECH IOURNAL

GET voun

MESSAGE
THROUGH.

EVEN

ERMODEM

SENDS I'l' BY WAY OF THE
OKEFENOKEE SWAMP.
When you send data by telephone
through nasty environments like this,
it can run into problems tougher than

just alligators. Problems like impulse

noise. Chatter from the switchgear.
Static from the atmosphere or bad
weather. Distortion due to crosstalk
orjust plain white noise.

two, four or more yPs (and even more
oscillators), and still accomplish less.
How do we do this? By creating
architectural
7!
innovations in
'
firmware, and
by pushing the
chip to its limit,

PC:lntelliModem.TM It's got the best

close to 12 MHz.
,
Since it uses fewer
parts, the PC:lntelliModem’s
no—compromise design offers

actually down below —50 dBm. So
now you can achieve a high level of
data transmission integrity. Even with

This design elegance leads natu—
rally to more elegant performanceTake

To get your message through,

your IBM PC or XT needs the ad—

vanced performance features of the
receive sensitivity available today—

bad connections.

Get patented modem technology.
The PC:lntellil\/lodem is elegantly
simple. lts patented design does it all
on a single microprocessor chip, with
just one crystal. Other modems take

Bizcomp: A history of
innovation.
1980 invented first command-driven
modem
1981 introduced proprietary line—
status monitoring
1983 Designed first single—pP 212A—
compatible modem

1983 introduced first integrated
voice/data modem for lBM PC
1983 Granted patent on command—
driven modem

higher reliability, a more compact form factor, and lower costs.

Make sure your modem has all
these PCEIntelliModem features
Integrated Voice/Data
I Switch between voice and data
communications
Programmable telephone handset jack
Status Reporting
Line status detection (dial tone,
busy, remote ringback, voice answer,
modem answer, incoming call)
I Audio monitor
I Programmable status LED
PC:IntelliComTM Software Included

99—name-on—line telephone directory
Auto—dial, auto—repeat dial, auto-answer

Link to another number if busy
File transfer
Data capture to diskette

Programmable auto log-on sequences

Compatible with CrosstalkTM and
PC-Talk lllTM
Pulse and Tone Dialing
Receive Sensitivity: -50 dBm
Speeds: 110, 300,1200 baud

the touch of a single function key. That

line status detection, for example. The

means now both you and your com-

make connections with less chance of
error, by detecting signals for dial tone,

puter datacomm products—orjust

puter can talk on the same line. WithPC:lntelliModem’s adaptive, decisionhaving to hang up, re-dial or plug
out
directed logic monitors line status more
closely than other modems. Even at weak and unplug a lot of cables.
80 ifyou’re designing microcom—
or degraded signal levels. 80 it can

remote ringback, busy and voice—
some of which other modems ignore.
Plan ahead with integrated

voice and data.

For opening up a whole new world of

integrated voice and data applications,

there’s nothing likethe PC:lntelliModem.

Literally. Its easy—to-use software pack-

age—PC:lntelliComTM— lets you switch

repeatedly between talking or listening
and sending or receiving data. All at

looking for a PC/XT modem for your-

self, check out the PC2|ntelliModem at

your local dealer. You’ll get the message. And so will they. Or contact:
Bizcomp,532Weddell Drive,Sunnyvale,
CA 94089; 408/745—1616.
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BIZCDMP®
We’ve got people talking.

CROSST

AUGIE HANSEN

A full-featured communications

package that, for microcomputer

users, puts to rest forever any
bad connotations of the
rrr
word crosstalk

,5"

or people in the communications industry, the word
F crosstalk has bad connotations. Crosstalk must be
avoided, or at least suppressed to an acceptable level, so a
caller won’t have to listen to dozens of other conversations while he tries to tell Aunt Millie

that he can’t visit with her this summer.
For microcomputer users, how—
ever, the word has a different connotation: it calls to mind Microstuf’s Crosstalk XVI, a full-featured
communications program that is

one of the best things that ever
happened to microcomputers.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Every aspect of Crosstalk XVI— from its con
cept and design to the company’s customer
support—— reveals high quality. The wellengineered package combines the best
features of all of the available
communications programs.

The program is versatile and relatively
easy to learn and
to use, both
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for users who prefer commandoriented programs and for those
who prefer menu-driven programs.
It has such features as data capture

to memory and disk and unattended
answer operation.

The program is large, requiring
a minimum of 96K of main memory to run. Its size is indicative of the
range of its capabilities.
If Crosstalk is loaded on a system with a color/graphics adapter,
it switches to the 25x80 text mode.
Users whose display devices lack

resolution will have
difﬁculty reading
the displays.

TEST CONDITIONS

The program is identiﬁed as Crosstalk XVI, version 3.41 for the IBM
PC and PC-DOS. The opening frame
still says version 3.4; the full version number may be obtained by
typing VERSION at the command
prompt. Before writing this review,
I spent about a month trying unsuc-

cessfully to break the program. The
few minor problems I did come

across are described in the appro-

priate places below.

The program was run on an

IBM PC, an XT, and a Compaq portable, using several different types

of autodial modems: the Hayes
Smartmodem 1200 (external), the
Hayes Smartmodem 1200B (inter-

nal), and a USR Password modern.
Crosstalk XVI can work through
manual dialing modems, too. I used
the GO LOCAL command and made
connections

through a
UDS

LP103 modem at 300 baud and
through a 212A-compatible at 300
and 1200 baud. Crosstalk ran ﬂawlessly over a 9600-baud, hard-wired

connection to a minicomputer.
I communicated with a variety

of host systems, including various
bulletin boards, The Source, UNIX
running on everything from a PC to
a large mainframe, and other PCs
running Crosstalk in the ”answer”

mode. Crosstalk proved to be very

useful and dependable.

FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES

The Crosstalk XVI user interface is

superb. Although command driven,

it has the ﬂavor of a menu-driven
system because the user can call up
screen displays of available com-

mands, lists of parameter settings,
etc., with one to three keystrokes.

Commands can be invoked at any

time, with the following restric—

tions: most commands work only

while Crosstalk is in the LOCAL
mode, although some are usable in
either LOCAL or REMOTE modes,

and certain commands are meaning—

ful only in script ﬁles.

Table 1 is a summary of the
many Crosstalk commands.
Because of the number

of commands, some
, users have

found the

//

Y“

Augie Hansen is a programmer for a major
telecommunications company. He wrote
Chrome Ranger, a game for the IBM PC
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CROSSTALK
program more difﬁcult to learn than

earlier versions were, but users who

are accustomed to command—

natively, the program can be instructed to load and execute a par-

and with <Ctrl>. The FKEY com—
mand may be used to set and dis-

rameters can also be set manually in
the status screen; Crosstalk will
then switch to the terminal screen
and try to make a connection.

ciated with each function key. For
example, the command ”PK 83 My
Name” will store the string ”My
Name” for use with the shifted
<F3> key combination. If Shift-

ticular command ﬁle. The call pa-

oriented systems usually take to it

quickly. In general, the commands
have highly mnemonic names, and
using them quickly becomes second
nature.

Once in terminal mode, the

Photo 1: Status Screen Display
[——

List of Crosstalk m-anh
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Photo 2: Command Help List
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lUIber
CHait
Fllter
PHnrd
Tlner
CDir
DUplex
Pﬂode
ILankex

GO
LHait
FXegs
Quit
TUrnarnd
GUI-and
Elase
Plinter

TYpe

Aﬂsuback
DPrefix
liltcr LFautn
Raest
Save
XDo:
Blsize
CStatu:
Parity
HElp
Llst
lle
RX-odn
UCanly
Ull ite
ACcept
DEbug

ﬂTten
blive
L0ad
SCreen
BYe

Node

l0
SPeed
XII it

OUtfiItr
STup
XX-odel

Data

Bleak
DSuffix

SEnd

DIa-e:
Mr

For lore infatuation on a ct-and. 1911: "help xx" where "xx" is the ct-and
nal: (for example. "help L0" fur information on the LOad can-and).
If you need lore general help. type ”help general" or "help call".

press is: uhen dune. _

Crosstalk has two main
”screens”: the status screen that
gives the program its menu-driven
feel and the terminal screen that is
the user’s window to the world out-

side. The status screen displays the
current setting of Crosstalk’s major

options. The bottom 10 lines of this
screen are used as a scrollable win—

dow to display information called
up with a command, such as direc.
tory listings or help frames. The last
line of the status and terminal
screens is reserved for entering commands.
Photo 1 shows how the status

screen looks with one of the command ﬁles loaded. For this example,
I also typed the FILTER command,

which produced the summary of ﬁlter settings shown at the bottom of

the screen in the display window.

Crosstalk can be instructed to
call another computer in several

ways. It can take a command ﬁle

containing preset values as a param—
eter from DOS; in this case the com—
mand ﬁle is automatically processed
when the program starts up. Alter—
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play the strings of characters asso-

user can signal his intention to type

a command by pressing the ATTENTION key, which is set by de-

fault to <Esc>, although this, too,

with the shift key, with <Alt>,
<F3> were pressed during a terminal session, ”My Name” would be
sent to the remote computer.
Any function key string that

may be reassigned. I usually as—
signed the ATTENTION command
to the <PgDn> key so I could use
the <Esc> key for its assigned
task in my favorite visual text

preted as a command for Crosstalk

the user toggle between status and
terminal at will, thus allowing val-

saved in the command ﬁle.
Extensive help is available at

editor.
An assignable SWITCH key lets

ues in the status screen to be altered
at any time. The default SWITCH
key, <Home>, may be reassigned
to some other key. (The ”<” and

”>" symbols surrounding the word

Home mean that this is a literal representation of the key cap on the
IBM PC keyboard.) In IBM 3101
and DEC VT-lOO emulation modes,
the SWITCH function is invoked
by the Shift— <Home> combina—

tion to avoid a conﬂict with usage
of the key pad function keys.

There are also four ”levels” of
function key assignments that you
can make: <Fl>— <F10> alone,

starts with the “@” symbol is interto execute locally. When the pro—
gram loads a command ﬁle, it automatically updates the function key

assignments that were previously

any time. Typing HELP will pro-

duce a list of all available com-

mands (see photo 2). Select an item

from this list to get more detailed
information on a particular com—
mand (see photo 3). Typing HELP

XXMODEM (or simply HE XX)
will cause a help frame to be displayed for the XXMODEM com-

mand. Photo 4 displays a screen
showing the help frames for both

XXMODEM and RXMODEM.
Typing a question mark in response

to a request will also produce a display of context-dependent help information for that command.
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Do it yourself!
When developing effective applications
for the PC is a matter you want to take
into your own hands, first get your
hands on the APL*PLUS®/PC System
from STSC. This unique application development tool gives you the power to

deliver totally integrated, highly efficient
solutions to problems that conventional
software simply can’t handle.

The APL*PLUS/PC System is the
most advanced application development
system available today. And it includes
enhancements for the professional,

hobbyist, or novice programmer.

—Advanced screen management

facility with windowing and scrolling
features.
——Complete on-Iine HELP facility for

novice users.
—Powerful communication capability
for moving data between computers.
—Comprehensive color graphics

capability, and much more.
Because of the efficiency of the
APL*PLUS/PC System, you can develop programs 4 to 10 times faster than
with conventional languages like BASIC
or FORTRAN. And the system can be
integrated with other applications

you’ve already bought, or used to link
those that aren’t speaking to each other.
It doesn’t demand that you abandon
those skills you’ve learned or the software you’ve come to love. But it does
enhance your programming power, so

you can do what you do even better!

Get the advanced capabilities of the

APL*PLUS/ PC System for’only $595.00,

a valuable investment when you can have
things done your own special way. To
order the APL*PLUS/ PC System see
your local dealer or contact STSC, Inc.,

(800) 592-0050, 2115 East Jefferson
Street, Rockville, Maryland 20852,

(301) 984-5030 (Call collect).

CIRCLE NO. 208 ON READER SERVICE CARD

STSC

A Contel Company

The APL'IrPLUS/PC System runs on the IBM PC with 192
KB of RAM, as well as on a number of compatible ma-

chines.

APL‘kPLUS is a service mark and trademark of STSC, Inc,

registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office
and in certain other countries.

CROSSTALK
Table 1: Command Summary (Excluding Script Commands). L/R = both LOCAL and REMOTE.

Command
ACCEPT
ANSWERBACK
ATTENTION
BKSIZE
BLANKEX
BREAK
BYE
CAPTURE
CDIR
COMMAND
CSTATUS
CWAIT
DATA
DEBUG
DIR
DNAMES
DO
DPREFIX
DRIVE
DSUFFIX
DUPLEX
EMULATE
ERASE
FILTER
FKEYS
GO
HELP
INFILTER
LFAUTO
LIST
LOAD
LWAIT
MODE
NAME
NO
NUMBER
OUTFILTER
PARITY
PICTURE
PMODE
PORT
PRINTER
PWORD
QUIT
RCVE
RQUEST
RXMODEM
SAVE
SEND
SNAPSHOT
SPEED
STOP
SWITCH
TABEX
TIMER
TURNAROUND
TYPE
UCONLY
WRITE
XDOS
XMIT
XXMODEM
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Status
New
New
NewName
New
New

New
New
NewName

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
NewName
New
NewName

NewName
Revised

NewName
New
New
New
Revised
New

New

New

New
NewName
New
Revised

New

Mode(s)
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
L/R
L/R
LOCAL
L/R
L/R
L/R
LOCAL
L/R
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
L/R
L/R
LOCAL
LOCAL
L/R
LOCAL
L/R
LOCAL
L/R
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
L/R
LOCAL
LOCAL
L/R
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
L/R
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
L/R
LOCAL
LOCAL
L/R
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
L/R
L/R
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
L/R
LOCAL
L/R
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL

Description
Control access of callers to ﬁles (answer mode operation)

Control response to Ctrl-E

Set key to be used for the ATTENTION command
Set block size for protocol ﬁle transfers
Control "blank expansion"

Select key used to send the BREAK signal (default = <End>)

Disconnect current call but do not return to DOS
Control capture and retrocapture functions

Check or change current directory (DOS 2.0 only)
Select key to be used by remote callers to indicate that a command follows

Capture status and search
Set character wait method for ﬁle transfers to slow systems
Set number of data bits
Set debug mode for display of incoming control codes

Formatted directory list, options for size, and transfer time estimates
Reserve memory for directory manipulations of names

Execute a script ﬁle
Set dialing preﬁx for modem
Change default drive or get free space on each drive
Set dialing sufﬁx string
Set full or half duplex
Select terminal emulation type
Erase ﬁles or capture buffer
View/set in-ﬁlter selections
View/set function key assignments
Initiate a communications session

Display help frames or list
Control in<ﬁlter operation
Control auto-linefeed operation

List parameter settings
List command ﬁle names or load a speciﬁed command ﬁle
Set line-wait method for ﬁle transfers to slow systems
Set local system to “call" or ”answer" mode

Set name of called system
(used internally for closing automatic ﬁle transfers)

Set phone number to be dialed

Control out»ﬁlter function

Set parity options

Save a "picture” of the screen to a disk ﬁle
Select CP/M or MS-DOS protocol ﬁle transfer processing
Select communication port number
Control printer options

Set answer-mode password
Disconnect call and return to DOS

(used internally during ﬁle transfers)
Request transfer of ﬁle(s)

Receive a ﬁle via XMODEM
Save operating parameters to a named command ﬁle
Send ﬁle(s)

Save screen in a buffer for later viewing

Set transmission rate
Set number of stop bits

Select between terminal and status screens

Expand tabs in transmitted ﬁle(s) to equivalent number of spaces

Control operation of on-line timer

Set end-of—line character to send when ENTER key is typed

View contents of capture buffer or named disk ﬁle
Control upper-case-only option
Save data from capture buffer to a disk ﬁle

Return to DOS but keep call active. Expects you to return!
Send ﬁle(s) via Crosstalk ﬁle transfer protocol

Send a ﬁle via XMODEM
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CROSSTALK
DATA CAPTURE

The CAPTURE command allows

incoming data to be saved either in
memory or to a disk as it is being

received. The status line shows
whether the capture function is on,

off, or paused and how much memory is available for capturing data. A

If desired, incoming data can be
logged to a printer using the
PRINTER command followed by an
appropriate option to control the

from other systems. Access may be
password controlled, and ﬁles may
be protected to one of four levels.

be better off saving to disk or memory and printing later, especially if

ing them with <Ctrl>— <C> to
tell their local system to pass the
command to the answering system.

Photo 3: Detailed Help Information
The
perforning

Effect
Wait for

QuietX

Hait
until
the
characters received)

Char 'x‘

For 'x'

Pro-pt X

Until HHIM

Photo 4: Sample Help Frames

tells CROSSI'ALX to unit hetueen
'unit
co-and
lines uhen
a script file.
The options, available uith the HMT cn-and are:

Condition
Echo

Delay X

Callers may execute most Crosstalk commands remotely by preced-

printer. Users who are running at
1200 baud or faster will most likely

acarriage return.

script file.

then do the next line

in

the

line
is
"quiet"
(ire.
no
for X tenths of a second. then do the

next line in the script file.
Halt for a period of X tenths of a second. then do

the next line.
Hait
until
the character "x" is received
f rm
cmunications line. then send the next line.
Sane as "char 'x'", above.
Halt for Xcharacters fro. the cmunications line.
do the next line in the file.

(Ii-and description
The X3010]!!!

another

computer
prepeare

systa

using

con-and is used to send a
the

XHODDi protocol.

to another syste- running XHOMH.
to receive a file.

con-and: ")0( (filena-e)

then

file fro. your co-puter to
To send a file
fro. your

first tell the other systu to
press the RTI'EHTION key, and enter the

Ct-and description

the

The

mom cmand is used to receive files fre-

suste- using the XHODD‘I protocol.
then

to

ours

'
key and
the9 attention

enter

another - cc-puter

'l'o transfer a file fro.

first tell the other co-puter

to send

you

the ctr-and "RX (filenane)"

a

another systu

file,

then press

Hait
until the tile described by Hlliﬂl.
then do the next
line in the file. Note that tile lust he expressed in 24 hour
(Iilitarlrstgle) for-at.

Hanual

Suspend script processing until a "DO" ct-and

multitude of options may be used to
specify how the captured data are to
be saved, viewed (TYPE), ERASEd,
and searched (using the command

CSTATUS). Excellent error check-

ing prevents the user from accidentally erasing needed data.
A variant of CAPTURE is
RETROCAPTURE, invoked by typing ”CAPTURE <” and an optional
number of lines that should be captured from data that have scrolled
off the screen. The user can go back
a total of 4,096 characters, provided

CAPTURE was not active at the
time. If it was, and if it was not
paused, the data exist in the main
capture buffer and can be TYPEd.
The PICTURE command lets

the user store on disk an exact copy

is iuued.

they’re paying for connect time and
phone line charges.
The functions that save text

ﬁles to disk close a ﬁle correctly but
do not place an end-of-line character
at the end of the last text line. This
will cause many utility programs
that might need to count or print
lines from such ﬁles to be ”off by

one” on the short side.
For example, the ”lprint" program supplied with the Norton

Utilities just hangs up after it
reaches the end of the last line of a
ﬁle; the user has to reset the printer
manually before proceeding with
another ﬁle. Many text editors will
indicate a ”read error” or ”incom—
plete last line” when they encount-

The ACCEPT level can be set to

everything, nothing, appends, or

creates for control over the caller's
disk ﬁle-writing permission level.
No restrictions are placed by
the ACCESS level on reading ﬁles

and executing other commands, so
callers are free to view and copy any

ﬁles available on the answering sys—
tem’s disks. Beware.

FILE TRANSFERS

The number of ﬁle-transfer proto—
cols boggles the mind. The methods
divide mainly into text ﬁle and

binary ﬁle transfers.

Crosstalk XVI provides a range

of options to handle asynchronous
text ﬁle transfers with nearly any

of what is on the terminal or the

er the end-of—ﬁle character (ASCII
26, ctrl-Z) if there is no end-of-line

kind of system. LWAIT and
CWAIT provide numerous vari-

same thing, except that its output is

ctrl-I) immediately preceding it.

slow system on the other end re—

status screen. SNAPSHOT does the

retained in a special memory buffer

that may be viewed at will. This is
handy for storing a bulletin board

command menu before switching to
expert mode,- you can then peek if

you forget a command.
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character (ASCII 10 [line feed],

ations on a theme—assuring that a

UNATTENDED ANSWER MODE

ceives lines and characters correctly.
UCONLY lets the user talk to systems that don’t recognize lower-case

Crosstalk XVI can also operate in
the "answer” mode, receiving calls

produce spaces in the transmitted
text ﬁle to fool a dumb system on

All the foregoing commands are
used in ”call” mode operation;

letters. TABEX and BLANKEX each

PC TECH JOURNAL

CROSSIALK
the receiving end of the path into

appropriate behavior when tabs and
blank lines are sent.
Special processing is available

through OUTFILTER to make IBM
text ﬁles, which use a combination
carriage return/line feed, com—
patible with other text ﬁles that are
able to use only one of these line
termination characters.

There has been a tremendous
increase in the number of execut-

able ﬁles being transferred between
systems. Hundreds of programs,
from gameware to utilities, are

available from bulletin boards and

other telecommunications services.
Because these programs contain bi—
nary data, a binary protocol, rather
than a program that transfers simple

THE GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS
Library for C Programmers

Total Access to IBM PC and XT

Compatible with DOS 2.0, 1.1, C1 C86,
Lattice, and Microsoft C — Versions 1 and 2.
Supports All Memory Models

MO ST

EXTENSIVE

FULL
SOURCE
CODE

A GOOD WAY
TO LEARN C

PARTIAL CONTENTS
9 DOS 2.0 -— over 25 functions 9 Complete Video
Access for Text and Graphics 9 Over 60 String

Functions (including “justify" and “center”)

9 Rainbow Series Color Text 9 Time and Date
9 Over 40 IBM Graphics Printer functions 9 Total

Access to Function and Special Keys 9 R8232 Async

9 All BIOS Functions 9 Some functions are “BASIC
Equivalent” 9 Software Diagnostics 9 Disk functions
9 Utility functions 9 and more . . .

$17500
Add $7.00 for
postage and
handling. Specify
Compiler (C86.
Lattice, or Microsoft)

THE GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS , . .
Nearly 200 functions, 180 page manual, 3 Libraries,
Extensive Examples of each function, Full
Source Code in C and Assembler,
Demo Programs

MasterCard and VISA
Accepted
ALSO AVAILABLE:

Save Months of
Painstaking
Work . . .

E C86 Compiler. . $34900
00
ttice C ......... 5395
Prices subject to change without notice.

r214) 446—8641
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

LIBRARY

are ANYWHERE
FOR THE IBM PC AND PC XT

GREENLEAF
80

ARE ©

The Greenleaf Functions is a trademark ofGreenleaf Software. C86 is a trademark qumputer
Innovations Inc. IBMx IBM PC. PC XT, and I’CDOS are trademarks of lntemarional Business
Machines Corp. Lattice is a trademark of Lattice Inc. Microsoft C and MSDOS are trademarks
of Microsoft Inc.

GREENLEAF SOFTWARE. 2101 HICKORYDRIVE. CARROLLTON TEXAS 500
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text ﬁles, must be used to transfer
them between systems.
Crosstalk XVI provides two bi-

nary ﬁle transfer protocols. As in
earlier versions of the program,
there is the Crosstalk protocol. The
new version also has the public do-

main XMODEM protocol (starting
with version 3.4) that was developed
by Ward Christensen and popular-

ized by the many bulletin board
systems around the country that use

it. The XMODEM protocol is a wel-

come addition to an already powerful communications package, it

makes Crosstalk as useful in personal applications as it has always
been in the business world.

The Crosstalk protocol actually
is a better binary transfer method
than the XMODEM protocol for

several reasons. It is more accurate
because it uses Cyclical Redundancy

Check (CRC) error checking rather
than the more easily deceived

checksum that XMODEM uses. In
addition, it permits directory (multiple ﬁle) transfers between compatible systems instead of using the oneat-a-time approach XMODEM uses.

If, for example, a user needs to

transfer a bunch of Pascal source

ﬁles, he can use a wildcard match

and the Crosstalk protocol to do it
in one smooth operation, simply by
typing
XMIT

*.pas

The operation can be canceled at
any time by typing the “attention”
key. RQUEST is the inverse of XMIT.
The XMODEM implemen—

tation of Crosstalk fails on one

count: it does not always record the
correct ﬁle Size of received text
ﬁles. This usually is no problem,

but if another program has to load a
ﬁle whose size is not the expected

value, there could be surprises.
For example, I ran a series of
tests on ordinary text ﬁles, and I

had some problems. I uploaded a
program source ﬁle to a host machine and then downloaded it under

a different name, using XMODEM

PC TECH JOURNAL

FORTRAN 86

PASCAL 86
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LINK 86
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.

Mainframe Qualty “'0
¥ .
Symbolic High-Level Debuggin
...Complete Development Packages

Genesis Microsystems has the complete solution for all your 8086—family development needs:

FORTRAN-77
0 Ideal for porting mainframe FORTRAN programs.
0 Arrays larger than 64K fully supported.
0 Use 8087 for 100x ﬂoating point improvement. Produces in—line 8087 code.
0 Meets the full ANSI FORTRAN—77 subset speciﬁcation—no surprises.

- Link to MS-DOS EXE ﬁle or locate for burning PROMS for a target system.

GeneScope® Debugger

0 Debug with GeneScope, our full-screen, symbolic, high level debugger. It features line
numbers, public and internal symbols, macros, help, program patching, and viewing your
source or listing while debugging. GeneScope saves your program’s display so you can debug
full-screen and graphics applications.
0 Hardware-assisted version of GeneScope is available providing two powerful hardware breakpoints and a 2048 frame trace memory.
0 GeneScope supports our languages and most other MS-DOS languages.

Other Products

0 Quality PLM86, PASCAL, C86, and ASM85 from Intel also

available. All produce in-line 8087 code and debug
symbols for GeneScope; most support new 80186 instructions. ln-circuit emulation for 8086, 8088, 80186
and 80188 coming soon.
Run on IBM-PC, XT, Compaq, T1 Professional, DEC Rain—

bow, or IBM compatibles with 192K memory.

Call us today at (415) 964-9001.
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Microsystems
196 Castro Street, Mountain View, CA 94041
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CROSSTALK
in both directions. The original ﬁle
was 354 bytes long (12 lines) and became 341 bytes long on the host because CR/NLs were converted to

extension of .XTS.

Any Crosstalk commands may

be included in command and script
ﬁles. In addition, there is a set of

NLs and IBM’s end-of—ﬁle (EOF)

special commands intended for use

convention— Ctrl-Z— was dropped.
When the ﬁle was downloaded, it
contained all of the original characters but had grown to 384 bytes.
Tests with a disk analysis program
showed that a string of 30 additional
EOF characters was appended to the
ﬁle and reported as part of its size.
The ﬁle can still be printed, com-

only in script ﬁles (see table 2). The
user manual incorrectly says that
the DO command is a special command for use in scripts only. It is ac-

tually a standard LOCAL command
that may be used at any time to

cause a summary of available script

ﬁles to be printed (D0), to run a

script ﬁle (DO script-name), to restart a script (DO after a “WAIT
MANUAL” command), or to disable script auto-linking after a connection is established.
A typical command ﬁle contains the kind of information that
would normally be entered on the
status screen before a call to a host
computer was placed. The command ﬁle becomes a permanent
record of that information and may
then be called up at a later time to
place a call. A built-in ”GO R 30”

piled, and displayed properly be-

cause the extra EOFs are ignored,
but they should not be there and
certainly should not be counted.

COMMAND AND SCRIPT FILES

Much of the power of Crosstalk de-

rives from its use of command and
script ﬁles. These ﬁles each have a
special purpose and a unique calling
sequence. Command ﬁle names are
given an extension of .XTK, where—
as script ﬁle names must have an

mm mm

DIRECTOR! 5i
ancwsr m
nas‘risr m

“-87‘93

”"2 “"97"”

a connection is established.

The LOAD command, typed
with no arguments, produces a list

of all available command ﬁles and is
as close as Crosstalk gets to having a
dialing directory. The eight-character limitation on ﬁle names re-

sults in some cryptic system names.

Listing 1 is a print—out of the
command ﬁle I use to call a local
bulletin board system with good
IBM—related material.
A script ﬁle, on the other hand,
contains instructions about how to
carry on a conversation with a host
system. This is handy for automating log-in procedures in which

known patterns of interactions

occur.

The manual contains some good

examples of command and script
ﬁles, including a set for calling The
Source, one of the more popular in-

Cut Development Time

VSI’s powerful primitives simplify your screen management chores
with a complete library of functions. And you can preview and edit your
screen layout before you actually program it
But that’s only the beginning.

PRODUCT NMBEIIIIZIMSII
PROCUCT DIME: Inverted Tucker

cos-r: 19.23
PRICE: L58

number automatically, redialing
every 30 seconds if necessary, until

Don’t just 'put your applications in windows—put windows in your
applications with VSI—the window manager.
V5] is a high-speed screen management toolYou can create up to 255
simultaneously active overlapping windows—large or small—for any
application program. Read to or write from any window and display them
with borders and user declared priorities.VSI is callable from any compiled language and supports all color and monochrome video attributes.
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command may be placed at the end

of the command ﬁle to dial the
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CROSSTALK
formation utilities. The script in

listing 2, which is taken from the
manual, shows how the log-in se-

quence could be automated. The
comments are added to describe

what is happening; they do not ac—
tually appear in the script ﬁle. Lines
in a script ﬁle that start with a
semicolon are ignored, so comments
can be added to a ﬁle if desired.

This is a practice I encourage. You
will appreciate these comments

when you are trying to ﬁgure out

what one of your scripts does six

Table 2: Script Commands
Command

Cancel currently active script

ASK

Prompt user for a single
character reply
Clear the current screen
(only clears display win»

ALARM

CLEAR
DO

IF

C86, The Leading C Compiler For PC-DOS,
MS-DOS Systems Is Better Than Ever.
The latest release of CB6 has the features that serious
programmers want the most.

IUMP

and Assembler; plus programs written under UNIX can often be

compiled with no changes.

. POWERFUL OPTIONS - include fast 8087 support; D082 and DOS1
support and interfaces; graphics; librarians; and much more.
0 FULL LIBRARY WITH SOURCE - object libraries with full source code
for the ”large" and ”small” models, software and 8087 floating point,
D032 and DOSALL.
0 FULL RANGE OF SUPPORT PRODUCTS - including file

management. graphics, screen management, source code
management, communications, and more.

- HIGH RELIABILITY - time proven through thousands of users.

Sound audible alarm signal (4
variations)

dow on status screen)
(this is actually a LOCAL
command—see table 1)

Decision command for conditional branching based
on answers to ”ASK”
commands

Cause absolute jump to a
"label” in the current

script. “@” may be used to

' FAST EXECUTION - 50% faster
- FULL & STANDARD IMPLEMENTATION OF C - includes all the
features described by K & R. It works with the standard MS-DOS Linker

Description

ABORT

LABEL
MESSAGE

— (NOT)
RWIND
SBREAK

SCREEN

. DIRECT TECHNICAL SUPPORT

retrieve the last ”ASK.”
Assign a label to be target of
“IUMP” command

Print a message on the current screen. The message

is ended by a dot (”.") on a
line by itself.

Used with ”IE“ to negate test
conditions
Rewind the current script to
the beginning and restart

Send a BREAK signal on the

comm line
Select the status or terminal
screen. Also sets colors on
color/graphics displays.

May be used as LOCAL

MORE POWER...MORE SPEED...
STILL ONLY $395

CIRCLE NO. 129 ON READER SERVICE CARD
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ORDER CALL:

800-922-0169
Technical Support: (201) 542-5920

SKIP

REPLY
WAIT

command.
Skip a number of lines forward in a script ﬁle (not
backward not beyond the

end of the current script)
Send a text string to the host.
Used with ”WAIT.”
Wait for a speciﬁed condition to be met. Very powerful with many options

COMPUTER INNOVATIONS
980 Shrewsbury Avenue, Suite TJ
Tinton Falls. NJ 07724
686 is a trademark of Computer Innovations, Inc. MS-DOS Is a trademark of
Microsoft. PC-DOS is a trademark of International Business Machines.

for real time, received

WHEN

data, time delays, etc.

Perform a command WHENever a speciﬁed string of
characters is received
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Build A Better PC
OmniboardTM

ICP BoardTM

ABM SuperboardTM

With ABM’s complete line of PC enhance—
ment products, you can build a better PC.
ABM SuperboardTM provides zero to 384K
bytes of RAM memory, serial port, parallel
port, IBM or Apple compatible game port,
and clock/calendar with battery backup
and external alarm feature. ABM Superset
utility software allows you to configure
part of memory for print spooling, so you can
continue computing while your printer is
busy, and for RAM disk, which emulates a
disk drive and dramatically increases your
productivity.
OmniboardTM provides up to two serial
ports, parallel port, clock/calendar with
battery backup, Apple compatible game
port, and Superset utility software.
MEM 512‘M memory board provides 64K
to 512K bytes of field-upgradeable RAM

memory on a single board. ABM Superset
utility software is included.
Col-MonTM ABM’s color to monochrome
adapter permits display of full text and
graphics from the IBM PC color graphics
board on the monochrome monitor
ICP BoardTM Intelligent Communications
Processor is the leading edge solution
for remote PC to IBM mainframe communi—
cations. Utilizing a ZBO—B microprocessor
with 64K bytes of RAM memory to run 3274/
3276/3278 emulation software, It elimi—

nates the need for an IBM cluster controller,
and maintains the host link during local
PC processing. ICP cluster capability allows
attachment of up to I2 more PC’s, offering
unparalleled cost advantages.
Universal Comm Adapters ABM’s dual
channel comm adapters can support

ASYNCH, BSC, SDLC, HDLC, X25, and other

communications protocols. 3270 SNA/SDLC
support for PS—SC2 is available from ABM.
Warranty All of ABM’s products are
rigidly tested and burned in. This allows us
to offer a complete one-year warranty
at no additional charge. Check our features,
our quality—then ask your PC dealer for
Personality Series products from ABM Computer Systems.
Dealer and OEM inquiries welcome.
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ABM Computer Systems
3 Whatney, Irvine, California 92714
(714) 8596531 TWX 292427 ABM UR
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600 409
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540’

OPERATING SYSTEMS:
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DRl Concurrent CP/M-86

Mill/l rawna'

295

150

[Call for CP/M-Bﬁ products)

UTILITIES:

The function keys may be
programmed to simulate

C5 Windows For C
Compare rnrs unce'
Lattice C-Food Smorgasbord

those on the TVI terminal
Block mode operation is not
emulated.
2. IBM 3101. This is a good

Betaol BASIC Development System
BetaTooI Disassemoly X-ReI System

Visual Age CodeSmrth-Bﬁ Debugger
Lassen Diskette Manager II

New'

PROGRAM EDITORS:

emulation of the 3101 ASCII

Programmer 5 must’ $225

Dlgltal Research micro/SPF
Satellite Software P'Edll

New

450
95

character-mode terminal. It
automatically sets up the
function keys to send the
same sequences as the PFI-

IBM PC
64K MEMORY CHIP KITS

PF8 keys on the 3101. The

$49.75

9 Factory fresh 4164 200ns Dynamic RAM 5

numeric keypad is also
simulated.
3. ADDS Viewpoint.

No pullouts 90-day warranty
InstallatIOn rnstructrons included
100% Guaranteed‘

4. DEC VT-lOO. An IBM key»

DISKETTES 5-1/4":
3M DS/DD
Verbatim (Datalltel DS/DD
Maxell 08/00

pad is used to simulate the

$55
48
74
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37
37

PROGRAMMER'S LIBRARY:

APL An Interactive Approach

by Gilman and Rose For 5756 APL’ 5311

Assembly Language Prog tor the IBM PC
by 0 Bradley Excellenl’
The C Programming Language
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capabilities of intelligent terminals.
This is especially true of full-screen
editors, symbolic debuggers, and
“productivity tools” (spreadsheets
and project management aids).
1. Televideo 910/920 series.

DRl Animator
(2080111700 necessrn'
Morgan Computing Tracee86

‘

sor positioning, video attribute con—
trol, screen formatting, and other

of emulating these terminals:

DRl Display Manager lDM-86l

Sale!

Crosstalk is its ability to emulate

several popular terminals. Many
programs that run on mainframe
computers are designed to use cur—

Crosstalk does an admirable job

DR! Programmer's Uttlttles

Phoenix Pmaie

TERMINAL EMULATION
One of the most useful features of

Kent. Ohio 44240
(216) 678-4301 (In omol

control and special function

keys of a VT—100. It does not
emulate the VT»100’s double-sized characters, 132—c01—
umn mode, scroll regions

(windows), or smooth scrolling capabilities.

5. DEC VT—52. This can be se-

lected directly from the command line or from the VT»

100 mode using that termi-

nal’s ”go to VT-52 mode"
function.

6. T1 940.

I look forward to the day when
BBS text editors capable of doing

full-screen editing are generally

available. The line-oriented editors
currently available are clumsy and

slow. Their main virtue is that they

work with anything on the other
end of the line. As more emulation
packages are introduced, pressure
will mount and will eventually
force the full—screen editing issue.
DOCUMENTATION

Crosstalk XVI’s documentation is

designed to help beginning users get
started with a minimum of fuss, yet

it is not insulting to experienced

users. Thorough indexing and a detailed table of contents make it easy
to ﬁnd most of the information.

Commands are introduced both
in the context in which they are
used and in an alphabetical sum-

mary chapter. Descriptions of corn-

mands and operations are written

clearly and concisely in English, not
in high-tech jargon, so newcomers

to the ﬁeld of telecommunications

will not be intimidated.
The user’s manual is just under

200 pages. Reading the ﬁrst'35 or so
is essential to get started using
Crosstalk XVI, but the rest can be
read as needed to learn about the
program’s more advanced features.

NEW AND DIFFERENT

Those familiar with earlier versions

of Crosstalk will notice a size differ-

ence in the new version. It now
comes in a small package that con-

tains a manual in the more convenient and increasingly popular half—

sized format, with a slipcase and a
program disk.

Early in the manual is the state—

ment: ”A word of warning to old

(pm-3.0) CROSSTALK users: This

version is COMPLETELY different

from previous versions.” Take heed.

There are many new commands,

some changes have been made to
the names, and, in some cases,
changes have been made in the way
pre—3.0 commands work. Support
has also been added for the public

domain XMODEM ﬁle transfer protocol and for ﬁle path names available under PC—DOS 2.0 and later.
Some command names have

' Programmers Sewing Programmers"
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NG
EVERYTHI
FOR
IBM PC/XT

DATA ACQUISITION
AND
CONTROL
a;

: iiiiiaiillli““'«

$375

MODEL DASH-8

0 4,000 Samples/ Sec (30,000 in Assembly
Language)

0 8 SE. Channel, 12 Bit Analog Inputs
Event, Period, Pulse Width, Frequency
Measurement
7 Bits of Digital I/O
Programmable Scan Rate
Interrupt Handling
Foreground/ Background Operation

MODEL DASH-16

Btrieve'."

Network and single—user file management for all
your programs. All your programming languages.
Say goodbye to writing file management
routines. Because now BtrieveTM can hart,
dle file management for all your program
development on the IBM PC. All your

programming languages.

Based on the batree file indexing
system, Btrieve provides the most
sophisticated file handling powers
available for your PC. And for multiple
PCs. BtrieveTM/N lets you share files
among PCs in Net\II/are,TM PCnet,TM

EtherSeries,TM or MultiLinkTM networks.

And both Bnieve and Btrieve/N offer the
same superior performance characteristics:
0 Interfaces all major IBM PC
languages—BASIC, Pascal,
COBOL, C, and IBM Macro
Assembler

' Written in 8088 Assembler for the
IBM PC
0 Multikey access to records
0 Automatic ﬁle recovery on system

crash.
Btrieve and Btrieve/N also have user—
defined transaction management.
Unlimited number of records per file.
Complete error control and recovery
within an application. Duplicate,
modifiable, and segmented keys. Variable
cache buffer from 16K bytes to 64K bytes.
Moreover, record retrieval is fast with
Btrieve—no matter how large your data
base. So you can begin writing programs

faster with Btrieve.

Say goodbye to file management
routines. And hello to Btrieve.

gig; SoflCraft Inc.

P. O. Box 9802 #590

Austin, Texas 78766

Suggested retail prices: Btrieve, $245; Btrieve/N,

$595. Requires PC/DOS or MSW/DOS, version 1

or 2. Dealer inquiries welcome.

(512) 346—8380

IBM, MS, Btrieve and Btrieve/N, PCnet, MultiLink,
NetVI/areI and EtherSeries are trademarks of Intemational

Business Machines, Microsoft Corporation, SoftCraft Inc.,

Orchid Technology, Davong Systems Inc., Novell Dam
Systemsy and 3Com Corp, respectively.

- 40,000 Samples/Sec

$895

- 8 Di, 16 SE. Channel 12 Bit Analog
Inputs with DMA

- 2 Multiplying Analog Output Channels
- 8 Bit Digital I/O
0 interrupt Handling

- Foreground/Background Operation

MODEL DASCON-1

$485

- 30 Samples/Sec, 4 Di. Channel 12 Bit
Analog Inputs
- On-Board Signal Conditioning

0 Direct Temperature Measurement (—200 to

+650 C.)
12 Bits of Digital I/O
interrupt Handling
2 Optional 12 Bit Analog Output Channels
2 Optional Instrumentation Amplifiers
(0.5 MicroVoIt/Bit)
- Foreground/ Background Operation

o
0
0
0

$ 97

MODEL Pro-12

0 24 Bit Parallel Digital i/O
- Interface to Plotters, A/D's, D/A‘s, Relays,
Switch Contacts, Etc.
- Interrupt Channel
0 No Software Needed

MODEL lE-488

0 industry’s Easiest IEEE-488 Board to
Program
- Interrupt, DMA, and Normal Transfer

$395

Modes

- Controller, Talker or Listener

0 No Floppy Disks Required

0 Resident ROM Command interpreter

Single Piece Pricing Including Software

ONE YEAR WARRANTY

Also Available is a Complete Line of Accessory
CIRCLE NO. 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD

and Expansion Products

metroBgto

Corporation

IULY 1984

254 Tosca Drive, Sioughton, MA 02072

(617) 344-1990
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CROSSTALK
rather bizarre spellings, which detracts from their mnemonic value.

All commands must be uniquely

speciﬁed in the ﬁrst two characters,
so some of the command names

were abbreviated or mutated to preclude naming conﬂicts. Thus,
BKSIZE is used instead of BLOCKSIZE to avoid a collision with

BLANKEX and RQUEST is used instead of REQUEST to distinguish
the REQUEST command from

Typing <End> or some other keys
produces the same result as typing

ENTER. The DOS way of quitting a
listing, <Ctrl>— <Break>, makes
things really nasty, dumping the

user out of the program into DOS,
while maintaining any established

data connection.

Users who have early PCs and
try to get back into Crosstalk will
ﬁnd that their systems lock up and
require that the power be turned off

REPLY. The worst such case is

and the process started from scratch.

of XMODEM for sending a ﬁle un—

ware don’t seem to lock up, but

the Crosstalk protocol uses XMIT
for a command name.
I found one troublesome area

otherwise. There is obviously room

XXMODEM, which is used instead

der the XMODEM protocol, because

related to listing the contents of a

disk ﬁle using the TYPE command
while viewing the status screen. If
the ﬁle has more lines than will ﬁt
in the display window, the user will

be prompted to type ENTER to see

more of the ﬁle’s contents. How can
such a large listing be terminated?

XTs and PCs with the updated ﬁrm-

they exhibit the same behavior

for some improvement here.
When the command line is ac-

tive and Crosstalk is awaiting instructions, two cursors are on the
screen, one marking the user’s place
in the terminal session or just sit-

ting in some odd place on the status

screen, the other pointing to the

next character of the command se-

quence. The inactive cursor calls at-

tention to itself by blinking, whereas the command cursor is a ﬁxed
underline that is hard to notice. It
would be easier for the user if the
behaviors of these cursors were reversed or if the command cursor

were made something more compelling, such as a blinking block.

SUMMARY

In spite of the problems mentioned
above, Crosstalk XVI is a nearly

bug-free program that I recommend
to operators of IBM PCs.

Although Crosstalk XVI is one
of the more expensive communications packages on the market in
its class, it is packed with features
that make it worth the price.

Crosstalk XVI
Microstuf, Inc.

1000 Holcomb Woods Parkway

Suite 440
Roswell, GA 30076
404-952-0267
$195
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Advanced Screen Management
Made Easy
ADVANCED FEATURES

WINDOWS
FOR C”
FOR THE IBM PC
+ COMPATIBLES

Lattice C. DeSmet C
C86, Microsoft C
All versions

Windows for C
Demo disk and
manual

Complete window system
. Unlimited windows and text files
. Nest and overlap windows
. Overlay, restore. and save
windows
. Horizontal and vertical scrolling
. Word wrap. auto scroll
Print windows
Highlighting
Fast screen changes
No snow, no flicker

WINDOWS++
Much more than a window display
system. Windows for C is a video
display toolkit that simplifies all
screen management tasks.
CIRCLE NO. 121 ON READER SERVICE CARD

$150

A PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE TOOL FROM

$ 30

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

(applies toward purchase)

21 Elm Ave., Box T5, Richford, VT 05476

SIMPLIFY 0 IMPROVE

0 Helpfiles
0 Menus
. Data screens , 0 Editors

ALL DISPLA YS

C SOURCE MODULES
FOR
pop-up menus. multiple window
displays, label printer. cursor
control, text mode bar graphs
complete building block
subroutines

DESIGNED FOR
PORTABILITY

*Minimal dependence on
IBM BIOS and 8086 ASM

FULL SOURCE AVAILABLE
NO ROYALTIES

802-848-7738

Master Card & Visa Accepted
Shipping $2.50
VT residents add 4% tax

USING?.. .BUYING?. . .
UPGRADING?. . .

4%

WRAPHTES

A GRAPHICS PACKAGE FOR YOUR PC
You have to create graphs and charts to tell your story. Your needs

vary from ﬁnancial statements and personnel beneﬁts to inventory

records. . .presentations are made on printouts, slides and tele-

FOR
IBM P
THE

mm'm'ma‘mﬂs

\

monitors. . .and for the most part. a salesman or a representative

other than yourself makes the presentation. You really need a
good and simple graphics package. one that will help you
tell the story, without using a lot of your valuable time.
You need DESKTOP GRAPHICS FOR THE IBM PC:
PRINTERS. PLOTTERS. CHARTS AND G RAPHS.
..

the fully illustrated guide to the preparation.

,
design and production of business graphics.
This is a book written with you in mind. the business or professional user with little technical or sta—
tistical knowledge. using or planning to purchase a graphics
package.
Topics include: - What hardware options you have - What
software will best meet your needs - What charts are available
to you and your lBM PC . What data works beSt with each
chart - What is the difference between a mean. mode and
median - How to shoot slides directly from the screen -

Visitrend — Peachtree - BPS - l. 2. 3—what's right for you.
Author Corey Sandler gives you clear and
non—technical introductions to graphing theory
and statistics, explaining and evaluating your
hardware options (including printers. plotters
and monitors). plus so much more!

For faster delivery,

is for you!

Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.

if you've been contemplating buying a new
graphics package orjust want
to get more out of your cur—
rent package. this book

PHONE TOLL FREE 9 am_5 pm 5.5.11:
1-800-631-8112
’
(In NJ only: 201_540_0445)
.

'— CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS

Department NW2F 39 East Hanover Avenue. Morris Plains. NJ 07950

Please send me — copies of DESKTOP GRAPHlCS FOR THE

L_______________
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lBM—PC: PRINTERS. PLOTTERS. CHARTS AND GRAPHS at $14.95* plus $2.00

postage and handling ($5.00 outside USA) each. item #607.

.* Residents of CA. NJ and NY State add

Payment Enclosed S

applicable sales tax.

Charge My:

[1 AmEx

[3 MC

[:j Visa
Exp. Date

Card No.

Mr. / Mrs. / Ms.
Address
City/State/ Zip

print full name

{j Please send free catalog.

L ________________________

l/l/ATSOFTPRODUCTSINC
A subsidiary ol the University of Waterloo

Announces

Waterloo
NetWorkStotion
Tools

CROSSTALK
Listing 1 Sample Command File
NAme

RBBS/The Beacon

NUmber

492-1207

ACcept

Everything

ANswback On

ATten
BReak

PgDn
End

SNitch

Home

for the IBM Personal Computer

CNait

None

Editor

LHait

None

DEbug
DPrefix
DSuffix

Off
ATDT

EMulate
FIlter

TVI 920
------- ++++~++ ------------------

' full-screen
' colour support
° function keys

INfilter On

LFauto
MOde
Part

Host Communications

' VM/370 CMS, RSTS/E, VAX/VMS
° file transfer micro to/from host
' access host files from micro programs

Terminal Emulation

158 University Ave. Wt,

Waterloo, Ontario
N2L 3E9

PNord

TImer

On

TUrnarnd Enter

BKsize

1

CApture

Off

COmnand

ETX (Ctrl-C)

DAta

8

ONames

200

DUplex

Full

OUtfiltr On
None
PArity
l
PMode

For further information contact:

WATSOFT Products Inc.

Off
Call
I

(519) 886-3700
Telex No.: 06-955458
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PRinter

Off

SPeed

1200

STop

1

TAbex
BLankex
UConly

Off
Off
Off

FK 1 “"
FK 2 ""
FK 3 "“

PK 4 ““
FK 5 @CApture I
FK 6 @PRinter /

FK 7 @TYpel
FK s @CApture <24]
PK 9 @SNap|

rK 10 @SNap 24]
GO 030/30

New 112” Tape

orntrollertor the ln—PC
TC-F‘C is a high performance tapecontroller for the lBM~PC with these
important features:
- Capablepf reading and writing
"industry Standard 1/2” tape
0* Comprehensive software tools

suppNed
0 8 bit parallel recording with parity

_ and readjafter-write verification of
data

' _‘

‘

Listing 2 SOURCEXTS Script File
script

comments (not part of script file)

wait delay 10
reply a

watt one second (10 tenths)
send terminal ID

wait char “ “

wait for “user name:" prompt

reply ABCIO'I
watt char ">"
reply id abc123 passwd
wait char ">“
reply mail read

reply with system number
await login prompt
send log-tn and password (these are phoney)
await The Source's session prompt
request mail on The Source

‘

‘- Compatible with most nine track
formatted tape drives
0 Operates with tape drive speeds up
to 120 inches per second; allows.
data transfer rates of up to 192,000
bytes per second

- Economically priced at $880
For more information on the TC-PC,

call or write today. 3

Dealer/Distributor inquiries invited.
OVERLAND DATA, INC.
5644 Kearny Mesa Rd, Suite A
San Diego CA 92111

Tel, (619) 573.5555
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PGS introduces _
the no-compromise monitor
to meet your

no-compromise needs
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Statistical
Analysts

Bar-tit!

(Inability

Whether your needs are srmpel. . .
Features*

Advantages*

Benefits*

Unlimited number at tables open
at a given time

No need to open and close
tables repeatedly

Speedier answers to your
queries

Up to 255 tlelds per record

Greater descriptive capacity

Passwords, read/ write access,

Access to data is individualized

Query multiple tables with a
single command
Query syntax like IBM’s
SOLIDS
Dynamic sorting and grouping

Retrieves data without
unnecessary intermediate steps
English-like commands
Control at output tormat

Users get intormation more
etticlently
Users not required to learn a
new language
Data can be customized to users

Spreadsheet cells may be
detined in terms at

Cell can automatically retrieve
intormatlon trom tables and can

No need to rekey intormatlon or
pertorm calculations separately

I programs
Forms creation tor screen

Greater versatility in screen and

Screens and torms are easy to

Statistics (e.g., min, max,
average, sum, standard
deviation, variance, etc.)
automatically generated

Provides more complete
analytical description oi data

Improved decision-making
capabilities

High resolution color graphics:
pie charts, bar charts, area
curves, scatter diagrams, etc.

Numerical data from spreadsheets and tables can be

Patterns and trends easier to
spot

data encryption

‘

of query output

0 tormulas
0 data table values

and printer using 8 colors,
blinking, bell, prompts, reverse
video, etc.

*Partial List

pertorm intricate mathematical
operations on that intormatlon

printed output

pictorialized

Lowers trustration at having to
deal with multiple tables tor a
single topic
Unauthorized use of data

prevented

needs

understand and use

We help a lot of different people
solve a lot of different problems:

from the simplest to the most

complex. . .from mailing lists to
integrated accounting, from

preparing tax returns to order

entry. Whether you need help
saving money or making it, the
Knowledge Manager can help
you manage your information
better than any other micro
software package.

Quality Software for
Quality Results

You can start just as simply as
you want and grow just as fast as
you like. The Knowledge
Manager’s powerful commands
are always ready when you are.
You get quick results, improved
productivity, accurate information, custom tailored to meet
your needs. The Knowledge
Manager lets you use your

information, when you want it

and in the way you want it.

2cm

.

(d. HQ

3 .90

118. 80

11' D “RR

SCRTTEH
7.59

5.39
2.52 .,
(Lea
meg 5.88 113.09

1

in

para Base System. Inc. MUCHSHEII
Flow

Financial Parameters
Cast of Capital...
Re-Investnent Rate,
Capital Budget analysis

Lat Period
Ilsa-r Entry
Canputed

Selection

Menu

Balue

1%?t Period ...........
. 7 In emal Rate of Return.
»
. Invesmnt Rate of Return
. g , Net Present Value...

\x-

intricate. . .or somewhere in between
Reliable and
Comprehensive

The Knowledge Manager is built
to last. You can start with the
Beginner’s Guide, or run right
through the instruction manual
to advanced data management
commands.

Chances are you won’t find a job
the Knowledge Manager
can’t do.

Dealer inquiries invited.

KNOWLEDGE ..

ITIOI'I

KnowledgeMan is a trademark of Micro
Data Base Systems, Inc.; SQL/DS of IBM.
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r------------------------------------------1

I

Please send me:

[1 Free feature—by-feature comparison
[I Forms painter and graphics
information and pricing*

E1 Run-time package information

and pricing*
*Forms painter. graphics and run—
time package are available as

optional components.

121 Please accept my order for
the Knowledge Manager
$500.00
[:1 Shipping and Handling'r
10.00
(Indiana residents must add
5% sales tax—$25.00)
Machine:

E1 5%” IBM PC SS
1:] 5%” Victor/Sirius
El 5%” DEC Rainbow
TAdd $20.00 if outside US, Canada
or Mexico

192K RAM required, 500K mass

storage suggested.

El Check or money order enclosed
(must be drawn from US. bank in
US. currency)
MasterCard No.

VISA No.

American Express No.

Expiration Date
Bank No. (if M.C.)

Operating Systems:

Signature

Disk Format:
E1 8” IBM-3740 SS/SD

phone (317) 463-2581.

E1 PCDOS El MSDOS El CP/M-86

VISA, MasterCard and American
Express orders may be placed by

Name

Title

Company

Phone (
Address
City
State

)
Zip

Send To:

MDBS/ Consumer Products
PO. Box 248
Lafayette, IN 47902
Phone: (317) 463-2581
Telex: 209147 ISE UR
0r Contact Your Local Dealer.
PRICES sumecr TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
Current release is 1.06 as 014/1/84.

L------------------------------------------‘

‘Y-ﬁl,

,

an this for Jvustli 3‘per ‘
Complete andr'eady-taéuse

, ;

When you buy 21 Superior hard;

thing is there,rea_dy to operate at h
17)
high qUality ﬁxed hard disk, controller boat
runs on DOS 1.1 and 2.0 (CP/M 86““and o
terns available), host adaptor board,’integral
cables, external custqm chassis withiadditi

'ta‘pe back-up, and documentation.

Our line is expansive, not expensive '

1

,

Need even more storage for your IBM PC

»

We offer hard disk subsystems'incluﬁing 6
—4all designed for superbquality atthe ve‘ )I 7 est 1105
prices. And we stand behind all our products ith our
warranty, That’s because our qualitylives uptocm ﬁr
Available atleading dealers every/taken

'

or

c o M P u T E n
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L k'ofIntefn tional Business Machines Corporation.

i

hvllOLQuarytermasterra‘,andSelecta-File are trademarks of

o’mg erPeripherals,.Inc.

kofpi ‘ Research, Inc.

1;

‘

. We live ll ('0 0‘1”. ﬁrstname
P,‘

.

‘

,

,

,

,

, 2200 W. Higgins Road, Hoffma Estates LGO 9

:71-800-32346836/1-317’

C. W. HOLSAPPLE

Tools for managing

data

how they work

key aspect of a computer-based
1.
.
. .
b'l'
app 1cat10n system is its a 1 1ty

to manage data effectively. PC appli-

cation developers today can choose
.

from a Wide
.
' range of . software
. tools

that assrst 1n the storing, maintelULY 1984

nance, and retrieval of data. The

overwhelmin ma'orit of these

g

l

y

data management tools are ﬁle
handlers. However, a few of them
h' hl
h. .
d d
b
are 1g y sop isticate ata ase

management systems with facilities

comparable to those normally avail—
.

.

.

able w1th mainframe tools costing

$200,000 and more.

In the 1960s, mainframe appli-

cation 5 stems develo ers be an to

Y

. .p

g

demand more sophrsticated tools.
.
.
C. W. Holsapple 18 assoc1ate professor of
management in the Management

Information Research Center at Purdue

U’HY‘Z’S‘W‘ W“ R- H- Bonczek and A- BWhmston, he has written a book on data

base management that will be published by

Academic Press this summer.
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DATA MODELS
This demand gave birth to the ﬁeld
of data base management, and mainframe data base management systems based on a variety of data models soon followed. It would not be
surprising to see a similar (though
accelerated) pattern in the micro
world. As the demand for more
ﬂexible and powerful data management tools grows, mainframe-quality data base management systems
will become increasingly important
for the PC.
Understanding these data base
management systems requires an
appreciation of the different data
models on which they can be based.
Among the ﬁve major data mod-

are now being called data base management systems.
Of course, ‘in the ﬁnal analysis,
what a tool does is more signiﬁcant
than what it is called. However, imprecise usage of the term data base

management fosters low data man-

agement expectations on the part of
micro application developers who
are inexperienced with classical data
base management. They assume
that nothing beyond ﬁle handling
exists; therefore, they are unaware
of the greater power and ﬂexibility
offered by advanced DBMSs.
A ﬁle management system
(FMS) allows records of a single type
to be stored in an operating system

els— hierarchical, shallow-network,

ﬁle, separate from other types of

THE NATURE OF DATA BASE

command is able to operate on only
one ﬁle at a time. A primitive FMS
does not allow data in one ﬁle to be
combined with data in another ﬁle.

CODASYL-network, relational, and
postrelational— there are both commonalities and differences.

MANAGEMENT

A data base is a collection in which
records of many different types are
integrated according to a single logi-

cal structure in such a way that data

redundancy is eliminated or at least
substantially controlled. The logical
structure, which deﬁnes the types
of records that can exist and the natures of their interrelationships, is

called the data base schema. A data

base management system (DBMS) is

the software tool that allows an ap—
plication developer to deﬁne the
data base schema for an application
system and then manipulate (create,
modify, retrieve) data organized according to that schema.
The foregoing classical deﬁnition of the term data base is considerably more rigorous than the loose
usage that has become commonplace in microcomputing literature

over the past few years. In this loose

sense, a data base is portrayed as

nothing more than any collection of
data. Documentation for micro ﬁlemanagement systems routinely uses

the terms data base and file interchangeably. Even some operating
systems and spreadsheet packages

114

records. Normally, an FMS retrieval

More advanced FMSs allow users to

merge ﬁles, based on their redundant data values, to produce new
ﬁles. The user can devise a series of
steps that allows related data stored
in multiple ﬁles to be incorporated

s the demand for
more ﬂexible and

powerful data man-

agement tools grows, main-

frame-quality data base

management systems will
become increasingly important for the IBM-11C.
into a new ﬁle from which the

FMS’s retrieval command can produce a desired report. In this man-

ner, the FMS restriction of retriev—
ing from only one ﬁle at a time can
be circumvented.
File handling is not overly taxing or inefﬁcient for developing
simple applications. For more com-

plex applications, however, it often

becomes cumbersome and costly, results in substantial data integrity

difﬁculties, and leads to some performance problems.
There are many potential application systems for which ﬁle management tools are poorly suited, often to the point that it is technically
and/or economically infeasible to
use them. It is in such complex applications that developers can realize the biggest payoffs from using a
real DBMS. With such a tool, the
developer can generally avoid lowlevel ﬁle-merging operations, the
production/proliferation of intermediate ﬁles, and the data redundancy
that results from the forced segregation of records into a multiplicity
of separate ﬁles. Studying the major
data models is one way to begin to
appreciate how data base management systems avoid the problems of

ﬁle management systems.
THE NATURE OF A
DATA MODEL

A data model gives a developer facilities for structuring and manipu~
lating descriptions of application
worlds. That is, a data model provides formal conventions for specifying a data structure that represents the nature of an application
world. Data models differ in their
conventions for representing the
structure of an application world.
The nature of an application
world can be understood in terms of
entities, attributes, and relation-

ships. The world is populated with
various type of entities. Some of
these entity types may be physical,
such as customers, employees, or

products. Others may be more abstract, such as accounts, jobs, or orders. In either case, an entity can be
characterized by one or more attri-

butes. For example, an employee’s
attributes might be a name, address,
and salary, and a job’s attributes
might include a job description.
Three fundamental types of direct relationships can exist in the

real world between two types of entities. A one-to-many relationship
can be exempliﬁed by the employee
PC TECH JOURNAL

and his job: one job can be ﬁlled by

many employees, but no employee

ﬁlls more than one job. A many-tomany relationship exists between an
employee and the skills he possesses: an employee can possess
many skills, and a skill can be possessed by many employees. Finally,
there is a one-to-one relationship between an employee and his history:

each employee can have one history
and a history belongs to no more
than one employee.
In addition to direct relationships, many types of indirect relationships can exist. (A detailed discussion of the many types of indirect relationships can be found in
chapter 7 of Foundations of Decision Support Systems, by R. H.
Bonczek, et al., Academic Press,
1981.) Indirect relationships involve

two entity types that are related
only through their relation to a
third entity type. For instance, there
is an indirect relationship between
job and history because both are re—
lated to the employee entity type.
In the real world, not all
relationships are binary in nature.
That is, they do not always involve
exactly two entities. For instance,

employees can be related to one other by means of a ”manage” relationship. This is a recursive one-to-

many relationship involving a single entity type: one employee can
manage many other employees, but
an employee typically can be managed by only one other employee.

Sometimes a single relation—
ship— often called a forked relationship—exists among three or more
types of entities. For example, con-

sider these three distinct types of

entities: hourly employee, salaried
employee, and department. A oneto-many forked relationship exists

among these entities: one department contains many hourly and/or
salaried employees, but each hourly

veloper must reach at least an im-

plicit understanding of the entities,

attributes, and relationships existing
in that application’s world. These

are then formally represented in
terms of the data—structuring conventions provided by a chosen data
model. Ideally, a data model’s structuring conventions should allow the

deally, a data model’s

structuring conventions should allow the

developer to represent the

application world in a nat-

ural, straightforward, selfdocumenting way.

that the data model permits.

THE COMMON BASIS OF THE
FIVE DATA MODELS

All ﬁve data models take the same

basic approach to representing entity types and their attributes. The

particular application system, a de-

type is represented in a schema by a

IULY I984

ployees in the application world
might be represented by a record
type named EMPLOYEE). A record
type is an aggregate of ﬁelds that

correspond to attributes. These
ﬁelds are given descriptive names
such as ENAME and EADDRESS.

A data base can contain many

records of each record type in a
schema. The record type deﬁnes the
logical structure of each of its
records. For example, within a data
base there can be many records of
the EMPLOYEE type, each having a
data value for each of EMPLOYEE’s
ﬁelds. In this way, a real~world employee can be described in an
EMPLOYEE record in the data base.
Although all data models use
the principle of record types and
their related ﬁelds to model the existence entity types and their related attributes, the terminology can
vary from one model to another. In
the hierarchical model, record types

developer to represent the application world in a natural, straightforward, self—documenting way. The
result of this representation process
is a data base schema for the application system— a schema that cap—
tures all important aspects of the ap- . are often called segment types and
plication’s entity types, their respec- records are segments. In the rela—
tive attributes, and their interrelational data model, a record type is a
tionships. This schema provides the relation structure or table structure,
DBMS with a blueprint for organa ﬁeld is an attribute, and a record
izing the application system’s data.
is a tuple. In other data models,
As noted earlier, a data model
ﬁelds are sometimes referred to as
consists not only of data-structuring data items and records as record occurrences. For uniformity of presenconventions but also of a language
tation, the terms record type, field,
(or languages) for data access or
and record are used for all data
manipulation. That language is
oriented toward the data model’s
models discussed here.
structuring conventions. Within an
It is important to bear in mind
application system, all requests for
that record types and their ﬁelds exdata manipulation are stated in
ist in a schema, whereas records and
terms of the application system’s
their data values exist in the data
schema. The nature of a data modbase itself. The schema is a logical
el’s access language(s) is strongly in- view of how data are organized. The
ﬂuenced by the kinds of schemas
issue of physically implementing a

or salaried employee is generally
employed by only one department.

As an initial step in building a

record type and its descriptive name
(for instance, the existence of em-

existence of entities of a particular

logical view is important, but it is
rarely considered a data model topic.
VARIATIONS AMONG THE
FIVE DATA MODELS

Although the ﬁve data models use

the same principle for entity/attri—
bute representation, they differ sig-

niﬁcantly in their approaches to
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representing real-world relationships. Each data model’s conventions for representing relationships
are examined below, including a

discussion of the implications of
those conventions for each model’s
data access languages.
The Relational Model. The
relational model was introduced in

1970 by Dr. E. F. Codd of the IBM
Research Labs. In this model, rela—

tionships are represented by ﬁeld redundancy in the schema. For ex-

ample, in ﬁgure 1, the fact that employees are related to departments is
represented by the appearance of
the DEPID ﬁeld in both the EM-

PLOYEE record type and the DE-

PARTMENT record type. The repetition of IOBID in both IOB and
EMPLOYEE record types shows that

there is a relationship between jobs
and employees.
The relational model requires

the designer to choose (and, in some

cases, invent) one or more ﬁelds in

each record type to serve as the key

for that record type (these keys are'
underlined in the schema of ﬁgure
1). A record type’s key is unique in

that the key value for each record
uniquely identiﬁes that record. The
key of one record type can be repeated in another record type, in
order to represent a relationship.
The schema shown in ﬁgure 1
adheres to what is called a third nor-

mal form (3NF) design. Other nor-

mal forms have been identiﬁed by
relational theorists. It is commonly
recommended that developers using
a relational schema design their
schemas so that they are at least in
third normal form. Doing so eliminates some data integrity problems
that can otherwise come up during
data manipulation.

The topic of normal forms is a
complex one that is covered in great
length in numerous DBMS textbooks that have appeared since the
mid-19705 (see, for example, Data

Base Management Systems, by A.
Cardenas, Allyn & Bacon, 1978).

Here, I will limit my examination
to the ways in which one-to-one,

one-to—many, and many-to-many re-

lationships between record types
can be detected in a 3NF schema.
A one-to-one relationship is implied when two record types have
Easy-to-use
language support for

Ziatech also

manufactures

lEEE 488 interfaces '
for STD Bus and
MULTIBUS systems
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BASIC, Compiled BASIC,
FORTRAN, Pascal.
C, and Assembly language.

CORPORATION

3433 Roberto Court
San Luis Obispo. California 98401 USA
[805) 541-0488 - ITT Telex 4982315

the same key. In other words, when

the key of one record type is also

the key of another record type, the

two record types have a one-to-one
relationship. For example, because

the key ﬁeld SSNUM is present in

both the EMPLOYEE and the HISTORY record types, these types
have a one—to-one relationship.
A one-to-many relationship is

implied when the key of one record
type is repeated, but not as the key,
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level management the latest IBM Personal
Computer news and analyses—up to
2 months faster than any monthly publication.
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with the rapidly-changing developments in the IBM Personal Computer marketplace for today’s busy
executive. PC WEEK is the first
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offer the news of a tabloid and the
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publication. Which means you get
the news you need to make important business decisions . . . up to
2 months faster than any other
publication.
PC WEEK delivers the latest
breaking stories—as they develop.
Unlike monthly magazines, which
require almost 2 months lead time

to publish a story, PC WEEK fol—
lows and reports the news up to 48
hours before publication. So you
learn what’s new when it’s new.
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analyzes the strategies, reviews
the hardware and software re-
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timely information you need to help
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in a second record type. One record

of the ﬁrst record type can be re-

Figure 1: A Sample Relational Schema of Seven Record Types

, némnmeufgi ,

lated to many occurrences of the
second record type, but no record

eMeL 7 K
SSNUM
BDATE
LASTEMP
HIDEGFIEE

SSNUM
JOBID
DEPID

DEPID
DEPNAME
DEPLOC

occurrence of the second type can
be related to more than one record
of the ﬁrst type. For example, the
DEPID ﬁeld is the key for the DE-

EMPNAME
EMPADDFI

PARTMENT record type, but not
for EMPLOYEE. Thus, a department

identiﬁer can exist in only one DE-

PARTMENT record but can exist
in many EMPLOYEE records.
In a 3NF relational schema, representation of a direct many—tomany relationship between two entities involves the invention of an
extra record type. This record type
does not correspond to any real»
world entity. Its key consists of the
keys of the two record types for

which the many-to-many relationship exists, and it has no ﬁelds apart
from its key.
An example is the EMPSKL
record type shown in ﬁgure 1. Its

key consists of a repetition of the

JOB

JOBID
JOBTITLE
JOBDESC

7:

7:1:SKILL

7

SKLCODE

2;,

JOBID
SKLCODE

SKLNAME
SKLDESC

key ﬁelds existing in EMPLOYEE

skills. Similarly, the many-to-many

ﬁelds. Any attempt to discover the

is represented by the extra intermediate record type named IOBSKL.
Languages for accessing a relational data base fall into two broad
categories: relational algebra and re—
lational calculus. Both languages require commands to be stated in

and SKILL, and it has no other

many employees related to a partic-

ular skill or the many skills related
to a particular employee must use
EMPSKL records. Thus, EMPSKL

provides an indirect way of representing the direct many-to-many relationship between employees and

relationship between jobs and skills

terms of a relational schema, such

Use ALL the Power of Your
MS-DOS, IBM PC-DOS, or CP/M-BO System
with UNIX-Style Carousel Tools
CAROUSEL TOOLS are a proven set of over 50 programs

designed to be used with pipes, redirected I/O and

scripts. In the style of UNIX each Tool does one thing

well, and the Tools can be used together to do more
complex tasks.

YOU ACCOMPLISH MORE using Carousel Tools: better

programming and documentation support, simpler

data and file housekeeping, more general file
handhng.

ch ”CP/M" ”MS—DOS" <doc >newdoc
diff newdoc doc I more
ed newdoc
kwic newdoc I sortmrg I uniq I unrot >index
make -f makdoc ndx
Carousel Tools and Carousel ToolKits are trademarks of Carousel
MicroTools, Inc. CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research; IBM is a
trademark of International Business Machines; MS is a trademark of
MicroSoft; UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.

TOOLS FOR PC/MS-DOS 2.x AND CP/M-80 are available
now. The DOS ToolKit is $149. The CP/M ToolKit is $249
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and scripts. Source code is available for $100 more.
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EQUATIONS PROCESSED

NO PENCIL. NO PAPER. NO MANUAL LABOR.
your list. For example, if you want

The TKlSolver® program will take
on your toughest problems—
linear, quadratic, simultaneous
equations, whatever. Then stand
back. Because TKlSolver turns

to know how different interest

rates will affect monthly loan pay—
ments, enter a list of interest rates

and let TKISolver calculate the

payment amount for each value.

your personal computer into a

simple, yet powerful, desktop
equation processor.
Whether your problem is a
simple formula or a model consisting of many equations,
TKlSolver can help improve your
productivity. Once the equations

UNIT CONVERSIONS

Any type of unit conversion—

Fahrenheit to Celsius, meters to
feet, dollars to deutschemarks,

newtons to dynes-can be made
without altering your equations.

are written, enter the known

Just define the numerical relation—

TK!Solver gives you the answer.
Engineers, scientists, architects, financial
analysts and planners, educators, researchers,
and other professionals who use equations and
mathematical models can work more creatively

surement and the TK!Solver
program automatically converts
the variable value to the unit
you specify.

ship between two units of mea—

values, press the 1 key, and

with TKlSolver.

TABLES AND PLOTS

Quickly generate tables and plots of your results
on your screen or printer.

TKISOLVER GIVES YOU:
BACKSOLVING

AVAILABLE NOW

ITERATIVE SOLVING

AS—lOO, Eagle® loOO, Toshiba T300, and the Zenith

If the programs you use now require you to rewrite
the same equation to solve for different unknowns,
TKlSolver can dramatically improve your productivity.
Enter your problem once and then solve for the unknowns no matter where they are in your equation.

lf TKISolver can’t solve an equation directly, take
an educated guess at the answer. Type the l key
and the TK!Solver program starts with your guess
and performs repeated approximations to con—

verge on the answer.

LIST SOLVING

Given a list of input values, TKlSolver automati—
cally calculates the equation for every value in

You can run the TKISolver program on the lBlv'l®
PC and XT and compatible machines, the Digital
Professionalm 350, the Digital Rainbow” TOO, the
Wang Professional Computer, Apple®//e, and on
the following personal computers using MSW-DOS:
Tl Professional Computer, Grid’” Computer, Canon

Z-TOOT".

SEE IT TODAY

There’s more. Lots more. But you'll have to see it
to believe it. And that's easy. Bring your own
equations into your nearest computer retailer or call
Software Arts directly at 6l7-43l—ooOO and ask to
see the TKlSolver program in action. The world's
first equation processor for personal computers.

TK’SoIver ®

By Software Arts,” creators of VisiCaIc®
E

27 Mica Lone, Wellesley, Massachusetts O2i8l

617-237-4000

Copyright © T984 Software Arts, Inc. All rights reserved.
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as the one shown in ﬁgure 1. The
record occurrences of each record
type are often thought of as consti—
tuting a table of data. Thus, the
user can think of a DEPARTMENT
table that is composed of all the DEPARTMENT records for an application, a IOB table that is composed of

all IOB records, etc.

Relational algebra provides a

group of relatively low-level com-

mands for operating on tables in
order to produce new tables. Suppose a user wants to obtain a report
based on related data held in multiple tables. With relational algebra
this is accomplished by devising an

appropriate sequence of commands.
Each command in this procedure

uses either one or two of the existing tables to generate a new table.
After each new table is generated it
can be used by subsequent commands in the procedure. Ultimate-

ly, the ﬁnal algebraic command of a
procedure generates a new table
having all of the desired data.

When only a few tables are involved or when reports do not need
to be based on data from multiple
tables, using relational algebra is
neither overly cumbersome nor
time-consuming. In more demand-

ing situations, however, relational

calculus is more suitable. Relational
calculus is a high-level, nonprocedural language that allows a user to issue a single command to produce a
desired report from data held in
multiple tables. There is no need to
devise an appropriate series of low—
level algebraic commands nor to

make a proliferation of new tables

in the course of generating a report.

The leading mainframe relational DBMSs, such as IBM’s SQL/
DS, provide users with a high-level
version of relational calculus that
makes the DBMS more accessible to
relatively nontechnical users. For
instance, with a high-level language
like SQL, the user states
SELECT EMPNAME,
EMPADDR, DEPNAME FROM

SPF/PCT”

ACTUALLY, there is no comparison. SPF/PC is
the best full-screen editor available for the IBM
Personal Computer.

EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT

WHERE DEPID IN [7,12,3] AND
DEPARTMENT.DEPID =

EMPLOYEEDEPID

ORDER BY EMPNAME

to get a dynamically sorted report of
employee names, addresses, and department names for all employees

in departments 7, 12, or 3. With relational algebra, the same report
would require a multi-step procedure involving the generation of
various incidental tables.
Because in a relational schema
the user views the data as if they
were organized into segregated tables or ﬂat ﬁles, many ﬁle-manage—
ment packages for the PC have
adopted the ”relational” label.
These packages also have the user
view the world through ﬁles related
by redundant ﬁelds. However, the
existence of relational algebra and
relational calculus appears to have
been largely ignored in the design
of many of these packages’ ﬁle-

manipulation languages.

THE ODD-COUPLETM

Allows the APPLE and IBM/PC to
communicate with each other.

It looks and works like IBM’s large system SPF
editor.

OCoggect APPLE to PC, APPLE to APPLE, and PC
.
to

OSPF/PC can use up to 786K of memory as workspace.
oWord processing commands.
o4-way scrolling.
OSplit screen support.
OOn-line help facility.

OCHAT mode allows direct communications

OCan edit up to 240 character records.
0Monochrome or color supported.

olnstantaneous screen display.
OBIock Move/Copy/Repeal/Delete/Overlay/Shift/Exclude

-Automatic line numbering supported.
'40 user-deﬁnable Program Function Keys.
~Direct interface to DOS’ commands for PCDOS 20 users.
-Browse sub-system.
°Move/ Copy sub-system copies any file format.

OTransfer any file in either direction.
through the keyboard.

-An Equipment Profile allows description of
your operating environment.
OCommunicate Direct or through a Modem at
speeds up to 9600 baud (bps).
oWritten entirely In machine language for speed
and efficiency.

°Utilities include: Rename/Delete/Print/Directory list.
AND MUCH MORE. . .

REQUIREMENTS:

$1049.95

$79.95

U5P(|]_0A]D/ DOWNLOAD sub-system available to SPF/PC users for

SPF/PC requires 128K, PCDOS,
and 1 disk drive.

APPLE — 48K,1 disk drive, Serial Interface
IBM —
64K, 1 disk drive, Serial Interface

For orders and dealer information write or call Rogue River Software, 2822 Tahitian Ave., Medford, OR 97504,

(503) 779-3002. Mastercard/Visa, Check, or PO. accepted. Add $5.00 for shipping. Canada $10.00. Foreign $15.00.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. APPLE is a registered trademark 0'
Apple Computer Inc.
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WHAT A PAIR !

Tecmar’s Graphics Master“ 8 Lotus 1-2-31
Graphics Master is the only board that creates
both monochrome and color graphics for
Lotus 1-2-3.
You can also run IBM compatible software
because Graphics Master emulates both the IBM

Graphics Master is the only board that will do all
of the following with appropriate software:
0 High resolution color graphics 640 x 400, 16 colors
0 High resolution monochrome graphics -

Color Graphics Adapter and the Monochrome
Adapter.

720 x 700
0 Run software for IBM Monochrome Adapter

We are pleased to announce that Graf'Talkz and

0 Run software for IBM Color Graphics Adapter

MetaWindow3 software take full advantage of
Graphics Master’s high resolution graphics.

A

TECWIAR

the power behind the *PC
Tecmar Inc. 6225 Cochran Road Solon (Cleveland), Ohio 44139-3377 Phone:(216)349-0600 Telex: 466692

1 Registered Trademark of the Lotus Development Corp. 2 Registered Trademark of the Redding Group Inc. 3 Registered Trademark of the Metagraphics Corp.
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My Programs Always
Compile the FirsTime“
Yours can too!
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Figure 2: A Sample Hierarchical Schema of Three Hierarchies

FirsTime is an intelligent editor that
knows the rules of the language being
programmed. It checks your statements
as you enter them, and if it spots a mis—
take, it identiﬁes it. FirsTime then posi—
tions the cursor over the error so you
can correct it easily. FirsTime will identify all syntax errors, undefined varia-

SKLCODE
SKLNAME
SKLDESC

JOBID
JOBTITLE
:lOBDESC

bles, and even statements with mis-

matched variable types. In fact, any
program developed with the FirsTime
editor will compile on the first try.

SKLCODE

Unprecedented
FirsTime has many unique features
found in no other editor. These powerful
capabilities include a zoom command
that allows you to examine the struc—
ture of your program, automatic pro~
gram formatting, and block transforms.

If you wish, you can work even faster
by automatically generating program
structures with a single key-stroke. This
feature is especially useful to those

BDATE
LASTEMP
HIDEGREE

SKLCODE

learning a new language, or to those

who often switch between different
languages.

Other Features: Full screen editing,

horizontal scrolling, function keys
labeled on screen, help screens, inserts,
deletes, appends, searches, and global
replacing.
Programmers enjoy using FirsTime,
because its powerful features allow

them to concentrate on the program

logic without having to worry about cod-

ing details. Debugging is reduced dram—
atically, and deadlines are more easily

met.

The Spruce FirsTime editor is imme—
diately available for PASCAL ($245)
and C ($295) on the IBM Personal

Computer and its compatibles. A dem—
onstration disk is available for $25. (N.J.
residents please add 6"” sales tax.)

For programs that compile the
FirsTime.

To order, call or send check to:

Spruce

Technology Corporation
110 Whispering Pines Drive

Lincroft, NJ. 07738
(201) 741-8188 or (201) 6630063
Dealer enquiries welcome. Custom versions
for computer manufacturers and language
developers are available.
FirstTime is a trademark of Spruce Technology

Corporation.

There are exceptions. For in-

stance, the manipulation language
provided by the popular dBASE 11
ﬁle handler somewhat resembles a
subset of relational algebra. A more
rigorous and complete version of relational algebra is offered by MicroRim’s R:base package.
Neither of these products, however, supports the high-level SQL
language that is commonly available

to users of mainframe relational

DBMSs. The power of that language
is available to PC users with

MDBS’s Knowledge Manager sys-

tem. A fairly detailed description of
this high-level language appears in
”SQL on the IBM PC" (PC Tech
Iournal, November/December
1983). In addition, at least one mainframe vendor of an SQL-like system

(called Oracle) has announced its in-

tention to offer a version of this
mainframe system for PCs outﬁtted

with relatively extensive (at least .5
Mb) memory capacities.

The Hierarchical Model.
Hierarchical DBMSs began appearing in the late 19608. The hierarchi-

cal data model allows the user to
represent each one-to-many relation-

ship by designating one record‘ type
as the ”parent” of the relationship
and another record type as the
”child.” Pictorially, this is portrayed
by an arrow from the parent to the
child. For instance, in ﬁgure 2 the
one-to-many relationship between
departments and their respective
employees is represented by the ar-

row from the parent DEPARTMENT to the child EMPLOYEE.

The designation of a parent-child
pair eliminates the need for ﬁeld re-

dundancy in representing a one-to-

many relationship.

The hierarchical data model has
no special provisions for repre-

senting a one-to-one relationship between two entities. Such a relation
ship is represented by a parent-child

designation, and it is up to the developer/user to remember which of
a schema’s parent-child couplings
refer strictly to one-to-one relationships. Many-to-many relationships

cannot be directly represented in a
purely hierarchical schema. This is

because the overall schematic struc-

ture of parent-child couplings is restricted to hierarchies. Within a
hierarchy, a child in one relation-
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Broadens 'l'he Horizons Of All IBM PC's.
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X-NE'I': The affordable [All tatrns

MBSI Accounting Software, Database, Electronic Mail
and over l,000 multi-user application packages.
Here are some of the reasons your company needs X-NET
Local Area Network:

7. ELECTRONIC MAl L. X-MAlL gives you instant,
infallible, confidential mail delivery in-house, and works

I. READY ACCESS To All.

24 hours a day and has total recall!

information from any other computer on the network. This
means more than one operator can be entering orders,
invoicing, changing inventory . .. all at the same time! But

less money to any company doing computing on any level.
And the software is priced comparably to what others are
charging for no-growth single-user software.

still within the network.

X-NET eliminates the need of having an expensive computer
to act as a Central File Server, something other networks

lNFORMATlON. With X-NET, any computer can get

where security is needed, you can keep any file private while

2. YOU CAN START SMALL . . . Even if you
have as few as two PC’s, you‘ll have a system that is easily
expandable and will grow with your company.

3. . . .OR GET BlGGER. X-NET grows as you grow,
networks up to 255 PC’s, and best of all, expansion is so

simple, you can do it yourself.

4. MBSI ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE.

X-N ET’s software includes Accounts Receivable, General

Ledger, Accounts Payable, Order Entry, Inventory Control
and Payroll. You can still use your Spread Sheet and Word

Processing software, but now much more effectively because

your computer power is tied together.

5. MULTl-USER DATABASE PACKAGE.

Now even non-programmers can create network databases

(with access security) in minutes.

6. COBOL PROGRAMS. Over a thousand
multi-user application programs designed for large computers
now run on PC’s networked with X-NET.

8. AFFORDABlLITY. X-NET offers more value for

9. NO COSTLY CENTRAL FILE SERVER.
require.

10. SHARE YOUR PERIPHERALS. No longer

does each of your computers need its own set of peripherals.
Any computer on X-NET is linked to your printers, plotters,
disk-drives, etc. A huge money-saver!
‘X-NET also operates on IBM ccompatibles.
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Call your local dealer or XCOMP today.
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XCOMP, Inc.
3554 Ruffin Road South
San Diego, CA 92123-2502
619-573-0077
TELEX: 182786
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IBM is n legislated trademark of international Business Machines Corporation. MBSI is a legislated trademark
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Programming Productivity
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requires the right software and support.

THE PROGRAMMER’S SHOP serves programmers with:

- Over 300 products

- Free product literature

- Product comparisons - Newsletter

AND:
. Bulletin Board - Special diskformats - Good prices - Rush orders
. Volume purchasing help - VISA/MC, COD, P05 . Programmer’s Referral List
- Special Reports - Find a publisher - Tech help - “PioneerProgram”

Updated information about old and new products can save you effort.
Some obscure but important new products:

“C” Language
Instant C - full interpreter

$500

Student C86 - full, learn
195
Desmet with source debugger 149
(Ask which 5 ofthe 23 C
compilers for MSDOS are best)
BOOKS
Programming in Modula 2
C Programming Tutor

22
21

Artificial Intelligence

GC LISP - full, standard

PROLOG-86 - tutorials, samples

$475
125

Unusual and Significant
PRO88-analyze execution - MSDOS 125
8080 Optimizer - improve code
500
ofany compilerthat emits M80
Assembler(like Aztec, ECO-C)

Ask about support libraries forfiles, screen, graphics, OS interface, others.
For a packet of literature on Editors, “C”, BASIC, AI, PASCAL, FORTRAN,
COBOL, yourtopic - orjust for straight answers and service - Call

ship can be the parent in another
relationship. However, the child in
one relationship cannot also be the

child in another relationship within
the same hierarchy. The schema of
ﬁgure 2 obeys this restriction.
The hierarchy stemming from
DEPARTMENT shows that a department can have many employees. In turn, each EMPLOYEE
record can be related to a HISTORY
record and to many EMPSKL
records. The hierarchy headed by
SKILL shows that a particular skill
can be needed in many jobs (via the
SKLIOB child) and can be possessed
by many employees (via the
SKLEMP child). Similarly, the third
hierarchy speciﬁes that 3 JOB record
can be related to many IOBEMP
records (all employees who ﬁll that
job) and to many IOBSKL records
(all skills needed for that job).
Notice that it is only through
multiple hierarchies and ﬁeld redundancies that a many-to~many re-

lationship can be represented in a

hierarchical schema. For instance,

EMPLOYEE and its EMPSKL child

represent only part of the many-tomany relationship that exists between employees and skills. The

800-421-8006

other part is captured by SKILL and

128-PRockland Street, Hanover, MA 02339
Mass: 800-442-8070 or 61 7-826-7531
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moms-ass“

(Q Mellow "“

Learn Fast,

UNIX-like Utilities for

1 or 2 pages of PROLOG would require

Save time when working with your C

Experiment

10 or15 pages in “0'

Be familiar in one evening. In a few

days enhance artificial intelligence programsincludedlike:
. an Expert System
. NaturalLanguage

Intro price:$125forPCDOS,CPM-86.

Full Retund if not satiSfled.

SOLUTION SYSTEMS
45-P Accord Park, Norwell, MA 02061

617-871-5435

C Programming

programs. Full source lets you modify,

helps you learn.

Utilities included: compare files (DlFF),
cross reference variables (CCREF),
examine flow of functions (FCHART),
search for patterns (GREP). Others
ch ks t , ‘ t
,
.

ac y" ax pr'" yourway "me
$135I0r MSDOS,

CPM'86 0r CPMSO.

SOLUTION SYSTEMS
45-P Accord Park, Norwell, MA 02061

617-871-5435

its SKLEMP child. As in a relational

3NF schema, some record types in

the hierarchical schema do not represent entities, but instead have
been added to help represent the

real—world relationships that exist
among entities.

Languages for processing the
data in a hierarchical data base
vary from one implementation to
another but have several traits in

common. Typically, an individual
command operates on data within
one hierarchy at a time. The data
access can begin at the head of the
hierarchy or lower. Processing must

generally move downward in the
hierarchy, from parent to child.
This means that if a user begins by

accessing a particular EMPLOYEE
record, he cannot then access the

DEPARTMENT record to which it
PC TECH IOURNAL
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PC TechJournal Program Listings on Diskette.
HAT’S RIGHT! You don’t have to
ty 6 in detailed program listings

from t is July issue. You can order
them on a LISTING DISKETTE"

from PC Tech Journal. And on the
same diskette you’ll also receive the
program listings for the upcoming
July issue.

LISTING DISKETTES reproduce
the listjust as it is in the magazine?
It’s a tremendous time saver.
For your added convenience,

we also offer three other LISTING
DISKETTES from previous issues.
They’re all listed in the coupon. To
order, simply ﬁll it out. Charge—card

customers can also use our toll-free
tele hone numbers. (Sorry, no C.O.D.
or “ill me” orders.)
*Certain listings require use of other material (e.g. Pascal
compiler). Please consult relevant article in magazme.

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-526-0790
New jersey residents: (201-540-0445)

OR MAIL COUPON BELOW
TE@H PC TECH JOURNAL
Ha IR” A i

Listin g Diskette Service

39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, NJ. 07950
Please send me the following Listing Diskettes at $19.95 each:

El No. 4—June &July ’84 issues C] No. l—July/Aug., Se t./Oct.,
Nov/Dec. ’8? issues
D No. 3—Apr. 81 May ’84 issues
El No. 2—Jan., Feb. & Mar.
Total 3

’84 issues

[I Check Enclosed
Cl MasterCard

Cl Visa

D Please charge my credit card:

No.
Signature

Cl American Express

Expiration Date

Name

Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Please allow approximately 4—6 weeks for delivery.

----------------

DeSmet
C

The fastest
8088 C Compiler
' available

DATA MODELS
Figure 3: A Sample Shallow-network Schema

‘ DEPTID
‘ DEPNAME
DEPLOC

w
EMPNAME
EMPADDR

m
JOBTITLE
JOBDESC

SKLCODE
SKLNAME
.SKLDESC

FULL DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
- C Compiler

'

DEPTID
SSNUM

Assembler
Linker and Librarian
Full-Screen Editor
Newsletter for bugs/updates

SYMBOLIC DEBUOOEH

- Monitor and change variables

name using C expressions

COMPLETE IMPLEMENTATION

- Bath 1.0 and 2.0 DOS support

- Everything in K&R (incl. STDIO)
- Intel assembler mnemonics

- Bath 8087 and Software Floating Point

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE

DeSmet C

RAM —
FDISK
RAM —
FDISK
es

Development Package

JOBID
SKLCODE

by

- Multi-Screen support for debugging
PC graphics and interactive systems
- Optionally display C source during
execuhon
- Breakpoint by Function and Line #

Sieve Benchmark
COMPILE 4 Sec.
22 Sec
LINK 6 Sec.
34 Sec.
RUN 12 Sec.
SIZE 8192 b

SSNUM
SKLCODE

$l59

To Order Specify:

Machine

OS

III MS-DOS D CP/M-86
Disk CI 8” CI 5% SS
E] 51/4 DS

WARE
CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 710097

San Jose, CA 95171-0097

(408) 736-6905

California residents add sales tax Shipping: US. no

charge. Canada add $5, elsewhere add $15. Checks

must be on a US Bank and in US Dollars
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is related. He can, however, access

the HISTORY and EMPSKL records
related to that EMPLOYEE record.
There is at least one mainframe
hierarchical DBMS that has mi—

grated downward to run on large (at
least .8 Mb) PCs; Information

Builder’s PCFOCUS. This product
has the same facilities as FOCUS, its
mainframe progenitor. FOCUS is a
derivative of Mathematica’s hierarchical RAMIS DBMS which ﬁrst

appeared in the late 19605.

Because of the relative inﬂexi—
bility and working diﬂiculty of the

hierarchical approach, it would be
surprising to see many new hierarchical DBMSs appearing for the PC.

Micro hierarchical systems will be
of interest primarily to those who
are well-accustomed to working

within the constraints of a mainframe hierarchical DBMS.
The Shallow-network

Model. The shallow-network ap—
proach to data base organization and

processing emerged in the late
19603. Sometimes shallow-network

and CODASYL-network models are
broadly grouped under the heading

network. The differences between
the shallow-network and CODA-

model, a shallow-network schema
can directly represent one-to-many
relationships,- as they are in the
hierarchical model, such relationships are traditionally portrayed
with arrows. In the shallow—network model, however, the hierarchical parent-child terminology is
replaced by the terms master and
detail. The one-to-many relationship
from a master record type to a detail
record type is called a linkage path.
Recall that in the hierarchical

model no record type can be the

child of more than one parent. This

restriction does not exist in shallow-

network systems. A record type can
serve as the detail for multiple link-

age paths. As the structure of ﬁgure
3 suggests, however, there is a re—
striction on the conﬁguration of
linkage paths in a shallow-network
schema. A record type that is the
detail for a linkage path cannot also
be the master for a linkage path.

The result is a schema that has only
two levels and is therefore called
shallow. This restriction does not

exist in a hierarchical schema, in
which the child of one relationship

SYL—network models are, however,
every bit as great as those between

can be the parent of another.
Every master record type in a
shallow—network schema must have
one or more ﬁelds that serve as

work models. Like the hierarchical

master record types in ﬁgure 3 are

the hierarchical and CODASYL-net-

unique identiﬁers. (Keys of the four

PC TECH IOURNAL

SeldFENSE
forEDP managers.
The micro invasion

has begun. And, chances

different people in a lot

of different departments

H

-

are, you’ve now got a lot of ,,

using a lot of different
micros.

Now there’s a way for

you to control and maxi-

mize the benefits of all the
different micros in your
domain.

Fight back with dBASE II.®

dBASE His the relational database

management system from Ashton-Tate

that enables you to manage your micro—
based corporate data resources with the
high level of consistency and sophistication you’ve enjoyed with mainframe and
minicomputer systems.

Armed with dBASE II and the
dBASE II RunTime” program development module, you can write programs
which will enable micro users in each
department to ”do their own thing” while
creating complete database consistency
throughout the company.
dBASE H is a powerful, flexible way

for you to effectively manage the micro
_

,

proliferation.

Help is here.

If you’d like to know more about

how dBASE H and RunTime can help you

win the micro management battle, contact
Ashton—Tate today. 10150 West Jefferson
Boulevard, Culver City, CA 90230.
(800) 437—4329, ext. 217. In Colorado
(303) 799-4900. In the UK. (0908) 568866.

1PSETON ' I A I E
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dBASE 11 isa registered trademark and RunTime is atrademark ofAshton-Tate.

©Ashton-Tate 1984

Suggested retail price for dBASE II is $700.
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Apex Industries Customer Data

Customer ld: Acme
Customer Name: Acme Industries

Credit Rating: AA Credit Limit: 25000
Current Balance:
30 Day Balance:
60 Day Balance:

12500
$83

90 Day Balance:

H

0

State: FL Zip: 33133
‘

Address: 913 Majorca Avenue

City: Coral Gables State: FL Zip: 33134

Phone: 305-856-7503 Contact: Gerald Green
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DataFlex is the only application development

database which automatically gives you true

multi-user capabilities. Other systems can lock
you out of records or entire files for the full
time they are being used by someone else.
DataFlex, however, locks only the data being
changed, and anlyduring the micro-seconds it

DAM
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3"""9:
Address: 2701 South Bayshore Drive

City: Miami
Shipping:
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takes to actually write it to the file! The updated
record is then immediately available. The
number of users who can access, and change,
records at the same time is limited only by
the number of terminals on your system or
network. Call or write today for all the details
on DataFlex. . .the true multi-user database.

8525 SW 129 Terrace, Miami, FL 33156 (305) 238-0012

Telex 469021 DATA ACCESS CI
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Compatible with CP/M-80, MSDOS networks. MP/M-Be, Novell Sharenet, PC-Net, DMS Hi-net, TurboDOS
multi-user, Molecular

N-Star, Televideo MmmOST, Action DPC/OS, lBM PC w/Corvus, OMNINET, 300m EtherSeries and Micromation M/NET.
M8008 is a trademark ot Microsoft. CP/M and MP/M are trademarks of Digital Research.

DATA MODELS
underlined.) Furthermore, the shallow-network model requires that
the key for a master record type be
repeated in every detail record type

linked to that master. For instance,
the SSNUM key of the master re-

cord EMPLOYEE is repeated in each
of its four detail record types.
As with the hierarchical model,
structural restrictions force the developer to invent extra record types
when designing a shallow—network
schema. These extra record types

exist solely to help represent certain

kinds of relationships. For instance,
the EMPSKL detail record type, together with its two linkage paths,
exists solely to represent the manyto-many relationship between employees and skills. Through one of
these linkage paths, a given EMPLOYEE record can be related to
many EMPSKL records, each of
which is related to a particular
SKILL record through the other
linkage path. Conversely, a given
SKILL record can be related to many
EMPSKL records, each of which is
related to one EMPLOYEE record.

Thus, the direct many-to-many relationship between skills and employees can be represented indirectly in a shallow-network schema.
The data access language of the
shallow-network model is able to
process in both directions along an
access path. Processing begins by accessing a desired record of any of
the master record types. From this
master record, processing can access
any of the related detail records.
Once a detail record has been ac—
cessed, commands are available to
ﬁnd any master record that is re—
lated to it. Thus, to ﬁnd what skills
a particular employee possesses, the
employee’s social security number
is used to access his EMPLOYEE
record. After that, each EMPSKL
record related to EMPLOYEE is ac-

cessed, and then a further access is

made to that record’s SKILL master

record. In the ﬁnal step, the
SKLNAME data from the SKILL

master record are read.
IULY I984

f”
TALL TREE
SYSTEMS

DATA MODELS
Cincom’s TOTAL is a shallownetwork DBMS that is operable in a

wide range of mini and mainframe

environments. HP’s IMAGE is a derivative of TOTAL that is available
on HP minis. These systems have

not yet migrated to the PC. Technically, there should be no problem in
implementing a shallow—network
system for the PC.
The CODASYL-network
Model. In 1971 the CODASYL
Data Base Task Group published a

report specifying the data-structuring and data-manipulation facilities of the CODASYL-network

model. Like the earlier shallow-network and hierarchical data models,
this model allows one-to-many rela-

tionships to be represented without
resorting to ﬁeld redundancy. It

does not, however, restrict the over-

all conﬁguration of a schema to a
hierarchical or a shallow-network
pattern. As a result, this model per-

mits simpler schemas and less cum-

bersome processing.

With the CODASYL-network

approach, an application developer

does not have to devise ways of rep-

resenting the nonhierarchical world
in terms of hierarchies. Nor is the

developer forced to try to represent
multi-level worlds in terms of shal-

low networks. This model allows
any record type to be both an owner

and a member of multiple sets.

The CODASYL term owner is
like the hierarchical term parent
and the shallow-network term mas-

ter. Similarly, a member record type
is akin to a child or detail record
type. The CODASYL term set refers
to a one-to-many relationship between two record types, one of
which is called the set’s owner and

set’s member record type. For instance, the CONTAINS set in ﬁgure
4 represents the one-to-many relationship between departments and
employees. DEPARTMENT is the
owner of CONTAINS, and EMPLOYEE is the member.
Like the earlier data models, the
CODASYL-network approach makes
no special allowance for one-to-one

relationships. These are represented
in the same way as one-to-many relationships, with the result that a
single construct is used to depict
two very different situations. It is
up to the developer (or user) to re—
member which sets are actually in-

tended to represent one-to-one

rather than one-to—many relation-

the other of which is the set’s member record type. A set, therefore,
corresponds to a linkage path and to
a parent-child relationship.
Each set in a CODASYL schema

ships. Unlike earlier models, the
CODASYL schema allows multiple

sented by the traditional arrow
pointing from the set’s owner to the

proach makes use of an extra record
type and two sets. In ﬁgure 4 the

is given a unique name and is repre-

sets between two record types.

To represent the existence of a

direct many-to-many relationship
between entities, the CODASYL ap-

Computer Daze?
Coosol Will Guide You
Through The Maze.
CARDS

64K MEMORY Exp. to 256K ........ CALL

Multi Fun. w/Memory Exp. to 256K . CALL
Multi Fun. w/Memory Exp. to 512K . CALL
6 Multi Fun. w/Clock Calendar ..... CALL
Hi-Res Color Graphics &

B/W Monitor ...................... CALL
OTHER IBM CARDS ............... CALL

COLUMBIA MPG and VP Systems: IBM'“

COMPATIBLE Dual Floppies, 128K RAM.

Two PIS—232 Serial ports, Centronics Printer
port, IBM” Comp. Keyboard, Hi—Res Color
Graphics Card, Green or Amber Monitor
and more with $3,000 IBM Software bundle.

COLUMBIA LOW TOTAL PRICES. . .CALL
MODEMS

- HAYES SMARTMODEM
(300 BAUD) ........................ $227
. HAYES SMARTMODEM
(300 & 1200) and B ................ CALL
. HAYES CHRONOGRAPH ........... S199
. 'NOVATION J—CAT .. ................. $129
. NOVATION 212 AUTO—CAT ........ CALL
. SIGNALMAN MARK I and others
CALL

130

PRINTERS
EPSON FX-Series...NEW .......... CALL
EPSON RX—80 w/GRAFTRAX + ..... CALL
EPSON MX—F/T 100
w/GRAFTRAX+ .................... CALL
NEC 3550. or 10, 15. 20, 25, 3O ..... CALL
NEC 7710. 7715, 7720. 7725 & 7730. . .CALL
NEC PC—8023A—C ................... $439
NEC PC-8025A .................... CALL
GEMINI 10X...$350. GEMINI 15X
$490

C.|TOH 8510 and 1550 Ser. or Par .. CALL
CITOH F10—40 and F10—55 Par,
or Ser. .....................
CALL

MONITORS
NEC JC-12OSDH(A) Hi—Res RGB
8599
NEC JB-1201 Green ................ CALL

OKIDATA 82A ..............
. . .. $425
OKIDATA 83A. and 84 ............. CALL
OKIDATA 92, 93. 2350 & 2410 ...... CALL
DIABLO 630.. .CALL ' DIABLO 620. .$989

PRINCTON GRAPHICS
Hi-Res RGB ....................... CALL

ANADEX ADX—9500 and others .....
BROTHERS HR-15 8x others ........
CR-II Ser. or Par, ..................
TOSHIBA P1350—P or P1350—S ......
SILVER—REED EXP550-P
or EXPSSO-S ......................

AMDEK Hi—Res RGB and others . . .. CALL
COMREX Amber or Green .......... $159

TAXAN Hi—Res RGB and others

CALL

lBM‘"1 SOFTWARE

CALL 7 DAYS

IDS 80 and 132 PRISM Printers ..... CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL
S1595

CALL

Calif. (714) 545-2216

COOSOL, INC., P.0. Box 2642, Costa Mesa, CA 92626-2642
Computer Baron

3017 Harbor Blvd., Costa Mesa. CA 92626
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(714) 979-2488
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10- NETWtakes the
work out of networking.
Everything you need is in the box.

ti l i l

Imagine being able to connect your PCs

simply and inexpensively into a true

full-function local area network.

Now you can . . . with lO-NET, a com—’—;_ plete package designed so that you can

easily install, learn and Use it immediately. Everything

you need to connect one PC into the network is included.

10-NET is uniquely different from other LAN

products in that it requires no dedicated hardware to
serve the rest of the network. It is a truly distributed

system where your resources may be shared, including
expensive hardware and application programs.
You can also share as much or as little data as you

wish, with total data integrity and selective security.
You get built-in extras, too: like electronic mail;
calendar; “Chat,” a user-to-user communication facility;
printer spooling; and “News," a bulletin board function
for network users.
And, you can create a
multi-user DBMS with
10-NET SPECIFICATIONS
unbélleyable power and

ECXSLIIJg‘XIﬁieiit card. tap box, and

flex1b111ty when you use

cable to connect them

10.NET With 10.BASE7 a

Type: Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with collision avoidance

powerfUI‘ easy-to-use. .

Speed: 1.0 million hits per second

DBMS deSIgned SpeCIfl'

Distance: up to 3,000 ft. between

Invest in lO-NET now.
.
You can start Simple, and

SOFTWARE
Share any DOS-supported
device

grows. And, at $695* you

Concurrency control—implicit& explicit

won’t find better perfor'

Security—User, File. Node ID

cally to work with lO—NET. repeaters

hardware

A}; dedicated server required

expand as your business

Ethernet compatibility—addressing &

mance or value, anywhere. message form,
ASk your software dealer

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

for lONET, OI" call 1800-

0 IBM PC. XT or compatible
o PC-DOS 2.0, MS-DOS 2.0

Ohio), and start getting

0 One or more disk drives

some real work done'
Dealer inquiries welcome.

0 Media: simple twisted pair wire
Specifications subject to change without notice.

358-1010(1-800-782-10101n- . W W
,1:1
.2

*suggested retail

l

LOCAL AREA
NETWORK
“STEM

oz"u’l

a:

P

5050

RESEARCH

l
iI

l
ﬂi

0 A cursor addressable monitor

FOX RESEARCH

A subsidiary of ComGen Technology, Inc.
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l
: START NETWORKING NOW—Write for more information. or fill I
in and attach this to your business card or letterhead.

Send more product
information

9L}

Have a sales
representative call

E] Send a dealer kit

D Send lO-NET. I need _— units. (NOTE: you need one unit for

each PC you wish to network.) Here‘s my RO, Number— . I
1
I understand Fox will invoice me for $695 per unit plus shipping,

l

I
l

I

handling and tax (where applicable).

Send to: Fox Research, Inc.. Attn: National Sales Manager,
7005 Corporate Way, Dayton, Ohio 45459.
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Diskette
Drive

Figure 4: A Sample CODASYL-network Schema

Alignment!

ReadiScope'

M

ReadiScope is a comprehensive
diagnostic program that analyzes the
current status of a diskette drive.
A drive can be tested in seconds
without removal. Adjustments to head,
spindle hub alignment, and rotational
speed can be made in minutes without
special equipment.

I Floppy drive testing and
alignment
I No special equipment
needed
I Drive can be tested while
installed:
—Under normal operating
conditions
-Saves removal time
I Results presented graphically
l Fast—1 minute for general
checkout
I Works with single or double
sided drives
I Ideal for use by:
-retail stores

-repair shops

-multi-PC user’s
-PC clubs
-users with critical data

I Includes special
diagnostic diskette
Requires 48K IBM PC with one operating drive. Uses monochrome or
graphics display. $295 including
special diagnostic diskette.
Call about our other programs for the
PC:
0 ReadiWriter
Powerful text formatter that is
compatible with GML and SCRIPT
0 List & Letters
Mailing list option for ReadiWriter
o ReadiTerm
Flexible communications program
Visa, Mastercard or MO. Add $3 for
shipping. In CT, add 7.5% tax
Call 203-431-3521 or send your order
now to:

ReadiWare Systems, Inc.
Box 680E, W. Redding, CT 06896
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DEPTID
DEPNAME
DEPLOC

SSNUM
EMPNAME
EMPADDR

JOBID
JOBTITLE
JOBDESC

many-to-many relationship between

employees and skills is shown by
the artiﬁcial record type EMPSKL
and the two sets (E81 and E82) to

which it belongs. This record type
has no ﬁelds and corresponds to no
real-world entities. Its records have
no data values, but they are Vital in
relating EMPLOYEE records to

SKILL records.

Through the E81 set, each

EMPLOYEE record can be related to

many EMPSKL records. Each of

these dataless records is, in turn, re-

lated to a particular SKILL record by
the E82 set. Thus, all skills of an
employee can be found. Conversely,
the E82 set can relate each SKILL

record to many EMPSKL records,

each of which is related to a par-

ticular EMPLOYEE record. In this
way, all employees having a particu—

lar skill can be found.

It is instructive to compare the

schemas of ﬁgures 1 and 4. Con-

version from one to the other is a
simple matter. Each schema has an

identical number of record types.
Although the CODASYL-network

schema does not require a unique
key for every record type, a key can
be designated for each record type
that owns a set (e.g., IOBID for
IOB). If each set in ﬁgure 4 is elimi-

nated and the key of its owning

BDATE
LASTEMP
HIDEGREE

SKLCODE
SKLNAME
§KDESC

record type is repeated in its mem-

ber record type, the relational schema shown in ﬁgure 1 is the result.

The reverse transformation is

achieved by eliminating repeated
keys in favor of labeled arrows.
Notice that both schemas require
the use of record types to represent
many-to-many relationships.
Structurally, the relational and
CODASYL—network models are
closer to each other than to the older hierarchical and shallow-network
models. Perhaps the most signiﬁcant
difference between the relational
and CODASYL schemas is the
CODASYL model’s ability to show
more clearly the semantics of oneto-many relationships. Each set can
be labeled with a descriptive name
indicating the meaning of the relationship. Furthermore, the existence

of each relationship can be seen im-

mediately without hunting for
duplicate key ﬁelds.

For small schemas, such as the
example used here or those commonly found in DBMS textbooks,
these distinctions may not be important. For larger schemas encountered in practice (for example, those
with dozens of record types and relationships), however, the clear rep-

resentation of relationships and
their meanings is valuable.
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DATA MODELS
The CODASYL model‘s data-

manipulation language is oriented

toward processing one record at a

time. Processing can start with an

occurrence of any record type. Commands are then available to ﬁnd a
related record of some other type
via a set. This related record may be

the owner record for a particular

member or one of the member

records related to the previously
found owner record. At any stage in
a processing procedure, only the
most recently found record can be
acted upon (modiﬁed, viewed, deleted). The DBTG Report did not propose a higher-level nonprocedural
language for data access. However,
some DBMS implementations based
on the CODASYL model have added
various higher-level languages.
CODASYL-network systems

have become widely used in developing mainframe application systems over the past decade. Perhaps
the best known of these is Cullinet’s IDMS. Honeywell's IDS II and
Univac’s DMS 1100 are also prominent. Presently, there are no signiﬁcant CODASYL-network DBMSs
available for the PC.
The Postrelational Model.
Iust as the relational and CODA-

Experts need expert tools. The correct tool, close at hand, saves

you time and gives you the leverage to get results fast.

RTool is a new concept in programming aids, a powerful set of
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files, and access on-Ilne help. Create and save keyboard
macros. Submit block text to the keyboard. List, rename, and

delete files. Change directories. And much more. All with a

few keystrokes. Even when another program is being used.

RTool closes the loop between the keyboard, display, and disk
drives, letting them communicate with each other in a

simple and consistent way. Think of RTool as a set of
powerful new
features for every
program you own.

Available for the PC/XT,
PCDOS 1.1/2.0. Write

_

_

Bltt s°ﬂware

3790 El Camino Real, #205
Palo Alto, CA 94306

415/494-2611
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for free literature

or a demo disk ($15).

Special introductory

offer: until 6/30/84. both

DOS versions $149 ($158

in CA).
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SYL-network models overcame certain limitations of the earlier hierarchical and shallow-network approaches, a more recent data model

endeavors to improve upon the rela-

tional and CODASYL—network approaches. This new model has been
called postrelational, extended-network, and multiarchical. All these
labels suggest the extent to which
this model retains the respective
strengths of earlier models while re-

laxing the restrictions they place on
a system developer. I use the term

postrelational here.

The postrelational approach ap-

peared in the late 19705 and early

19803 (see Foundations of Decision

Support Systems, by R. H. Bonczek,
et a1., Academic Press, 1981) and

emphasizes straightforward, natural

representation of the many relationPC TECH IOURNAL
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Figure 5: A Sample Posttelational Schema
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0 Full Use of 8088 Instructions
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of transported versions)

0 Separate Segments for Code,
Stack, Vocabularies, and Definition Lists - multiple sets
possible

structs are illustrated in the postre-

lational schema of ﬁgure 5.
One-to-many relationships
(CONTAINS and FILLEDBY, for example), are represented as they are

use in a schema. One-to-one relationships are directly represented by

Compatible
- Automatic Optimizer

(no assembler knowledge needed)

0 Full Assembler

(interactive, easy to use & learn)

0 Compare - BYTE Sieve

Benchmark jan83
HS/FORTH 47 sec BASIC 2000 see
w/AUTOOPT 9 sec Assembler 5 see
other Forths (mostly 64k) 70-140 sec

PS You don’t have to understand
this ad to love programming in
HS/FORTH!
~
HS/FORTH with AUTO-OPT &
MlCRO-ASM $220.

1:1 sets. Pictorially, a 1:1 set is denoted by an arrow in the middle of
a shank (see HAS in ﬁgure 5 for example). The existence of this new
construct means that the integrity
of one-to-one relationships is auto-

matically guaranteed; this guarantee

does not exist in earlier models, in

which one-to-one relationships are
represented the same as one-to-

many relationships.
Another new construct is the

NM set, which allows direct manyto-many relationships to be repre-

Mastercard

Add $10. shipping and handling

HARVARD
SOFTWORKS
PO BOX 339
HARVARD, MA 01451
(617) 456-3021

structs for specifying a data base’s
logical structure. Some of these con-

These are called 1:N sets, and there
is no structural restriction on their

or data
Coprocessor Support
Multi-task, Multi-user

Visa

introduces fundamentally new con-

in the CODASYL-network model.

Segment Management Support
Full Megabyte - programs

J
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SKLCODE
SKLNAME
SKLDESC

0

ships that exist in the real world. It

Full Support for DOS Files,

0

JOBID
JOBTITLE
dOBDESC

sented immediately without redun-

dancy and without extra or artiﬁcial
record types having to be contrived.
This is why ﬁgure 5 has two fewer
record types than ﬁgure 1 or ﬁgure

4. Each N.M set is indicated by dou-

ble arrows pointing from an owning

record type to a member record

type. The many-to-many relationship between employees and skills
is represented by the POSSESS N:M
set. Similarly, the NEEDS N:M set
directly represents the relationship
between employees and skills.
The postrelational model places
no restrictions on the overall conﬁguration of IN sets, 1:1 sets, or N :M
sets in a schema. Any of these types
of sets can be used recursively in a
schema to represent a recursive rela-

tionship that is present in the appli-

cation world.
Two common examples of this
characteristic are shown in ﬁgure 6.
By adding a TRAINING record

type with the PASSED N:M set for
EMPLOYEE, the user can keep track
of which subjects each employee
has passed and which employees
have passed any particular subject.

One example of recursion is MAN-

AGE. This is a 1=N set having the
EMPLOYEE record type as both
owner and member. It is a simple
way of representing the one-to-

many relationship that exists among
employees; an employee can man-

age many other employees, but an

employee is usually managed by at

most one other employee.
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DATA MODELS
Figure 6: Examples of Recursion in a Postrelational Schema
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New 28 pin EPROM programmer.
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the PC, XT, PPC and Pe to program most
28 pin EPROMS (including the 2764, 128,
256), in addition to our original Prom

Blaster that programs most 24 pin EPROMS
..,each $129. We also make an EPROM
cartridge for the Pe to accept your newly
programmed EPROMS,
PPC and Pe. Apparat has developed
new products for the IBM Portable PC.
Now available is a 256K RAM card and a
Combo card (P 8; 5). Both fit the PPC short
slots. New for the Pe is a 128K RAM card

and a Combo jr card (P & clk). Both fit the
side attachment.
Other Apparat add-ons. RAM cards

for the PC and XT—64K $189, expandable
to 512K. COMBO II card for the PC andXT,
5 functions on one card—$189. CRAMBO

card for the PC piggybacks COMBO II on
64K RAM card—$359. 64K internal PRINT
SPOOLER with arallel interface— $299.
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P.C. boards sold afterjune 1, 1984 covered
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i‘iApporo’rlnc.
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ORDERING AND DEALER
INFORMATION

The second example of recur-

sion is PREREQ. This is an N:M set

with TRAINING as both the owner
and member record type. It compactly represents the fact that any
subject can have many prerequisite
subjects and can, at the same time,
be a prerequisite for many other
subjects. The older data models can
do this, too, but only by means of
redundancy and/or invention of
extraneous record types.
Yet another kind of real-world
relationship that is easily represented in the postrelational model is
a forked relationship involving
more than two entities. The postre-

lational model allows any 1:1, IN,
or N:M set to have multiple owning
and/or member record types.
A common example is shown
in ﬁgure 7. In the real world, authors can write books and/or articles; a book or article could have
been written by one or more authors. This single ”writing" relationship therefore involves three
distinct entities: books, articles, and

authors. It is a many-to-many rela-

tionship between books/articles on
the one hand and authors on the
other. This situation is represented
by a single forked N=M set (WRITTEN) in a postrelational schema.
Even the direct representation
of recursive forked relationships is
supported by the postrelational
model. With the exception of one
special case handled by CODASYL—
networks, the representation of
forked relationships is highly problematic with earlier data models.
It should be clear that the postrelational data structuring methods
closely mirror the nature of the real
world. One implication of this ﬂexibility is that a developer need not
perform various design tricks and
contortions to represent real-world
relationships indirectly. Instead,
such relationships are represented
concisely in such a way that the
semantics of each relationship is
readily apparent from the schema.
Like the relational model, the
postrelational has a low-level access

800/525-7674

Prices subject to change without notice.
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language and a high-level access language. The low-level language is
procedural in orientation. It
provides commands for record-at-a—
time processing and other commands that operate on entire groups

95‘”

of records (of the same or different

types) within the scope of a single

40‘

ne implication of
the ﬂexibility of
the postrelational

data structuring methods is
that a developer need not

perform various design

tricks and contortions to
indirectly represent realworld relationships.
command. The record-oriented commands resemble the CODASYL
data-manipulation language in spir-
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it, although they are different in
form and yield a more streamlined

processing logic. The nearest coun-

terpart to the group-oriented commands is relational algebra.
The high-level access language
supports retrieval commands that
are functionally equivalent to SQL

retrieval. The postrelational query

tends to be less complex than its

SQL counterpart, however, because
the user does not need to state all

record types (i.e., tables) that are to
be used or the relationships that are
to be used in terms of equating the
redundant ﬁelds. Instead, the user
states the names of the relationships

that are to be used for the retrieval.

The example of an SQL query given
earlier in the discussion of the relational model would be, in the post-

relational model;

LIST EMPNAME, EMPADDR,
DEPNAME FOR DEPID IN
[7,12,3] THRU DEPT,
CONTAINS

For users who prefer a ﬂat-ﬁle, tabu-

lar view of data organization rather

PC TECH IOURNAL
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Figure 8: Da ta Model Implementations
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Debugging Functions
OBJ File Loader

I RUNS UNDER PC—DOS 1.1 or 2.0

_
IOLISP
51/4" Diskette

and Manual ‘ $175.00

Manual Only __ $ 30.00

f('1 Integral Quality
P. 0. BOX 31970
Seattle, Washington 98103-0070
(206) 527-2918
Washington State residents add sales tax.

VISA and MASTERCARD accepted.
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than the semantic postrelational
View, the postrelational query language can also operate on virtual
tables. That is, the language user
can view data as being organized
into a table (for example, a ”relation” or ﬂat ﬁle) and can state requests based on that view. In reality, the inefﬁciencies of actual tables or ﬂat ﬁles are not incurred.
The initial implementations of
the postrelational model have appeared in the realm of minis and 8bit micros. The Micro Data Base

Systems, Inc. postrelational MDBS

III became available for the PC in
1982. This implementation is native
to the PC rather than being a migrator from the mainframe world. As a
result, it is operable with modest
memory resources (e.g., 128 Kb).

OTHER FACTORS
The foregoing exploration of data
models points out the highlights of
each model. A more detailed explanation appears in Micro Database
Development (R. H. Bonczek, et 21.,

Academic Press, 1984). An understanding of the various data models

available is important when choosing a DBMS for the PC.
Aside from the data model,
there are other important factors
that should be considered. How
does the DBMS guarantee the integrity of both data values and data in-

the DBMS transaction logging and
warm restart capabilities? What data
(and relationship) security mecha-

nisms are built into the DBMS?
With which programming lan-

guages can the DBMS data manipu-

lation language be used? How extensive are the performance control facilities provided to a developer— for

rofessional appli-

cation systems devel-

opers for the PC
should expect mainframe
quality from PC-based data

base management systems.

example, can the developer control
physical structuring within a data
base? Are multiple concurrent data
base users handled with physical
ﬁle lockouts or with more reﬁned,
sophisticated locking mechanisms?
These are examples of issues
that a mainframe DBMS normally
is expected to handle satisfactorily.
Professional application systems developers for the PC should expect
the same of PC-based DBMSs.

terrelationships? How extensive are

Shipping included for prepaid orders.
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Pascal for the IBM PC
Kevin W. Bowyer and Sherryl I.
Tomboulian

Brady Company; Bowie, MD,- 1983

323 pages, paper, 3 17.95

his book departs from earlier texts
by looking at two speciﬁc Pascal
compilers for the PC: Microsoft’s MS
Pascal and the UCSD p-System Pascal.
It covers many (but not all) of the extensions that have been added to the
compilers to make them more usable.
Pascal for the IBM PC begins with
a look at the PC, its operating system,
and its peripherals. Chapter 2, “Getting
Started in Pascal,” introduces the fundamentals of a Pascal program. BEGIN/
END, numeric values, assignments,
statements, READLN/WRITELN.

All of the simple data types and
strings are introduced in Chapter 3
with details on how strings are handled
by both of the Pascals covered. The

next several chapters build on this
foundation, always carefully calling out
differences between IBM Pascal and the
UCSD p-System Pascal.

Chapter 8, "Program Develop»

ment,” begins to touch upon how to

put programs together to solve a problem. The method the authors discuss is
a simpliﬁed version of Niklaus Wirth’s
method of programming by successive

reﬁnement, although it isn’t referred to

as such. This section and a discussion of
some simple debugging techniques constitute the book’s only treatments of
programming method: otherwise the au—
thors offer primarily a simple guided

tour of the language.
Chapters 9 and 10 cover user-deﬁned types and disk ﬁle I/O. Again,

there is considerable variance between
IBM Pascal and p-System Pascal, and

the authors take pains to describe these
differences in detail. The ﬁnal chapter
describes PC sound and graphics sup-

port through the UCSD p-System. IBM
IULY 1984

Pascal, with no easy way to handle

sound or graphics, is not covered.

The overall slant of this book is to-

ward the beginner, and from that perspective it does a fairly good job. With
this book and one of the two compilers
it covers, a novice can learn Pascal.
That’s the good news. The bad
news is that it won’t help that novice
become a good Pascal programmer.
The book’s worst ﬂaw is that it
gives no discussion up front about structured methods, nor about why Pascal is
laid out the way it is. Late in the book
(far too late), a few pages are given to
programming by the method of successive reﬁnement. This information
should not be presented as an afterthought. Even if the student doesn’t
fully understand structured methods at
ﬁrst, he must be aware of them from
the beginning, before his ﬁngers ever
meet the keyboard.

A less serious ﬂaw in the book is
that the programming examples start
out on an elementary level and stay
that way. Programming examples have
two purposes: to introduce new concepts and to provide well-written models for the reader to imitate. The ex-

amples in this book introduce new lan-

guage features well enough, but there
are no programs longer than 20 lines
and none that does anything that could
remotely be considered useful. A 20line program that emulates two people
discussing the weather (one of the examples actually used in the book) will
teach the student nothing that will
help him build a general ledger or an
analysis of variance routine.
Pascal for the IBM PC succeeds

admirably as a user’s guide for parts of
the two real-world Pascal compilers it

covers. But user’s guides are not
enough, at least for Pascal: there is a

method to thinking in Pascal that this
book does not even begin to explore. I
imagine many people who learn Pascal

this way may end up dropping Pascal
entirely, thinking of it as just a grouchy
dialect of BASIC. The language and the
students deserve better than that.
— IEFF DUNTEMANN

Games, Graphics, and Sound
for the IBM PC

Dorothy Strickland, Dennis Rockwell,
and Kevin Bowyer
Brady Company; Bowie, MD,- 1983

259 pages, paper, $17.95

here are only two prerequisites for
T a thorough enjoyment of this tech-

nically accurate and well-written text:

imagination and an elementary understanding of programming. The book’s
step-by-step guide to using graphics and
sound, as well as its more than 70 ex-

amples, will excite and challenge everyone from the novice to the expert.
The text includes examples in
BASIC, DOS Pascal, p-System Pascal,
DOS FORTRAN, p-System FORTRAN,
and DOS MACRO ASSEMBLER, a va-

riety that adds greatly to the book’s usefulness. In addition, the well-written,
self-documenting code used in these examples could serve as a model for the
beginning programmer.
Strickland, Rockwell, and Bowyer
have chosen to describe and explain
each new concept using the following
format. they provide the name of the
command, its purpose, the version of
DOS in which the command operates,

and a coded example.

The text is divided into four sections. chapter 1 is an introduction,

chapter 2 discusses sound, chapter 3
covers graphics, and chapter 4 discusses
animation. Three appendices are also
included: one on sound and graphics
routines (written in assembly language),
another entitled "Internal Display and
Storage Details,” and a third, called

”COLORON and COLOROFF,” that in—
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Super assemblers

pl_u_s the world’s

largest selection of
cross assemblers!
2-80 Macroassembler

$49.50

Power for larger programs! This 2500AD macro-

assembler includes:
- Zilog Z-80 Macroassembler (with the same powerful
features as all our assemblers)
- powerful linker that will link up to 400 files
- Intel 8080 to Zilog Z-80 Source Code Converter (to convert
all your Intel source to Zilog Syntax in one simple step)
- COM to Hex Converter (to convert your objectfilesto Hex
for PROM creation, etc.)
. 52 page User Manual

8086/88 Assembler

with Translator

$99.50

Available for MSDOS, PCDOS, or CPM/86! This fully
relocatable macroassemblerwill assemble and link codefor
MSDOS (PCDOS) AND CPM/86 on either a CPM/86 or
MSDOS machine. This package also includes:
- An 8080 to 8086 source code translator
(no limit on program size to translate)
- A Z-80 to 8086 translator
- 64 page user manual
- 4 linkers included:
—MSDOS produces .EXE file
—CPM/86 produces .CMD file
—Pure object code generation
—Object codeiand address information only
Linker features:
. Links up to 128 files
- Submit mode invocation

' Code, Data Stack and extra segments
. Handles complex overlays
- Written in assembly language for fast assemblies.

2-8000 Cross Development
Package $179.50
Instant Z-8000 Software! This package allows devel-

opment and conversion of software for the 28001,
8002, 8003 and 8004 based machines on a Z-80, Z-8000
CIRCLE NO. 178 ON READER SERVICE CARD

or 8086 machine. This powerful package includes:
- a Z-80 to Z-8000 Assembly Language Source Code
Translator

- an 8080 to Z-8000 Source Code Translator
- Z-8000 Macro Cross Assembler
- Linker and Loader

- COM to Hex File Converter
- a 100 page User Manual
- a Zilog Z-8000 Technical Reference Manual
The Translators provide Z-8000 source code from Intel
8080 or Zilog Z-80 source code. This source code
expansion is from 2% to 11%. The Translator outputs a
worksheet and a Z-8000 source file. The worksheets
show each line of 8080 Z-80 code, with notes to help th
programmer to optimize performance, and further
lower code expansion. It even comments lines it adds!
The Z-8000 source code used by these packages are
the unique 2500AD syntax‘using Zilog mnemonics,
designed to make the transition from Z-80 code writing
to Z-8000 easy.

All 2500 AD Assemblers and Cross Assemblers

support the following features:

Relocatable Code—the packages include a
versatile Linker that will link up to 128 files together, or
just be used for external reference resolution. The
Linker allows Submit Mode or Command Invocation.

Large File Handling Capacity—the Assembler wi

process files as large as the disk storage device. All but
fers including the symbol table buffer overflow to disk.
Powerful Macro Section—handles string
comparisons during parameter substitutions. Recursion

and nesting limited only by the amount of disk storage
available.
Conditional Assembly—allows up to 248 levels
of nesting.
Assembly Time Calculator—will perform calcula-

tions with up to 16 pending operands, using 16 or 32 Bit

arithmetic (32 Bit only for 16 Bit products). The algebraic
hierarchy may be changed through the use of parentheses

Include files supported—

column printer is recommended. Or 8086/88 96K CP/M

program with convenient assembly error detection

Cross Assembler SpeClal Features

. .
. .
.
Listing Control—allows listing of sections on the

or MSDOS (PCDOS).

.

overrides, along with assembly run time commands
that may be used to dynamically change the listing
mode during assembly.
Hex File Converter, included—for those who
have special requirements, and need to generate

2-8—256 User defined registers. names, directive to
engage UPC, Z-80 style syntax.
8748—fully Intel source code compatible.
8051 -—256 User defined register names, bit
addressable naming allowed.

.
.
Plain English Error Messages—

all addressing modes supported, Motorola syntax
compatible.

6800 Family—absolute or relocatable modes,

object code in this format.

System requirements for all programs:
Z-80 CP/M 2.2 System with 64K RAM and at least a 96

6502—Standard syntax or Z-80 type syntax
supported, all addressing modes supported.

F----------------------

.-—--— 8086 and Z-8000 XASM includes Source Code Translators —-—-1
ZILOG
SYSTEM 8000

Z-80

CP/M®

8086/88 ASM
8086/88 XASM
2-8000®ASM
Z-8000 XASM
Z-80 ASM
Z-8O XASM
Z-8 XASM
6502 XASM
6800,2,8 XASM6801,03 XASM
6805 XASM
6809 XASM
8748 XASM
8051 XASM
Subtotal

UNIX

$179.50

$750.00
750.00

179.50
49.50

99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
99.50
$ __

Name
Company
Address
City — State

Phone

IBM P.C.
8086/88

'

500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00

$—

_ Zip

Ext.

_..

IBM P.C.
8086/88

MSDOS

CP/M 86

$99.50

$ 99.50

179.50

179.50

$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50

$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50

OLIVETTI
M-20
PCOS

$179.50
299.00

$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50
$99.50

$—
$ __
$
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Total 35
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cludes code that facilitates switching
between monitors.

followed by functionally equivalent
commands used in several Pascal and
FORTRAN programs.

more than games, since visual images

intricacies of animation. Many useful

Chapter 1 properly informs the
reader that, “graphics can be used for

and sound are a useful, and often pleasing way to present information.” The
authors also remind the reader that in
order for the programs presented in
chapters 3 and 4 to execute, the system
used must contain a color/graphics
adapter and a graphics display. Some

time is spent on choosing a display.
Chapter 2 discusses BASIC’s BEEP,
PLAY, and SOUND commands and
Pascal and FORTRAN’s NOTE and
TONE commands. The text points out
that the PC is capable of producing a
broader range of frequencies than can
be reproduced on the PC’s speaker.
Chapter 3 begins by explaining the
differences between the medium- and
high-resolution screens, different painting palettes, and disk-storage requirements for graphic images. The BASIC
commands discussed are broken down
into four groups: commands to prepare
the screen for graphics,- commands ac‘
tually to draw the graphics; commands
for storage and retrieval; and commands
for control of user input. In keeping

Chapter 4 describes in detail the

ideas are given as to how properly to select a graphic symbol. Other topics include methods of motion, keeping track
of multiple images, speed of movement,
and image interception. Each concept is
followed by excellent examples in the
above-mentioned languages.
Appendix A will be of particular
interest to the Pascal or FORTRAN
graphics enthusiast who hasn’t yet purchased a graphics software package.
Here the authors have included the

assembly language listing for all of the
Pascal and FORTRAN commands dis-

cussed in the text. The only thing the
reader will have to do is copy and assemble them on the Macro Assembler.
The text includes excellent step-by-step
instructions on how to link the assem-

bly language programs.

This is an excellent introductory

text to the graphics and sound capabilities of the IBM PC. All of the commands are described clearly and illustrated with useful coded examples. Although subiects such as 3D rotation and

moval, and shading are not discussed,
they are beyond the text’s purpose.
To quote the authors, “An essential ingredient to creating good sound
and graphics on your computer is

knowing your computer’s tools. You
must then develop that rare blend of

artistic sense, a feel for human desires,

and an intuition for combining sounds
and images imaginatively. We will describe the tools available on the PC and
give you some tips for getting started,
but putting it all together to create the
magic of graphics with sound must
come from you.”
— CHRIS PAPPAS
A User Guide to the
UNIX System
Rebecca Thomas and lean Yates
(Osborne/McGraw Hill; Berkeley,

CA,- 1982)
508 pages, paper, $17.95

hose of us who were around in the
prehistoric days of 8-bit microcomputers remember when Adam
Osborne’s books were the only source

of information outside of manufac-

turers’ data sheets. Reading one of Os-

borne’s books was like opening a Christ-

0-PB04 blows
with the text’s format, this section is

translation, perspective, hidden line re—

Sﬂfﬂﬁd ”IE Wlll'd
Have you heard?
During the last 12 months, thousands
of applications programmers dumped
dBASE |l.
Why?

Because dBASE ll hasn't improved
a lick in years. And that makes it a
whole generation behind Q-PRO 4...
the 4th generation applications
development language for
microcomputers.
With dBASE ll, all the original bugs,
complicated operations and absurd
restrictions (like only two open files)
are still there. dBASE || just can‘t
make it for applications in 1984.

mas present: after getting the package

BOOK REVIEWS
unwrapped, you dug through layers of
ﬁller looking, sometimes in vain, for
the hoped-for tidbit. (The books were
printed on tissue paper, which only
added to the illusion of a search
through wrappings.) When McGraw-

Hill bought the Osborne name for its
computer-book business, we assumed
that the frustrating searches were over.
If A User Guide to the UNIX System is
any indication, we were wrong.

The authors don’t seem to know
what kind of book they’re writing or
for whom they are writing it. Although
it is introduced as being excellent for
people with no computer experience,

tioned, “A mainframe computer.” Batch

puffery about UNIX thrown in. ”Evalu-

All this is a shame, because hiding
somewhere in this forest of superﬂuous
information is a nice tutorial introduc-

more hard sell than education.
Following that are several sections
of information (not all accurate) on who
sells UNIX and UNIX-capable hard-

systems, we are told, can run only one
program at a time.

tion to the system. Chapter three, ”Tutorials,” and chapter four, ”Commonly
Used UNIX System Commands”
(which is just an extended tutorial),

could be a helpful introduction for the
UNIX beginner and a good review for
the more experienced user.
Even these chapters are marred,
though, by misprints and typographical
errors. One section, devoted to demon-

the book never offers more than a cursory explanation of many critical concepts (directory, for instance, is ﬁnally

strating how many ways there are to
destroy data under UNIX, contains an

text meaningful only to a UNIX system
programmer). The ﬁrst two chapters,
”A History of the UNIX System" and

ginal copy of his file. Particularly galling to anyone who has used UNIX will
be the capitalization of command names
appearing at the beginning of sentences.

introduced on page 63, in four lines of

"Computer Systems and Operating Sys-

tems,” are generic self-parodies of the
sort usually reserved for the annual reports of computer companies, including
photos of Bell Labs scientists earnestly
regarding pieces of unrecognizable hardware and an airbrushed photo of a busi—
ness-suited quartet posed in front of an

erroneous instruction that, if followed,
will cause the reader to destroy the ori-

UNIX is sensitive to case, and attempt-

ing to run ”Ed” instead of ”ed” will
confuse the unsuspecting reader.
The remainder of the book is
much like the beginning. A section
called ”The UNIX System and Ofﬁce

Automation” is mostly a survey of Our
Glorious Future in Computers, with

ating and Accessing the System” is

ware. Then comes the most useful part

of the whole book— the bibliography.

The ”Quick Reference to UNIX System

Commands” is too brief for an operating system in which commands are
terse and their options even more so.

I don't want to give the impression

that this book is a total loss. For users
who have some experience with computers and who own or have access to a
system running UNIX, reading this
book could be a good way to become acquainted with some of UNIX’s features.
But to ﬁnd out what UNIX really is or
what it’s really good for, a good reference guide would be a better choice.
Computer books are expensive, and

A User Guide to the UNIX System is no
exception. For the money we pay, we

should at least be able to expect that a
book will be well organized, carefully
typeset, and meticulously edited. If we

vote with our Checkbooks, perhaps
McGraW‘I-Iill will see that Osborne is
no longer the only game in town.

[IBASE || awav
Amdahl 470,- the latter photo is cap-

Apparently, Ashton Tate (the dBASE ||
merchant) is gambling you don‘t
know any better. It’s pitiful.

Well, we’ve been blowing the whistle
on Ashton...and Tate, too.
And you can spread the word.

Be one of the growing legions

that’s moving up to O-PRO 4...

the complete 4th generation
applications development system
for microcomputers.
You can use Q-PRO 4’s super
efficient syntax to finish business
programs much faster. And the
extensive error trap and help screen
capabilities make the finished software products far more friendly, too.

As one convert put it. “ Q-PRO 4

has it all...tne formatted data entry
fie/d edits, and report generator are
absolutely superb.

“Any applications programmer still

struggling with outdated 3rd generation data base managers or worse,
a 2nd generation language like

BAS/C is ripping himself off. ”

So what are you waiting for? Here is
your chance to dump all the dBASE ll
hassles and move up to Q-PRO 4...
the sensational 4th generation
language for faster, easier application
development.

You owe it to yourself, your career,
and your family to move up to
Q—PRO 4 now. It’s that good.
Attention Q-PRO 4 Hotshots.
Current version 3.0 includes Multikey ISAM (true mainframe power).

—DANIEL M. FRANK

Runs with PCDOS, MS-DOS, CP/M,
MP/M, CP/M86, MP/M86, TurboDOS,
MmmOST, MUSE, and NSTAR.

Single-user—$595; Multi—user—$795.
Author's lock up package available.
Finished applications are freely
transportable between operating
systems. Multi-user with true record
and file look.

For Q-PRO 4 demonstration,
go to the nearest MicroAge store
or other fine dealer.
136 Granite Hill Court
Langhorne, PA 19047
(215) 968-5966 Telex 291 -765
GP M, MP M, CP M86, and MP M35 are mﬂemalks 0' Dlgllal Researm. TUVDODUS, MmmUST.
MUSE, NSTAR, M54305 and PCDUS are trademarks cl 507M319 2000, leleVineo Systems.
0 S M . Molewlai, Microsoft and IBM. respectively

nuic-n-easi products inc.
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MAR NG YOUR SCREENS
SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
Tips on writing on-screen user messages
N EACH FIELD, ENTER THE INFORMATION
FOLLOWED BY RETURN. TO CORRECT
MISTAKES, PRESS THE LEFT ARROW KEY TO ERASE
, THE PREVIOUS LETTER. IF YOU WANT TO
; FINISH ADDING RECORDS, PRESS RETURN WHEN

i ASKED FOR DATA.

The chances are that an experienced computer user
could follow these on-screen instructions, after puzzling
: over them for a moment or two. Eventually, he would

_

\ ﬁgure out that ”ﬁnish” has to mean ”stop.” Someone
who had never used a computer program before might
2, not make that intuitive leap, however, and the program
: could end up gathering dust on the shelf.
Writing on-screen user messages presents some

unique language problems. If a programmer wants users
to understand his screen messages, he must think of
words as packets of power, each as signiﬁcant in a
sentence as a variable is in a line of code. But
words are trickier than coding symbols: they
may not mean what the programmer thinks
they mean, they may have several mean-

v ‘v‘,,
v 111111
if: ‘v »o 1114
g %° 1'

.1' ?1 1'6131*
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Iessie Gunn Stephens is a freelance writer in
Sherman, TX. Her work has appeared in

numerous computer-related magazines.
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ILLUSTRATION

0

phrasings, a programmer may ﬁnd himself
forced to use more words than he wants to.
As the programmer sees the words piling
up in his code, he may be tempted to take
short cuts. The result can be a message as
uncommunicative as the one that follows:

BOB AIESE

ings, and their meaning may change accord—
ing to the words used with them.
In the process of choosing the right

SCREENS
AFTER EACH ITEM I WILL ASK
IF YOU WANT IT CHANGED.
IF NOT, I WILL READ IN THE
NEXT ITEM. IF YOU DO
WANT IT CHANGED, THE
CURSOR WILL BE DISPLAYED
AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
DATA.

The programmer who writes
messages like this practices poor
economy. In the course of short—
ening the message, he forgot to tell
the user what action to take! But by
using a few more, carefully chosen
words, a programmer can write messages that inform users precisely
how to control what is going to happen on their screens;
AFTER EACH RECORD IS DISPLAYED, I WILL ASK IF YOU
WANT IT CHANGED. IF YOU
DO NOT, PRESS "N" TO READ
IN THE NEXT RECORD. IF
YOU DO WANT IT CHANGED,
PRESS “Y" TO MOVE THE
CURSOR TO THE BEGINNING
OF THE FIELD.

Short cuts in communication

frequently lead to garbled messages.
Wordy programs and confusing
messages can be avoided if the programmer takes care to choose specific words, words that have precise

meanings and concrete applications.
REMEMBER—THEY‘LL TAKE
YOU LITERALLY

Many ﬁrst-time computer users, because they are acutely aware of
their ignorance and perhaps a little

afraid of what they don’t under-

stand, become literal-minded when
they sit down at the keyboard.

They’re likely to try to follow in-

structions as literally as possible.
I guess we’ve all heard the one
about the man who kept getting

error messages from a program because the user manual told him to
“Type in COMMAND XX and
then RETURN,” and that's exactly
what he typed in. The programmer
can make life easier for his Custom-
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er Service representatives simply by

remembering that users tend to take

When coding error messages,
note what conditions cause the errors (what the user may be doing

AVOID VIOLENT LANGUAGE

cover from them. These messages,

instructions literally.

The smartest programmer will

avoid wording messages in the
violent terms that are common in

computer jargon. Words like fatal,

aborted, crashed, and even error itself have unpleasant connotations
for most people. Why would anyone want such connotations associated with his product? Instead of

ne simple rule reg-

ulates the amount

of screen data an
operator should have to
deal with at any one time.-

Less is better.

these terms, a programmer should

choose words that describe what is
happening without making users

think of death and destruction and
failure. They have enough problems
already without being made to feel

that they have contributed to, or at
least participated in, some violent
act. Remember to instruct users to
”press,” rather than ”hit” a key.
TIE IN WITH THE MANUAL

Messages should be recorded in the

user’s manual exactly as they will

appear on the screen. When people
who are not highly computer-liter—

ate use an unfamiliar program, they
need to feel that someone, somewhere, knew what was going on,
since they themselves do not. A
screen message that varies only

slightly from what the manual said
to expect may confuse users.
So, when designing and coding
screen messages, write them into

the notes from which the manual

will be written, making sure they

appear exactly as they’ll appear on
the screen. Not more or less the
way they will appear, but exactly.

wrong) and what can be done to re—

too, should be noted and included
in the manual exactly as they
appear on the screen.

WORK IN REASONABLE UNITS
One simple rule regulates the
amount of screen data an operator

should have to deal with at any one
time: Less is better.
Screens ﬁlled from top to bottom are confusing, even threaten—

ing, especially if some parts of the

display are ﬂashing, honking, or
otherwise showing off. Operators
don’t know Where to look ﬁrst. It's
much more effective to break the

display up into two or more screens

and show them in a logical order
than to ask users to deal with a
whole screen full of instructions
that they will need to remember.
Menus should contain only

those options actually needed at any
one moment. A preliminary study
of user needs and expectations will

help the programmer plan menus
that make sense in these terms.

KEEP THE READER ORIENTED
On-line documentation should be
designed in such a way that users
know pretty much where they are

within the program at any one time
and how to get from there to somewhere else. Menus should allow
them not only to choose an option
within a particular segment of the
program but also to go to other
menus within the program and to

exit the program.
Titles are among the best orientation devices. Put a title on every

menu, every page of instruction.

Use headings and subheadings to

break up text and direct the reader’s
attention to what it is he’s reading

and why. Never break up a sentence between two screens. Make it
possible to skip over instructional or

other introductory material as soon

PC TECH IOURNAL

SEEIIUA BELIENES
PAYING IBM PBIGES
FOR A PERSONAL GDNIPUTEB
GOULD MAHE ATRAMP
BUT [IF ANYONE.
PRESENTING THE BHANIElEﬂN BY SEEIIUA FOR JUST $1995.
The Chameleon by Seequa lets
you run popular IBM software like
Lotus® 1-2-3TM and dBase II.® It gives
you a keyboard just like the IBM. A
disk drive like the IBM. And a bright
80x25 character screen just like you
know who. And it all comes complete
at a price that isn’t at all like an IBM.
But the Chameleon’s $1995 price

tag isn’t its only advantage over its

famous competitor. The Chameleon

programs around, Perfect Writer“
and Perfect Calc.TM It’s portable. And
you can plug it in and begin computing the moment you unwrap it.
SO before you spend all your
money on an IBM, consider the IBM
compatible Chameleon by Seequa. ‘
It’s a tOOl for modern times
A! ~' ,
that won’t set you back a

‘4

fortune.

also has an 8 bit microprocessor that

The Chameleon by

CP/M-80® programs available. It

r

lets you run any of the thousands Of

comes complete with two Of the best

1'

SEEQUA

COMPUTER

CORPORATION

8305 Telegraph Road

Odenton. MD 21113

Chameleon shown with optional second disk drive.

To learn more about Seequa or for the location Of the Seequa dealer
nearest you, call (800) 638-6066 or (301) 672-3600.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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BASH
YOUR

EPSON

Now you can have full menu-based
operation of all control functions of
all of the Epson printers. Printer
BasherTM software lets you send all
of the complicated printer control
codes, in seconds, by making menu
selections with a few simple key»
strokes:

Control the MX-80, MX—lOO. FX—80.
FX—tOO, RX—SO and RX-tOO printers.
Select and deselect pica, elite. compressed, italic, enlarged. empha‘
sized, doublestrike, underline, superscript and subscript. Set line
spacing, right and left margins and
skip-over—perforation. Load USA.
France, Germany, England, Den—
mark, Sweden. Italy, Spain and Ja—
pan language sets. Control unidirectional, half-speed and proportion»
ally-spaced printing. Store and retrieve 10 complete menu settings
with a few keystrokes. Create ASCII
files of data, corresponding to the
stored menu settings, which can be
accessed by or included in your own
programs to set up the printer as re—
quired. Emulate the IBM—label print—
er for the IBM-PC. eliminating char—
acter printout incompatibilities between IBM-PC software and the Epson FX printers while retaining the
full printer power and versatility.
Download to the FX printers the
complete 255-character dot matrix

definitions for three different IBM

character sets, allowing the FX
printers to print exactly the same
characters as the IBM-label printers.
Ideal for users who want to run soft—

ware written for the IBM graphics

characters, or obtain correct print-

out on screen dumps, or print ASCII
text files from a word processing

SCREENS
as it’s no longer needed. Keep input

requirements as simple and logically

organized as possible. Provide fail-

safe mechanisms to take care of misdirected commands before they can
wipe out valuable data.
Keep users oriented to the im-

portance of what they’re doing by
repeating and asking them to verify

their choices of any options that

will drastically alter a data base. In

other words, make sure that opera-

tors really want to use the option
they’ve selected, when that option
could have a drastic and undesirable
effect on their data. Following are
examples of fail-safe messages:
YOU HAVE SELECTED THE
OPTION TO DELETE FILE
XXX ENTIRELY. IS THIS
WHAT YOU WANT TO DO?
THIS COMMAND WILL
CHANGE AMOUNT OWED.
PLEASE VERIFY CUSTOMER
NAME.

THE ACCOUNT NUMBER YOU
HAVE ENTERED IS THAT OF
IOHN Q. SMITH. IS THIS THE
CORRECT ACCOUNT TO
ALTER?

A programmer should alert users
that what they are about to do will
have an irrevocable effect on their
ﬁles. Such thoughtfulness will save

users money and headaches, making
them feel friendlier toward software

developers and their products.

program. Allows the fast, versatile
Epson FX printers to be used in
place of IBM—label printers and lets

Be Consistent

10 times faster than graphics mode.

the intricacies of someone else’s
code, hot on the trail of a madden—

you print IBM graphics characters at
full text-mode speed, as much as

Printer BasherTM is available for the
IBM-PC, Epson QX—IO, Apple lie and
compatibles, VISA, MC, or send
check. $59.95. Free info. Dealers
welcome.

Connecticut
Software
30 Wilson Avenue
Rowayton, CT 06853
203-838—1844
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Have you ever wasted hours deep in

ingly elusive bug, only to discover

at last that the programmer used a
single variable name for two differ-

ent variables? If you felt like committing murder then, you have an
idea of the problems that the lack of
consistency can raise.
Give users a break. Allow them

to engage their brains’ habit—form~
ing abilities in using the program.

Let them build up trust in the program. Iust ”do the same old thing
all the time," or at least as much of

the time as possible. In other words,

be consistent. If ”Control-E” is used
to mean ”Exit” in one part of the

program, don’t use it to mean ”Go
to the next entry” in another. Let
users transfer experience gained in
one instance to as many other instances as possible.
If instructions, prompts, or mes-

sages appear habitually in about the

f "Control-E” is used to

mean "Exit” in one

part of the program,

then don’t use it to mean
”Go to the next entry” in
another. Let users transfer
experience gained in one
instance to as many other
instances as possible.
same place on each screen, users
will know automatically to check
for them there, which will help
them use the program more efﬁciently. Similarly, if they’re accustomed to seeing a caution or warning outlined in asterisks, avoid us—
ing plus signs, exclamation points,

or whatever as outlines; otherwise
the warning may never make it past

the barrier of expectation.
Many of us learned in school
that using the same word over and
over to mean the same thing is not
an esthetically pleasing practice.
Forget it. Documentation is not lit-

erature. Use the same word, and be

sure it means the same thing every

time it is used. Don’t instruct the
user to ”Type X” one time and
“Enter X” the next (especially not
when what is really meant is ”Type
X and press Enter”)
Provide Feedback
Users always need to see that the
computer is responding in some
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NEWS FOR BUSINESS USERS OF IBM MINI’S...

Announcing
DBA 34/36 . . .
the RPGII Data Base

5 Reasons Why DBA 54/56 Will Increase the Facility, Speed, Accuracy
and Flexibility ofYour Information Processing and Lower
Your New Business Applications Costs
Now there is a true data base management system (DBMS)
for IBM System 54 and 56 users which organizes computer
ﬁles into a single, coordinated information bank that is
accessible in a variety of logical groupings—DBA 54/56
from Fits Systems Inc. Here are ﬁve reasons why you

should be using it with your mini:

DBA 54/56 is the only data base management
I system designed for both the IBM System 54 and

the new System 56—a true data base, not just a scaled—
down version of mainframe software or retrieval tool.

DBA 54/56 makes it easy to deﬁne and produce
I recurring reports including simple user-deﬁned
calculations. All requisite support programs, including
Data Base Maintenance, a powerful Universal Inquiry
Program. RPG II Interface and a Report Generator come
with the package.
Because DBA 54/56 is written in RPG 11, your proI grammers can adapt any of its calling subroutines
into your own programs, signiﬁcantly reducing program—
ming time for new applications.

Free Demonstration Disk Available

DBA 54/56 can be up-and—running in less than a

I week because it does not change existing ﬁles.
Instead, DBA 54/56 creates an external structure that manages references to your ﬁles with remarkable efﬁciency.

An experienced programmer can install DBA 54/56 and

have it running inquiry against your ﬁles in just a few days.

5

No schooling is required—your stafiC will quickly

I become proﬁcient with DBA 54/56 by simply using

the “user friendly" manual supplied with the package. The
manual describes installation procedures and includes

complete instructions for tailoring DBA 54/56’s functions
to reference the ﬁles selected for installation.

You Can Try DBA 54/56 For 45 Days FREE
We offer qualiﬁed users a free 45 day trial of DBA 54/56 in
order to demonstrate what it can do for you. We’ll send

you a copy of the software, and complete installation doc—
umentation, for a 45 day free trial to use on your own system. We think you’ll wonder how you ever did without
it—but, if you‘re not completely satisﬁed, simply return
the package—there‘s no further obligation.

Casey Stern, Vice President
FITS Systems, Inc.
DBA Department
65 West Red Oak Lane
White Plains, NY. 1060 4
212-269—5540 ' 914—694-1554

|

I
I

I

|

I
I
I
I

|

D YES, I’m interested in your
DBA 34/36 Software Package.

I

D FREE DEMO DISC which illustrates DBA 54/56

:

CI MORE INFORMATION—have a sales rep contact me.

I

I

I

I
I
I

I

I

I
I
I
I

Please send me:

D COMPLETE PACKAGE for 45-day free trial

:

Tide

Name

Company

Address

Telephone (
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7ip

State

City

3

Best Time

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
_I

Multi-tasking...
M“ Iti'user-u

MultiLink!

MultiLink turns PC-DOS (or MS-DOS) into a multi-user, multi-tasking
system without expensive hardware. If you have at least 96K of memory,
MultiLink is all you need for concurrent processing.
If you also have serial ports and appropriate terminals, you can station up to 8
additional users running normal DOS applications.
MultiLink permits task synchronization, prioritization, disk and file sharing,
and other features geared to development of multi-user software.
Also included is a full-featured bulletin board system allowing dial-in access
which runs as an independent task.
On the market since February of ’83, MultiLink supports the IBM PC or XT
running either PC-DOS 1.1 or 2.0, and will handle future releases as required.
Also supported are the Columbia, Corona, and Eagle 1600 series, with others
under development.
Available now at $295. Evaluation version for the faint of heart. Visa, MC
accepted. Dealer inquiries invited.

SCREENS
manner to the action they’re taking
or have just taken. Immediate re-

sponse is a plus in making the user
feel comfortable with the program.
The message needn’t be complex;
all it needs to do is inform operators
that they’re not being ignored.

Feedback implies showing data
on the screen as users type it in, al-

ways responding immediately to a
user action, and providing warnings
against undesirable action.

11 addition, the message
that advises users that

they’ve just goofed

should also tell them what
to do next. A message that
says only that something is

wrong is next to useless for

computer novices.
CIRCLE NO. 127 ON READER SERVICE CARD

more important than in error mes-

Say goodbye to the Tower of Babel with . ..

sages. Of course, the program should
be designed to detect user errors as
early as possible and to provide
some means for dealing with illegal
input. In addition, the message that
advises users that they’ve just

XENO-ISK
The disk production system
for your PC!

goofed should also tell them what to
do next. A message that says only

Read, write, format and duplicate
70 disk formats on your IBM-PC or
compatible under MS-DOS. Developed
from our popular Xeno-CopyTM utilities.
Now supports popular 8 " and 96 TPI formats.

XENO-DISK ................. $379.50
Also available:
- XENO COPYTM ...................................................... $99.50
Read and transfer 70 formats to PC/MS-DOS (one way transfer)
- XENO-COPY PLUST"I ................................................ $149.50
Read and write 70 formats (bi-directional file transfer)
- ADVANCEDT'”I Option ............................................ add $50.00
Supports 8," 96 TPI, parameter input for other formats. Included in XENO-DISK.

RUN CP/M-80 PROGRAMS ON YOUR PC. . . . $99.50!

80MATEI”, our CP/ M emulator, will run almost any CP/M-80 program under
MS-DOS. No need for expensive co-processor boards!

Essex
See your dealer or call for information.

systemsinc.

Dept. J, 7950 W. Fourth Street
Los Angeles, CA 90048

(243)933-0857
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Feedback also implies useful in—
formation. Nowhere is usefulness

that something is wrong is next to
useless for computer novices.
Take the time, too, to provide
some device that will prevent
screens from being entirely blank
for more than a few seconds. Maybe
an experienced user wouldn’t reboot
a program just because the screen

went blank and silent after he gave
a command, but many inexper-

ienced people would, especially if
they are already confused and not
terribly certain of what’s going on.

80, provide some hint that the sys-

tem hasn’t died whenever there’s
the slightest possibility of doubt.

Something like ”One moment,

please,” for example. Whenever posPC TECH JOURNAL

P LADA

"X‘
'nCIn“?
L: I. E
I:
I

The first full featured word processor for the IBM personal computer capable of
producing all mathematical, scientific and engineering symbols* including superscripts

and subscripts for complete equation editing on screen.

Multi-lingual capabilities include the specific characters, accents and letters found in

French, Spanish, German, Italian and all other western European languages.
Advanced Word Processing features include:
0 Command line driven editor

0 Comprehensive, easily accessible on-Iine help
0 All features, including bold, italics, underlining and special characters appear on
screen exactly as they are printed.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE $250 MAIL ORDER ONLY. OFFER EXPIRES JULY 31/84.

PELADA INFORMA'L'ICA Inc.
87 Queen St., Kingston, Ontario,
Canada K7K 1A5
Tel. (613) 549-1747

“Requires Epson FX-80, FX-100 or similarly featured printer.

FREE SAMPLE DISK AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.
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C MS-DOS

Without software you’re nowhere.
That’s why the Corona PC runs virtually everything. Wordstar.1 dBASE 11.2
Lotus 1—2-3 33“ Thousands of packages in all. But we didn’t stOp there.
We give you 60% better graphics than [BM® (640x325 pixels). 80 your pie
Q
charts look tastier. We doubled the memory: 128K memory expandable to 512K
‘
on the main board. For power that won’t quit. And we bundle software. For instant
productivity right out of the box. All at a price about 20% less than IBM’s.
The Corona PC. Once you can run the world, running)your business looks easy. In North

GW BASIC

America, call 1-800-621-6746 for the Authorized Corona ealer near you.

In Holland, call 020-03240-18111. There are over 1600 dealers worldwide.

And their job is to help. Service by Xerox.

COI'OI'ICI
data svstems, Inc.

THE CORONA PC
OConma Data Systems 1934. 1.7TM Miuopm Corp. 2. TM Ashton-Tate. 3. TM Lotus Development Corp. ‘HTS driver needed for gmphiai only.
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“C”APPLICA TIONS OFF TO A FL YING STA
(:1_ TRE

'

SCREENS

WITH

T.\I

SORT/SELEgltdigRGE

RECORD MANAGEMENT
SUBSYSTEM

Msuasﬂsrm

°A¢yaifi§féd uickAToumament

- Advanced B + Tree Strugurejjgff

- Fast And Efficienteaiyrﬁ”

'Son' /

\}

. Unlimited “Mikey?

//,. .- ' "Duplicate. LIFO/

. Modifi2\t:le

‘

‘

k-S’b'itVB-Tree or Segiential Files
”(MA *- Automaticall jg§Es7All

"it

Aygilagle;Memory

"U: ~:Spec1fied Criteria
'Cfe es Tag (Index) Sorting File
- Automatic interface To B-Tree

ordering information

% SOURCE CODE OPTION

$99 per Program plus Shipping.

Format 5% Disk MS-DOS

Compatible Linkable 8086-ﬁle
format modules for Lattice—C
Compliers, others soon.
Complete documentation.

$239 per ”gram. Plus Sh‘PPimg'

“C Source Code IS alsoavailable:

requrres license. A credit is

all°wed f‘” Obj?“ “Gem

purchased prevrously.
MULTIPLE COPY OPTION
Multiple copies of object code
may be made with this license at a
very low unit cost.

Telephone Orders Accepted

AccuData Software

Visa/Mastercard
(512) 476-8356

Use Menus
Communicate with users via menus
as frequently as possible. In general,
it is best to avoid a series of Yes/No

rt'O'n Any Number/Type

\- S ect Records According To

SINGLE UNIT LICENSE

sible, operators should receive immediate feedback in response to
every action taken in the program.

Dept. D-6
P.O. Box 6502

Austin, Texas 78762
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responses when all the viable options could be presented in menu
form. Menus offer either actions or
objects. They should always be titled so that operators understand the
meaning of the options offered.
The best phrasing for action
menus is usually verb/object:
"PRINT DOCUMENT"; ”LOAD
FILE",- ”GO TO XX MENU.”
Menus offering a choice among
objects, such as ﬁles, should be
arranged in some conventional, eas-

ily recognizable order, such as a1phabetically or by frequency of use.
Whatever convention is chosen
should be used for all menus.

The Screen Should

Speak for Itself

gl

M‘

If you use your personal computer for business, or ifyour com-

puter use is all business, and you haven’t bought SAFEWARESM

\\".\

you could be in for an expensive shock. Most homeowners
insurance excludes computers used for business of any kind.

II/I///

Now there’s SAFEWARE. An insurance professional developed

SAFEWARE to cover his own personal computer. Since then,
thousands of other owners have purchased the only coverage

that protects all hardware, all purchased software, and all
media—regardless ofuse—after a low $50 deductible. SAFEWARE
protects against: 0 Theft 0 Fire 0 Accident 0 Damage in transit
- Earthquake 0 Power Surges All for one low annual premium.

Call todayfor
immediateprotection.

In 0/210 (614) 262-0559
Phones open 8am. to 8pm.
Month)! thru Saturday

Selecr coverage for your total system
Annual
Premium

5 2001-5 5,000
l9 5,001-$ 8.000
s 8,001-311000

S 60
s 75
s 90

Street
City
System Values

$1].001-$l4,000

$105

[I Check D VISA El MasterCard Exp.

Call for rates on higher limits.

Contract form differs in Texas.

S 35

_
800848 3469”

.

users V10 menus as

frequently (IS possi-

ble In gener(11, It IS beSt to

avoid a series of Yes/No re-

317011533 When an the Viable
options could be presented

'
111 menu form'
active program, devote some care

per

Yes, my computer needs immediate protection!
Issue my SAFEWARE coverage immediately.

Name

State

.

ommumcate Wlth

and planning to that part of the

SAFEWARE. Po BOX 02211, COLUMBUS, OH 43202

Amount of
insurance

up“) 3 7 000

Screen messages can be made to
communicate clearly and effectively. When designing an inter-

l

E7261? computer tbqﬂ/ 61“n
wom/ F07 as 112116 615 . . - $35 a year

package with which the users are
most intimately involved— the in-

structions, prompts, messages’ and

menus that guide them through It.

Zip

Card it
.\'0 risk. Hm my Mum con/ruclfbr/lrl/ ref/lull] m'l/JI'M '10 {/1031 Coi'emger and limilr 1m»
sir/yer! {a [be terms. com/[lions and KYL'III.‘II)II.\' «(Ital/(r Included in [be run/rad.

Scriens that speak for tllciemselves
fna e a 12:23“? eager or uskers to
63m an eve Opers to mar 6t-

-
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INDEPENDENT ST0RE IN NYc DEDICATED
Pc soFTWARE AND PERIPHERALs ONLY
IN STORE WE DEMONSTRATE MOST

""".. I .ﬂ'ﬁﬂi
-l “Egg:-

PRODUCTS WE SELL—BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

I. H II N ‘ I -- ‘-.
*

STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.-5:30 RM. E.S.T. MON—FRI.

.
-»
.L-J-lt ‘5

Saturdays closed lor months 01 July. Aug.. Sept.
Terms, conditions and prices diller in our store.

lulu-III...

P0 LINK, GORP. 29 WEST 38TH ST. 2ND FL., NEW YORK, NY 10018

HELIXBUBBLEMEMORYBOARDS.......................................CAL

WE ARE CELEBRA11NG OUR FIRST ANNIVERSARY.

'

All Prices Listed here are strictly subject to our current Stock Available for Anniversary Sale.
IIISINESS SOFTWARE

NORTON COMPUTER
NORTON UTILITIES ...................

ALPHA SOFTWARE

DATABASEMANAGERII ........... $205.00

”SOFTWARE

TYPE FACES ......................

PEARL SOFT

EXECUTIVE PACKAGE ......

109.00

ASHTON-TATE
dBASE II (PC DOS) .................
BOTTW LINE STRATEGIST IIIIIIII
FTNANCIAL pLANNER ______________
FRIDAY ............................

CONTINENTAL

HOME ACCOUNTANT PLUS .........
ULTRA FILE ......................

TAX ADVANTAGE ..................

89.00

335.00
299‘“)
399.00
179.00
35.00
139.00
45.00

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT --------- 319-00

CREATABASE ---------------------

PERSONAL PEARL.................

ROSE SOFT

55.00

55-00

CALL

PROKEY 3.0 .......................
SOFTWARE ARTS

09.00

TK SOLVE“ ------------------------

299-00

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ~~~~~~~~~
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING -------

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS INC.

”-00
89-00

MULTIMATE ........................ 295.00

PLANET FALL ........................
SERPENTINE ........................

39.00
25.00

SPY/DER...........'.:.......:.:::'...

(2350

SUSPENDED .........................

39.00

ZORK I, II, III ...................... ea.

27.00

SPINNAKER SERIES

..

STYX ................................

WITNESS ------ I --------------------WIZARDRY ...........................

ZURAN DEFENDER ...................
_
FUSE/1:33
COSMIC CRUSADERS .............
MASTER MINER ...................
SNACK ATTACK ....................

ENERTRONICS
ENERGRAPHICS ...................

CALL

SORCIM
SUPERCALC |l| ....................

299.00

0. GRAPH .........................
DIUTlL ............................
GRAFOX ..........................
OZ ................................
QUICKCODE .......................

189.00
69.00
209.00
CALL
189.00

VISICALC FOUR ....................
DESKTOP PLAN ...................
VISIFILE ...........................
VISITREND/VISIPLOT ..............
V|S|WORD .......................

179.00
190.00
190.00
190.00
190.00

"""""""
KRAFT JOYSTICK
HAYES MACH ||| JOYSTICKS """""
"""""
"om-[ons
.
AMDEK 310A

50.00

CORVUS ...........................
PEGASUS ............................
QUME T142 .........................

CALL
CALL
CALL

PRINCETON GRAPHIC HX-12 ..........
SFI-12..........
ZENITH FtGB MONITOR ...............

TANDON TM 1002 ...................

200.00

FRIENDLYSOFT

FRIENDLY WRITER ................

HARVARD SOFTWARE

HARVARD PROJECT MANAGER-----

CAI-L

HAYES
SMARTCOM II .....................

95.00

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE

TIM IV .............................

I U s

CALL

DISK DRIVES

SYSGEN .............................
MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS

64 RAM CHIPS .......................

AST CARDS ..........................

QaSEEOAR‘DCiAED __________________

A

MA

R ....................

INVENTORY CONTROL .............
ORDER ENTRY ....................

295.00
295.00

PC MOUSE"""""""""""""""""
LIGHTPEN ......................
FTG
ELANTRON'GS GOI—GR PLUS CARD ~~

EASYWRITERII/SHELLER/MAIL....

CALL

PRINCETON GRAPHICS ---------------

ACCOUNTING AR/AP/GL ea.........

PAYROLL ..........................

EASY FILER .......................
EASY PLANNER ...................

LOTUS
DEVELOPMENT
CORP.
ORDERS) ..
“2-3 (NO MAIL
LOTUS

SYMPHONY NO MAIL ORDERS _ __

I

I

MICRO DATA BASE
KNOWLEDGE MAN .................

”‘0
MICRO
INFOSTAR .........................

WORDSTAR .......................

295.00

345.00

240.00
169.00

CALL

CALL

HERCULES --------------------------

ENTERTAINMENT & EDUCATION
ATI TRAINING PACKAGES ________ ea.

ATTACK ON ALTAIR ...................

COMPUTER FACTS IN 5 ..............

CONQUEST ..........................

CALL
55.00

CALL

CAI-L

D. .'D.D.....................
MAXELL S

CALI-

D.S./D,D .....................

5500

29.00

22.00

29.00

FLIGHT SIMULATOR ..................

35.00

D'ABLO G30 TRACTOR FEED ----------

CALL

----------GORGON
& SINK .........................

299°

MICROSOFT
MULTIPLAN IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
COMPILERS _______________________

179.00
CALL

NORTH AMERICAN BUSINESS
MEMORY SHIFT ...................

65.00

VERBATIM (5 year warranty)
21144 HEAD/CLEAN KIT ......
S.S.:’D.D
‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘
D.S.I’D.D .....................

"“"TERS

32.00
32.00

CALL

S.S./S.D. ....................

37.00

FRIENDLY ARCADE.................... _
FRIENDLY PC INTRO SET. . .
..

FROGGEH _______________

HIDE
HI RES #4 ...........................
MOON BUGS .........................
MY LETTERS. NUMBERS & WORDS. ..
PC CRAYON ..........................
PC TUTOR ...........................

25.00

22.00
27.00
29.00
32.00
39.00
49.00

$50.00
38.00

39'00
45'00
'

$175 00

CALL

479.00
CALL
499.00
$205.00
489.00

S.S./D.D..................... $30.00

DEADLINE ...........................

29.00
29.00

27.00

27.00
27.00

”AYES SMART MODEM 12°08 """" “93°

DYSAN

CALL

CALL

M°°EM5

HAYES SMART MODEM ...............
HAYES SMART MODEM 1200 IIIIIIIIII

CAL

DIGGER .......................
......
THE EXTERMINATOR . ..

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL .......

COLOR II + ..................

DISKETTES

CALL

25.00
27 00

SLEEPS/i535“ --------- 32:3

CAL:

CALL
CALL

39-00
49.00

‘ccEssomEs

CURTIS PRODUCTS
DISPLAY PEDESTAL .........
MONO CABLE ...............

mam

29.00

38

.00

27.00

38.00
10:50
26.00
36.00

DIABLO P32 D-MATRIX ............... CALL
DIABLG 530 -------------------------- 51675-00

OR ”‘25 -------------DYNAX DX'I5
..
PROWRITER 1OBPI- ~ - C ITHO
PROWRITER F10 ....................

249-00

CAI-L

399-00

925.00

1499.00
465.00
93p IIIIIIIIIIII
699.00
TOSHIBA P1351 lllllllll
1499.00
. TOSHIBA [31340 ________
CALL
CALL
EPSON FX SERIES ......
CALL
.. . ,
NEC 3550 .....................
25.00
PRINTER CABLE/PARALLEL ...........
IDS

PRISM 132 COMPLETE .....

OKIDATA 92P ................

cm TOLL FREE 800-221-0343 “IT JSLEFEH IN NEW YORK CALL1-212-730-8036
ERMS AND

We reserve the right to repair. replace or return to manufacturer for repair, all goods
acknowledged faulty or damaged on receipt by customer. Customer must call {or Realm
Authorizatlon Number before returning any goods. Prompt attention will be given to all
damaged and faulty returned goods. Any goods returned for credit are subject to 10%
restocking charge, plus shipping charge. No returns lOr credit on any soltware. Customer
must deal with the manufacturer directly if the customer lindS any false claims made by

N

0N5

the manufacturer. All goods are shipped UPS. only. Add 2% of price. or minimum o1 $3.00
for shipping. We do not ship C.O.D. Please allow one to two weeks 101 personal or
corporate checks to clear. To expedite shipping send money order, certilied cashier's
check, or charge to your VISA. MasterCard, WE DO NOT Add a Service Charge For Credit
Card Usage. Prices subject to change without notice. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.

M0dula—Z.

Simply

Better.

More and
more software developers are ﬁnding a
new language simply better
than C or Pascal. They're finding

Modula-2. by Niklaus IMrth, the creator of

Pascal. For professional programmers, it’s simply
a better language.
Modula-2. Simple like Pascal [if you know Pascal.
you can be writing Modula programs in hours] but with
much more power and flexibility. Power to handle any
pmfessional application. so there’s no need for extensions.
Modula-2. Better than B because it gives you
strong typing and superior separate compilation
facilities. That means you write cleaner
programs, taster.
[Inly LIJGITECII's Modula-Z/BB system translates
directly into high-speed native code for PC-IJIJS‘",
MS-IJIIS'” and CP/M-Bﬁ'".

No other system speeds your Modula programs
along faster than our native code compiler. And our
high-level, symbolic debugger ensures your programs
arrive in flawless running condition.
Mufti-level overlays, 8087 support, ItllMable
code, and a full library of standard modules make
Modula-2/86 the perfect system for every professional
application.
We also offer the only VAX/VMS'” resident and
cross compiler for the 8086.
For VAX mainframes to PCs, look to LﬂGITEcH's
Modula-2 software development systems. For
professional programmers, it's simply a better choice.

LOGITECH

805 Veterans BIvd., Redwood City, CA 94063
415-365-9852
LUGITECH SA (in Europe), [EH-1143 Apples, Switzerland
LOGITECH Srl.. Corso Nigra 60, 10015 IVREA TD, Italy

I’D-libs is a TM of IIIM. MS-llﬂs is a TM of Microsoft. EP/M-tiﬁ is a fill of
Digital Research, VAX/IIMS is a "it of Digital Equipment Corp.
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8087 SUPPORT and FORTRAN for your PC
87 FORTRAN/RTOS .. ~ our adaptation

of the Intel Fortran-86 Compiler generates in
line 8087 code using all 8087 data types

including 80-bit reals and 64-bit intergers. The

compiler uses the Intel large memory model,
allowing code/data structures of a full mega‘
byte, and supports overlays. Includes RTOS
and support for one year ............. $1350

87 PASCAL/RTOS ” is Intel's ISO»

Standard Pascal with 8087-8088 exceptions.

These make it possible to use all the 8087 data
types directly, while generating modules in
one ofthethree Intel Memory Models, Includes
RTOS and support for one year ...... $1350

RTOS DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE

includes 87FORTRAN, 87PASCAL, PL/M-86.
Utilities,TX Screen Editorand RTOS. . . $2500

RTOS—
REAL TIME MULTI-TASKING/
MULTl-USER EXECUTIVE

RTOS is a Micro Ware configured ver5ion of

iRMX-86. Includes ASM-86, LINK-86, LOO-86,
LIB-86, and the ROM Hex Loader ..... $600

OBJ"ASM"‘ - a multipass object module

translator and disassembler, Produces assembly language listings which include public
symbols, external symbols, and labels

commented with cross references. Ideal for

understanding and patching object modules

for which source is unavailable ......... $200

Mic
Ware

PO. Box 79
Kingston, MA

02364
(617) 746-7341

MW9286 ' Configured to your specifica-

tions, our computer runs RTOSr’286 or XENIX
Includes one Intel compiler, seven slot multibus
chassis, hard disk. streaming tape backup and
Intel Service Contract Six to twenty times faster

than your PC ............................. CALL

87BASIC .. includes patches to the IBM

Basic Compiler and both runtime libraries for

USER TRANSPARENT and COMPLETE 8087

support Provides super last performance for
all numeric operations including trigono-

metrics, transcendentals addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division .............. $150

87 MAC R0" - our complete 8087 software
development package. It contains a “Prepro

cessor,“ source code for a set of 8087 macros,

and a library of numeric functions including
transcendentals, trigonometrics, hyperbolics,

encoding, decoding and conversions. . . $1 50

87DEBUG - a professional debugger with

8087 support, a sophisticated screen-oriented

macro command processor, and trace features

which include the ability to skip tracing through
branches to calls and software and hardware
interrupts. Breakpoints can be set in code 0.

on guarded addresses in RAM ......... $150

F0 R-> BASm - a library of interface routines
which allow MS Fortran programs to call the
IBM Basic Compiler library and access

features such as the RANDOM NUMBER
GENERATOR, SOUND, PLAY, DRAW and
SCREEN commands .................... $150

You Can
'IéIk'Ib Us!
CIRCLE NO. 174 ON READER SERVICE CARD

8087-3 CHIP ........ $175

- with diagnostic program.

64K RAM Upgrade.............. $47.50

87/88GUIDE - an excellent tutorial on

writing 8087 code and interfacing it with
compilers Full of code that runs! ..........

MATRIXPAK

manages a MEGABYTE!

Written in assembly language, our runtime
package accurately manipu ates large matrices
at very fast speeds Includes matrix inversion
and the solution of simultaneous linear equa—

tions Callable from MS Fortran 3.2, 87MACRO,
87BASIC, and RTOS ................ each $150

MICROSOFT FORTRAN 3.2 or

PASCAL 3.2 - These IEEE compatible

compilers support double precision and the

8087 ................................ each $259

MICROSOFT C COMPILER includes

Lattice C and the MS Librarian ........... $350

XENIX ................................. CALL
FLOAT87 for MS or LATTICE C .......... $125
SuperSoft Fortran 66 ...................... 299

Computer Innovations 086 ........... 345

STSC APL* PLUS/PC ..................... 545
TURBO PASCAL ...................
HALO GRAPHICS ............
GRAPHMATIC............
...
ENERGRAPHICS
....... 295
Professional BASIC ........................ 295
Kidger Optical Design Program .......... 3000
COSMOS REVELATION ................... 850
dBASE II .................................. CALL
MAYNARD W81 HARD DISK .............. 995
MAYNARD W82 HARD DISK ............ 1170
256K RAM CHIPS........................ CALL
SuperCalc III with 8087 Support ......... CALL
87BASIC+ ................................. 75
MAYNARD Electronics Boards ......... CALL

W‘éirga‘ivzaaag”

STRUCTURED

Bgéél"SC
A User Command

Language and
Structured BASIC.How They Relate

a;la

y ﬁrst program was written in 1955. It was in machine language:

Q No higher-level languages existed then. The machine was an

:3; IBM-650 and all its instructions and data had to be ten-digit numbers. The machine had 2000 four-digit addresses.

ﬁgs

Since then I have written hundreds of programs in FORTRAN, APT (a
reversed Polish notation language), BASIC, APL, ALGOL, and COBOL, most

of the large ones in FORTRAN and BASIC.
Why BASIC? Several reasons:
— It is a higher-level language and also an editor and an operating sys—

tem. Its editing commands include LIST, DELETE, RENUM, and others. Its
operating—system commands include LOAD (or OLD), SAVE, KILL (or UN-

SAVE), FILES (or CATALOGUE), and others.

— It is suited for both scientiﬁc computations and data base manage-

ment. Practically all mathematical functions and the most intricate string

and ﬁle management needs can be programmed in BASIC.
— It is relatively easy to debug. During program development, there is
no need to use an editor or to compile. Line numbers make it easy to point
to syntax errors. The PRINT and STOP statements allow easy tracing of

program execution, even without such commands as TRON and TROFF.

lULY 1984
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UCL
— It is friendly. It places a minimum number of constraints on the

nal, Nov/ Dec, 1983) I suggested
that a standard user command lan-

to be declared, certain arrays don’t
have to be dimensioned, strings are

puting community. Here I propose

and so on.

hope an accepted standard for such

programmer—variables don’t have

dynamic, ﬁle handling is ﬂexible,

guage (UCL) be adopted by the comto show how such a language relates
to structured BASIC programs. I

— It can be compiled. In the

structures can be set up.

preted and was therefore slow when

pal commands in UCL:

past, BASIC could only be inter—

used for certain applications. But

now, at last, it can be both interpreted and compiled.

believe that the day
will come when users
will want the source

code of many of their appli-

cation programs so that
they may correct errors and

modify the programs for

their speciﬁc needs. BASIC

is ideal for this.

— It runs on more than two

million computers. I ﬁnd it relatively easy to implement most of my
BASIC programs on any computer.

Although there are many versions
of BASIC today, the problem of con-

verting a program in one version of
BASIC to another is really not too

difﬁcult, especially if the program is
well-structured and documented.

— It is easy to modify. My expe-

rience shows that a useful program
never remains unchanged, and it is

easy to modify BASIC programs. I

believe that the day will come
when users will want the source
code of many of their application

programs so that they may correct
errors and modify the programs for

their speciﬁc needs. BASIC is ideal
for this kind of modiﬁcation.

A USER COMMAND
LANGUAGE LEADS TO

STRUCTURE

In an earlier article ("UCL. A User

Command Language,” PC Tech [our-
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First, let me review the princi-

COMPUTE— Carry out computing tasks. This command may

have qualiﬁers (such as COM/
MUL for multiplication) or

may be replaced by several
other commands (such as

FIND, MIN, MAX, PLAY,
QUIZ, and SIMULATE).
DISPLAY— Display on the screen
or print into a ﬁle the current

values of designated data. This
includes data read from DATA
statements (or from a ﬁle) and
the results of computations.
EXAMPLE—Give examples of
the precise format of the designated command. The purpose

of the command is to remind
the user about the format of a
speciﬁc command by providing

examples.
GET- Get data from the DATA

statements of the program or
from a designated ﬁle. My experience has shown that most pro-

grams use numerical and/or
character data.
HELP—Give brief information on
the designated topic. This com-

mand is usually for the infre-

quent user. For example, the
command HELP COMMANDS
lists all the available commands, HELP ALL lists all the

available help messages.

NEW— Prompt the user for new

data or for changes in designated portions of the current

data. This command allows the
user to change data without
having to stop the program.
SAVE-Save the current data in a

designated ﬁle. This command

supplements the command
NEW. It is useful when the

user inputs a lot of data or

when results are needed for
future use.

STOP—Stop the running of the
program. Although the running
of most programs may be termi—

nated by using special keys, it is

a good idea to use such a command. Open ﬁles can then be

closed and, if so coded, another
designated program can be run.

Structure can be introduced
into a program by coding the commands in speciﬁc line numbers. In
most of my ﬁrst programs line numbers were used haphazardly— 100
here and a 257 there. Frequently, I

found the need for inserting statements in a range of lines that could

not hold them—and I would then

use unnecessary GOTOs or GO-

SUBs. I’m sure that many BASIC
programmers still follow this pattern. I no longer do.
The following framework

seems to meet the needs of all my

programs, small and large:

Commands and
Block(s)
Routines
Preliminaries and constants
100
Command, HELP, and EXAM- 1000
PLE
GET, SAVE, NEW, and D182000
PLAY
COMPUTE and/or other major 300040005000
commands
Subroutines
6000,7000,8000,9000
DATA statements
9900
STOP and run another program 9999

In this framework, block XXX
means a group of line numbers
starting with XXX. Most of the

blocks in my programs have the
format XXOO, in analogy to city

blocks and telephone numbers of

institutional exchanges.

Block 100 is used for such pre-

liminaries as dimension statements
and assigning values to constants.

This block is executed only once. In
block 1000 the user is prompted for

a command, and the command is interpreted and executed. Block 2000
is devoted to reading, changing, dis-

playing, and saving of data.
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kpoint encountered. CSIIP=..HH10RY_TESTERI188

lR CODE

OPERRNMS)
;..HD10RY_TESTER899

tFSRZl.8848
; .HMRDDR48882
- 88
- 18
- 48
- 18
LOCAL UanRLES ON THE STRCX
: 8917318888
BUFFERLENGTH = 881E
BUFFER CONTENTS
$8888 54 45 53 54 4D 45 40 4F 52 59 28 58 4F 49 4E 54
$8818 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88
895
(1828632
SS:89D3
DS:89D3
88:1888
3”
11128182
SP2F588
SI :FSRB
81:8903
886
BP=F588
888
FL: 08 D8 11 T8 88 28 98 P8 C8
”0t PTR
— DS
RERD
- DS
RERD
URITE — DS
HRITE - DS

'TESTHEHORY POINT!»
*0...

:vnble RP BYte COHpar-e CONsole DElete Dl‘la
FLaEChn Ei‘lacro EUaluate F1 H
F [tilt ”41' Load
LOGic
HOR
NEst.
L00p
micro HEnu HODule HOUe
n' 5 PC Probe Uersinn X183
(C)Copgright Mron Corp 1983. 1984

ATRON Announces
A State of the Art Advance in

Software Debugging — PC Probe
PROGRAMMERS AND
MANAGERS knowthatfinding bugs
during new product development and

over the entire product life cycle adds up
to a significant portion of total product
deelopment cost and support time.
Investing in the right debugging tools will

greatly improve time to market as well as
minimize development cost. Atron Corp.
has the right debugging tools for the PC
environment. These are:

1) PC PROBE
2) SOFTWARE PROBE
3) PERFORMANCE ANALYZER
PC PROBE plugs into a PC or compatible.
It is a total system debugger with features
like:

Real Time Trace

Program flow is saved in trace memory

while running at full speed. PC PROBE

can display trace data as high level
language line numbers, procedure names
etc. — or as 8088 instructionsln addition.
DMA cycles. interrupt lines and external
logic probes can be traced. Real time
trace answers the question “How did I

get here"?

Hardware Breakpoints
The PC PROBE has 8 breakpoints and
can trap conditions such as instruction

execution, read. write, to, DMA. interrupt.
or external logic probes. Breakpoints can
also be set on ranges of address or
data — symbolically toot

Enhanced Human Interface
The PC PROBE designers know the
importance of EASE OF USE. The PC

PROBE interface has a menu window
which displays the syntax of each
command — so you never have to
remember how a command works. It also
recalls the previous invocation of each
command to save tedious typing — and

tedious thinking!

Symbolic Debugging

Avoid the tedium of sifting through link
maps to find out where things are. The
PC PROBE uses your C. PASCAL,
assembly language program symbols.

Macro Commands

Why be limited by a fixed set of de-

bugging commands? PC PROBE lets you

create your own powerful macro commands with parameter passing. nesting,

LOOPING and lF/THEN/ELSE control.

ANNOUNCING
SOFTWARE PROBE
The same great software used on PC

PROBE is now available separately as

SOFTWARE PROBE 7

ONLY $295
Software probe is the only software

debugger available which provides a

hardware reset and break box for
program crash recovery. What good is
a software debugger it you can't get

control of run away programs?

PERFORMANCE ANALYZER
How do you find time critical program
problems or know where to start
performance tuning your software? Get

Atron's new Software Performance and
Timing Analyzer. Then you can display

histograms of how your programs run #
by time or by events. You can perform
many different timing measurements.

Atron has many happy customers who
have made critical product schedules

because of PC PROBE. Why waste time

on primitive debugging techniques? —
Call us today and ask for your l2—page
data sheet. Manuals also available for $25.

Memory Protection

What good is a debugger that can be
wiped out by an undebugged program?
PROBE software is write protected and
can't be changed.

20665 FOURTH STREET 0 SARATOGA. CA 95070 0 (408) 741—5900
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SQUEEZED
FOR
SLOTS?

D Six expansion slots plus power supply

El Brings system total to ten slots
1] No special addressing, part of PC

1/0 bus
El Compatible with all PC expansion
cards
El No noise—no fan
An expansion chassis is a must for anyone who needs to go behind the PC’s
minimum configuration. Simply plug the
I-Bus Six-Pac Expansion Chassis into one
slot of your PC—and you’ve doubled
your expansion slots from five to a total
of ten. There’s no special addressing or
software required. Cards plugged into the
Six-Pac perform exactly as if they were
in the main system unit.
And there’s plenty of power, too, because chances are your PC will run out of
power before it runs out of slots. The SixPac’s 40W supply quietly powers its own
slots, with negligible power drawn from
the PC.
It’s only $795, including 18" shielded
interface cable (or $835 with a four-foot
cable). Call us today for all the details.
Call toll free:

(800) 382-4229

The I-Bus
Six-Pat;
Expansion
hassns

I-Bus

9235 Chesapeake Drive

SL'JSTEMS

San Diego, CA 92123
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UCLTable 1 Block Structure of Program UCLBAS
Block Command

Purpose

100
200
300
400

Preliminaries
User function
Dimensions
String constants

900

Message via M$

1000

User command

1200
1300

NEW
COMPUTE

New data or change in data
Arithmetic computations

1700
1800
1850

HELP
EXAMPLE

Brief helpful information
Examples of commands

2000
2050'
2070
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
3100
3200
3900
9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
9800
9900
9999

Reading UCLHEL or UCLEXA

SAVE

Get data from DATA statements
Get data from ﬁle.ext
Save data set

NEW ELEMENT
NEW ROW

Prompt for new values of row(s)

GET X

GET ﬁle.ext

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

COLUMN
ALL
ROW or ALL
FORMAT

DISPLAY
COM/xxx ROW
COM/xxx COLUMN

Prompt for new value(s) of element(s)

Prompt for new values of c01umn(s)
Prompt for values in a new data set
Prompt routine

Change format
Display value(s) of data

Do type xxx computations on rows

Do type xxx computations on columns
Arithmetic operations
Zeroing of row 0 and column 0
Qualiﬁer extraction

Range values
Command parsing
Panel, date, and time

STOP

Error routine
DATA statements
Terminate running or chain

The major work of computing
is done in blocks 3000, 4000, and
5000. Programs that require more
space are too large and should be

broken into smaller programs that
chain together. After executing the
commands in blocks 1000 to 5000,
the program resumes execution in

block 1000.
Blocks 6000 to 9000 contain

subroutines that may be called from
any of the blocks from 100 to 9000.

The DATA statements are in block

9900, and the program terminates in

9999. I ﬁnd it confusing to use line
numbers larger than 9999.

THE STRUCTURE OF
PROGRAM UCLBAS
Program UCL.BAS will illustrate
the use of the framework just outlined. This program is discussed in
the aforementioned article, in

which numerous outputs are given.

The framework in table 1 gives

the general structure of program

UCL.BAS. Tables 2 and 3 list all the
variables in the program, and listing
1 gives one of the ﬁles read by the
program. The actual coding of the
program is in listings 2-7.
In order to conserve space,

some of the blocks shown in taPC TECH IOURNAL

It’s a headache, of sorts.
hether your mailing list, accounting package, DBMS, or other enduser application is currently under

development or already on the market,

you’ve probably discovered that ex-

ternal sorting can be a difﬁcult, costly,

and time-consuming headache. Especially in today’s ﬂoppy— disk storage
environment.

hat’s why we developed

BEAMSORT”, the revolutionary in-

place OEM sorting module. The older
algorithms eat up valuable space on
your user’s often over—crowded disk-

ettes. By installing BEAMSOKT”
you get today’s tech3’”
nology at a fraction
‘3,
of it’s true devel-

opment cost,

and you’ve got

supports multiple-volume files, ASCII,
Microsoft .RAN, and dBASE 11* .DBF

file formats, and interfaces to all major
languages. Custom interfacing operating environments, and file formats
are available.

hat about performance?

BEAMSOKTw runs SuperSorF’s

own benchmark faster than SuperSort"
does! It’s amazing, but don’t take our
word for it. Write us on your company
letterhead for our OEM evaluation kit.
You must see this for yourself!

For fa_st_relief.

29%

one less problem
to worry about.

EAMSORT‘” runs under CP/M-SO“,
CP/M—86", MS—DOS,‘ and PC—DOS,

EA“

ble 1 are not included in the actual

coding of listings 2-7. The coding of
block 1800 is similar to that of 1700,

blocks 2100 and 2300 are similar to
2200, and 3200 is similar to 3100.

The relevant text of listing 1 is used
in conjunction with the command

HELP. A similar ﬁgure for the command EXAMPLE is not shown.
The remarks that fol-low give

additional information on the struc-

ture of table 1 and the coding in
listings 2—7. They also include infor—
mation on routines that are not

present in the UCLBAS program

but that are often used in user command language programs.
Block loo—The beginning of the
program. Lines 1-99 are used in

some programs for special code
which must precede executable

'Cl’M, MS-DOS, dBase 11, and SuperSort are trademar is of Digital
Research, Microsoft, Ashton-Tate, and Micropro, respectively.

Phlexible Data Systems, Inc.
3017 Bateman Street, Berkeley, CA 94705

(415) 540—7181
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. SYMD \
SYMBOLlC'DEBUCrCrER

Faster,
easier and
more productive

an address or offset is

required. Symbols are

SYMD—the unique new
programming aid for PC—

easier to remember, more
efficient to use. SYMD
also lets you: Examine
and/or change real

systems—dramatically

rrranent or temporary

effort needed to identify
and correct programming
errors. SYMD simpliﬁes
debugging by utilizing
source code symbols and
line numbers wherever

pass counts to control
looping; check instruction
execution sequences with
backtrace commands; use
proﬁling commands to
identify the most active

DOSTM and MS—DOST'“
reduces the time and

UCL

number data; assign per—
breakpoints, including

WIMS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

parts of a program. And
much more. SYMD can
be used with compiler
or assembly language
programs. System
requirements: PC—DOS
or MS—DOS 1.1 or 2.0;

192K recommended;
80—column display.

SYMD is introductory
priced at only $90. Free
literature on request.
V13A or MasterCard
accepted.

WPC-DOS is a trademark of the IBM Corporation.

statements. Block 100 includes
the name of the program, its

most recent version, a few remark statements, and the ON
ERROR GOTO statement.

Block 200— User deﬁned functions. In my opinion the number of such functions should be
minimal. Whenever possible,
subroutines should be used instead of user functions.
Block 300— Dimension statements. This block may also include the assignment of values

to the variables that show cer—

tain maximum dimensions (M9
and N9 in UCLBAS).
Blocks 400 and SOD—String and
number constants. Only variables that remain constant and
those used as defaults are ini-

tialized in these blocks. The abbreviated command roots are in
C0$, the qualiﬁers are in 00$,
and the parameters are in PO$.

Block 600—String headings and

formats for PRINT USING. In

most of my programs the variables Hi$ are used as headers,
and the corresponding Ii$ as

image formats.

D+VSystems

400 Amherst Street Nashua. NH 03063 (603) 881-7140

Blocks 700 and 800—Special initializations. These include
opening of ﬁles, reading con-
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Before Johann Sebastian Bach developed
a new method of tuning, you had to

change instruments practically every time

you wanted to change keys.Very difficult.

Before Avocet introduced its family of
cross-assemblers, developing micro-processor software was much the same. You
needed a separate development system
for practically every type of processor.
Very difficult and very expensive.
But with Avocet’s cross-assemblers, a

single computer can develop software for
virtually any microprocessor! Does that

put us in a league with Bach? You decide.

lLoua-59 ‘N oﬂ‘)

The Well—Tempered Cross-Assembler
Development Tools That Work

Avocet cross’assemblers are fast, reliable

Cross-assembler

Avocet

Target
Microprocessor

use. Ask NASA, IBM, XEROX or the hun-

XASMZ80
XASM85
XASM05
XASMO9
XASM 18
XASM48
XASM5 1
XASM65
XASM68
XASMZ8
XASMF8
XASM400
XASM75

Z~80
8085
6805
6809
1802
8048/8041
8051
6502
6800/01
28
F8/3870
COP400
NEC 7500

and user-proven in over 3 years of actual

dreds of other organizations that use them.

Every time you see a new microprocessor-

based product, there’s a good chance it
was developed with Avocet crossassemblers.
Avocet cross-assemblers are easy to use.
They run on any computer with CP/M'
and process assembly language for the
most popular microprocessor families.
51/4” disk formats available at no extra
cost include Osborne, Xerox, H-P, IBM
PC, Kaypro, North Star, Zenith,
Televideo, Otrona, DEC.

Turn Your Computer Into A
Complete Development System
Of course, there’s more. Avocet has the

tools you need from start to finish to enter,
assemble and test your software and finally
cast it in EPROM:
Text Editor VEDIT -- full-screen text editor by CompuView. Makes source code
entry a snap. Full-screen text editing, plus
TECO-like macro facility for repetitive
tasks. Pre-configured for over 40 terminals
and personal computers as well as in userconfigurable form.
CP/M-80 version .................... $150
CP/M-86 or MDOS version ....... $195
(when ordered with any Avocet product)

EPROM Programmer -_ Model 7128

EPROM Programmer by GTek programs
most EPROMS withOut the need for per—

sonality modules. Self-contained power
supply

accepts ASCII commands and

data from any computer through RS 232
serial interface. Cross-assembler hex object files can be down-loaded directly.
Commands include verify and read, as
well as partial programming.
PROM types supported: 2508, 2758,

2516, 2716, 2532, 2732, 2732A,
27C32, MCM8766, 2564, 2764, 27C64,
27128, 8748, 8741, 8749, 8742, 8751,
8755, plus Seeq and Xicor EEPROMS.

IBM PC, MSDOS’ ‘

Version

Versions

$250.00
each

$200.00
each

$300 . 00
each

$500.00

Coming soon: XASM68K. . .68000
(Upgrade kits will be available for new

PROM types as they are introduced.)

Programmer ................ $429
Options include:
Software Driver Package -enhanced features, no installation

required.
CP/M-80 Version ........... $ 75

IBM PC Version ........... $ 95

Call Us
If you’re thinking about development systems, call us for some straight talk. If we
don’t have what you need, we’ll help you
find out who does. If you like, we'll even

talk about Bach.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-448-8500
(In the US. except Alaska and Hawaii)

RS 232 Cable .............. $ 30

8748 family socket adaptor . . . $ 98
8751 family socket adaptor . . . $174

8755 family socket adaptor . . . $135

G7228 Programmer by GTek -- baud

superfast, adaptive programto 2400
ming algorithms programs 2764 in one
minute.

Programmer ................ $549
Ask us about Gang and PAL programmers.

HEXTRAN Universal HEX File Converter ~- Converts to and from Intel,
Motorola, MOS Technology, Mostek,
RCA, Fairchild, Tektronix, Texas
Instruments and Binary formats.

Converter, each version ....... $250

VISA and Mastercard accepted, All popular disc formats now
available .. please specify. Prices do not include shipping and
handling -- call for exact quotes. OEM INQUIRIES INVITED.

‘Trademark of Digital Research

‘ 'Trademark of Microsoft

AVOCIE'I'
SYSTEMS INC.»
DEPT. 784-PCT
804 SOUTH STATE STREET
DOVER, DELAWARE 19901
302-734-0151 TELEX 467210
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UCL
stants from ﬁles, and reading
strings passed on from chaining
programs.
Block 900— Printing of a short
message via M$. After executing most commands, the user is
prompted for a new command
in block 1000. However, when-

a new command, the message is
placed in M15 and is printed in
block 900. This is particularly
useful for illegal commands.

Block 1000— User command. This

ever a short message must be

displayed before prompting for

is the principal hub about
which the program operates. Be—
fore prompting for a command,
the program prints a panel

number and the current date

Pascal and C Programmers
b BlaiseComputing's productivity tools allow Pascal and C programmers

to develop reliable software taking full advantage of the capabilities of
the IBM PC and XT. Support for Microsoft and IBM Pascal; and Microsoft (Lattice) C or CI-C86 is provided. Because all routines are carefully

constructed in the language for which they were designed, the tools

provide an excellent model. Pascal procedure support is implemented
as separately compiled units, and the C functions are delivered as part
ofa function library. Now you can write your applications rapidly in

the two most powerful languages available for the IBM PC. All packages come with a comprehensive Reference Manual. extensive examples and sample programs.
V

TOOLS

All Source Code is included

Total string capability. complete screen access. keyboard handling a graphics interface.
access to all BIOS functions, and much more are provided in over 40 routines. All routines
are carefully crafted and documented to give you the information and ﬂexibility you need.

A general Macro Assembler BIOS gate allows you to access any BIOS function from Pascal

or C. and demonstrates how to interface assembly language routines. Everyone using Pascal or C should have TOOLS. User Manual only. $30.

V

TOOLS 2

All Source Code is included

The power of DOS 2.0 is supported using high level Pascal procedures or C functions.

Program chaining, DOS internal and external command execution, use of all available

memory, extended file handling. and other utilities are some of the features provided. A
gerieral DOS gate allows you to access any DOS function from Pascal or C. User Manual
on y, $30.

V

VIEW MANAGER

Source Code available

VIEW MANAGER is a screen support system of a mainframe for the IBM Personal Com—

puter. VIEW MANAGER is a menu driven. screen oriented system allowing you to develop

user oriented screen interfaces. Screens are constructed with a true Screen Painter sup-

porting any attribute or color. and the screens are stored efficiently in a Screen Database.

Database utilities allow you to copy screens to stand-alone databases and to archive
screens. VIEW/LIBRARY supports access to screens and true block mode data capture and
display from application programs. Available soon will be VIEW/LIBRARY for Microsoft
(Lattice) C. The source to the procedure library is available for an additional $150.00.

Demonstration diskette and User Manual $35,

’VIEW MANAGER. TOOLS and TOOLS 2 run on the IBM Personal Com
puter and XT. TOOLS 2 requires DOS 2.0: TOOLS and VIEW MAN—
AGER can be used with any version of DOS. Specify if you wish Pascal
(Microsoft and IBM) or Microsoft (Lattice) C versions. Blaise Computing can also provide you with the Microsoft Pascal and C compilers
with qualified support. Call or write for details.
TOOLS

| 25.00

TOOLS 2

—‘ ‘“
BLAISE COMPUTING INC.

27500

2034 Blake St. Berkeley, CA 94 704

4 50.00

4l5/540-544l

VIEW MANAGER
275.00
VIEW MANAGER (with Library Source) 42 5100

MS-Pascal Compiler
Microsoft C Compiler

A

(00.00

and time Via block 9700. This

information is useful for many

obvious reasons. The user’s

command is prompted in block
9600, which returns the array
C$() with N8 elements. The
command root and qualiﬁers, if
any, are in C$(l). The parameters, if any, are in C$(2) to
C$(N8). The command number
C0 is ascertained in line 1010,
and control passes to the appro—
priate routine via line 1015.

Blocks 1200 and 1300—Checking the commands NEW and
COMPUTE. The ﬁrst parameter following the command
NEW can only be one of the
words in P0$ (line 415). The

corresponding parameter number P0 is determined in 1200

and execution then continues

via line 1210. Note that an illegal parameter leads to the printing of the message ”Bad UCL”

(lines 1005,1200,1205, and 900).

A similar approach is used for
the command COMPUTE,
which needs one of the qualiﬁers in 00$ of line 410. The

qualiﬁer Q0 is extracted from
C$(l) in block 9400 and in line
1305. Note that the code in line
1300 includes a check for the
required number of parameters,
and the code in lines 1310-1315

includes a check for the word
ROW or COL.
Blocks 1400 and 1500—Other
commands checking. Just as
block 1300 is used to check the
qualiﬁer and parameters for the
command COMPUTE before
branching to routines in block
3000, so do blocks 1400 and

1500 for other major commands
before branching to the routines

in blocks 4000 and 5000.
Blocks 1700, 1800, and 1850—
The commands HELP and
EXAMPLE. The texts for
these commands are in ﬁles
UCLHELASC (listing 1)

and UCLEXAASC (not shown).
These ﬁles are structured as
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Considering Time
For Backup Storage?

There was a time when tape was the way to store backup

data from your hard disk. It was fine for archives, but not
when you wanted your data live and on-line. Today‘s business pharaoh can have his data on—line and backups.
too—with 5 or 10 megabyte removable cartridge hard disk
systems from Micro-Design.
Single—function tape backup units can‘t come close to
matching the versatility and cost—effectiveness of hard disk
cartridges; you get backup capabilities PLUS the benefit of
having another full 5 or 10 megabytes of on—line data
access.
Use hard disk cartridges the same way you use a floppy

disk system. Just switch them out as needed—one car—
tridge for wordprocessing. another for accounting, and an-

other for backup storage Add additional cartridges when-

ever you like.

Fast. Cartridges run as fast. or faster. than
fixed hard disk drives. A 5 megabyte backup takes only a few

minutes, using Micro—Designs
backup utility software.
Switching out cartridges
takesjust a few seconds.

Convenient and

Secure. It's easy to

lock—up sensitive files
—just remove the cartridge and put it somewhere safe. If you share a computer
with others, everyone can have their own cartridge. Or. have
a home canridge and a business cartridge for use with your

portable computer.

iBM® International Business Machines.

Unlimited Expansion. No more erasing old data to

increase space on your hard disk. Fact is, there’s no limit
to the amount of off—line storage you can add.

Our DATA Series 5 and 10 megabyte cartridge hard disks
are external drives available in removable only. or paired
with 10, 20. or 33 megabyte fixed drives. Our SQ Series
features 5 megabyte cartridge drives. in matching external cases or ready for internal installation. All are 100% compatible with the IBM-PC. XT, and work—alikes. with no
software modifications needed. You can even boot from
the hard disk.

Don't let single-function hard disk and tape units send your
asp up the Nile. Ask your local computer dealer about
Micro-Design's versatile hard disk cartridge units. Or. call
us for details on our full product line and ordering informa—
tion. Dealer inquiries invited.

We’ve got a complete line of mass storage
devices, including floppy drives. Prices start as
low as $1549 fora 20 megabyte fixed hard disk

drive. Call for our FREE catalog today!

One year warranty. Network compatible. Backup utility software included
with 2 drive systems.

Micro-DeSIgn
0

O

Making The Most of Your Micro.
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Call Toll FREE 1-800-531-5002.
In Texas, call 512—441—7890.
63OI B Manchaca Rd. Austin. TX 78745

UCL
BASIC programs and contain
only remark statements. In this
way they can be prepared and
edited in BASIC. The code in
lines 1700-1715 ensures that
HELP is treated as HELP COM

and that the only acceptable

parameters are ALL, COM (for

commands), and ARI (for arithmetic). For the command HEL

COM, say, the code establishes

that Q0 = 1 and hence T1$ =

”1999" and TS = “2999”. The

code in block 1850 then ensures

that the text following the apostrophes in lines 2000 to 2030 in

ﬁle UCLHEL.ASC is printed.

The code in lines 1800-1815
(not shown in listing 3) is much
like that in lines 1700—1715.
Blocks 2000,2050, and 2070—
The commands GET and SAVE.
These commands deal with
data. In UCLBAS each data set
has a name (SS), the number of

rows (R9), the number of columns (C9), and a title (V$). The

data are in an array V(,) with

rows 0 to R9 and columns 0 to

C9. The command GET X reads
the data in the DATA statements of block 9900. The character X must be included in the
string in line 9905 (80$) and in

a subsequent DATA statement
(for example, A is in AB and in
line 9910). The command GET
FILEEXT reads the data from

ﬁle FILEEXT. UCLBAS distinguishes between the commands
GET X and GET FILEEXT by
the period in FILEEXT (line

2000). The data in FILE.EXT
have a format identical with

that of the DATA statements,

except that line numbers and
the word DATA are omitted.

The coding of block 2050 (not
shown) is somewhat similar to

that in lines 2010-2020. In both
cases block 9300 zeroes the val-

ues of V(,) in column 0 of rows
R9+l to M9 and row 0 of col-

umns C9+1 to N9. The com-

mand SAVE in block 2070 puts
the data in a ﬁle in a format

which GET FILEEXT can sub—
sequently read.
Blocks 2100 to 2600—The com-

mand NEW. These blocks are
devoted to changing of individual elements in V(,) (2100, not
shown), changing or adding a
new row (2200 and 2500) or a

new column (2300, not shown),
prompting for a new data set

(2400 and 2500), and for Chang:

ing the format for the com—

mand DISPLAY (2600). The

routine in block 9500 is used to
parse a range of numbers (for
example, ROWS 3-5) into the
speciﬁc numbers (for example,

G1 =3 and G2=5).
Blocks 2700 to 2900—The command DISPLAY. The code is
used to display the data in V(,)

using the default formats F133

and F2$ (of line 425) or the new
formats established in block

2600. Block 2800 is used in pro-

CONTROL DATA 51/4 ” FULL

CDC 9409 ............. $220 TM 5112 ............. $1495 V

64K RAM CHIPS (200NS)
............ $49
Set of9
64K RAM CHIPS (150NS)
............ $52
Set of9
OKIDATA 93 PRINTER
$779
Dot Matrix (120 CPS)
PARADISE SYSTEMS
Multi Display Card .. $365

INTERFACE 10MB

$1395
IZBM10P ............
DATA 5% " ”ALF
CONTROL
. ,
15MB
. $199 INTERFACE
9428 ............
CDC
TANDON 51/‘ n FULL

IZBM 15P

TM100-2 .............. $199 MAYNARD
TM101-4 .. ............ $260 .

...

AST RESEARCH
All options available. Expandable mem

Six Pak Plus (64K) .
Mega Plus ll (64K)

l/O Plus ll

' in 5%" HALF
.
FD5SB .............. $189
FD55F ............ ..... $212
QUME 5V4 ” HALF
. , ‘ ., ,
142A ............. ,. . 3200
ea." Ma'sterCard, Prepayment,
5t,
epted. Add 2% shipping &
_, andllngcn all orders. Combination and
quantity discounts are applicable. No
fu‘nds..Under certain situations. credits
“for Iutureipurchases may be applied.
. ‘WARRANTY'is 90 day repair/replace to 1
‘ year depending on manufacturer on all
hardware products.
Prices subject to change without notice.

reigmesmking Charge R" 3" rammed

' QUADRAM

' TALL TRE?‘

J Format—2, Windri
Jet Drive, J-Spool '.

FOR XPRESS’ SERVICE, PHONE I
Toll Frée 148900-632-8515 '
'

California 1-714-632-8512
Hours: 8 AM - 6 PM Mon.-Fri.
10 AM ' 4 PM Sat.

For Customer Service Call 1-714-632-8996

I. Quadboard ..

'

Expanded

‘

Quadbdard

' Quadboardll ..
2 Microxpress features a full line of peripheral . 'ducts for the IBM PC.»CalI today for pricing on
monitors, printers. modems. disk drives. expan~
sion boards and graphics cards.

SERVICE: Phone Number (714) 632-8996 for in and
out of warranty returns which require an MRA

(Material Return Authorization) Number.

MICROXPRESS
305 S. State College Blvd., Suite 135
Anaheim, CA 92806
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PCnetwand the B.O.S.SI
Business-Oriented Software System for IBM-PC Networks

Multi-User Data Base Management Software
Designed for Use by Non-Programmers
I Easy to Use

First-time users often define multiple data bases, enter records, and

produce reports within three hours. The B.O.S.S." is menu driven. It
presents options and responds to commands in plain English, while
preventing multi-user conflict without user programming.

I Multi-User Simultaneous Updating

Several users can update the same database without worrying about
losing data. The B.O.S.S. automatically prevents multi-user conflicts.

Sophisticated record level locking protection procedures are used.

COMPARISON OF
POPULAR DATA BASE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
The
B.O.S.S.

The B.O.S.S. handles business oriented data files with thousands of

records as well as it handles small files. Sorting rarely is needed — The
B.O.S.S. updates all indexes (up to 15) when changes are made.

I Generates Reports Fast

TIMm Condor" Data—

III

20

Star"

Multi-user network

Yes

No

No

No

No

Menu driven

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

2

1

8

2

N/A

100,000,000

65,600

32,800

10,000

1,000

2,400

1,000

255

Yes

No

No

No

1

1

1

Files open on line

Maximum records/file

I Handles Large Files

dBasem
il

Maximum bytes/record

User must be programmer

Maximum number of indexes

No

15

1

32,800 32,800

automatically updated.

The B.O.S.S.‘s full-featured Report Program Generator produces
sophisticated business reports fast. First time users can select menu
options to design inquiries that match records in multiple files and

(Data are taken from most recent versions of programs available to American

Planning Corporation, Alexandria, VA)

perform computations.

I Advanced Features

I Versatile, Powerful and Portable

Experienced analysts and programmers use all levels to create

The 8.0.8.8. is fully capable on most 16-bit microcomputers and
operating systems, including MSDOS", CP/M-BB", and MP/M-BS".

sophisticated business application programs,

another. The B.O.S.S.‘s full power and versatility are most apparent when

set of functions patterned after mainframe software development tools,
Large and complex programs are created easily and in record time.

Applications designed on one system may be transported easily to

used to create application systems for 16-bit machines such as the IBM-

PC'“ and to create applications for networking systems such as PCNet"
(Allows addressing of 1 full megabyte of RAM).

I How It Works. ..

Non programmers use Levels | and II.

I Savings

When used to develop programs, The B.O.S.S. reduces costs by at least
60% and slashes required time by up to 95%.

I 30-Day Money Back Guarantee

Level | consists of:

0 A foundation module used to define individual data files, enter data into
those files, and to display, edit and print the data.
0 A powerful, fast sort capability.

Level II consists of:
0 An Inquiry function used to design and produce video pages.

0 A report generator that performs sophisticated calculations and
produces user designed output to the display screen, printer or other
files. The inquiry and report modules can access up to 8 separate data
files simultaneously.
Level III — Database modules for programmer use.

AMERICAN
PLANNING
CORPORATION

The B.O.S.S. provides analysts and programmers with a broad and varied

The B.O.S.S. package includes a 30-day, no questions-asked money back

guarantee. Unlimited backup copies are allowed and the complete source
code is provided so that advanced programmers can further tailor the

program. Updates will be furnished for a nominal fee.

B.O.S.S. is a trademark of American Planning Corporation
PCNet is a trademark of Orchid Technology
CP/M & MP/M are trademarks of Digital Research, Inc.
IBM PC is a trademark of IBM Corporation
TIM III is a trademark of Innovative Software
dBase II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate
Condor is a trademark of Condor Computer Corporation
DataStar is a trademark of MicroPro, Inc.
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4600 Duke Street, Suite 425
Alexandria, VA 22304

1—800-368—2248
(In Virginia, 1-703-751-2574)

Dealer Inquiries Invited
Visa and Master Charge Accepted

APC
MEGABASIC

User Function

FNS$

C$0

Separated strings of command line L$

Number Array

V(,)

opment time and memory requirements
dramaticall , executes up to 6 times faster

.

1 -page reference manual with doublecolumn, l7-page index) and direct hot-line
response from American Planning
Corporation.

BENEFITS:
0 Large Memory—Up to 1 Mb
programs and data.
0 ast execution—as fast as
manycompilers.
0 Easy pro ram development—
advance TRACE and EDIT
functions.
0 Roundin errors eliminated—
BCD arit metic.
0 Simpleto use—Nocomplicated

field statements.
0 Source code protection—
"scramble" utility.
THE COMPLETE PACKAGE:

—Deve|opmenta| version of MEGABASIC

in precisions up to 14 digits (North Star
floating oint support available at no
addiﬁonalcharge).
—Run-time semi-compiler version.
—Compaction utility reduces program

size.
—Cross-reference generator that lists all

variables, arra s, subroutines, functions, etc.
—Function |i rary with fast sorts, yes/no
prompt routines, matrix manipulation and

many more routines ready to plug into your
programs.
—Configuration program.

This complete package is available for
$400. A demo package with manual which
allowsyoutotestMEGABASIC’Scapabilities
is $50 Sapplicable to purchase of full
package .
Dealer inquiries invited.
VISA or MasterCard accepted.

AMERICAN
PLANNING
CORPORATION
4600 Dulre St., Suite 423, Alexandria, VA 22304

1-800-360-2248

(In Virginia, 1.703.751.2574)
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Number to string conversion (without a leading space)

String Array

MEGABASIC“ reduces program devel-

among virtually a| microcomputers, and is
stapéoorted by outstanding documentation (a

Table 2 User Function, Arrays, and String ll
Variables

280
8086/8
CP/M
CP/M-86
MP/M-86
MS-DOS
NORTH STAR DOS
than MBASlC inter reter, is highly portable

UCL-

Data table with rows 0 to R9 and columns 0 to C9

String Variables
C$
C0$
F0$
Fl$
F2$
L$
M$
P0$
Q0$
Ql$
Q2$
S$
80$
Sl$
82$
T$
Tl$
T2$
V$
X$

First parameter [C$(2)]
Command roots

General format for PRINT USING

Initial format for non-integers
Initial format for integers

Command line
Message to user
Parameter words
Qualiﬁer words
Quotation mark [“]
Apostrophe [’]

Name of data set

Names of all sets in the DATA statements
Comma [,]
Space [ ]
Temporary string

Smallest line number (for HELP or EXAMPLE)
Highest line number (for HELP or EXAMPLE)
Title of data set
Current separated string of L$

grams which have numerous

data sets—it gives their names,

sizes, titles, and other summary

information. Block 2900 is used
to list the contents of speciﬁed
lines of designated ASCII ﬁles.
Blocks 3000 to 3900—The command COMPUTE. Here all the

work associated with the com—

mand COMPUTE (or some other major command) is carried
out. In UCL.BAS only blocks
3100, 3200, and 3900 are used.

In advanced applications the
coding present in these blocks

can sometimes be extensive, uti-

lizing the subroutines found in
blocks 6000 to 9000.

Blocks 4000 and soon—Other
major commands. Depending

on the application, there may
be extensive coding here.
Blocks 6000 to 9000— The subroutines. Subroutines are placed
in blocks 6000, 6050, . . . 9350.
Blocks 9400 to 9800— General
purpose routines. Block 9400 is
used to extract the qualiﬁer
from C$(l). This routine can be
generalized for programs with
several qualiﬁers. Block 9500
accepts a range of numbers in
the format xx-yy (or just 22)
and returns Cl =xx and
G2=yy (or G1=zz and

G2=zz). It is used by the com-

mands NEW and DISPLAY.
The command parsing routine
of block 9600 (not shown) ac-

cepts a string LS and returns N8
PC TECH IOURNAL

THE FILE CONNECTION

8" DISKETTE SYSTEM FOR THE IBM PC

Our “FILE CONNECTION” programs provide 8” diskette ﬁle exchange

between the IBM PC and most Micro-Mini-Main Frame computer systems.
Our “WORD CONNECTION” programs provide 8" diskette text document
exchange between the IBM PC and many word processing systems.
Contact us for information about the hundreds of 51/4” and 8” diskette

formats and systems which we currently support.

FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING / 2820 West Darleen / Flagstaff, AZ 86001
Telephone 602-774-5188 / Telex 705609 FLAG-ENG-LID
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OPT-TECH SORT
NOW ALSO SORTS dBASE |l FILES!
Opt-Tech Sort is the high performance assembly language sort utility for the
IBM—PC, XT and compatible MS—DOS computers. We have recently enhanced
Opt—Tech Sort to provide high speed sorting of dBASE ll files. Using Opt-Tech Sort can
yield performance increases of over 5,000% (fiftytimes as fast) compared with dBASE II.
Opt—Tech Sort not only sorts dBASE II files, it can also sort files produced by BASIC,

COBOL, PASCAL, C, FORTRAN and other languages.
Compare our features and you will see that Opt-Tech Sort is the fastest and most
flexible sort utility program available for your MS-DOS computer.

FEATURES
Extremely high performance assembly language utility program
Examples:

1) A dBASE II file containing 1,000 records of 40 bytes each can be

sorted in 10 seconds.
2) A file containing 4,000 records of 128 bytes each can be sorted to
produce an address file in 30 seconds.

Can be called directly from dBASE II (Version 2.3D or 2.4)
Can be called as a subroutine to BASIC, COBOL, PASCAL etc.
Can be run from the keyboard or used in a batch command file
Sort specifications can be saved (no need to specify interactively)

Ten input files can be sorted at one time

Sort ascending or descending on up to nine fields
Supports fixed and variable length records
Supports all common data types
Output file can be full records, record addresses or keys
Easy to use — Fully documented
$99 — VISA, M/C, Check, Money Order, COD or Company PO.

Quantity discounts and OEM licensing are available

To Order or to receive additional
Information write or call.

Opt-Tech Data Processing

PO. Box 2167

Humble, TX 77347

(713) 454-7428

dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate
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Requires:

DOS (1.1 or 2.0)

64K &1 Disk Drive

UCL

YOU DON’THAVE TO CRAWI
THROUGHMANUALSANYMORE.

(the number of strings in L$)
and the separated strings:
C$(1), . . . C$(N8). Block 9700
updates the panel number (P7)
and prints the current date and
time. Block 9800 resolves errors

Now you can put them online with Explain‘”...the documentation system from Communication Sciences, Inc.
CSI's Explain takes you a step beyond the editing/
printing cycle used for the traditional manual. With Explain,
writers create and update documentation online, as a data
base. And they don’t have to be programmers to do it.
Once your documentation is online, it can stay online.
Readers can get to it with the touch of a key, either directly
from your applications or through Explain itself.
User help. Program guides. Procedures. Standards.
Put it all online with Explain, the paperless documentation system.
For more information, please
call us at (612) 332-7559, or write to
Communication Sciences, Inc., 100
North Seventh Street, Minneapolis,
MN 55403.

directed to it via the ON ERROR GOTO statements

throughout the program (in
UCL.BAS there is only one
such statement— line 199).

Block 9900—The DATA state-

ments. In most of my programs
all the DATA statements are in
lines 9900-9998. Occasionally, it

is necessary to deviate from this
scheme. In UCL.BAS, data set A

is placed in lines 9910-9914 and
data set E is placed in lines

9920-9925 (not shown).
Block 9999—— The command
STOP. It is always a program’s
last line.

NOTES ON VARIABLE NAMES

AND DOCUMENTATION
Because I use short variable names,
although the PC allows long variable names, many people will claim
that I am not following accepted
practices. I want to say a few words
in defense of my approach. The topic is also related to the problem of

documenting computer programs—

and I intend to comment on this,

too, in concluding the article.
I use short variable names for a
number of reasons:
—In all my scientiﬁc training,

only short variable names have been

used. In algebra we use expressions
such as A = 3*X + 2*Y but not

A = 3*ROW + 2*COLUMN. And
when I write e = mcz, I’m sure
everyone knows what I mean.
—The longer the name of the

variable the higher the probability
of making a typing error.

- It is easier for me to read
statements with numerous key
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YOUR CODE MAY BE WASTING ITS TIME!
THE PROFILERT” CAN HELP . . .
0
0
0

Statistical Execution Profiler
Works with any language
Completely configurable
Up to 16 partitions in RAM/ROM

more will be coming, no doubt.

IULY 1984

Time critical code optimization
Abnormal code behavior tracking
Graphic presentation of results
Easy to use menu interface

THE PROFILER is a software package which gives you, the programmer, a powerful
tool for locating time consuming functions in your code and allows you to performance
tune your program. With the THE PROFILER you can determine where to optimize
your code for maximum benefit, then measure the results of your efforts.
Using THE PROFILER, you can answer questions like:
Where is my program spending its time?
Why is my program so slow? What is it doing?
Is my progam I/O bound? CPU bound? Are data buffers large enough?
How much improvement did my changes make?
THE PROFILER is completely software based and consists of a system resident driver
and a monitor program. The memory partitions can range from 1 byte to 1 megabyte
in size and can be anywhere in the address space.
N0 ADDITIONAL HARDWARE IS REQUIRED!
Requires an IBM PC or compatible system with a minimum
64k and one drive.

6))

words when the variable names are
short. The ﬁrst version of BASIC
had some 30 or so key words. The
PC BASIC release 2.0 has 174, and

-

Associa t e s

PO. Box 5777
Beaverton,0regon 97006

(503) 629—9645

THE PROFILER is available for $175.00 from DWB
Associates or ask your software dealer. To order or for
more information, call or write DWB Associates. VISA/MC
accepted. Dealers welcome.

IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp. MSDOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corp.
THE PROFILER is a trademark of DWB Associates.
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UCL
— Longer variable names lead to
longer statements. It is difﬁcult to

get certain statements into 80 col-

umns even with short names. Long-

RunﬁMore Than One Program With:

2:
MULTI—JOB
a

FOR THE IBM
PERSONAL COMPUTER AND XT
* No special hardware is required (except memory).

‘ Multiple programs can run concurrently using PC DOS.
‘ Programs can he run simultaneously or one st 3 time.

‘ Up to 9 sepsrste jobs.
* Free 30—day trisl period.
“ Have a. true multi—user system with the MULTITERMINAL—MONITOR (MTM) option.
‘ More cost effective than buying s second machine.
MULTI—JOB
$159.00
Gives you multi tasking using PC DOS.
MULTI—JOB/MTM PACKAGE
$295.00
Gives you multi tasking and multi users using PC DOS
ELECTRONIC DISK
3 49.00
Crestes one or more super fast disk drives from memory.
SPOOL PROGRAM
8 24.00
Will redirect printing to memory.
SET MEMORY UTILITY
3 24.00
Allows you to set the effective size of memory without
removing the cover or changing any switches.
PC CALCULATOR
l 85.00
Turns your computer into a calculstor.

EXCITING NEW DISCOVERY! Have you ever had the need for
a. letter quailty printer? They sre nice to hsve, but cost

from $600 to 83000. Although many of them allow different

type styles and fonts, changing fonts requires changing the
physical hesd on the machine. This ad wss printed entirely

by s stsndsrd IBM Graphics printer with the TYPESET PROGRAM available now for $179.00.

BIL COMPUTER CONSULTANTS, 7837 Northview, Suite B,
B '
ID 83704 208 377—8088.

°"°'

‘ )

Dealers inquiries sre welcome. 01.1] or write for I. free cstslog.
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er names will make many state—

ments difﬁcult to read.
— Longer variable names greatly
increase the size of a program. In
UCLBAS most variable names con-

n all my scientiﬁc
training, only short
variable names have
been used. In algebra we
use expressions such as
A = 3*X + 2*Ybut not
A = 3*ROW + 2*COLUMN. And when I write
6 = mcz, I’m sure everyone
knows what I mean.
sist of two characters. If each vari-

able name were increased by, say,
three characters, the size of the pro—
gram would be increased by about
1500 characters—or 25 percent.
—During program development, I ﬁnd that every variable is
unambiguously recognizable. Iust as

I don't have any difﬁculty in identifying Tom (with whom I work),
or FDR, or what is meant by the

names APL and C, I don’t have trou—

ble recognizing C095 and C0.

You might ask, ”But what
about another person who wants to
read your program,” or ”Suppose

you want to change an old pro—
gram?” This, of course, is related to
documentation—and I have some
unorthodox ideas on this subject,

too. I believe that there should be a

distinction between submission of a

program to the computer for execution and its documentation. The

former should include very few remarks, while the latter should pre—
sent the identical program in an
easy to read format, and should in—
clude additional normal text. This
kind of documentation can be ac-
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For your IBM/PC

mbp COBOL:

4t11nes faster,

and now w1th
SORTS:CHAIN

$750.

mbp COBOL can be summed up
in one word: fast.
Because it generates native
machine language object code, the
mbp COBOL Compiler executes
IBM/PC’ programs at least 4 times
faster (see chart). Fast also describes our new SORT, which can sort four—
thousand 128-byte records in less than 50 seconds. A callable subroutine or

stand-alone, 9 SORT

Calculated S—Profile.
(Represe ntatz‘ve COBOL statement mix)
Execution time ratio
‘

mbp

COBOL
1.00 4

Level II" I

R-M***

COBOL

COBOL

4.08

5.98

Microsoft****

COBOL
6.18

128K system with hard disk required. 'lBM/PC is an IBM TM; "Level [I

is a Micro Focus TM; "‘A Ryan«l\lcFarland'l‘M; "“ A Microsoft TM.

The

En

GIBSON MIX Benchmark'Results

control fields can be
speciﬁed. And our new
CHAIN is both fast and
secure, conveniently
transferring control from
one program to another, passing 255 parameters. Plus, new
extensions to ACCEPT & DISPLAY verbs give better, faster
interactive programming.

complete

COBOL.
An Interactive Symbolic Debug Package

included standard; Multi-Keyed ISAM Structure;

mbp COBOL:

4 times faster.

listing options allow source & object code, map
& cross—reference checking; GSA Certiﬁcation
to ANSI ’74 Level II; mbp has it all.
It’s no surprise companies like Bechtel,
Chase, Citicorp, Connecticut Mutual, and
Sikorsky choose mbp COBOL; make it your
choice, too. mbp is available at Vanpak Software Centers, or direct; just send the coupon.
or call for complete information—today
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mbp Software &Systems
Technology,Inc.

7700 Edgewater Drive, Suite 360, Oakland, CA 94621

Phone 415/652-1555

Please send complete mbp COBOL information to:
NAME
COM PANY
ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

PHONE
on...o...oo.ocoo-coooaooooooooooooooooooooo

uct
Table 39’49Number Variables
Number Variables
C

Column

CO
C1

Root number corresponding to the word in CO$
First column

C2

Second or last column

C3

Third column

G1
G2

First value of the range
Last value of the range

C9
I

Last column in V(,)

M9
N
N8
N9
P

PO

[:1 PACK I: Building Blocksl
250 Functions: DOS,
Printer, Video, Asynch

Object
$99
Source
$149

E] PACK 2: Database

Object

100 Functions: B-Trees,
Variable Records

$149
Source
$Cal|

PACK 3: Communications

Object

modem”, Xon/Xoff,
Modem-7, X-Modem

Source
$Call

135 Functions: Smart-

[3 PACK 4: Building Blocks |l
100 Functions: Dates.
Text Windows,

Data Compression

{:1 PACK 5: Mathematicsl
35 Functions: Log, Trig,
Square Root

$149

Object

$129
Source

$Call

Object

$99
Source

$Call

[1 PACK 6: Utilitiesl

Object

Manipulation

Source

35 Functions: Archive, DIR

$99

$Call

NOTE: Above Packs for Lattice”" Compiler on

lBM PC/XT”"‘

To Follow: Graphics, Advanced Math, Other
Compilers and Hardware

Prices above for single user, multi user
license available

Credit cards accepted ($7.00 handling/Mass.
add 5%)

I SOfTWfIRlE
HORIZOHS
I MC.
165 Bedford Street
Burlington, Mass. 01803
(617) 273-4711
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Counter or pointer

Largest possible C9
Number to be converted to a string (FNS$)
Number of strings in C50
Largest possible R9
Pointer to next quote

Parameter number corresponding to the word in P0$

P7
QO

Panel number
Qualiﬁer number corresponding to the word in QO$

R
R1

Row
First row

Q1
QZ

Location of ﬁrst quote
Location of apostrophe

R2
R3

Second or last row
Third row

81

Location of ﬁrst separator

R9

82
V

V1
V2
V3

Last row in V(,)

Location of the space character
Current value of V(,)

Value of V(,) in ﬁrst row (column)
Value of V(,) in second row (column)
Value of V(,) in third row (column)

complished if one places the additional text in a special ﬁle and uses
a program that merges this special
ﬁle with the original program.
This approach was used for preparing listings 2-7. The text was put
in a ﬁle called UCL.DOC and a program called PAGERBAS was used
to merge the ﬁle with UCL.BAS. In
general, when you use PACERBAS:
— The listing is separated into

numbered pages.

—A header (from UCLDOC)

begins each block.
— When a program line contains several statements, they are
displayed separately.
—When an ELSE clause is en-

countered, it is displayed separately.

—FOR . . . NEXT loops are
marked. This allows one to see

loops extending over several pages.

Normally, the major variables
used in a program will be listed in
the documenting ﬁle. The variables

used in UCL.BAS are shown in ta-

bles 2 and 3— therefore, they were
not included in UCLDOC.
The documentation should also
include sample runs, unless they
can be obtained easily by running
the program. The sample runs for

UCL.BAS are in my previously cited

article in this magazine. A complete
documentation of a program will
also include a cross reference table

of all its variables, its key words,
and referenced lines. Such a table
was not included in this article in
order to conserve space.

Eliezer Naddor, a professor of mathematical
sciences at The Iohns Hopkins University, has

written articles in PC Tech journal on UCL
and Sorting and Timing Methods for the PC.
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WAITING FOR
SOFTWARE INTEGRATION?
Vendor X’s word processing software looks great, but Vendor
Y's spreadsheet program is number one, and Vendor 2 has the
communications package you really need. Wouldn’t it be great
if they were integrated?
With APX Core® your personal computer gains the power to

drive several different programs—from Vendors X, Y, and Z—
at the same time. Coordinate them through overlapping windows that you define, and optimize keystrokes to save effort.
APX Core® even lets you “cut and paste” data among the different programs automatically.

Let APX Core® integrate your choice of software._Our demo

package can show you how.

Dealer inquiries invited.
APX Core® Technical Specifications:
Format:

Software on 5%” diskette with

Minimum
Hardware
Required:

plus memory required for
resident application software,

>

IBM PC with DOS, 30K FlAM

1 Diskette Drive, and either
monochrome or color display.
(Call for availability on other

hardware.)
Commands:

Switch Task, Window,
Transcribe, and Keysave.

Standard
Features:

Concurrent processing
selectable per task, with
automatic file and device
allocation.

Qty. 1 Price:

pig-.Xhlmi ‘ y

User Manual.

$195
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Application
Executive
Corporation

600 Broadway

Suite 40

New York, NY 10012

(212) 226-6347

I

New Release!

season we.

\

MICROSTAT®

UCL
Listing 1 File UCLI-IEL.ASC

HELP 1000

1000 'UCLDEM HELP version 83/05/13
1005 '

MICROSTAT® Rel. 4.0 has all of the powerful
features that have made MICROSTAT® the most
popular interactive statistics package for the past
several years and now includes:

0 Interface with ASCII files and external
data base/spreadsheet files.

Runs under MS—DOS/PC-DOS, CP/M86, and
CP/M. Requires 128K memory (64K for CP/M).
The price of $375 includes the expanded manual.
A demo disk and manual are available for $40.

P.0. Box 68602

._

E$ Indianapolis, IN 46268-0602 Egg!

(317)255-6476

‘—

in the extra chips ‘(9 chips per row'64K memory).

Expand to the maximum your board wlli attow, or
just 64K at a time as needed. it takes five/minutes
of your time —— anyone can do it. We include simple directions.
One Year Replacement Warranty:
\

IBM Compatible Drives

90 day Replacement Warranty

L:

'

Listing 2 UCL.BAS—Blocks 100, 200,
300, 400, 900, 1000, and 1200
100 PRINT ‘UCL.BAS version 83/05/22"
105 REM Copyright C 1983 by Eliezer Naddor
110 REM Needs UCLEXA.ASC and UCLHEL.ASC
115 REM UCL parsing algorithm in 9600

20

DEF FNSS(N)=MID$(STR$(N) .2)

30

01M C$(12),il(12.9)
:M9‘12
:N9=9

DIMENSIONS 300

REM
1
2 3 4
coss- can 015 EXA GET
uos=- A00 sun MUL DIV
Pose' ELE Row 00L ALL
“+cos
cos=zoos=-+oos
:Pos=~
'+P0$
42 ros-‘oro.rro.rroroo:F1$='llll.l#'
:F2$='I#Il "
430 01$=CHR$I341
:ozs="'"
:SIS=","
:sz:-' "

5 s 7
8
"EL new snv $70"
MIN MAX con ARI'
FOR"

MESSAGE VIA MS 900
900 PRINT " ";M;
1000 PRINT

$199

Free Installation Manual

END 9999
9999 '

UCL COMMAND 1000

All Drives Double Sided Double Density

‘

For additional examples

m

Why Pay More? s .

CDC Drives

3016 'cype EXA,COM.

STRING CONSTANTS 400

Ail you need is an add-on memory or multifunction board with expansion capabilities. Just snap

Tandon Drives

3015 'of the elements of rows 1 and 3.

400
405
iIo
415
420

(9 chips)

V A. _

3010 'the command COM/MUL R00 1,3 6 places in row 6 the products

o

$52“ / 64K

1

3000 'Six arithmetic operations may tie performed on rows or
3005 'columns of values stored in an array V(.). For example,

0

Expand your IHBM. PC Memory 1

3

HELP

FUNCTION DEFINITION, NO LEADING SPACE 200
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Freelnstallation Manual

EXAMPLE

116 REM by David Naddor 83/04/26
199 ON ERROR GOTD 9800

Registered trademarks Ecosolt (MICROSTAT), Microsolt

lMS-DOS). IBM (PC-DOS]. Digital Research (CP’M CPrM-BG)

Installation kit IorP.C.
Installation kit lorXT.

DISPLAY

HELP ARITHMETIC 3000

0 Handles large data sets. File size is limited
only by disk capacity for most procedures.

Teac 1/2 height FD-55-B

HELP COMMANDS 2000
2000 ‘The available commands are:
2005 '

2030 '

0 Improved Recode/Select options.

F

1020 'Command Language.
1025 '

2010 'COMPUTE

0 Missing data handling.

'

1015 ‘and documenting BASIC programs using UCL - the User's

STOP
SAVE
NEH
2015 “GET
2020 '
2025 '(Use EXA ALL for detailed examples of all commands.)

0 Output redirection to text files for editing
and report generation.

@

1010 ‘UCLDEM provides a framework for implementing, testing,

:SUSUB 9700

4.95
14,95

$219 ea.

$269 ea.

:PRINT "UCL? ';

1005 GOSUB 9600
:PRINT

:M$=”Bad UCL'
:C$!C$(Z)
1010 CO=INSTR(1,COS.' "+LEFT$(C$(11,3)l/4
1015 ON 1+Co GOTO 900.1300,2700,1800,2000,1700,1200,2070,9999

1020 REM

UCL COM

DIS

EXA

GET

HEL

NEH

SAV

5T0

NEW (1015) 1200
1200 M$"Ready"
:P0=INSTR(P0$.' ”+LEFT$(C$,3)1/4
1205 ON 1+P0 GOTO 900.2100,2200,2300,2400.2600

520TamalPMza

Corte Madera, CA 94925

(415)9210333
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1210 REM

UCL ELE

RON

COL

ALL

MTSOPTPRODUCTSINC

FOR

A subsidiary of the University of Waterloo

Listing 3 UCLBAS—Blocks 1300,
1700, 1850, and 2000

COMPUTE(1015)1300

1300 00500 9400
:iF J=0 OR N8<>5 THEN 900
1305 00=1NSTR100$,' “sLEFTs(T$,3)1/4
:IF 00=O OR OO>=7 THEN 900

Announces

a full screen editor and a family
of language interpreters for the
IBM Personal Computer

2‘991c.

1310 P0=INSTR(P0$.“ "+LEFTSICS,3))/4
1315 IF PO<>2 AND P0<>3 THEN 900

ELSE M$=‘Done"
1320 ON P0-1 GOTO 3100,3200
1325 REM
RON 00L

HELP (1015) 1700
1700 IF N8=1 THEN C$="COM"
ELSE 1F C3="ALL'I THEN T1$‘""
:T2$='9998“
:GOTO 1715
1705 00=INSTR(00$,” “+LEFT$(C$,3))/4-6
:IF 00<=0 THEN 900
1710 TIS=FNS$(1000‘00+999)
:T2$=FNS$(1000‘00+19991
1715 C$="UCLNEL.ASC"
:GOTO 1850

READING UCLI-IEL OR UCLEXA 1850
1850 OPEN CS FOR INPUT AS #1
1855 IF LEN(T1$1<=3 THEN T1$=""
1360 LINE INPUT ll,T5
:IF T$<T1$ THEN 1660
1865 IF T$<TZ$ THEN PRINT MID$IT$,7)
:GOTD 1860
1870 CLOSE 1
:GOTD 1000

6%
0gave

13°“ 25’

For further information contact:
(519) 886-3700
Telex No.: 06-955458

WATSOFT Products Inc.
158 University Ave.

GET (1015) 2000
2000 IF INSTRIC$.'.‘1>0 THEN 2050
ELSE RESTORE
2005 READ 50$
:IF INSTR(SO$,C$)=0 THEN M$="No data set "+03
:GDTO 900
2010 READ S$,R9.C9.V$
:FOR R=0 T0 R9
2015 FOR C=0 T0 C9
:READ V(R,C1
:NEXT C
2020 NEXT R
:IF S$<>C$ THEN 2010
ELSE 60508 9300
:GOTO 2090

Waterloo, OntarioN2L 3E9
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Contemporary
ComputerWear
DUSTCOVERS
FOR
THEIBM PC

Listing 4 UCLBAS—Blocks 2070,
2200, 2400, and 2500
SAVE FILEEXT (1015) 2070
2070 IF 1N5TRIC$,'.")=0 THEN 900
ELSE OPEN C3 FDR OUTPUT AS '2
2075 "RITE '2,C$,R9,C9.V$
2080 FOR R=0 T0 R9

:FOR C=0 T0 09‘1
:PRINT IZ,FN5$1V(R.C11;":II

Attire your IBM PC in style! ComputerWear is dust protection
with class. Design features include select, woven fabric and
embroidered emblem. Order now. Satisfaction guaranteed.

2085 NEXT C
:PRINT IZ,FNS$(V(R.0911
:NEXT R
:CLOSE Z

2090 HF'Data set “+03" ready"

E] YES, PROTECT MY PC IN STYLE! SEND ME:

:GUTO 900

NEW ROW (1205) 2200
2200 T$=C$(3)
:GOSUB 9500

:R2=02
:IF R2>R9 THEN R9=R2
2205 EOTO 2500

NEW ALL (1205) 2400
2405 60500 9500

$16

_ Drive(s)
$18
_ 1pc Mon/Drive$36
Print Name:
Address:

:R1=61

2400 PRINT "Set.Rows.CoIs.Tit‘le';"? ";

_ Keyboard(s)

City/State:
Credit Card #1
Signature:

_ Monitor(s)

El CHECK

$18 El VlSA

_ Printer(s)
$18 [:1 MC
Add $2.00 ShippingTotal: 5

(CA, Res. add tax)

Zip
Exp

Contemporary ComputerWear Att: m

1320 36th Avet/San Francisco. CA 94122 0 415/564-0506

IBM PC is a trademark of international Business Machines Inc.
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ELSE T$=FI$
2762 PRINT USING T$;V;
2764 NEXT C
:PRINT
2766 NEXT R
:GOTO 1000

:IF N8<>A THEN 2400
2410 S$=C$II1
:R9=VAL(C$(Z)1
:C9=VAL(C$(311
2415 V$=C$(41
:RI‘I
:R2=R9
:GOSUB 9300

COMPUTE/xxx ROW (1320) 3100
NEW ROW AND NEW ALL (2205) 2500

2500 FOR R=R1 T0 R2

:VIR.01=1
2505 PRINT C9;‘vaIues in row';R;'? ';
2510 GOSUB 9600
:IF NB<>C9 THEN 2505

2515 FOR C=I T0 C9
:V(0,C)=I

:V(R,C)=VAL(C$(C))
:NEXT C
2520 NEXT R
:GOTD 900

3100 R1=VAL(C$(3))
:R2=VAL(cs(4))
:R3=VAL(C$(51)
3105 FOR c=1 10 C9
:v1=v(01,c)
:VZ=V(R2,C)
3110 00500 3900
:V(R3,C)=V3
:NEXT c
:v(93,01=1
3115 IF R3>R9 THEN R9=R3
3120 0010 900
ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS (3110, 3210) 3900

Listing 5 UCLBAS—Blocks 2600,

2700, 2710, 2720, and 2740

NEW FORMAT (1205) 2600

2600 H$='Bad format'
:C$=C$(31

2605 IF 1nsTR(Fos.cs)=0 0010 900
ELSE F1:=cs
:F2$=C$
Z610 J=1NSTRIC$,'.')
2515 IF J>0 THEN F2$=LEFT$(F1$.J-I)+SPACE$(LEN(FI$)-J+1)
2620 M$=F1$+' noted“
:0010 900
DISPLAY (1015) 2700

3900 ON 00 00TH 3910,3920_3930.3940,3950,3960
ADD SUB MUL DIV MAX MIN
3902 REM

ADD (3900) 3910
3910 V3=V1+V2
:RETURN

MUL (3900) 3930
3930 V3=V1'V2
:RETURN

Listing 7 UCLBAS—Blocks 9300,

9400, 9500, 9700, 9800, 9900, 9910, and 9999
9301) FOR R=R9+1 To 149
:NEXT R

2704 ON 1+P0 SOTO 900,2710,2720,Z730_2740,2770
2706 REM

UCL ELE

RON

COL

ALL

ZERO V(R,0) AND V(0,C) (2020, 2.065, 2415) 9300

:VIR,0)=0

2700 P0=INSTR(1,P0$,' '+LEFT$(CS.3))/4

9305 FOR C=C9+1 T0 N9

FOR

:V(0,C1=0
:NEXT C

DISPLAY ROW (2704) 2720
2720 TS=C$(31
:GDSUB 9500
:R1=GI

:RETURN

QUALIFIER (1300) 9400
9400 T$=C$(1)
:J=INSTR(T$,"/")
9405 IF J>0 THEN T$=MID$(T$,J+I)
9410 RETURN

:RZ=GZ

2722 IF N8<=4 THEN C1=1
:CZ=C9
:GDTO 2750
2724 T5=C$(51
:GDSUB 9500
:CI=Gl
:CZ=GZ
:60T0 2750

RANGE VALUES (2200, 2300, 2720, 2724, 2730, 2734) 9500

DISPLAY ALL (2704) 2740
2740 Rl=1

9500 J=INSTR(Z,T$."'1
9505 IF J=D THEN SI=VAL(T$1
:62=EI
9510 IF J>0 THEN EI=VAL(LEFTS(T$.J-l11
:GZ=VAL(MID$(T$,J+11)
9515 RETURN

PANEL, DATE, AND TIME (1005) 9700

:RZ=R9
:Cl=1

9700 P7=P7+1

:CZ=C9
2742 PRINT "Data set = “;S$;'I

Rows =";R9;" £015 =";C9;

' TitIe = ‘;V$:PR1NT

Listing 6 UCL.BAS—Blocks 2750,
3100, and 3900
DISPLAY ROUTINE (2710, 2722, 2724, 2732, 2734) 2750
2750 IF R2>R9 0R CZ>C9 THEN 900
ELSE PRINT "
001‘;
2752 FOR C=CI T0 CZ

:PRINT “[‘1FNS$(P71;'1 ';
9705 PRINT DATE$;' ';TIHE$
:RETURN

ERROR ROUTINE (199) 9800
9800 PRINT l‘ERR = ';ERR;'in Iine";ERL
9805 STOP
:RESUME 1000

DATA (2010, 2015) 9900

:IF V(0,C)>0 THEN PRINT USING F2$;C;

2754 NEXT C

9900 REM S$=Set,R9=Rows,C9=CoIms,V$=Title
9905 DATA AB
DATA SET A 9910

:PRINT

:PRINT "Row"
2756 FOR R=R1 T0 R2
:IF V(R,01=0 THEN Z766
ELSE PRINT USING “##I
2758 FOR C=Cl T0 CZ
:IF V(0,C1=0 THEN 2764
2760 V=V(R,C)

:IF V=INT(V) THEN T$=F2$
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';R;

9910
9911
9912
9913
9914

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

A,3,5,"Stures and items'
1, l, l, 1, 0, 1
1, 20,35,12,37,59
1, 8.20, 4.42.60
0, 22,33,18,27,49

9999 IF N8=2 THEN CHAIN cs

STOP—CHAIN OR END (1015) 9999‘
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“In the art
ofprogramming
the difference hetweerr
greatness and mediocrity
is ofterr the quality of
the artists tools. ”
In every top programmers tool kit there are usually a
few secret weapons. PolyMake and PolyLibrarian have
become the newest essential secret weapons for hundreds of professionals who are setting new standards of
productivity and performance for themselves and the
industry.

Praise From Professionals
“PolyLibrarian is a powerful tool for serious
hobbyists and professional programmers. it
is a thing of beauty; a work of art. The docu~

mentation is excellent, the large selection
of commands are intuitive to learn and easy
to use, and the program itself provides a
service of inestimable value. it is refreshing

to see a tool of this caliber available for seri-

ous programmers. The design of this pro-

gram shows foresight and ingenuity. It sets
the human engineering standard for programming utilities. If all of a programmers

tools were so‘ simple to work with, better

programs could be developed in less time

and with fewer headaches. Bravo, Polytron!
I look forward to your next product."
Dart Rollins,
Programmer and Author writing in PC Age

“PolyLibrarian is an extensive, friendly utility
. an excellent tool for serious program-

mers. It combines professional quality with
a flexible user interface.”
Greg Estes

Editor, Programmers Journal

“I am thoroughly pleased [PolyLibrarian] is
definitely one of the best products of its
type that l have ever used on any system.”

An Unsolicited Comment from
Steve Kauﬂmrm

Consulting Engineer

To Order or Request Literature Call

1-800-54 7-4000
Ask For Dept. 310

VISA & MasterCard Accepted
Or Send Checks, P.O.’s To:
Polytron Corporation DS-310-F1

PO. Box 787, Hillsboro, OR 97123
Add $1.25 Shipping Charge For Each
Product Ordered.
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The Object Module Library Manager for MS-DOSTM

PolyLibrarian lets you create a single library from related Objects Modules. The
IBM PC Linker will then select only the modules necessary to produce an executable file. PolyLibrarian can: El Create, organize, reconstruct, dissect, and compress
libraries of object code modules. El Add, delete and replace an object module.
El Extract a module from a library to create an OB} ﬁle. |:l Change public and
external names. D Optimize a module to shorten overall size of a library.
Cl Modules are time-stamped within the library. El Supports full path names.
D Supports Microsofts’ original and latest Linker (Version 2.4). El Includes installation program to customize options to your specific needs. D Features three
Modes of Operation (Interactive, Command File, Command Line) that can be
freely intermixed. |:l Surpasses performance of other primitive librarians. El Fear
tures a highly functional user interface that uses simple meaningful key words.
Cl Requires 128K RAM, MS-DOS (PC-DOS) 1.1, 1.2 or 2.0. D Compatible with

any compiler or assembler that uses the MS-DOS (PC-DOS) Linker. El Shipped
with comprehensive Users Manual including step-by-step tutorial for ..... 3 9 9

EPOWLIBMRIAN

Extends PolyLibrarian’s power to IntelTM Format Libraries.
PolyLibrarian II is an enhanced version of PolyLibrarian. In addition to all the
features and functions listed above for PolyLibrarian, this version adds a new
dimension of productivity for programmers using Intel Language Products.
El Compatible with any Intel Format Library and any Microsoft Format Library.
E Compatible with Intel's Link 86 under MS-DOS. ................... $ 149

DY

The Intelligent Program Builder & Maintenance Tool for MS-DOS.

PolyMake frees you from the need to remember which files depend on others and
which ﬁles have been modified. PolyMake will: Cl Remember the exact sequence of
operations necessary to make a new version of a program. This will signiﬁcantly reduce development time, prevent bugs & manage large software projects El Automatically invoke your compiler, assembler, linker, librarian, or do whatever is necessary to bring all dependent ﬁles up to date. El Compare the date and time of all relevant files and use internal rules to rebuild a program or complete software system.
C] Rules can be modified and expanded. Cl Extensive debug capabilities help construct efficient make files. El Includes features superior to UNIX Make. El Fully
automatic operation under MS-DOS 2.X. El Full path name capabilities under MSDOS 2.X. l3 Requires 128K. Shipped with a comprehensive Users Manual 3 99

CopyWrite
backs up all

IBM PC Software.
There are no exceptions. Copy—protected software is copied
readily. CopyWrite needs no complicated parameters.
Requirements:
IBM Personal Computer or XT.
64k bytes of memory.
one diskette drive.
CopyWrite will run faster with more
memory or another drive.

CopyWrite is revised monthly, to keep up with the latest in copy
protection. You may get a new edition at any time for a $12 trade
in fee.

CopyWrite is available at a price of $50 US funds from:
Single Sided
Double Density

Soft sector 51/4 ” ﬂexible diskettes
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Quaid Software Limited

620 Jarvis Street, Suite 2412
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 2R8
Telephone (416) 961-8243
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Double Sided

Double Density

*Complete with hub reinforcing rings,
Tyvek sleeves, color coded user

labels, and write protect tabs.

Quality you ex ect

at a price you on’t.

Proven quality at a great price. BECK offers
you a full satisfaction money‘ back guarantee — you can't lose! If you like the quality of
3M, Dysan, Verbatim, et al, you’ll like BECK.
0 Satisfaction, Money-Back Guarantee
0 100% Certified, 100% Error- Free
0 Full 7-Year Warranty
0 Tested and Retested 21 Times to 42 Rigid
Specifications
0 Meets or Exceeds ANSI Standards
For IBM, Apple, TRS, and 97% of popular
computers.
Order Toll Free 1800-2132-5634.
Available in 25-Pack only plus freight.
Bulk product inquiries welcome.

COD's CASH ONLY
Corp. Accts Welcome

Ei

Order Now Toll Free

Door to Door in 48 hrs.

ﬂ08@@-BECI€IWF@
(In New Hampshire call 924-3821)
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for the
IBM PC
For information interchange, backup and archi—
val storage, IBEX offers a
9-track, IBM format-com—

patible 1/2"magnetic tape

subsystem for the IBM PC,
featuring:
I 42 M-Bytes on a single
reel.
I Automatic loading.
I IBM Iormat 1600 cpi.
I Software for PC-DOS,
MS-DOS or CPM-86.

Write, phone or TWX

IBEX COMPUTER CORP.
20741 Marilla St.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 709—8100
TWX: 910-493—2071
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LEGAL BRIEF

isputing the Rights to
Custom~olesigneol Software

Who has the rights depends on the state in which the work was done, the state
in which the agreement was made, and, most importantly, the intent of the parties

MAX STUL OPPENHEIMER
ome subjects are simply not dis—

S cussed in polite company. A recent article in M18 Week suggests
that the ownership of rights in custom software is one of them. The
article reported that several programmers at a seminar revealed
that they were involved in litigation over programs they had de-

veloped as consultants.
In an article entitled "Caltech
Torn by Dispute over Software”

(May 27, 1983), Science reported on

the results of a dispute involving

the ownership of a computer pro-

gram that was written by a member
of the California Institute of Tech—

nology physics department: ”A brilliant young physicist has resigned
from Caltech, the computer pro—

gram’s development has been abandoned, and rifts have grown be—
tween administrators and faculty.”

According to the MIS Week ar-

ticle, each “consultant had assumed

that he was working with the com<
pany on an emerging technology
and would be able to apply the
learned solutions later on other
jobs. However, the companies in
volved felt that the consultants

were being paid for work performed
for them, the product of which was
the company’s exclusively.”
Unfortunately, as is often the

case when both parties take rational
positions, it is difﬁcult to provide
abstract answers regarding the out—
IULY 1984

copyright law, ownership of a work

worth a pound of proof. From a programmer’s point of view, the right

ployer. However, a ”work made for

program likely ranks with (if not

come of their dispute. Under the

”made for hire” belongs to the em-

hire” has a technical meaning that
would not ordinarily apply to pro—
grams that were written by an independent consultant.
A more general legal doctrine

known as shop rights provides that
the product of an employee’s labor
done on his employer’s time or

using his employer’s facilities will
generally belong to the employer.
Again, this doctrine will rarely ap-

ply to the independent consultant.
Who owns a custom-written
program? It depends on the state in
which the work was done, the state

in which the agreement was made,

and, most importantly, the intent of
the parties. Readers of prior col—
umns will recognize the words ”in-

tent of the parties” and may well
be thinking that lawyers use that

phrase when they don’t have an
answer. In a sense that is true—in
many contract issues, the result is
determined by what the judge be—
lieves the parties meant to do (or

would have meant to do had they
thought about the issue). In the ab-

sence of documentary evidence, the
judge can consider industry practice, prior dealings between the par—
ties, actions of the parties, and any—

thing else he believes may be indi—

cative of intent. In short, both par

ties are rolling dice.
This is one situation in which
an ounce of documentation is

to improve, modify, and resell his

above) the price he receives for the
ﬁrst sale, unless it is a highly spe-

cialized or conﬁdential program.

Likewise, the purchaser (unless he
views the program as in some way

conﬁdential, or of such competitive

value that he insists on keeping it
solely in his own control) can be

given an incentive to allow continued development and sale of the
program, if he has the right to re—
ceive updates as the program is im—
proved for other customers.
Why, then, does this crucial

point remain unresolved? It is possible that the parties are unaware of

the issue or underestimate its imA

portance. It is also possible that the
parties do not like to deal with con-

ﬂict (although they invariably do so
when negotiating zero-sum terms,
such as price and delivery). The

most likely explanation is that bargaining over dollars is intuitive—it

is easy to measure progress and suc-

cess in monetary negotiations—
whereas many consultants and their

customers cannot identify, much

less place values on, the rights in—
volved in ownership of software.

Some of those rights are:
l. The right to sell or resell the
software, ”as is”

2. The right to use the soft-

ware, ”as is”
3. The right to license or sublicense the software, ”as is”
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4. The right to have control
over the marketing of the
software
5. The right to translate the

A contract to provide custom
programming should address the

guages or adapt it for use on
other machines
6. Each of the above rights
with respect to future modiﬁcations of the software.

suasion. A programmer might open
negotiations with the speciﬁcation
that “the customer shall have the
right to use the program at his
place of business for the speciﬁed

software into other lan-

question of rights. There is no absolutely correct resolution— it is a

matter of bargaining power and per-

DEVELOP BETTER SOFTWARE

FASTER

,

W Antwan Sobhuaneo

PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT TOOL
(PDT-PC)

purpose, but may not modify or

copy it (except into the memory of
the speciﬁed machines) and may

not disclose it except to individuals

who have signed an appropriate se-

crecy oath. The programmer shall

have the copyright on the program
as well as all rights to modify or resell it” (see the IBM Program License Agreement discussed in this

column in the July-August 1983 is-

sue of PC Tech Iournal).
The customer might counter
that offer with this: “The program—
mer hereby grants and assigns to
the customer during the initial
term of its copyright and all renew—
als and extensions thereof, all rights
in the program as well as any improvements made to it, whether by

customer or programmer. Programmer shall, without additional fee,

disclose to customer any ideas for

the modiﬁcation, improvement, or
use of the program, all of which
shall become the property of customer. Programmer shall execute

all documents and take such other

for |BM-PC* and Compatibles

PDT-PC TRANSFORMS YOUR IBM-PC/XT INTO THE MOST POWERFUL
DEBUGGING AND ANALYSIS TOOL AVAILABLE FOR THE PC ENVIRONMENT:
° SYMBOLIC DEBUGGING AND ANALYSIS
. - LOCAL AND GLOBAL SYMBOLS
H HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGE LINE NUMBERS
00 FULL SYMBOLIC SUPPORT FOR OVERLAYS AND CODE MODULES
0 SUPPORTS BOTH INTEL AND PC-DOS OBJECT MODULE FORMATS
- DISPLAY BUFFER TO RECALL UP TO 200 LINES OF INFORMATION
' INTUITIVE HUMAN INTERFACE
' REAL-TIME PROGRAM EXECUTION MEASUREMENT
0 REAL-TIME MEMORY UTILIZATION MEASUREMENT
0 STANDARD lN-CIRCUIT EMULATOR FEATURES

ONLY THE PDT-PC INTEGRATES A FULL-FEATURED DEBUGGER WITH AN 8088

EMULATOR AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS, PROVIDING A SINGLE ANSWER TO
YOUR MOST DIFFICULT SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS!!!

Antwan Sublime
Corporation

20863 Stevens Creek Blvd., BZ-C, Cupeﬂino, CA 95014
(408) 253-7515

steps as customer requests to conﬁrm and protect customer’s rights.”
One possible compromise
would be to place copyright owner—
ship with one of the parties; the
other party would be licensed to
copy, modify, and use the program,

with both parties having the right

to market their own improvements.

Another compromise would be to
set up a royalty arrangement be—
tween the parties. Still another
would be to divide the marketing

areas, after due thought to potential
anti-trust implications.

If a programmer or customer

has absolutely no bargaining power,

he might rationally decide not to

raise the issue of rights in custom
software. However, if neither party
raises the issue, at least one of them
has made a mistake.
@1

'IBM-PC is a registered trademark oI International Business Machines Corporation
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Max Stu! Oppenheimer is a contributing
editor to this magazine and a partner in
the law ﬁrm of Venable, Baetier, and
Howard in Baltimore.
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68XX
CROSS ASSEMBLERS

G Graphics
Editor

AND

HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT AIDS
Dow-lop your (iHXX-lmsed project software on your
PC aml (lmrnload the object program into your micro-based breadboard. DMS has cross-assemblers,

A Fast, Powerful, Easy to Use drawing
program that lets you create, edit, and store
colorful images

loaders, and hardware to make the job easy.

.»\.~':smnl)lors:
DMS Part No

Target.

DMH-ASOSOl
nits—Assam

6800/01
0804

DMS-ASUSOS

6805

PC/MSDOS

Unix

$210.00

Cu“
I{ofr

“ “’

6809

DMSASUSO‘)

W,

DMS-HXSS

$35.00

BI‘CaKllII‘Lllllg aids contain memory decode & timing logir, serial and parallel l/O, event, timers, space
for RAM/ROM R1 breadboarding area, now available
with (38m processor. From $220.00 to $495.00.

Write, Call, or Circle the Number
Decision MicroSystems Co.
Box 120783
Nashville, TN 37212

(015) 3207221

L'nix is a trademark of Bell Laboratories I’CDOS is a trademark of latmnatiunal Business Mmliines. MSDOS is a trade—
mark of Mir i’osuft.
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0
'
0

Intricate detail
Easy to remember, single key commands
Variable cursor speed & brush width
User defined color combinations
Commands for basic geometric shapes
Images can be erased, repositioned, copied,
mirrored, ﬂipped
Save to disk/ Load from disk
Images can be loaded into user’s BASIC
programs
“HELP” and “UNDO” commands
Text in variable sizes, colors, directions
Designed for the IBM PC and compatible
machines with 128K RAM, single disk
drive, color graphics capability

Perfect for Artists, Designers.
Animators, Programmers, Educators
G Graphics Editor is available for $95 from

MICRO MARKETING ASSOCIATES
3497 East Livingston Avenue
Suite A

Columbus, Ohio 43227-...i-:=

614/236-1918

”I..--t

/”..---‘

mn.---n

II”...--‘

[Inn-I.-
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BASlC
- S - [OVl'ded.
o{1 Disk
.

° “mfg/d; Eompller when
C

ller.
p Ccode,

ie r.
d to
e translate
SlC may b

N W
is

BM PC and

availab‘9 now lorDmOeS‘ or M3008,

puters using -ode\ 16, running
1
hack
I other systems
w' be available iO

and
W "ice is $350'
p‘ng T0
..

.

'.

BMs—lnlemam

‘8“

esp“. .»

VP 15‘9l

-

or call JM‘

,
57-5660. Check
n 9

It’s 12p.m.

Do you know where your code is at?

CodeSmithM-SG
B:fabcode.00M
,>
»

CodeSmith—BB

A130 runs on some IBM—PC Compatibles

1384:0050
1984:0060
1984:0070
1084:0080

AX=0086

8P=3087

3321983

BXZUUUU

1313:0000

03:1984

BX=0000
0X:1138

81:0000
0|=0000

ES=1005
0822001
|P=0001
:TAG A LINE

PL Z8 NE NV UP NA PE El
53
24 “UNIT: PUSH
BX
ST12],ST
ME
880E132
883100
M
8X,0ffset VECTDR-TABLE_2
_
803E5E~
8MP
DOS_VEHSIBN_NHM,’2’
:BIIEAKPDINT SH
TRASHJT
JAE
'
7305
880100
MOV
BX,fset VECTUFLTABLEJ
'
E802
JMP
Short LUNG-LABELS_A8E_0K_AS_Y00_LIKE
F2118
TMSILIT: HEPNZ
STDSW
;ST|]P 777th TIME
LONG LABELS_A8E_0K_AS_Y00_L|KE:
30A083LEA
BP,W1E80_000E + 2[Dl]
2400
AND
AL,000111008
;0HANGE RADlX
45
DB
63
MEMORY DUMP
Absolute Address 0303E Segmen ‘0ffset=0304:005E
41 53 43 40 43 20 53 55-50 50 4F 52 54 20 32 20
A3011 SUPP08T2
20 20 20 20 43 SF 84 85—53 80 83 74 88 20 38 30
——CudeSmith—86
20 4D 41 4B 45 53 20 44—45 42 55 47 47 49 4E 47
MAKES DEBUGGING
20 41 20 42 4C 41 53 54-21 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
ABLAST!

TECH RELEASES
Hardware, software,

and other developments

for the PC

Legend 800

HARDWARE
IBM has introduced the

IBM PCir Color Display, a low-cost, direct»drive

display for graphics and
other applications on the
IBM PCir. The display features an 80-column mode
that offers higher resolution
for text display. $429.
IBM
Entry Systems Division

PO. Box 2989

Delray Beach, FL 33444

305—241-7614
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IBM has also announced
that it has fabricated an
experimental computer
memory chip capable of storing more than one million

bits per square millimeter) is
derived in part from the use
of advanced processing technology. A new processing
step that electrically insulates adjacent storage nodes
from one another allows
them to be placed less than
one micrometer apart without creating unwanted electrical effects that would tend

Metal Oxide Semiconductor
(SAMOS) processing technol—
ogy. It operates with a singlevoltage, 5-v01t power supply
and occupies, with its support circuitry, an area of
only 80.85 square millime-

ters. The high storage density of the new chip (13,025

IULY 1984

612-631-3550
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seconds Prices unavailable.

IBM
GeneraI Technology
Division
Essex Junction, VT 05452

802-769-2890
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A new product from

combines the features of the
with additional capabilities
that enable it to store up to
six 31-digit telephone num»
bers in its battery-backed

chrome board. $244—color

graphics board.

Persyst Products
Personal Systems
Technology, Inc.
15801 RockfieId Blvd.
Suite A
Irvine, CA 92714
714-859-8871
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printer from CALABCO Peripherals Di-

Two new PC boards— the

vision is a highly reliable,

Display Adapter Board

trix unit capable of bidirectional printing at 80 cps. It
features a replaceable print
head with a lifetime of more

PERSYST Monochrome
and the PERSYST Color
Adapter Board— have

been announced by Persyst Products. These
boards are intended as alter-

natives to the IBM PC mon—
ochrome and color graphics
display adapters. They support all the features of the
IBM boards, including (on

the monochrome board) a

memory, detect dial and
busy tones, and continuously
redial a busy telephone num-

fully compatible parallel
printer port with an IBMcompatible light pen inter—

Modem’s use of the Smartmodem 1200 commands

ics board) two graphics

ber until it connects. Multi-

reversedvideo character

attributes. $295— mono-

The Legend 800 matrix

Graphics Display

Hayes Smartmodem 1200

ing an extension of IBM’s
Silicon and Aluminum

New Brighton, MN 55112

out of the chip is 150 nano-

one-megabit dynamic
ory (DRAM), was made us-

82 Second Avenue SE.

to impair chip performance.

bits of information. The ex-

random access mem-

Multi—Tech Systems

The time needed to read data

Multi-Tech Systems,
called MultiModem,

perimental chip, called a

makes it compatible with
nearly all of the communications software developed for
microcomputers. $549.

face and (on the color graph-

modes, black and white or
color modes with 16 colors,
and blinking, blanked, and

low-cost, 80-column dot ma-

than 30 million characters.
The printer has a tested

MTBF rating of more than
ﬁve million lines. Its fea-

tures include superscript and
subscript, double-width (40

columns), compressed print

(142 columns), double/compressed print (71 columns),
and bold print. The Legend
800 printer uses a unique

square print dot. $299.

CAL-ABCO Peripherals
Division

14722 Oxnard Street

Van Nuys, CA 91401

818-994-0909
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Model F10

Diablo Systems has

announced a new, single-bin
mechanical sheet feeder for
its Model 620, Model 630
API, and Model 630 ECS

daisy wheel printers. The
Model F10 weighs only 7.5
pounds and is easily installed
by the operator. The paper
tray and output bin each
hold 175 sheets of paper in
sizes ranging from 6 x 7
inches to 14 x 14 inches. A
manual override feed slot
permits odd-sized sheets,
labels, and envelopes to be
loaded without removing
the feeder. $495.
Diablo Systems
901 Page Avenue
PO. Box 5030
Fremont, CA 94537
415-498-7000
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A new microcomputer

debugging aid has been announced by Micro Logic
Corporation. MICRO

VIEW shows micro activity

in a convenient real-time
graphic format, using a hexdecoded two-dimensional
display, MPU bus demultiplexor and selector, condi—
tional data latch, O-X-l
switch comparator, control
bus state selector, and recon-

ﬁgurable personality logic.
MICRO VIEW supports

and is small enough to be
portable. $749.

Micro Logic Corporation

PO. Box 174
100 Second Street

Hackensack, N] 07602

201-342-6518
CIRCLE 485\0N READER SERVICE CARD

better than current HMOS
or NMOS technologies. $35
in quantities of 100.
Intel has also announced

the 51C64 and the 51C65,
two new CHMOS 64D dynamic RAMs. These prod-

ucts, the ﬁrst dynamic
RAMs to be produced with
CHMOS technology, will
store 65,536 hits of information on a chip only 141 mils
x 214 mils, or about onequarter of a square inch.
Each product is available in

Intel Corporation has
introduced a peripheral chip
that controls and automatically refreshes arrays of
NMOS or CMOS 64-kilobit

four versions suited for different access times and power consumptions. $15 to $24,
depending on the version.
Intel Corporation
2625 Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051
408-496-9630
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computer systems and on
memory expansion boards.
Fabricated with Intel’s
complementary highperformance metal-oxide

The Helix PC Bubble
Disk from Helix Laboratories emulates a "miniWinchester” hard disk with-

dynamic RAM in micro-

semiconductor (CHMOS)
process, the new 82COS
dynamic RAM con-

troller provides low power
dissipation, high reliability,
and performance equal to or

out requiring increased or

external power supply. It

responds to ﬁxed disk com-

mands under most operating

systems, including PC-DOS

2.0, Softech Pascal IV.13, and
CP/M.86 for the PC/XT.
RESTORE and BACKUP
commands, as well as parti-

tioning to hold multiple

operating systems, are standard features. The PC Bubble
Disk contains four Intel
71 10-4 one-megabit bubble

memories, providing non-

volatile mass memory with
no moving parts. Operation
is silent. MTBS is greater
than 20 years. $1,495.
Helix Laboratories
812325 Remmet Avenue

Canoga Park, CA 91304
818-7100300
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A hardware reset button
called PC RESET has been
introduced by Security

Microsystems Consultants. PC RESET places a

reset signal on the PC’s
microprocessor, causing the
microprocessor to be interrupted no matter how badly
locked into a program it may

be. Security Microsystems
Consultants QUICKON mod-

ule is supplied with PC RESET, allowing the user to by—
pass the start—up memory
tests if desired. $89.95.
Security Microsystems

Consultants

16 Flag Place
Suite 102 PF

Staten Island, NY 10304
212-667-1019
CIRCLE 495 ON READER SERVICE CARD

many different micros
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SCRAMBLER

CaIIText 5000

AST Research has announced a new local area

network for the IBM PC/XT
and the PCir— AST-PCnet

II. This cost-effective system
incorporates twisted-pair
technology for lower costs
and print spooling for increased efﬁciency. The operation of AST~PCnet is trans-

parent to users, and each PC
can be designated either as a
shared PC with shareable
disk drives or as a user PC,
which can access the shared

PCs. AST-PCnet uses standard PC-DOS commands to

access remote drives and

printers, accesses up to 16

ﬂoppy, hard, or RAM disk
volumes from a user PC, and
provides ﬁle-record locking

and datagram transmission.

$1090 for starter kit, $495
for add-on kit.
Also from AST Research comes the
MonoGraphPlus, a
graphics board that adds
high-resolution and bitmapped graphics capabilities
to the IBM monochrome display. This user-installable
enhancement is compatible
with Lotus 1-2-3 and other

popular programs. $595.
AST Research, Inc.
2121 A1ton Avenue
Irvine, CA 92714

714—863-1333
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CallText 5000, from

Speech Plus, Inc., is an

IBM PC-compatible text-tospeech converter and telephone interface board that
enables a user to access text
data vocally through any
Touch‘Tone telephone. CallText 5000 combines a telephone interface with Speech

Plus’s proprietary text-tospeech technology, providing
voice output with unlimited

vocabulary for the PC. It can
be programmed to answer
the telephone, obtain text
data from a host computer,
and supply text data in voice
to the caller. $2700, including interface software.
Speech Plus, Inc.
461 North Bernardo Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
415-964—7023
CIRCLE 496 ON READER SERVICE CARD

tone decoding, and an onboard modem. The product
comes in three conﬁgurations: DIALOG/ 1, which
provides the basic voice I/O
capability, DIALOG/Z,
which adds the phone interface, auto—dial and auto-answer ﬁrmware, and tone decoding; and DIALOG/S,
which includes a SOD-baud
modem and digital transmission ﬁrmware. $295 for DIALOG/l, $495 for DIALOG/Z,
and $595 for DIALOG/S.
Dialogic Corporation
164 McKinley Avenue
East Hanover, N] 07936

201-3860202
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vides high-quality, real~time

voice storage and retrieval
for business applications.

Engineering, Inc.

PO. Box 57
Timonium, MD 21093
301-252-1379
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Skyland Systems has
announced TURN-0N, a
power controller designed
speciﬁcally to allow commuremote, powered-down computer systems. TURN-ON

will turn on the computer

system during an incoming

The SCRAMBLER
encryption device from
Industrial Resource

The DIALOG system also

Engineering, Inc. elimi-

face, automatic dialing and
answering capability, touch-

and prevents unauthorized

provides a telephone inter-

BLERS are stand-alone devices that are easily installed
between the computer and
the modem. The units communicate asynchronously
over an RS-232-C interface
and use the Data Encryption
Standard of the National Bureau of Standards. $295.
Industrial Resource

nications to unattended,

Dialogic Corporation's
new DIALOG series of

voice I/O products for the
IBM Personal Computer pro-

in matched sets, SCRAM-

nates third-party intrusions

access to conﬁdential ﬁles as

data are transmitted over

public phone lines. Provided

phone call and turn it off
again when all ﬁle transfers,
electronic mail, and other requests have been executed.
The power controller is

hardware independent and
will work with all communications programs and direct-

connect modems that can
run unattended at the
remote end. The remote

devices must be able to ini-
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Microsoft Project

tialize and perform unattended access without any
manual intervention. $189
for Model 1001, which has
basic power spike suppression; $219 for Model 1002,
which provides surge and
transient suppression.

Skyland Systems, Inc.
150 Green Valley Road
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
408-438-5007
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SOFTWARE
IBM has introduced three
word processing programs for
the PC. DisplayWrite 1
is designed for use especially
with the PCir, but also can

be used with other PCs. Its
program/data diskettes, via a
conversion utility that is in-

cluded with the package, can
be exchanged with PCs,
PC/XTs, and Portable PCs
that use DisplayWrite 2.

This diskette exchange lets

documents be created, modiﬁed, or printed on different
systems, at home or in the
office. DisplayWrite 2 is sim—
ilar to the IBM Displaywriter Textpack 4 licensed

program. Among its features
is a built-in spelling veriﬁcation aid of about 100,000
words. A specialized spelling
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aid of about 16,000 legal
terms—known as Displayv
Write Legal Support—is
available for use with DisplayWrite 2 for an additional
$165.

IBM PCWriter offers
menus and commands similar to those of the IBM 5520
administrative system and
IBM Datamaster. It includes

a dictionary of about 120,000
words.

Also introduced by IBM

was DisplayComm BSC,

a binary synchronous communications program that

enables PCs, PC/XTs, and
Portables to send Display~
Write 2 documents to other
appropriately equipped computers. Prices are: Display-

Write 1, $95; DisplayWrite
2, $299; PCWriter, $199; DisplayComm BSC, $375.
IBM
Entry Systems Division
PO. Box 2989
Delray Beach, FL 33444

305-241-7614
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Recent software releases by
IBM include new compilers
for FORTRAN and Pascal.
FORTRAN Compiler

Version 2.0 has the fol-

lowing enhancements over

Version 1.0: support for the
8087 math coprocessor; improved arithmetic abilities,
including 32-bit arithmetic,
double-precision real numbers, and transcendental
function support; ability to
compile larger programs;
addition of list-directed I/O;
support for overlays; and
support for arrays with up to
seven dimensions. Pascal

creation of professionallooking documents. It will
generate a table of contents,
index, and footnote entries;
format with one or two columns per page; number
pages automatically; imbed
ﬁles; create boxes; choose
printer fonts; and allow the
user to View a document on
screen while formatting and
printing. The Print Screen

enhancements and adds
support for DOS 2.0 ﬁle
names and for a long heap, a
library manager, and a large
linker. Prices are: $350 for
FORTRAN Compiler; $350
for Pascal Compiler.
IBM also has introduced

Utility Program is intended
for IBM PC owners with an
IBM PC Color Printer. With
this program the "PrtSc" key
may be used to send a screen
of text or graphics from the
active display buffer to the
color printer. $275 for
Script/PC; $35 for Print
Screen Utility Program.
IBM
Information Systems

provides data record sorting
and merging functions. It is
available either as a standalone utility or with IBM

914-934-4488
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Compiler Version 2.0

has the same 8087 math

coprocessor and arithmetic

SORT Version 1.0, which

COBOL. It supports most

BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL,

Group
900 King Street
Rye Brook, NY 10573

and Pascal data formats and

Microsoft has announced

indexed ﬁles, and has multiple sort ﬁelds. $175.
Also from IBM are the

program for the IBM PC.
Project is designed to work
like a spreadsheet, and it has
resource and cost tables,
graphic displays of schedules

ﬁle organizations, including

Script/PC text formatter

and the Print Screen

Utility Program. The
Script/PC formatter allows

a new project-scheduling

and resource utilization, and

extensive reporting abilities.
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DoubleDOS
Microsoft's Mouse Menu

Information can be trans

ferred from Project to Microsoft Chart and Multiplan,
Lotus 1-2-3, and dBASE II.
Also from Microsoft
comes a utility program that

will permit the use of the
Microsoft Mouse with IBM
PC application programs that
currently have no mouse
support, including Microsoft
Multiplan, Lotus 1-2-3,
WordStar, and VisiCalc. The
Mouse Menu changes the
way a user interacts with an

application program by enabling him to use the Microsoft Mouse to initiate all
commands that formerly
were entered with the key—

board. Microsoft provides the
source code listings of the

RDT Software, a new

company specializing in software development tools, is
inaugurating its product line
with Bugscreen, a symbolic debugger for the IBM
PC Macro Assembler. The
product features windows for
the source listing, the registers and ﬂags, the stack, and
selected memory. Changes
are highlighted on the screen
during execution of the pro—
gram. Bugscreen can handle
data in the form used by the
program being tested. $95.
RDT Software

PO. Box 96634

Weatherford, OK 73096

405-772-1821
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Mouse Menu programs so

users can create menus for
other programs besides the
ones listed. The Mouse

Menu software is packaged
with the Microsoft Mouse,

which sells for $195. For
those who already own the

Microsoft Mouse, updates are

available for $25.
Microsoft

10700 Northrup Way
Bellevue, WA 98004
206-828-8080
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SoftLogic Solutions has
announced an improved ver-

sion of DoubleDOS that is

compatible with the IBM
PC-DOS version 2.1 as well
as the older 2.0. DoubleDOS
is an operating system enhancer that allows the PC

user to run a remote data
link, communicate with a
host system, or do other
communication tasks while
the PC is being used for
tasks such as word process-

ing, spreadsheet, or data base
management. $299.
Softlogic Solutions
530 Chestnut Street
Manchester, NH 03101
603-627-9900
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New software that allows PC
users to design or personalize
pop-up menus has been introduced by Mouse Sys-

tems Corporation.
Called Designer Pop-up,
the menu software can be
personalized using any word
processor that creates ASCII
text ﬁles and a compiler pro
vided by Mouse Systems.
Version 3.00 of Designer
Pop-up includes menus that
have been preconﬁgured for
use with Lotus 1~2-3, VisiCalc, Multiplan, Personal
Editor, Volkswriter, Word-

Star, SuperCalc 3, Multimate,
and PFS:WRITE. $95.
Mouse Systems
Corporation

2336H Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051
4108-9880211
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The last major language not
available to the PC user,
SNOBOL4, has been implemented for the IBM PC.

Catspaw, Inc. is offering
SNOBOL4+, which en-

compasses all of mainframe

SNOBOL4 except FORTRAN

output formats. SNOBOL4+
produces concise programs
for string, algebraic, and list
processing, and all forms of
non-numerical computation.
In addition to its standard
language features; SNO-

BOL4+ has some extensions:

additional string functions

and additional real functions

are offered, ﬁles may be dynamically attached during

program execution using ﬁle
names contained in string

variables; standard INPUT
and OUTPUT ﬁles may be
redirected from the command line; ASCII and binary
modes of ﬁle access are provided, keyboard input may
be edited line by line or read
character by character, with
or without screen echo;
optional case-folding allows

upper- and lower-case variable and function names to

be treated alike. $50.
Catspaw, Inc.

PO. Box 1123
SalI'da, CO 81201
303539-3884
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New versions of Blaise

Computirrg's Pascal Tools series

Pick Systems has
announced PICK PC-XT,

a multi—user PICK operating
system for the IBM PC/XT.

In addition to virtual mem-

style syntax or a LISP-style
syntax; more than 70 primi-

tive relations, including in—
teger point and ﬂoating point

arithmetic, console I/O, ran-

ory management, which

dom access disk, and for-

entire disk as main memory,

tension with new system
commands deﬁnable by the
programmer. $275.

allows a user to treat the

an integral data base manager is embedded in the sys—
tem. Other features include:
variable-length records with
up to three dimensions of
standard internal delimiting;
an English-like inquiry language called ACCESS;
PICK/BASIC, a high-level
programming language,- and
a terminal control language
known as TCL. $495.

matted record I/O, and ex-

Programming Logic
Systems Inc.
31 Crescent Drive

Milford, CT 06460
203-877-7988
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micro-PROLOG, which
features two program devel—
opment systems that allow

the use of either an English-

194

for PC-DOS 2.0. With EXEC,
the user can chain programs

that are written in diﬂ‘eren't
languages. Also, a common
data area can be speciﬁed to

grams, although only one
program is memory-resident
at a time. $95.
Blaise Computing '
2034 Blake Street
Berkeley, CA 94704
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Associates is producing

program-chaining monitor

the size necessary to transfer

17851 F Skypark Circle
Irvine, CA 92714
714—261-7425

lored for use on the IBM PC.
Logic Programming

Blaise has added another
product to its line: EXEC, a

data structures between pro»

Pick Systems

Prolog, the logic language
used on ﬁfth-generation Japa—
nese computers, has been tai-

the linking process more eﬂi»
cient. The new versions also
have a general text formatter
utility and command ﬁles
that produce print ﬁles of
the source code. Pascal Tools
Version 2.5: $125,- Pascal
Tools 2 Version 1.2: $100.

415-540-5441
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New versions of the Pascal
Tools series have been released by its manufacturer,
Blaise Computing, Inc.
In addition to enhancements
to functionality, Pascal
Tools Version 2.5 and
Pascal Tools 2 Version
1.2 now include copies of
their object code in Microsoft Library format as well as
standard object ﬁles, making

A new generation of interac-

immediately with any other
application. Produced by the
Software Instruments
Group, the series consists

of ﬁve software packages:

Window Writer, a word

processor that allows up to
eight concurrent windows to
be displayed; Window
Filer, a text ﬁler/librarian,

Window Comm, a data

communications facility,

Window Calc, a spreadsheet and calculator, and
Window Planner, an
event planner/scheduler/calendar. Window Writer is

available now for $375;
Window Comm: $150,Window Filer: $150. Window Calc and Window Planner are scheduled for release
in the third quarter of 1984.
Software Instruments
Group
2-1645 E. Cliff Drive
Santa Cruz, CA 95062

408-475-8986
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tive information managers,

known as the Window

Series, enables the user to

perform multiple tasks without having to leave the text
editor. Data derived from

one operation can be shared
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COMPUTER/SERVICES
INT’L DOCUMENTATION
INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTATION provides
reliable servtce in the preparation of foreign

documentation 8 mktg. materials. Service includes translation, typesetting, & graphic art.
Clear and accurate documentation in any lan-

guage is a must. Let INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTATION make your foreign documentation
speakloryou.
INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTATION
120 Barranca Ave. Suite A
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
(805) 965-4761/(213) 990.4886

HARDWARE/ADD—ON
BOARDS

EPROM & MP PROGRAMMER

PC compatible APROM-2000 card can program
2716, 32, 32A, 64, 128, MCM 68764 EPROMS

and also 8748/49/51 processors. The software

(CP/M-86. MSDOS) can read, verify and pro-

gram eproms and uses fast programming algorithm. The zero insertion socket is mounted

on an external box. The external box for BI-POA
LAR proms and PAL is also available.
ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER
SYSTEMS, INC.
6802 NW, 20th Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33309
305975-9515

DT2801 SERIES ANALOG l/O

Plug~in data acquisition boards with 80l/168E
analog inputs, high or low level programmable

gains, 2 analog outputs, 161ines of digital l/O,

DMA, on-board clock, and on—bpard micropro—
cessor. Optional software subroutines and screw
terminal panels.

DATA TRANSLATION INC.
100 Locke Drive
Marlboro, MA 01752
(617) 481-3700

256K N0 SLOT MEMORY
IBM PC-1 owners. Let us install up to 256K RAM
on your EXISTING SYSTEM BOARD using N0
SLOTS. We improve your IBM PC so it can address the 64K RAM chip, 256K-$335 (expandable and warranted). DO-lT-YOURSELF KITS—
PC-KPC»$69.95 ($99.95 assembled). 64K—
RAMS-$5.85 ea,
ADD-MEM
22151 Redwood Rd.
Castro Valley, CA 94546
(415) 88675443

BOOT PC FROM HARD DISK
FiXT boots from DATAMAC, DAVONG, PEGASUS, PERCOM, GREAT LAKES, others. Adds XTlike BIOS interface for your disk to IBM PC2. Ends
need for installable device drivers. DOS 2.0/2.1
reqd. Plug—in installation. Specify disk/control-

ler model with order $70 + $3 shipping. (CA orders add 6%).
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
PO. Box 3039
San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 2989349

TOTAL PC INPUT/OUTPUT

Electronic Systems Engineering proudly introduces two extremely versatile input/output
adaptors for the PC/XT and compatibles. Both
are equipped with fully programmable 64K address decoders Ior operation anywhere in the
l/O space. One is a 24 line parallel port 8 the

other, RS-2320. Price is $139.50 each
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
PO. Box 4520TS
Portland. Maine 04112
MC/VISA (207) 773—7778

HARDWARE/

PERIPHERALS

—

PC/STD BUS+ SOFTWARE $119

STD EMULINK is a paralell interface to any STD

Bus motherboard for IBM PC with Tecmar baseboard. Comprised of STD Bus card, ribbon Ca—
ble l BASIC drivers STD EMULINK offers PC user
economical link to industrial quality STD Bus |/
O boards. [ideal for PROCESS CONTROL & AUTOMATION. Send check or money order.
STD EMULINK
PO. Box 673
Upton, NY 11973

RATES AND INFORMATION
Listings are grouped by category and consist Of a bold lead line [23 characters
maximum), 7 lines of ad copy (45 characters per line), plus 4 lines of com—
pany name, address and telephone number.

MAILING LISTS

SOFIWARE/

IBM MAILING LISTS

—

owners (counts increase daily) available for rental

TELEX LINK SOFTWARE

cluding other brands.
IRV BRECHNER
TARGETED MARKETING, INC.
Box 453
Livtngston, NJ 07039
(201) 731 -4382

vice via TWX or EasyLink. Cawthon's telex software is specifically designed for telex
communications and is easy to use, has on-line
help, self-test diagnostics, frequently called
numbers, and an excellent User's Guide. Cawthon’s telex software is available for the IBM-PC

COMMUNICATIONS

Over 75,000 names of IBM personal computer

on labels or magnetic tape. Total 550,000 in—

PUBLICATIONS
—

DYNAMIC DUO RETURNS!
Two new disk magazines for the lBM-PC-PC
FIRING LINE (for programmers) and PC UNDERGROUND (for non—tech folk) are available
now. Send a self-addressed stamped disk mailer
and two formatted DS/DD disks for your free
copy.
ABCOMPUTING
PO. Box 5503
North Hollywood, CA 91616-5503
(818) 5099002

SOFIWARE/BUSINESS

—

DATA SECURITY-$49.95
Secure sensitive data files with FAST~CRYPT.
FAST-CRYPT is an efficient Assembly language
implementation of the powerful DES (Data En-

cryption Standard) algorithm. Encrypt or de-

crypt any disk file at 120,000 bytes/minute,
UNPROTECTED DISK w/manuaI—$49.95. VISA
l MC OK. For IBM—PC, XT -i- compatibles 64K
any PC/MS-DOS.
KIWI SOFTWARE CO.
R0. Box 218T
Plainsboro, NJ 08536

(212)816-1873

dINVOICER + PLUS

MENU-DRIVEN BILLING 8 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. Produces

Link your computer to Western Union telex ser—

and many other computers.

/

7"” N, Cawthon

\ Scientific
9

Mg Group

CAWTHON SCIENTIFIC GROUP
24224 Michigan Avenue
Dearborn, Michigan 48124
(313) 565-4000 Telex: 810-221-1265

SOFIWARE/COMPILER
DESMET III—$109

Full K&R C compiler, assembler, linker, librarian,
full—screen editor and example software. Both

8087 and floating point libraries. OUTSTANDING PRICE/PERFORMANCE. Rated 131 or 2nd in
August '83 BYTE benchmarks. No royalties on
generated code. C Ware newsletter. Unlimited
updates at $20 each. PC-DOS (Ver 1.1 8 2.0),
generic MS-DOS and CP/M-86 support. $109

for complete package, shipping included. Now

available with source level debugger. Price $159. .

WARE
CORPORATION
C WARE CORPORATION—MAIL ORDER DEPT
PO. Box 710097
San Jose, CA 95171 -0097

Invoices, Aged Statements, Invoice Journals,

Receipts Journals, Aged Customer Account
Status, Past Due Notices, etc. Available with
modifiable source code for dBASE 11 users $129
or as a stand-alone Run-time package $199.
OATAMAR SYSTEMS
819 Gage Dr.
San Diego. CA 92106
(619) 223—6444

WIZARD C COMPILER

The power of C with the thorough diagnostics of

PASCAL. Full LINT diagnostic integrated with

compiler. Full UNIX SYSTEM 3 compatibility.
Floating point library; fast compact code; 1 reg-

ister variable. ln-line assembly code. UNIX emulation library. Uses MICRO-SOFT linker. PC/MS
DOS 2.0 only. $450.00.
WIZARD SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
11 Willow Court
Arlington, MA 02174
(617) 890—8778

Listings are available only on a 3 issue basis at $60. per issue (8180. total).
Copy will have a set format and remain the same for all 3 months. Enhance
the appearance of your ad by including your Logo at an additional cost of $25.
per issue (875. minimum extra charge). Pre-payment is required by check,
money order, or American Express, Diners Club, MasterCard, Visa credit
cards. Closing Date: lst of 2nd month preceding cover date.
Send copy and remittance to PC TECH IOURNAL, TECH BOOK, 12th

FLOOR, 1 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10016. Call [212) 725—4215 for

additional information or assistance.
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TECH BOOK
C SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

0 Full C Compiler per K 8r R

o Inline 8087 or Assembler Floating Point
0 Full 1 MB Addressing for Code or Data
0 MSDOS 1.1/2.0 Library Support
a Program Chaining Using Exec
0 Environment Available to Main c-window'“
C Source Code Debugger
Combined Package $199
C-SYSTEMS
PO. Box 3253
Fullerton. CA 92634
(714)637-5362

SOFTWARE DATA
MGMT.
FORM MANAGER

Combines data entry. data base forms process-

ing. and spreadsheets Design forms on screen

Use them Ior data entry retrieval 8. calculations.
Does data entry validation. Report writer sorts
any 3 fields. Prints labels. reports. based on your

own criteria. Handles up to 32.767 records. $195.
Demo disk—$15.00.
BIT SOFTWARE
PO. Box 619
Milpitas. CA 95035
(408) 2621054

SOFTWARE/

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
ACTIVE TRACE
A debugging 8 learning tool that lets you see how
your basic program works. As your program runs.
active trace shows you your variables 8 their

BASIC/USER INTERFACE

FORTRAN CODE EDITOR

sional user interface with full screen menus and
data-entry forms. by BLOADing our 4K machinevlanguage module. This module con—
verses with your users via keyboard and video
while you locus on the users needs. Send $30
for module and programming guide.
ALPENSTOCK ALGORITHMS
PO. Box 65
Golden. CO 80402-0065

tabs FORTRAN IV to 77 programs. IFCE works
on a routine by routine basis. IFCE is very outstanding in situations where statement num»
bers are not ordered as a result of modifications
8 program maintenance. IFCE is a FORTRAN 77
program. Dealers welcome. $85.

C-INDEX+

C LIBRARY, TOOLS. SHELL
Library lor lattice C compiler: all DOS. Some BIOS
Iunction calls. enumerated and sorted lite-names.

Give your interpreted BASIC programs a profes-

C index plus provides complete data management for C language applications development.

Includes variable length data storage. 8+ Tree

PO. Box 31
Louisville. CO 80027

ENGINEERING

tively with prompting or by the use of command

PELADA TEXT ENGINEER
Engineering and Scientific Word processing.
Technical symbols. special characters. super/
subscripts. italics. underlining. boldlng. With

line parameters. $49.95 MC/VISA/CHECK/MO.
SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS
PO Box 116126
Carrollton. TX 75011
(214) 492-1315. tlx 4995 885 syscons.
SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE
PROFILER

THE PROFILER” will tell you where your pro-

FREE FREE FREE
BASIC AIDS FACT SHEETS and our guide titled
“MAKE YOUR PC PROFITABLE" are sent free to

ANOTHER DEBUGGER??
This one has FULL SCREEN format and SCREEN
COEXISTENCE with test program (including
graphics—even SCROLLS THROUGH LISTING
FILES without disturbing the test session-all with
N0 COMMANDS and only 10 function keys! It's
fast (assembler). small (60K). and only $75 with
manual. DOS 2.0 or 2.1 IBM PC. XT. COMPAQ
PCVTEST
for the software developer

PO. Box 54068
San Jose. CA 95154

graphics hardware you can design any symbols
you want. up to 384 different characters. All
characters visible on screen and printable. Easy

English commands. $250.
PELADA INFORMATICS INC.
562 Johnson Street
Kingston. Canada K7L-2A1
(613) 549—1747

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
ECA is a high performance simulator for analog
electronic circuits. Features include full editing.

worst case. sensitivity analysis. ability to sweep

components. 64 nodes. It is easy to use and very
last. Price $150. Forall MS-DOS. CP/M. CP/M86 computers.
TATUM LABS
PO. Box 698
Sandy Hook. CT 06482
(203) 42642184

PABSOFT MATH MASTERm
Make your BASIC smarter and faster with the
Math Master Series of BASIC enhancements.
Matrix Master. Poly Master. Poly Root Master.

Exec. $24.95 each. Double Precision $34.95.
Send for free Scientific-Engineering Catalog
Coming Soon-FFT Master. State Master. Complex Master. etc.
PAB Software. Inc.
PO. Box 15397
Ft. Wayne. IN 46885

(219) 485-6980
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$99.50
$99.50

Rental is Ior 7 days alter receipt (sent by VPS),
3 more daysgrace to return. Credit cards ac-

SOFTWARE/

BXREF provides extensive cross relerence servrces for the professional software developer.
BXREF handles both interpreter and compiler
source. Output is user selectable lor VARI—

ABLES/LINE NUMBERS. STATEMENTS. FUNCTIONS. LITERALS. 0lulNCLUDE'ed tiles tor any
combination. BXREF may be started interac-

utilities tree for the taking!
IBM PC-SIG—100 Vols.
IBM PC—Blue 73 Vols.
50' “flippy” Disks (blank) $99.50

PUBLIC DOMAIN FREEWARE
Rent PC Disk Libraries for 7 days. copy yourself
and return. Hundreds of business. games and
utilities free for the taking!
IBM PC-SIG-150 vols. $150. 75 vols ...... $75.00
IBM PC—BLUE-75 vols......
$75.00
50 "Ilippy" Disks (Blank)...
..... $99.50

command history. etc. $55.
LEMMA SYSTEMS. INC.
1508 Calle del Ranchero NE
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87106
(505) 268-7220

BASIC/BASIC A X-REFERENCE

PUBLIC DOMAIN FREEWARE

Rent PC Disk Libraries for 7 days. copy yourself
and return. Hundreds of business. games and

Improved shell: all DOS internal commands.

Iongimp. quicksort. random numbers. others.

tion package: $25.

TRIO SYSTEMS
2210 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 289
Santa Monica. CA 90403
(213) 3940796

SOFTWARE GENERAL

_

cepted. no deposit necessary.
NATIONAL PUBLIC DOMAIN
SOFTWARE CENTER
1062 Taylor 81.. Visat. CA 92083
(619) 727—1015
24 hr. orders. (619) 941-0925 tech.

Tools: improved DIR. change mode. word count.
walk directories, others. Source included. $50.

compilers. Lattice & Cl-CB6. No application royalty fee. Obiect code license: $400. Demonstra-

current value 8 line number. (Dynamic Symbolic Debugger). Output to screen, printer or disk.
No need to single step. Complete XREF mapping. Review in BYTE 4/83. p. 334. 8 Microcomputing 12/83. p. 22. $79.95. Call toll freelor
info. (800) 358-9120. US; (800) 862—4948. CA.
AWARECO
PO. Box 695
Gualala. CA 95445
(707) 884-4019

new release of BASIC AIDS is the most powerful
program DEVELOPMENT and DOCUMENTATION tool available!
TULSA COMPUTER CONSORTIUM
PO. Box 707. 1004 North Dogwood
Owasso. OK 74055
(918) 747—0151

La Mesa Research 8. Development

ISAM indexing. interactive tutorial. Supported

gram is spending it's time and allows you to do
perlormance tuning on your code. Works with any
language. data printed in histogram form. Easy
to use and interpret. Complete user manual provrded. Requires DOS 2.0 or better and 64K.
$175.00 VISA/MC 0K.
DWB ASSOCIATES
PO BOX 5777
BEAVERTON. OREGON 97006
(503)629-9645

persons who request them. Learn more about
developing Structured Programs in BASIC. This

IFCE is a program that renumbers. aligns 8 de-

Rental IS for 7 days after receipt (sent by UPS).

3 more days grace to return $7.50 SHI. Credit

cards accepted. no deposit necessary.

NATIONAL PUBLIC DOMAIN
SOFTWARE CENTER
1062 Taylor St.
Vista. CA 92083
(619) 727-1015. 24 hr. orders. (619) 941 0925
tech.

SOErWARE/GRAPHICS

—

FORTRAN GRAPHICS PACK
60 MicroSoff FORTRAN/Pascal (1.0 or 3.1)

SuperSoft FORTRAN callable subroutines.
Professional graphics power backed by a 90 page

user manual. filled with examples and designed
to be helpful to every level of user. Five packages
in one! General utility. 2<D interactive. 2—D plots.
3-D plots. and solid models (hidden line re-

moval!) $95.
MICRDCOMPATIBLES
11443 Oak Leaf Drive
Silver Spring. MD 20901
(301) 5930683

TECHTRONICS 4010 EMULATION

High resolution screen/printer graphics for the

IBM PC. Full interactive capabilities with file
transfer and cross-hair control. Utilizes PLOT 10.
ISSCOS DISSPLA. TEL-A-GRAF and SAS protocols. OFF-line review of graphics output. This
emulation software is easy to use with high
quality graphics at an alfordable price. $80.00.
Technological Systems Group
5044 Haley Court
Lilburn. GA 30247

(404) 923-4980

PC TECH JOURNAL

TECH BOOK
GEOGRAF"

GEOGRAF” helps you prepare high-quality.

customized graphs for business. engineering and
science. GEOGRAPH'“ cuts programming time
by up to 80%. Callable from BASIC, FORTRAN
or PASCAL. Versions available for most graphics cards and plotters. Fully compatible with

Colcomp's FORTRAN standard plotting package.
GEOCOMP CORPORATION
342 Sudbury Road
Concord. MA 01742
(617) 369—8304
FORTRAN/PASCAL PEN PLOTS

PLOTMATIC: Complete support for HP. IBM.
Apple and HI pen plotters. All primitives avail-

able as subroutine/procedure calls plus total 2D
plotting support package. INTERFACES with
GRAFMATIC. Specify compiler (version number) and plotter. $135 Plotmatic from
Microcompatibles.

Microcompatibles Dept. P
11443 Oak Leaf Drive
Silver Spring. MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

SOFrWARE/
LANGUAGES

—

ADA ON A MICRO
JANUS/ADA is an exceptional programming
language for software development. Being a
subset of the Ada programming language

JANUS/ADA implements those features of Ada
which are directly needed by professional pro-

grammers. These features include separate
compilation. user defined data types and helpful
program debugging.
RR. SOFTWARE
PO. Box 1512
Madison WI 53701
(608) 2446436

RUN IBM’S APL W/O 8087
The 8087 ELIMINATOR allows you to run IBM's
APL (version 1.0) on your IBM PC (DOS 2.0)
Without an expensive 8087 chip. Software pack-

age emulates functions of the 8087 required by
APL. 30—day money—back guarantee. $49.
(Visa. MC. Check. or MO).
FORT‘S SOFTWARE
PO. Box 396-TJ
Manhattan. KS 66502

PROFESSIONAL BASIC

A new version of BASIC language that can access the full memory of the IBM PC supports the

8087 co-processor. Professional BASIC is a

window oriented system of more than a dozen
trace screens for debugging and educational

purposes. Dynamic syntax checking labeled GO/
SUBS cross-ref & set break pts. $345.
MORGAN COMPUTING CO. INC.
10400 N. Central Expwy.. Suite 210
Dallas. TX 75231
(214) 739-5895

SOFrWARE/

MAILING PROGRAMS

SOFTWARE/STATISTICS

—

AUTOBJ/AUTOBOX/BOX/SIM
PONY EXPRESS XL
Designed for commercial mailings or extra large
lists. Super fast machine code multi sort. Carrier
route sort. Prints labels: 1-5 across. singale line
format. or user~detined format. Also CHESHIRE
FORMAT. Unlimited files. Multi file merge. Records can be selected by user~detined codes.
specific tS or zip ranges. Phone list option.
Unique correction & deletion routines for updat-

ing. Instant access to all records. Auto repeat for

ease of record entry. Interfaces w/most word

processors. $238.
COMPUTECH
975 Forest Ave.
Lakewood. NJ 08701
(201) 364-3005

SOFrWARE/OPERATING
SYSTEMS

MULTIPLE USERS UNDER PC DOS
MulliLink turns PC—DOS into an efficient multi—
user multi-tasking operating system. Additional
users are supported by attaching inexpensive

CRT terminals or modems to serial ports on the
PC, and can run normal applications designed

for PC-DOS. Includes host communications
software for public dial~in.
THE SOFTWARE LINK INCORPORATED
6700238 Roswell Rd.
Atlanta. GA 30328
(404) 255-1254

SOFTWARE/SORT

—

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremely fast Sort / Merge program for the IBM
PC. Can sort or merge multiple files containing
fixed or variable length records. Run as a DOS
command or call as a subroutine. plus many
other features. Now also sorts dBASE ll files!
Compare before you buy any other. Write or call
for more info. $99.
OPT-TECH DATA PROCESSING
PO, Box 2167
Humble, TX 77347
(713) 454—7428

Mic-roSort SORT/MERGE

Sorts fixed or variable records on up to 25 con—
trol fields (ascending or descending). Includes
or excludes records on multiple and/or criteria.
Handles multiple files using DOS 1.1 or 2.0; supports path names. Written in PC Assembleri

FAST! Conversational screens. complete user
manual. $75.
Mic-roCode
3600 Gayot
Anchorage. AK 99504
(907) 337-2738

These PC statistical forecasting and modelling
packages are as powerful as their mainframe

counterparts. “Smart software" optionally al-

lows the user to automatically build the best

univariate and multivariate box—Jenkins models
including Intervention Models Easily interfaced
with planning packages. Build B-J models in
minutes. From $195. Demo $5.
AUTOMATIC FORECASTING SYSTEMS. INC.
PO BOX 563
Hatboro. PA 19040
(215) 675—0652

SOFTWARE/UTILITIES
IBM-PC COBOL PROGRAMMERS

Screen coding is fun. fast and accurate with

OwikScreen Builder. "Paint" screen layout and
create true COBOL source code for screen sec—
tion in minutes. 100+ pages of documentation.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Needs
DOS 1.1/2.0, two DS/DD drives. monochrome display and the COBRUN. EXE runtime

module. $50/Visa/MC.
THE COMPUTER WORKS
PO. Box 1371
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
(208) 667-6152
DISK MECHANIC

THE ULTIMATE Floppy Disk Backup & Repairi
Utility. Can back up ALL software protected disks

written on the IBM PC. Works manually or au»
tomatically. Restores deleted files. Files or sectors can be searched. examined & changed.

Checks disk drive speed. Reg. IBM PC. DOS 1.1/
2.0.128K mem. & 2 floppy drives. $73d. USA.
MLI MICROSYSTEMS
PO Box 825, Dept. TB
Framingham, MA 01701 USA
(617) 926-2055 for info MC/VISA.

tOOLS for the BASIC USER
Access the full power of your PC from your BASIC
program. A simple call lets you print, scroll or
clear the screen; create graphics; display a clock;

improve file access. data management and much
more. All 22 functions need only 4k. PC or MS
DOS. Comprehensive manual and diskette $100.
MC/VISA.

I

ENHANCE DOS WITH A.K.A.!
Take full advantage of multiple directories—let
unmodified programs access files outside of the
current directory without pathnames. Alias file
name to full paths. or direct searches to other

directories according to name or extension. with
multiple options. Operation is invisible—aliases
are contained in'the DOS 2.0 "environment." $60.
MC/VISA.
SOFT SHELL TECHNOLOGYS
54 Walnut Hill Rd.
Newton. MA 02159
(617) 332-6817

OR, SAY DO YOU USE C?

pCaccess provides access to BIOS from C. In-

terface to screen cursor. display attributes.

scrolling. keyboard. printer. l/O ports. diskettes

by track and sector. tone generator. and more.
Use with C86. MS. Lattice. others. Diskette. doc.
source 375. Doc only. $10.
ADAPTIVE COMPUTER SOLUTIONS
3773 Weibel Court
Columbus. OH 43224

BASICWINDOW
Screen Generator and Processor for BASIC pro—

grammers. This package combines a Screen

Painter for creating and modifying screens and

Macro Language and Compiler for quicker cod-

ing and testing. Features COLOR. field variables. complete input editing. line drawing. For
BASIC. BASICA. and BASIC Compiler users. Includes manual and reference card. $99.95 VISA/
MC accepted.

W"
G. FREEMAN & COMPANY. INC.
15 Albin Road
Stamford. CT 06902
(203) 327-9868

CONVERTS ANY CPM T0 DOS

CROSSDATA CONVERTS ANY DATA/TEXT FILE
format from CPMxx to MS/PC-DOS. CPMxx to
CPMxx & MS/PC-DOS to CPMxx. Cross data
runs on IBM PC or comparable computer using

MS/DOS 20. Cross data is a self-contained
program. It comes with over 24 mats and user
can add own format. To order send $99. check
or money order to:

AWARD SOFTWARE. INC.
236 North Santa CruzAve,
Los Gatos. CA 95030
(408) 395—2773

F

H-F COMPUTING SERVICES, INC.
224 Old Orchard Gr.
Toronto. Ont. Canada M5M 2E5
1-(800) 268-1211 US and Canada

L
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TECH BOOK
COPY PROTECTION BY MSD

COPY PROTECTION

SLK/F places an assembled or compiled program on a diskette with 4 different copy-resis-

tant features in such a way that it runs normally,
but cannot be copied by backup programs such

as COPYPC. The rest of the diskette is available
as normal, and DOS may be added. Price $150.

OLIVE
BRANCH
SOFTWARE
OLIVE BRANCH SOFTWARE
1715 Olive Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(805) 569—1682

TOOLS FOR PBOGRAMMERS

- FILE TOOLKIT: COMPARE lists file differences:

COMPRESS shrinks liles; ENCRYPT secures
valuable data, HEXDUMP lists files in hex and
ASCII.
0 PASCAL TOOLKIT, PXREF prints program
cross-references; PNEAT prettyprints programs; PCASE highlights variables. Just $29.95
each, both for $49.95. VISA/MC accepted.
SEVEN VALLEYS SOFTWARE
PO. Box 99
Glen Rock, PA 17327
(717) 235-5470

The ULTIMATE diskette copy protection system
designed by software developers and publishers, A variety of protection methods are available to suit your protection requirements. All IBM

PC and XT environments are supported which
includes. DOS, BASIC (compiled and interprev

tive). Pascal, P-System and standalone sys—

tems. Customized systems also available.

Requires: 64K, two disk drives.

MICRO-SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS, INC.
214‘/2 West Main Street
St, Charles, Illinois 60174
(312) 377-5151
THE PROWRITER UTILITIES
COMPLETE CONTROL OF YOUR C. ltoh 8510/
1550 and NEC 8023, DOS 1.1 + 2.0 compatible
for $44.95. PROCNTRL—On-Line Keyboard
Control of Printer PROEPSIMpson Graftrax
Simulator (eg 1-2—3) PROSCR—Text/Gra’phics
Screen Dump, 2 sizes. PROSTALLiWordstar 3.2

I 3.3 Installation PROSET—Menu Driven Printer.
Setup + 2 more,
COURTRIN ENTERPRISES
PO. Box 231190
San Diego. CA 92123
(619) 569-8308

THE SCREEN GENERATOR V3.0

If you can't display a FULL COLOR data entry

screen with up to 200 values and process it for
Add, Update, Delete or Inquiry in LESS THAN TEN

Basic or Assembler statements, then YOU need
the NEW SCREEN GENERATOR v3.0. Total screen
management and data entry processing for the
Novice to the Professional. $125.
K S SYSTEMS
PO. Box 643
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
(215) 449-2754

PC BUYERS GUIDE
THE INDEPENDENT GUIDE TO PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES FOR IBM Personal Computers. This
master directory lists, describes, rates for ease
of use, and tells you about the latest in software,
hardware, accessories, supplies. books, services, et al. Everything for you and your IBM PC.
It even includes an Index of Computer Camps
for both adults and children. From the publish—
ers of PC. An ideal gift at only $7.95 (+ $1.00
shipping/handling) to US destinations; and
$10.00 (+ $3.00 s/h), elsewhere. Residents of
CA. CO. CT. DC, FL, lL, MA, MD, NJ, NY, and VT.
add applicable sales tax. Checks or MasterCard
or VISA acceptable (with number, expiration date
and signature). US. funds only, Mail to:
PC BUYERS GUIDE
PO. Box 555
Morris Plains, NJ 07950

PROGRAMMER’S GUIDE TO
Edited by

So/ Libes

ere’s an important collection of CP/M insights that you’ll never find

in any CP/M manual. CP/M is the most popular microcomputer
DOS in use today, and this widespread use has generated many
innovative techniques and enhancements of CP/M. Programmer's

Guide to CP/M tells you what these enhancements are and how to put
them to use, how to get around apparent limitations of a CP/M system
and why CP/M is far more versatile than you might have imagined.
Every article in Programmer’s Guide to CP/M originally

%
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PELADA TEXT ENGINEER

Word processing for scientific and multilingual
text. All IBM characters. Super/subscripts. ital-

ics, underlining, bolding. With graphics hardware. you can use any symbols and any alphabet,
up to 384 characters. All symbols visible on

screen and printable. Easy English commands.
$250.
PELADA INFORMATICS INC.
562 Johnson Street
Kingston, Canada K7L—2A1
(613) 549-1747

MICROSYSTEMS PRESS

Dept. NL7H - 39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Please send me

I

Programmer’s Guide I

to CP/M at $12.95* plus $2.00 postage and

handling each. Outside USA add $3.00 per I
order. # 146
E] PAYMENT ENCLOSED $_—_.
*Residents of CA, NJ and NY State add
applicable sales tax.
I
I [:] CHARGE MY:
I
(Charge and phone orders $10 minimum.)
D American Express E] MasterCard E] Visa

I

I Card No.
Exp. Date

1982. Except for this collection,

I Signature

these articles are now unavailable!
Programmer’s Guide to CP/M gives
you an in-depth look at CP/M from
the viewpoint of the programmer—
the individual who creates the software that interfaces directly with
CP/M, or who is installing CP/M on
systems for which configurations
do not already exist.
Contents include “An Introduction to CP/M,” ”The CP/M Connection,” ”CP/M Software Reviews,”
“CP/M Utilities & Enhancement,”
“CP/M 86” and ”CP/M Software
Directories.” $12.95.

PROCESSING

r—_ -_—_—_-

appeared in MICROSYSTEMS be-

tween January 1980 and February

SOFTWARE/WORD

Mr./Mrs./Ms.

>

(please print full name)

Address—“Apt.__ I

I City

I

I State

Zip

[:1 Send me a FREE Creative Computing Catalog.
——-—__—_—

Also available at your
local bookstore or computer store.

For Faster Service,
PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112

(In NJ only: 201—540-0445)

unique PC interfaces
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Now you can teach your children how to use your PC without bogging
them. down in the user manual. . .without spending hours demonstrating

,

The man allows ,apid “mom", a, spacialmd

the Simplest functions. . .and without fear that they'll break your PC

PC intartaces. It Iaatures a buttered data bus.
switch-selectable address decoder. and a large

e a
I
'
b C use they dont know how to use It properly

You can do it with the PC edition of Computers for Kids—a BASIC

prototype area (up to 40 to sockets). The Its-page
and details
concepts W
manual covers basic
implementing
M], interlacinﬁ
M converts”.
pm.

_
'
' '
' Apple, and Atari’ editions
'
learnjng text whose Sinclair,
have already intro

WWW" u, ,mnsduws and dozens o, ”56,“.

duced thousands of children and parents to computers.

Salim/manual $99
REAL TIME DEVICES
plus 53.50 PM
1930 PM FMS, Ave.
Manual
PA
residents
only -add
s206%Postpaid We
College.
Po. Box
906 “16804
Chank.MastarCard.ueSA(814)234-8087
_

Computers for Kids teaches children age 8 and older to write their
own programs in less than an hour—without the necessity for previous
knowledg e of algebra,var1ables,
or computers. And there ’ 3 a spec1al
‘
. sec tion that keeps parents and teachers on the same successful command
path.
Starting off with an easy—to-understand explanation of how to use
the IBM PC, your kids will progress quickly to ﬂow charts and simple

10S PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

print programs. . .to loops, graphics, and other programming concepts

SAME DAY SH'PP'NG (USUALLY!

~

that show the young user how to make the PC do exactly what he

wants—in non—technical language that makes life easier for both of you.

256K DYNfgf)'CnSRAM 349.90

64K
64K

$2?
27128
2764
2732

200 ms
150 ns

1238 2:
EPROM
300 ns
250 ns
450 ”S

_

557
5-87

Take it from Donald T. Piele, Professor of Mathematics at the Univer-

any of Wisconsin (Parkside): ”Computers for Kids is the best book available for introducing children to the IBM PC. And it's a perfect tool for

:2?
'

adults who are learning about computers and programming with their
children."
So do your children a favor.
Do yourself a favor. Order the PC
.
- .

$22.50
9,25
540

edition of Computers for Kids today!

3.60
450 ns
4.80
450 ns
STATIC RAM
$43.00
5565P—15 150 ns
45.50
6264LP-15 150 ns
6.56
150 ns
6116P—3
2716
2532

MasletCard VISA or UPS CASH COD

41pm
Factory New, Prime Parts
MICROPHOCESSORS UNLIMITED

é‘égasaxmfffz’r
F

Please call tor cwem

Here are just a few of the useful
and exciting topics covered in
Computers for Kids:
' What is a computer?
- Flowcharting
0 Running the IBM PC
- Getting Ready to Program
0 PRINT and Variables

2674961
(918)
r A listen

GOTO, INPUT and RND
IF-THEN and FOR-NEXT
Graphics Programs
Sample Programs
Glossary of Statements and
Commands
- Notes for Teachers and Parents

-

Creative Computing Press

Dept. NFZB 39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Send me _— Computers for Kids, PC edition, at $5.95 plus $1.50 postage
and handling each. #lZK

PC: Tech Joumal not only sells
itself at a nice proﬁt, it helps sell
the hardware and software in
your store too. Because it goes
home with customers and continues to inﬂuence buying decisions long after you’re closed for
the day. Let’s talk now.

El PAYMENT ENCLOSED $___—. Residents of CH, N] and NY State
add applicable sales tax, Outside USA add $3.00 per order.

[I CHARGE MY: (Charge and phone order $10 minimum)
III Visa
III MasterCard
I3 American Express

Signature

(212) 725-7679

Or write:
Ziff-Davis Publishing
One Park Avenue
New York. NY 10016

Mr./Mrs./Ms

(please print full name)

AIDt

Address
City/State/Zip

Minimum order. 10 copies. We pay all shipping costs,

'—

,

F'Xp. Date

Card No

CALL COLLECT:

[I Send me a FREE Creative Computing Catalog.
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LET YOUR PC
SEE THE WORLD!

Engineering
Software

The DS-88 diglsector opens up a whole new world for you and

your PC. Your computer can now become a security system,
take computer portraits, analyze radiotluorograms, inspect

assembly work. . .the DS-88 digisector is your PC’s eyes; a
random access video digitizerthat works in conjunction with a
TV camera to provide last, precise conversion of video signals
into digital data.
The original and still the best video digitizer!

for your PC
0

- High Resolution — Up to 512 x 256 picture element scan
- Precision — 256 levels of grey scale

- Versatility — NTSC or industrial video input
- Speed — Only 4 seconds for 256 x 256 scan
- Compactness — Utilizes 1 slot in your IBM PC or XT

Power plant and chemical process

ﬂowsheet analysis

Pressure drops in pipes and fittings

Thermodynamics of steam, air, fuels,
combustion products
Component simulation

POWERFUL DISK SOFTWARE PACKAGE INCLUDED!
Check these features:
0 Assign 16 colors to grey scale values
- Image subtraction and comparison
- A variety of dithering algorithms
0 Image enhancement and zoom
- Disk load and save of images

- Dump pictures to the printer

Solvers and optimizers

GIVE YOUR PC THE GIFT OF SIGHT!

D888 Digisector: $349.95
RCA 1500 Series Camera
w/6:1 Zoom Lens: $399.90
DS—86,Camera and Cable: $729.95

Call or write for our free catalog

PSI/Systems

'"‘MI]©I.I
wow

Research Park, P.O. Box 3100
Andover, MA 01810
(617) 475-9030

P.O. BOX 1110-E

Est. 1977

mam r2.

IBM PC Self-Portrait

-@

DEL MAR, CA 92014

619-942-2400

Saltware pkg. requires 192K, IBM color card & graphics printer, MS DOS
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———==——‘KnowThyPC! ‘=:——————_

Are you writing programs in BASIC or Pascal? The popular Peeks

’n Pokes has a disk with 58 programs and a 38-page manual that
helps you get ‘underneath the covers’ of the PC. Learn how to use

PEEK, POKE, INP, OUT, and DOS/BIOS function calls to do

what you want, fast! Do you want to perform functions not
available from BASIC or Pascal? It’s all explained in the manual
and demonstrated in the sample programs. Source code included!

Peeks ’n Pokes shows you how to:
0 Access the system’s conﬁguration
0 Unprotect BASIC programs
0 Scroll part or all of the screen

0 Access the ﬁle directory

0 Logically swap printers

0 Read and change the keyboard
0 Find more Peeks and Pokes

~ ‘nPok¢§

3775“”

Want to know more? The Inside 'Iiack! is a collection of advanced
utilities for the PC programmer. It contains a disk with 61 programs, a 42—page manual, and a fold-out memory map that helps
you get better performance from the PC. With this package you can
give your programs assembler-assisted speed from high-level lan—
guages, get control over memory, customize and control the PC,
and more. Some programs require DOS 2.00. Source code included!
The Inside Track

“a

.

“mm:

I And much more. . .for only $30.00

The Inside ”hack! shows you how to:
0 Read/write ﬁles as fast as DOS
0 Display data on the screen faster

0 Reserve memory for your use
0 Copy memory to another location
- Copy-protect your programs

0 Load large programs faster
0 Control the keyboard settings
0 And much more. . .for only $45.00

MasterCard and VISA accepted. Shipping charges: $2.50 per order for UPS; $2.50 per item for First Class Mail to USA and
Canada; $6.00 per item for Air Mail outside USA and Canada. Dealer inquiries invited.

Data Base Decisions 0 14 Bonnie Lane 0 Atlanta, GA 30328 0 404/256-3860
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PROOFWRITERT”

Word Processor, Program Editor, and Spelling Checker

PROOFWRITERTM is a comprehensive, easy-to-learn, menu-driven Word
Processing and Program Editing package designed for Scientific,
Multilingual and Business Applications.

'

The Main Features of ProofWriterTM are:
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“Help" commands
Easy "cut and paste" capabilities

Spelling Errors Displayed in Reverse Video
Foreign Language and Scientific Symbols inserted with single
keystroke

U‘nderlining, emphasized text, superscripts and subscripts
displayed during editing

Equation mode for easy entry of Scientific Equations
Constructs and prints any Foreign Langguae or Scientific
Symbol on any matrix printer

[0co an A00 (9)

1 m:

=

Ao(r,n)

211g (3(a)

Any symbol not included in the IBM PC character set can be
displayed with optional character PROM $125
Tabs, Margins, and Text reformatted on the screen

Inserts phrases or blocks of text with single keystroke
Columns of data can be moved

Many unique printing options: underlining on any printer,
superscripts, subscripts, software generated shadow and bold

type, right/left justification, centering, italics: enhanced, -

enlarged or condensed print; automatic numbering of

footnotes, endnotes; headers, footers, and“ numerous page
numbering options

Will work with any printer: matrix, thimble or daisy wheel
Text completely DOS compatible
Compatible with program compilers

' Only $250

Manual Only — $30

‘ ,Visa or MC accepted

Order direct or thru your Computer Dealer
IBM XT or PC with 2 Disk Drives; 192 KB Recommended

608/233-5033

Image Processing Systems

6409 Appalachian Way - PO. Box 5016 - Madison, WI 53705
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Full Screen Menu-Driven Editor
Over 60 Single Keystroke commands
Word Processing in Color
On—Screen Tutorial Introduction
Spelling Checker
Mail Merge Capabilities
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CALENDAR

How
Dan Feeney

JULY

Made The
Micro To
Mainframe
Connection

Iuly 3-5

Dan Feeney, systems manager at Alumax

Mill Products in Morris, 111., decided
that line charges on one of his IBM

model 12 terminals were too high. His
ﬁrm’s corporate headquarters in Chicago
was using it to print sales and price reports from the plant’s 3/34 in Morris and
to do online ﬁnancial modeling.
A PC, Dan reasoned, could do the model-

ing with any one of the spreadsheet programs available and the reports could be
”bicycled" the 50 miles to Chicago. Dan

had the terminal removed and bought a
PC. The executives were initially pleased

with the new system.

“After a period of time the Chicago man-

agement missed the communications with
the plant, ” Dan said, "Each week there’s
a deadline and they must have the reports

the same afternoon we produce them.
Couriers just couldn ’t get the reports

there in time. ”

PC User Show
London
Contact: EMAP International
Exhibitions Ltd., Geoff Dickinson,
8 Herbal Hill, London
EC1R SIB, England

Sponsor: Expoconsul International, Inc.
and A Better Way in cooperation with The United Negro
College Fund
Contact: Expoconsul International Inc,
55 Princeton-Hightstown Rd, Princeton

July 23-27

SIGGRAPH '84: Eleventh

Annual Conference on
Computer Graphics and
Interactive Techniques
Minneapolis, MN

Sponsor: ACM<SIGGRAPH in
cooperation with IEEE Technical
Committee on Computer Graphics,
Eurographics, the Minneapolis College
of Art and Design, the University of

Minnesota, and the Science Museum of
Minnesota.
Contact: SIGGRAPH '84 Conference

BLUE LYNX package.

AUGUST

”It worked the ﬁrst time we tried it, ”
Dan said, "and we haven’t needed
any service calls since we be
WW
DPQSOIA

August 2—5
Tampa Bay Computer Show
Tampa, FL

I

1

256K

256MB
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AUTO
ANSWER

Bl. IBM PC
LY

192K

UN 2018K

ex Dmvgs

Phone line costs are minimal for the
BLUE LYNX equipped PC when compared
to the charges on the model 12 that was
previously in the headquarters ofﬁce.

Also, the total cost of the PC with BLUE

LYNX was much cheaper than that of the
terminal and printer. Seven hours a day
the PC is now off—line running the
spreadsheets. The on-line report printing
takes only a short time with a 2400 baud
rate running over switched lines.

Contact: CompuShows, 800-368-2066

Contact: David Sudkin, 617-965-8350,Alan Kucheck, 415-364-4294
September 12-14
Eurographics ’84
Copenhagen
Sponsor: SIGGRAPH
Contact: DIS Congress Service, Linde
Alle 48, DK-2720 Vanlose, Copenhagen,
Denmark
September 16-20
COMPCON Fall

Arlington, VA
Sponsor: IEEE

September 20-23
New York/Userfest
New York City
Sponsor: Northeast Expositions
Contact: Northeast Expositions,
617-739-2000

and IEEE
Contact: Conference on Parallel
Processing, IEEE Computer Society, PO.

Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901
August 22-24

Cambridge, MA

I
TECHLAND

September 11-14

UNIX Systems EXPO/84
Los Angeles
Sponsor: Computer Faire, Inc.

Bellaire, MI

Sponsor: Ohio State University

SNA/SDLC or Bisynch $690 complete.

ware package (requires lBM Adapter) $125

Iunction, N] 08550

Contact: IEEE, PO. Box 639, Silver
Spring, MD 20901

IBM 5251/12 emulation for 8/34, 3/36

Combination of 2 emulators $1230;
VTERM - DEC VT100/ 52 emulation soft-

Atlanta, GA

August 21-24

1984 International Conference
on Parallel Processing

1984 ACM Sigmetrics
Conference on Measurement
and Modeling of Computer

and 3/38 users. IBM 3276 emulation —

Contact: EMAP International
Exhibitions Ltd., 8 Herbal Hill, London,
EC1R SIB, England

Contact: 1815 NL Lynn St., Suite 800,
Arlington, VA 22209, 703-558-3620

Las Vegas, NV
Sponsor: AFIPS

what was available, he decided to try the

”WE“

Sponsor: IBM System User Magazine

September 69
CompuLearn: International
Exposition and Conference on
Computers in Education

Office, 11 East Wacker Drive, Chicago,
IL 60601, 312-644-6610

had it in. ”

September 3-5
IBM System User Show
London

Iuly 9—12
National Computer
Conference

Dan began to question his prior decision
to get rid of the headquarters terminal.
He looked around for a way to restore
communications without having to put
the terminal back in. After looking at

S M

SEPTEMBER

Systems

Contact: Association for Computing
Machinery, 11 West 42nd Street,

New York, NY 10036 .

September 2425
World Conference on
Ergonomics in Computer
Systems

Los Angeles
Contact: Crispin Littlehales or

Rosemarie Burnett, Thomas L.
Richmond, Inc, 1350 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY 10019

SYSTEMS INC.
(212) 684-7788

CWATERSIDE PLAZA, NEW YORK, NY 10010
BLUE LYNX 525l is a joint development 01 Software Systems, Inc.

Jellerson City. Missouri & Techland

5’54
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What’s the Best Feature of Davong’s
MultiLink Local Area Network System?

Just Ask Our Customers:
Faster: “Remote operation with my Davong

MultiLink“ is as fast as a stand alone IBM® PC X7? ”

More Flexible: “I found out you actually have to stop
the whole OmninetTM network to increase disk capacity.
You don ’t with Davong MultiLink.

More Powerful: “OurMultiLink supports ﬁue
operating systems. 3Com only supports DOS. ”

More Reliable: . . .theArcnet“‘ technology Davong
uses has been proven in over 5,000 installations.”

Davong MultiLink operates with IBM PC, XT or any
IBM plug-compatible microcomputer like Compaq,
Corona or Columbia. At an average work station cost of
only about $700. Add hard disks or printers to any
terminal on the network as you need them. Contact
Davong or your local dealer for complete details. Let
Davong MultiLink solve your local area network
problems.

The Local Area Network Solution . . . Davong MultiLink
i

Less Expensive: “Our 4—node MultiLink network saved

Davong Systems, Inc.

_.

us more than 40 % compared to a Nestor system. ”
TM MultiLinkis a trademark oi Davong Systems
TM Omninet is a trademark oi Corvus Systems
TM Arcnet Is a trademark oi Datapoint Corporation
® IBM is a registered trademark oi IBM Corporation
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217 Humboldt Court
Sunnyvale, California 94089
Telephone: 408-734-4900
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And it ﬁts into the XT’s short slot.

The new Hercules Color Card gives you these ﬁve important
features in a color graphics card.
1. A parallel printer port. If you buy IBM’s color card, you
won’t get a parallel port for a printer. Ugh. You’ve just wasted a

valuable slot for an extra printer card.

2. It’s short. Our new Color Card uses advanced gate array
technology to reduce the chip count by 30 and use less than half the
board space IBM does. Which makes the new Hercules Color Card
perfect for the short slot in an XT.
3. Fully IBM compatible. Any program that runs on IBM’s

color card will run on the new Hercules Color Card. With RGB or

composite video, any IBM compatible monitor will work too.
4. Hercules Graphics Card compatible. If you have a Hercules
Graphics Card (model GB101 or later), or plan to buy one, an

ingenious software switch on our new Color Card allows both cards
to be kept in the system at the same time.
5. Low price. At a suggested list price of $245, the new
Hercules Color Card has all these features for only $1 more than
IBM’s color card.
Call for our free information kit. See why the
company that made the ﬁrst graphics card for
the IBM PC still makes the best.

Hercules. We’re

strong on graphics.

800 255 5550 Ext. 423
Address: Hercules, 2550 Ninth St, Berkeley. CA 94710 Ph: 415 540-6000'1‘elex; 754063 Features: 2 your warranty Foreign distributors:
Compuserve/Canada: Reflex/UK: Computer ZOOO/W. Germany; Edisoft/Frunce; SoureeWm'e/Australia. Trademarks/Ouncrs: Hercules/Hercules
Computer Technology; lBM/Intcriuitional Business Machines.
This price comparison is based on the Suggested List Price as of2.22.84 for the IBM Color Graphics Adapter.

